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The Sayings Gospel Q, which is conspicuousIy silent on the issues of Jesus' death and 

resurrection. nonetheless shows evidençe of a knowledge of Jesus' death and of a suategy for 

accounting for Jesus' vindication. The dissertation argues that Q thinks of Jesus' end as an 

assumption. a bodily removai from eartb to heaven. as  happened to figures such as Enoch and 

Elijah in Jewish tradition. Q 133-35. the Jenisalem Larnent (Man 23:37-39 par. Luke l3:N- 

33). is the central telit exarnined. [n this saying, Jesus predicts that "Yoü will not see me until 

you Say. 'Blessed is the Coming One in the name ofthe Lord' (Q 13:35b). The language of '-no( 

seeing" or disappearance was a consistent feature in Hellenistic assumption narratives. and in 

Jewish tradition a special eschatologicai tiinction was typically accorded to those taken away by 

God in this way. The connection brtween assumption md eschatological function is setn in Q 

not ody  in the reference to the "Corning One" in Q 13:35 (a citation of Ps 1 1826). but dso  in 

the redactional connections made by Q between materials dealing with an absent mster and a 

suddenly retuniing Son of man (Q I2:B-N. lI:Ub-46: Q 17 passim and Q 19). Since Q 

apparently knows about Jesus' death. yet contains no hint of resurrection theology. the 

possibility arises that assumption. not resurrection. was how the Q people understood Jesus' 

vindication by God after his death. 



The thesis evaluates scholarship on related issues, the death of Jesus in Q and the 

possibitity of an "Easter faith" in Q (Chapter One), and discusses the most significant 

contributions to the understanding of the Jerusalem Lament as a piece of Q material (Chapter 

Two). Chapter Three surveys assumption theology in Greco-Roman. Jewish. and early Christian 

sources. Chapter Four discusses in detail the presence of assurnption theology in Q 1334-35, and 

Chapter Five investigates the implications of the centrai thesis for Q as a whole. Finally. other 

early Christian texts which might betray a similar perspective on Jesus' post-rnortem vindication 

are discussed (Chapter Six). 
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Introduction 

For the past hundred or more years. one of the pivotal issues in the ongoing discussion of 

Q's place in early Christianity has been its relationship to hose circtes for which the death and 

resurrection of Jesus were of Fundamental kerypatic significance. Some scholars have 

maintained that Q presumes a kery-matic interpretation of Jesus' death and a beiief in his 

resurrection. Taking this approach may enable Q to be fixed in relationship to other carly 

Christian groups about which we have a more direct knowledge. but it also requires some 

explanacion as to Q's apparent silence on these matters. On the other hand. others have argued 

that Q originated in a comrnunity which \vas interested in lesus not as a dying and rising saviour. 

but rather as a sage whose sayings had soteriological importance. This approach offers an 

interpretation of Q's silence on the death and reswrection of Jesus but. without resurrection. has 

no means of expiainhg Q's understandine. of the non-earthly Jesus. whose renewed presence as 

the "Coming One" or the "Son of mann apparently was expected by the cornmunip. Chapcer One 

below begins with an assessrnent ofprevious scholarship on these and reIated issues, including 

the question of whether Q shows evidence oFa knowledge of Jesus' death at ail. 

This dissertation takes as its d n g  point the view that Q could not have been ignorant 

of Jesus' death by crucifixion in Jerusalem. Numerous Q telits may be read with his death in 

view. though none of them explicitly refers to the death of Jesris. However. there appears to be 

evidence in Q's polemic against 'rhis generation" that the rejection of Jesus \vas understood 

deuteronomisticaiIy by Q. that is. as an instance-perhaps even the paradipatic instance-of 

the characteristic mistreatment and murder of prophets by Israel. If Q has an understandin3 of 

Jesus as a rejected and murdered prophet or emissary of God, but does not show evidence of a 

belief in his resurrection. then the problern of his post-monem Iegitirnation becomes more acute: 



does Q have a theological expression of Jesus' post-mortem vindication and exaltation as the 

heavenly or eschatological Son of man? Chapter Two surveys scholarship on Q's '-Jerusalem 

Lament" saying (Q 1354-35' = Matt 2337-39 par. Luke 1354-35). because many of these 

issues converge in this pivotal text. 

The main hypothesis of this dissertation is that a vestige of assurnption theology is 

present in Q 133-35.  This possibility was first nofed in a 1985 essay by Dieter ~eller.' and has 

subsequently been taken up by a few othen? but the implications of assurnption theology in Q 

have not as yet been fully investigated. In the Jenisalem Lament. Jesus foretells his o ~ n  

disappearance or invisibility: "You will not see me until ..." (v. 25b). and the language used is 

similar to that of Hellenistic assumption accounts in both the Greco-Roman and Jewish 

traditions. The fact that this disappemce is only o f a  limited duration. cnding when the 

acclamation "Blessrid is the Coming One in the name of the Lord is given. is suggestive of the 

correlation typical in ancient Judaism between assurnption and eschatological function. 

Assumption. however. was usually considered a bodily removal of a person from sarth to heaven 

while still dive. How. then. can assurnption be considered a possible means of vindicarion for 

the posr-mortem Jesus? n e r e  is a good ded of evidence from both Greco-Roman and Jewish 

sources that assurnption language could be applied to someone who had died. as Chapter Thre r  

beiow argues. Possibly the most significant. though not the only. instance of such an application 

in the Jewish tradition. it will be argued. is the case of the righteous man (dikaios) in Wisdom of 

it is conventional to cite texts h m  Q accordhg to theu Lukan chapter and verse (i.e.. Q 13:34-35 d e n  to rhe Q 
material used as the source for Matt 7337-39 and Luke t3:34-35). ïhis convention does not necessarily imply that 
Luke preserves the original wording or order of Q. 

' D. Zeller, .'Enrxûckung zur Ankunft als Menschensohn (Lk 13.34f.: 1 1,29f.)," in .-i Cuuse de 1 ' ~ v u n ~ r i r   tud da 
sur les Synoptiques et les ..lcres offertes ou P. Jacqve~ Dupont. O.S. B. a Ioccarion de son 'Oe unnrversaire ( t D  
133; Paris: Saint-AnMCerf. 1985),5 13-50. 

3 For literature. see below, pp. 834. 



Solornon 2-5. Chapter Four offers a discussion of the implications of seeing a vestige of 

assumption theology in Q 13:35b for the saying as a whole. 

The dissertation also argues, in Chapter Five. that three particular aspects of Q's 

Christology are made cIearer with reference to assumption theology. First. Q's descriptions of an 

absent and retuming master. or of an unseen and suddenly visible Son of man. c m  be re- 

cvaluated in light ofthe correlation between assumption and the Parousia in Q 13:34-35. Second. 

the way in which Q understands the ba i s  of the Future vindication of the community cm also bc 

reconsidered. particularly given signÏficant parailels behveen the non-earthly Jesus of Q and 

heavenIy representative figures in Second Temple Jewish Iiterature. Third. Q's depiction of Jesus 

as a recipient of reveIation (Q 1021-22) who apparentiy has foreknowledge of his assumption (Q 

l3:35b) has some interesting paralleis in Jewish apocalyptic Iiterature. In somr: witings. ihe seer 

receives ditine revelation. including a forehowiedge of his assumption. and is told to use the 

intemening time to instruct the people of God. These parailels conuibute to a reinterpretation of 

the escharological and esoteric instruction of Q. 

Findly. in order to offer some conobontion of the hypothesis that Q uses assumption 

theology. rather than resurrection theology. to express its belief in a vindicated and returning 

post-mortem Jesus. other texts from eariy Chnstianity suggestive of a sirnilu view will also be 

investigated (Chapter Six). Some New Testament materiais clearly conceive of Jesus' death and 

esahation without expticit mention of the resurrection. and some apocryhal materiais apparently 

speak of a departure. havins limited similarities with assumption. of Jesus fiom the cross. 

However. the clearest text is Mark's "Empty Tomb" s t o l  (Mark 16: 1-8)- which describes the 

absence of Jesus' body from the tomb but nanates no appearances of the risen one. This mises 



the possibility that the use of assurnption to theologize the post-rnortem vindication of Jesus. 

particularly in reference to his Parousia, had currency in a group other than the Q community. 

Two major presuppositions of this study rnust be clarified here. First. regarding Q: it 

alrnost goes without saying that the present study proceeds Eorn the supposition that the Two- 

Document Hypothesis (Mark and Q) offers the best account of the relationships among the 

Synoptic Gospels. Q is to be regarded as a lost documentary collection of the sayings of Jesus 

which was used independently by the authors of Matthew and Luke in the witing of their 

gospels.4 Q represents in some way the theological activity of a cornrnunity whose relationship to 

other groups within early Christianity cannot be taken for granted. and at l e m  in a lirnited sense 

should be understood as a ..gospel" in its own right.' Finally. although recent studies of the 

compositional history of Q have rnuch to comrnend thern.' the present study will deal Q in its 

tinal form. that is. as Far as it c m  be reconsmcted ttom Matthew and ~uke.' The benefit of this 

approach lies chiefly in the fact that it atXirms that the final form of Q is the result of intentional 

redactional work: this allows the cmcial texts to stand in relationship to the whole document. so 

that even if materials such as Q l3:3J-35 came to Q at a relatively late stase in its cornpositional 

' For a thorough discussion. see Christopher M. Tuckett. Q andthe Histoty of Eur(v Christiuniiy: Studies on Q 
(Peabody. Mass.: Hendrickson. 1996). 1-39: I. S. KIoppenborg Verbin. Ercatating Q: The Hisro- undSociaf 
Serring of the Sqings Gospel (Minneapolis: Fortress; Edinburgh: T & T Clark. 1000). 1 1-1 1 1 .  

' See. for instance. J. S. Kloppenborg. Easter Faith' and the Sayings Gospel Q," in The .-lpoc-phal Jesus and 
Christian Origins (ed. R. Carneron; Semeia 49: Atlanta: SchoIars. 1990). 71-99, esp. 71: A. D. Jacobson, The First 
Gospel: .-ln introduction to Q (FFNT; Sonoma Calif.: Polebridge. 1992). 19-32. esp. 30-32; F. Neirynck "Q: From 
Source to Gospel." ETL 71 ( 1995): 5-1-30. 

" The most intluential have been those of  J. S. Kloppenborg The Formation 4Q: Trajecrorirs in .-incienr WLrdom 
Collecriom (Philadelphia: Fortress. 1987): M. Sato. Q und Prophetie: Stadien ,ur Garrtings- und Traditions- 
geschichte der Quelle Q ( WüNT 329; Tilbingen: J.C.B. Mohr Paul Siebeck j. 1988). 

In this work, issues related to the reconstruction of Q take as their stming point J. M. Robinson. P. Hoffmann. and 
J. S. Kloppenbore, eds., The Critical Editon of @- A Svnopsis inchding rhe Gospis of.CIatrhav und Luke. .Clark 
and Thomas with English. German and French Translations of Q and Thomas (Heneneia Supplements 1: 
Minneapolis: Fomess: Leuven: Leuven University Press and Peeten. 3000). 



history, their influence in providing new conte- and even new interpretations to 

compositionaily older materials may be Wly appreciated. Issues of compositional history and the 

relative age of different Q materials will only be broached when important for interpretive 

reasons. 

Second. with respect to Christian origins. models which allow (or diversity cit the point of 

origin are to be affirmed. rather than modeIs which presume a u n i t q  early Christian community 

or Urgemeinde back to which al1 developments ma? be traced, The l i t e rq  evidence which 

survives seems to suggest that many of the various early Christian rnovements existed 

independently or in some degree of isolation fiorn one another.' Nevertheless. the possibilil of 

contact and mutual inîiuence will not be mled out. either. for the evidence also suggests thar 

shared perspectives and traditions were aIso in existence. 

' See fim of a11 H. Koester. "T?I!2MAI AiAmPo[: 'The Orïgm and N a m  of Diversittcation in the History of EarIy 
Chriaianity." in J. M. Robinson and H. Koester. Trujecrories throtigh E d v  Chrisrianity (Philadelphia: Fortress. 
1971). 1 14-57. 



Chapter One: The Death of Jesus and Easter Faith in Q 

A nurnber of issues of great importance to the study of Q seem to converge in the 

proposed re-reading of Q 13:3435. the "Jerusalem Lament." First. since the saying has ta do 

with the rejected appeals of God's messengers to Jerusdem. the question of the death of Jesus- 

and Q's knowledge and interpretation of it-is engaged. There are aiso ramitications for our 

understanding of Q's relationship (or lack thereof) to those circies of early Christianity for which 

Jesus' death and resurrection were of fundamencal sipificance to both their origin and their 

ongoing mission and prochmation. The f i  section of this chapter therefore deals with the 

questions related to Q and the death of Jesus. and argues that Q is cleady different t'rom what 

may be called "ke~grnatic Christianity" in how it interprets Jesus' death. Second. since the 

lenisalem Lament and other Q materiais look ahead to the r e m  of lesus as the -'Coming O n f  

or the "Son of man." the question arises of how Q envisioned or theologized Jesus' pst-rnortem 

or non-earthly existence. The second section ueats the issue of Q and Easter. and demonstrates 

that in the absence of any clear indication that Q knew or presupposed  surrection theology. 

other ways of accounting for the belief in Jesus as the coming Son of man and for the ongoing 

legitirnacy of his sayings mut  be entertained. 



1.1: Q and the Death of Jesus 

Practically since Q fim came to be recognized as a document in its own nght.' a major 

topic of discussion has been the relationship between Q and those spheres of early Christianity 

for which the death and resunection of Jesus were of primary importance. Because the double 

tradition material does not extend to the Synoptic passion narratives, it has generally been agreed 

that Q did not contain such a narrative. although some have argued otherwise. Without any 

compelling reason to assign passion material to Q, scholars have still felt the need to account for 

the absence of such material. especiaily because Q on this basis would have the appearance of an 

anomaly at the point of Christianity's ongins. In order to sliminarc the problem of an anomalous 

Q. some argued that the document originally had a supplementary purpose. in which case its 

framers presumed the main tenets of kerygmatic Christianity but did not refer explicitly to them. 

Others argued that the absence of passion materiai in Q resulted from the document's 

chronologically. or geographically. or genencally limited scope. 

With the rise ofredaction cnticism. however. there came the possibility that Q in tàct 

represented a distinct sphere of early Christianity. possibly one with a completely unique 

understanding of the significance of Jesus. Thus there is widespread agreement that Q does not 

contain. or even presume. a salvific undemanding of Jesus' death. Nevertheless. for some the 

temptation has remained to see the idea of the death of Jesus. or even his resunection. lurking in 

the background of Q-whether the death of Jesus is presupposed in Q's understanding of 

' Up until the the early years of this cencury Q was wated 'înore as a convenient postulate which facilitated cemin 
explanations of the Synoptic pmblem than as a monument anestinp to a particular moment or moments in the history 
of earl~ Chnnianiry" (J. S. Kloppenborg and L. E. Vaage. "Early Chnstianity. Q and Jesus: The Saying Gospel and 
Method in the Study of Christian Ongins." in Euriy CFvisfianty. Q and J .  [ed. J. S. Kloppenbors with L. E. 
Vaage: Semeia 55: Atlanta: Scholan. 199 11, 1 - 1 4  quoration from 3). 
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persecution and failure of mission. or his resunection as an implicit christological cognition. For 

others, however, Q represents a Jesus-movement entirely independent of other movements in 

early Christianity. a movement whose interest lay entirely in Jesus' teachings and for which the 

death of Jesus was neither theologournenon nor problem.' This section deais with the question of' 

Q's knowledge and interpretation of the death of Jesus: the closely related question ofwhether Q 

presumes or shows evidence of any kind of resurrection faith will be treated in the following 

section on "Q. Easter. and the Son of Man." 

1.1.1. .A Passion Narrative in Q? 

The earliest discussions of the contents of Q either recognized the fact that the document 

contained no passion narrative. or sought some reason why. if it had contained passion marerial. 

it had left no trace in the passion narratives of Matthew and Luke. In either case the centml issue 

was the distinctiveness of Q-whether or not it was a "gospel." Early on ( 1889). Bernhard Weil3 

could observe that Q's lack of a passion narrative was a result of its peculiar character as a 

document: "a history of the passion . . . could not possibly be given without a continuous 

historical narrative. such as our source neither offered nor was intended to offer."' WeiB went on 

to argue that there would be no point in the "oldest source" (as he called Q) giving the rvents of 

Jesus' triai and death. since those facts were "universally known." The oldest source tixed the 

recollections of the primitive apostles in a written form. and was "practically intended for 

The most m e n t  and thorouph survey o f  the question is that of Kloppenborg, Ercuvartng Q, 353-79. 

B. Wei& -4 Marna1 of Introduction ro the New Testament (trans. A. J. K. Davidson; 2 vol.: New York: Funk & 
Wagnalls, 1887-89). 2.38. 
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purposes of instruction and edifi~ation.'~ Thus WeiB saw Q as originating in the primitive 

Christian community and having a supplemental pIace alongside the facts of Jesus' passion. This 

was to become a common expianation for Q's lack of passion rnaterial. 

The earliest attempts to argue that Q did contain passion materiai or a passion narrative 

came as responses to the possibility that such an early source could not be considered a "gospel." 

that is. a biographical narrative with a Christological emphasis on Jesus' suffering. death and 

resunection. Adolf Jiilicher conchded (1904) that Q was not a "complete Gospel like that of 

Mark." since 'rhere appears no trace of it in the stories of the Passion and Resurrection." Ruled 

out ris a gospel. then. Q was viewed by lülicher as a sayings colIection '-composed without any 

exercise of conscious art." except that the sayings had been joined at rimes on the basis of 

interna1 connections.' 

Similarly for F. C. Burkitt ( 1906). the question of a Q passion narrative was '-practically 

equivaient io asking whether Q was a Gospel.' ... or a mere collection of sayings."%nlike 

Jülicher. however. Burkin seemed intent on recovering gospel status for Q. He argued that atier 

the Last Supper. Luke no longer uses Mark as the bais of his narrative. and asked '.whether this 

narrative of the Passion may not have been derived from the sarne source as most of Luke's non- 

Marcan rnaterial. i.e from Q itse~f."' Burkitt provided as cvidence material found in Luke 22: 15- 

16: 24-32: 35-38.' But Luke 2215-1635-38 is Sondrrgtr. and 7224-17 depends upon Mark. 

George Castor (1 9 12) pointed out that the Sondergzit appealed to here 3 s  much more closely 

Ibid., 2.239. 

A. Jülicher. .4n lntroducrion to rhe.Vrw Testament (tram. J. P. Ward: London: Smith. Elder. 1903). j j 6 .  

F. C. Burkitt. fie Gospel History und ILY Transmission (2nd ed.; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark 1907). 132. 

Ibid.. 134 See also Burkitt The Eurliest Sources of the Life ofJesm (Boston: Houghton Mitlin. 1910). 110. 
II Burkin Euriiesr Sources. I 13 n. 1. See a h  Gospel Hktoty. 135. 



related to the narratives peculiar to Luke that have preceded than to the cornmon material of Q."~ 

Furthemore. as WilheIm Bussmann noted, what remains is not directly related to the death or 

resurrection of Jesus: it is merely found in a passion context in ~uke.'' 

Most other attempts to argue for a Q passion narrative also concentrated attention on 

Sondergw J. Vernon Bmiet. for instance. argued ( 19 1 1) that in the via1 before the Sanhedrin 

(Mark 143-65 ;  Man 2657-68: Luke 254-71). both Matthew and Luke "show traces of partial 

independence h m  Mark." which Bartlet suggested is evidence of the influence of Q." Banlet's 

arguments show a marked preference for assigning even unique departures korn Mark in 

Matthew and Luke to the Q source. in particular Matthew's use of the historic present. which 

typically he a.oids when rvorking from ~ a r k . "  .And since Matthew and Luke-s individual 

variations from Mark seemed to Bartlet to show a kind of coherence. he concluded that '-if Q 

contained any part of the Passion story. it must have contained it ail in outline. seeing that it 

hangs together."15 Bartlet also held that Q in its earliest (.-basal'? t o m  was on1 tradition which 

influenced. through apostoiic mediation. al1 three Synoptic evangelists.'" 

3 G. D. Castor. .Cfathw's Sqings of'Jemsr The LVon-tCtarcun Common Source uf.ttàrtheiv and Luke (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press. 19 18). 159. (Castor's book was completed in 19 12 but published post-humously in 
1918.) 

Io "Aber geichviel wenn es auch und die oben genannten SMcke alle in R [QI gestanden baben, sie lass sich alle 
sehr gut denken als vor der Zeit der Passion gesprochen und haben nichts mit ihr ni m' (Bussmann, Z1w 
Redenquelle. Vol. 2 of xvnoprische Snidien [Halle: Waisenhaus. 19291, 1 16-7). Bussmann is refemng to ihe work of 
B. WeiB. See also Kloppenborg, Fornarion. 85-6. 

" J. V. Banlet .'The Sources of St. Luke's Gospel: in Studies In the Stnopric Probfm &v Memberx -the 
Univers@ ofWrd (ed. W. Sanday: Oxford: Clarendon. 191 1). 314-63: here. 331. 
12 tbid-. 332-3. 
13 Ibid., 333. 
14 See Bartiet's di- (ibid., 363). 
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In 194 1, Ernanuel Hirsch made a more concened argument for a Q passion narrative: he 

adduced more material from Luke 22 (and the parallels in Matthew) in support of his view.'' [n 

Hirsch's view the agreements of Matthew and Luke against Mark in this chaprer-in Matt 27:75 

par. Luke 2262. Matt 26:68 par. Luke 2 6 4 .  and Matt 26:64 par. Luke 3269 (Matthew 

a x '  &TI. Luke alco ro6 vGv)-provide a somewhat saonger basis for a Q passion. Accordinp CO 

John Kloppenborg hotvever. "since this is nther rneager evidence upon which to build a 

cuntinuous narrative. Hirsch was obliged to suppose that in other respects the Q passion account 

resembled that of ~ a r k . " ' ~  

Walter Bundy suggested (1955) that Luke used a twitten source for his non-Markan 

passion matsrid. and that -'there is evidence to support the conjecture" that Luke used "the Q 

version of the death dran~a."'~ Q contained materials fiom ihe beginning of the story of Jesus. so 

"it must also have included what was much more important. the passion story." Like others 

Bundy understood this as rvidence that "Q was rnuch more of a Gospel than is genenIIy 

supposed." As a possible argument against a Q passion narrative. Bundy noted that Manhew kas 

in his passion narrative no non-Markan material in cornmon with Luke. In repIy Bundy assened 

that Matthew .'may simply have preferred Mark to Q in the death drama."'8 The expansion of the 

Last Supper scene (Luke 224-38)  contains clear traces of Q. in particular 22:25-27.28-30.35- 

36-the same materials Burkitt thought belonged to the Q passion narrative. 

" E. Hinch, Die Fnihgeschichte des Evangeiiums Il: Die Vorlagen des Lukas utrd dus Sondergur rlrs .Clarthm 
(Tiibingen: I. C .  B. Mohr [Pau1 Siebeck], 1941). 2.15-8: Hinch saw the intluence of a Q passion narrative in Luke 
2ZJ8.62.64.69-70: 24:47. 
I b Ktoppenborg, Formation. 86. See Hinch. Fnihgeschichte. 2748. 
I7 W. E. Bundy, Jaus and !he Fim Three Gospels (Cambridge. MA: Harvard University Press. 1955). 48 1. 

la Ibid 
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Recently. the possibility of a passion narrative in Q has been taken up again in an essay 

by Eric Franklin (1998).19 For the most part, Franklin's discussion focusses on the minor 

agreements-and narrative agreements-behveen Matthew and Luke. and upon Lukan 

Sondergtrr. in order to build a case that Luke's passion narrative is in îàct that of Q. Though he 

approaches the question in a manner similar to the studies of Burkitt and the others just 

discussed. Frankiin is not oblivious to the advances made recently in Q scholarship. For instance. 

he appears to agree that passion kerygma is absent from Q, but insists that this is not a problem 

for his argument. since the kind of kerygmatic statements about the soteriologicaI sipifrcance of 

Jesus' death and resurrection are absent as well from Luke's passion narrative." 

Such views have been the minority. however: it has been almost unanimously thought 

that Q contained no passion narrative." although some have found its absence in Q to be reason 

for doubting the existence of Q as a document.= and a few scholars are rcluctant to mie out the 

' 9  E. Franklin. "A Passion Narrative for Q?." in Undersranding. S~tr+ing and Reading: .Vov Ttwamrnr Esses in 
Honorrr of John .4shron (ed. C. Rowland and C. Fletcher-Louis: JSNTSup 153; Sheffield: JSOT Press. 1998). 3047. 

" So. for instance. B. H. Streeter "That the original Q contained an account of the Passion so rich in details not in 
Mark as this. and that Matthew simply neglects i t  is in view of Matthew's careh1 rnosaic rnethod of working. and 
his few omissions Born Mark. incredible" ('.The Original Eivtent of Q," in Snrdia in rhe Svnoptic Problem. 184-108. 
quotation €rom 1 0 3  also B. H. Streeter. The four Gospels: -4 Stlr& of Origim [London: MacMillan. 1914],291). 
See also V. H. Stanton. The Gospeis as Hisrorical Documents. Vol. 2: The Svnopric Gospels (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. 1909). 105. 
Y, - W. L. Knox. for instance. taking the absence of passion material as reason for doubting the existence of Q as a 
document. preferred instead to think of Q as a "chance conffation of shorter tracts" which were oripinaliy 
independent (W. L. K n o ~  The Sources of the Svnoptic Gospels. Vol. 2: SI. Luke and SI. .Clurrhew [Cambridg: 
Cambridge University Press. 19571.3-5. quotation from 5). 

hoponents of source theofles other than the Two Document Hypothesis have shared a sirnilar vierv. See A. M. 
Farrer. "On Dispensing with Q,- in Studies in rhe Gospels: Essqs in Memory of R H. Lighrfoot (ed. D. E. Nineham: 
Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1955). 55-88, and W. R Farmer. The Gospel of Je=: The Pasroral Relevarrcr of rhe 
Svnopfrc Problem (Louisville KY: WesminsterlJohn Knox. 1994). Farrer thought it unlikely that a document that 
began biogphically shouId end without a passion narrative ("Dispensing with Q,'. 59-60). Farmer. on the other 
hand saw ment  interest in Q as somewhat more insidious: T h e  effort [investigation of Q's theoloz] has far- 
reaching consequences when Q is parlayed with Gnostic sources Iike Thomus into fancihl reconstructions. that 
imply the existence of a primitive apostolic community for which the death and resurrection of Jesus was ( c o n p  
to the New Testament) of linle or no importancey (Gospel of Jms, 169). 
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possibility of a Q passion narrative a l t ~ ~ e t h e r . ~  The discussion has therefore by and large 

focussed on a few central issues. First, why did Q contain no passion narrative? Solutions have 

k e n  sought, generaily speaking, either in the nature or purpose of Q as a document or in the 

beliefs or the theology of the cornrnunity responsible for Q. Closely related is a second issue. 

whether or not Q shows evidence of a knowledge of or interest in Jesus' death. Q materials that 

describe the suffering or persecution associated with discipIeship or with the rejection of God's 

envoys imply. according to some scholars. a knowledge of the fact and means of Jesus' death. 

1.1.2. Why Q Lacks a Passion Narrative 

1.1.2.1 The Nature and Function of Q 

Adolf von Harnack argued against a Q passion narrative in his monopiph Sprriche und 

R r h  Jestr ( 1907 [ 19081). "The Passion and al1 references to the Passion are absent frorn Q." he 

wrotc. and concluded that since this -'main theme" of the Synoptic Gospels was not presttnr in Q. 

it  as not a gospel at dl in the sense that the Synoptics are."" This lack of passion rnaterial 

meant that Q was a document without any historicai climav or continuity at all: "Thus Q in the 

main could only have k e n  a compilation of sayings and discourses of varied content."" In fact. 

the lack ot'any reference to the passion-and the fact that Jerusdem is only mentioned once (Q 

13:34+meant for Hamack that the document's '-horizon" was '-absolutely bounded by 

-7 - For instance. M. T. Wri@ insists that the possibility that Q contained a passion narrative cannot be dismissed. and 
'et leans towards Luke's use of Afanhew to explain the double tradition rnaterial (N. T. WrÏght The .Vov Tesrament 
and the People of God [Christian Origins and the Question of God 1: Minneapolis: Fortress. 19921, W 1). 

'' A. Hamack. The Saytngs of Jesus: The SecondSource ojfStt Matthew andSr. Luke (New York: Pumam: London: 
Williams & Norgate. 1908), 170. 

'5 Ibid 
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~alilee." '~ Harnack seems to have concluded fiom its lack of passion material that Q did not 

have any "cleariy discernible bias. whether apologetic, didactic. ecclesiastica1. national, or anti- 

national."" Its ody  purpose could have been to give %e main features of our Lord's 

relationship with his en~ironrnent.""~ 

In Luke rhe Physician (1908), W. M. Ramsay responded to Harnack by arguing that Q 

lacks passion material because it was written during the life of Jesus. According to Ramsay. 

Harnack rightly reconstructed Q only tiom that material which is comrnon to Matthew and 

~ u k e . ' ~  Harnack was aIso correct that .-the teaching of Q is inconsistent with the idea that . . . the 

death of Jesus [is] the Fundamental fact in the ~ o s ~ e l . ' ~ ' ~  But. said Ramsay. this is inconsistent 

with what we know ofearly Christianity: 'The central and deterrnining factor which rnakes the 

Christian religion is wanting. and the want of it is not feIt by the author." Therefore. Q could not 

have k e n  written atrter Pentecost. "when the disciples . .. began to understand the true nature of 

the Gospel." so chat Q mmust be "a document practicaily contemporary with the facts." before 

those facts .%ad begun to be properly undemood by even the most inteilignt cyewitnesses."" 

J. C. Hawkins likewise thought it probable that "there was an intention of limiting the collection of sayings in Q to 
rhose which were spoken during the period of the Galilean and itinerant MUlistry of Jesus. as distinct From the 
period described in the Passion-narratives" ("Probabilities as to the So-Called Double Tradition of St. Matthew and 
St. Luke." in Srudies in rhe Svnopric Problrm. 95-138, quotation fiom 139). 

Hamack. Sqvingx of Jesus. 171. He also concluded-withour substantial argument-that the "extnordinap 
circumsmnce" that Q lacks any menrion of the death and resurrection ofJesus "proves at al1 events that we have to 
do with a v e p  ancient compilation" (ibid.. 233). 

'' Ibid., 171-2. Edward P. Meadors is a more recent proponent of a similar perspective: he thinks that Q is compnsed 
of authentic materiai h m  Jesus' Galilean rninistry. "Ifthe Sit  im Leben Jesu of the Q material was early or midway 
into Jesus' rninistry, we woufd hardly expect it to ïnclude passion terminology. if its ansmiuen were conservative 
redacton, as we beIieve they were." Thus. passion materials including "interpretative statements about lesus' death 
are absent in Q possibly because Jesus did not emphasize his own death until relarively laie in his rninistry" (E. P.  
Meadors, Jesw the ~I.fessimic Heraid of Suivation [WUNT 2 /72  Tübingen: Mohr (Siebeck). 19951.3 14). 

W. M. Ramsay. Ltike the Physicran, and OtherStudies in the Ktrtory of Religion (London: Hodder. 1908). 84. 

'O ibid. 85-6. 

3' Ibid, 89. See also P. Pokomy, The Genesis of Chrirtology (Edinbuqh: T. & T. Clark. 1987). 90: -'The beginning 
of the collection of the sayings of Jesus reach back to the time before Easter. ... mhe consciousness that the words 
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Like Ramsay, B. H. Streeter (1 9 1 1) argued on the basis of its Iack of passion material that 

Q was written at an early date (though not during the life of Jesus). According to Streeter. Q 

contains no passion material since "[alt that period and in that non-literary society of Palestinian 

peasants only that ,vas wrirten down which one ivould be likely ro forger," and no one was Iikely 

to forget the death and resurrection of Jesus. These events "Q presupposes as a matter of 

cornmon knowledge." Thus Q was wrinen soon after Jesus' death. in order -'ro stppiemtinr the 

living mdition of a generation which had known ~hnst.'" Julius Wellhausrn. however. argued 

(191 I )  that a later date for Q was the reason for its lack of passion material-though like others 

he believed Q's purpose was supplemental. Fundamental to Wellhausen's position was his view 

that Q was dependsnt on Mark. so that the former presupposed the narrative materiat of the 

latter. including the passion materiai. As a '*didactic" source. "it omits the narrative intentionally. 

.. . Thus it is not out of the question that it presupposes and attempts to élaborate on ~ark .""  

This view of Q as a supplementary sayings collection that presupposed the basic rlrments 

of kervynatic Christianity would be. at leas until the work of Heinz E. ~6dt.j' and sometirnes 

even since then. the standard reason ziven for Q's lack of passion material or narrative. 

of the eanhly Jesus opented as a certain nom for m e r  tradition was kept alive." For this reason. in  Pokom);'~ 
view. "Npical post-Easter themes-such as baptisn the breaking of bread. the forgiveness of sins. the suffering and 
death oCJesus'' are absent fiom Q (ibid.). n e  same view is also espoused by Athanasius Polag ("The Thcological 
Center of the Sayings Source." in The Gospel andihe Gospels [ed. P. Stuhlmacher: Grand Rapids. Mich.: Eerdmans. 
199 11, 97-105. esp. 101) and Martin Hengel ("lesus as Messianic Teacher oiwisdorn and the Beginnings of 
Chrisrology." in Srildies in Earlv Christoiogv [Edinbtqh: T. & T. Clark I995],73-1 I f .  esp. 76). 

'' B. H. Streeter. .'The Literary Evolution of the Gospels." in Siudies in rhe Svnopric Probkm. 109-37. citation fkom 
21 5; emphasis original. See also Streeter. Four Gmpels, 392: "The Passion and its redemptive significance could 
readily be taught in oral tradition. But e th id  teaching imphes detailed instruction which sooner or later necessitates 
a witten document. Such a document is found in the Didache, which obviously presupposes a y e n 1  knowIedge of 
the centra1 facts of the Christian story. Similady Q was pmbably written to supplrmenr an oral tradition." 

'' J. Welihausen, Einleirung in die ersien d e i  Evangeiicln (2nd rev. ed.: Berlin: Georg Reimer. 19 1 I I. 159-60 (cired 
in translation in Kloppenborg, Formation. 14). 

'' H. E. Todt. Der Memchemoh in clerspoptirchen UberIiejemngen (Giitersloh: G. Mohn. 1959. 1963'): ET The 
Son of Man in the Synopric Tradition (London: SCM Press. 1965). 
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Typically, assurnptions were made fiom the contents or lirnits of the Q material concerning the 

fuction the document could have had within the early Christian community; but such a function 

would aiways be understood as suppiementary alongside the proclamation of Jesus' salvific 

death and resurrection, which tvas presurned to have been of fùndarnentai significance for the 

early Christian community. '' 
The work of three scholars-B. H. Streeter. Martin Dibelius. and T. W. Manson-may be 

considered representative of this view.j6 in a later work (1924) Streeter argued rhat Q was 

compiled as an ethical supplement to an orai passion kerygma. Fundamental to this view was 

Streeter's distinction between the teachings of Jesus and the proclamation about his death and 

resurrection: while the latter were easiIy transmitted oraily. the former specifically required 

lireraq preservation since they did not admit of oral transmission as easily as kerygmata did.j7 

Yet because he insisted that Q was a suppIementary document that presupposed the passion 

kerygrna and ais0 that for Q the Parousia was central and not the passion,'8 Streeter's 

presentation involved a certain tension: "Q had an understanding of soteriology which was at 

variance with the passion kerygma. the alleged centre of Christian theology. In what sense. then. 

can it be regarded as a supplernent to the kerygma?"'9 

Martin Dibelius associated the compiIauon ofQ with the ethical crisis occasioned by the 

delay of the Parousia. Q was in his view a panenetic (or halakhic) suppkment to the basic 

j S  See the discussion in Kloppenborg, Formation. 11-22. 

j6 T8dt Son ofhian. 38-46; see also Kloppenborg "Easter Faith." 71-2. 
37 Sueeter. Four GmpeIs. 792. 

j8 Ibid. 
j9 Kloppenbo-, Formation. 72. 
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ke~-y~rna.'~ The purpose of the Q material 3 s  not to deal with the life of Jesus. but to give his 

words in ordsr that they may be followed and in order that they may in~tnict. '~ '  Dibeliuç also 

considered that Q's silence on the passion was a Function of its non-narrative character. Keygma 

and passion necessarily go together in a narrative-biographicai framework. and Q is "little else 

than speeches. mostly indeed isolated. Le.. sayings without context.'"' 

T. W. Manson took a similar view: he thought that four motives could be suggested for 

the compilation of the sayings material in QI the chef of which was .'rhe pastord care of the 

churches." Not surprisingIy he suggested that 'rhere is no Passion-story [in QI because none is 

required. Q being a book of instruction for people who are already Christians and know the story 

of the Cross by Like Streeter. however. Manson apparently sensed that Q was at odds 

with other early Christian writings for which the passion kerygma was central. Two streams of 

tradition were in existence. which civentuaily came together in Matrhew and Luke: tïrst. that 

tradition which held the passion and resurrection of Jesus to be central. and which was expressed 

in a biographical format (the gospel of Mark); and second. that tradition for which the sayings of 

an authoritative teacher were fundamentai (Q)? In Todt's view. Manson presents a problematic 

description of Q "because from this point of view it cannot clearly be discerned how Q and the 

passion kerygma are related to each other.'"' 

M. Dibelius. From Tradition to Gospel(trans. B. L. Woolf: New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. 1935). 28.238. 

" Ibid., 245. 

'' Ibid.. 244. 

.'3 T. W. Manson. The Sqings o f fJm:  .-ls recorded in the Gospels according to St. .Llurthriv and Sr. Lukr urrunged 
rvtth [ntrodrrction and Commentun (London: SCM. 1937). 16. 
U Ibid.. I l .  Interestingly. Manson alluded to Mark 1:)337 in his description of Q: ' ~ e  record of the saying of a 
Teacher who astonished the muItitudes because He tau@ with authority and not as their Scribes" (ibid.) 

Todt. Son of Man. 34. 
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Todt, however, ainved at the fotlowing conclusion: ". .. the primary motive to preserve 

and collect this material appears not to have been a need of exhortation md  to have been by no 

means dependent on the passion keryg~na''~ This was because the Q material both formdly and 

conceptually was oriented not to the passion kerygma. as an ethical or paraenetic supplement. but 

to the ongoing proclamation of the kingdom announced by Jesus. Thus Todt imagined Q to 

represent a community whose proclamation was not passion and resurrection but the teachings of 

Jesus. His famous conclusion: 

There are two spheres of tradition. distinguished both by their concepts and by 
their history. The centre of the one sphere is the passion kerygma: the centre of 
the other is the intention to take up again the teaching of what Jesus had taught. 
The Q material belon- to the second sphere4' 

Besides differing in what they proclaimed. the two spheres also differ more fundarnentally in the 

nature of their christologica~ cognitions. The first sphere's ChristoIogy was. obviously. onented 

to the passion and resurrection. but Q's is a Son of man Christology in which Jesus' pre-Easter 

authority (and of course his own proclamation) is validated through the post-Easter identification 

of Jesus and the Son of man.18 This is what permitted the Q community to take up Jesus' 

proclamation as their own. 

However. the two spheres appear to orbit the same sun. as it were. for the passion and 

resurrection must have had foundational sigiificance for Q as weII: '*Without recognizing this 

foundation [viz.. the events of the passion and resunectionj a community wouId not have been 

established at a ~ l . ' ~ ~  In fact precisely because it is the resrmection that conîirrns Jesus as the 

ibid.. 247. 

Ibid.. 168. 

Ibid.. 252-3. 

49 Ibid.. 150. 
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coming Son of man and establishes the authority of bis sayings. "as understood by this 

community, the passion and resurrection were not what had to be preached but what had enabled 

them to preach.''50 The work of Todt mus be considered a ground-breaking achievement for the 

study of Q, for it established that the document, and the community and theology it represents. is 

of independent interest for the study of Christian origins. Nevertheless. in Todt's work Q rernains 

within the orbit of kerygmatic ~hrktianity.~' 

Taking their cue fiom the mission instructions in Q 102-12. Ernst ~iisernann" and Odil 

H.  teck^^ viewed Q as originating in a specifrcdiy rnission-oriented S i r  im Lrben within a 

comunity which knew and presumed the passion and resurrection traditions." Steck saw Q as 

containing rnany different types of material al1 of which had some kind of use with respect to 

mission: instruction and exhortation for the missionacïes. panenesis for their converts. and woes 

Ibid. 

'' See the criticisrns of Jacobson. Firsr Gospel. 18-:O. In particular Jacobson focusses on Tildt's assurnption of a 
monolithic early Christian movement: "it has become increuin$y clear that we have to reckon with a multiplicity of 
independent rnovernents in the emergence of both Judaism and Christianity" (ibid.. 19). In Jacobsen's view it is rhis 
assumption which-in spite of Todt's affirmations conceming Q as a "second sphere"-forced Tadt to "[brinyj 
passion and resurrection in lhrought the back doof (ibid., 28). 

Ulrich Wilckem took a similar approach to that of Todt. In Wilckens' view, the Q rnaterial derived From the 
Jerusalem cornmunity which took up Jesus' proclamation as iheir own but which also knew Jesus' death and 
cesurrection as the founding event of their community. The Jerusalem community used the sayings tradition 
halakhically and a pre-Synoptic passion nanative [ittqically (Wilckens. "lesusUberlieferung und Christuskerygma: 
zwei Wege urchristlicher Uberlieferunggeschichte." Theologia trarorum 10 [1965-661: 3 10-39 = "The Tradition- 
Histocy of the Resurrection of Jesus." in The Signrficance of fhe Remmecrionfor Faith in Jesus Chrut [ed. C. F. D. 
Moule: SBT 28: London: SCM. 1968],5 1-76, esp. 72-3). See KIoppenbore, "Easter Faith." 73. 

" E. Kaemann. -'On the Subject of Primitive Christian ApocaIyptic." in New Terrament @esrions of Todq  
(London: SCM. 1969), 108-37. esp. 119. 

53 O. H. Steck Israel und dus gewaltsame Geschick der Propheten: Untersi~chungen ,ur L'berli4emng cles 
deuteronomischen Geschtchtbildes im illten Titamenr. Spajudentum und Urchristentum ( WMANT 73 : 
Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1967), 288. 
Y See Kloppenborg, "Easter Faith." 734. 
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and threats for those who rejected the message.'' However. Kloppenborg has shown that the 

materiais which precede and follow Q's mission instructions "reflect a broader ecclesial Sirz." 

and serve a legitimating function for the community as a whole (and not just its missionary 

endeavo~rs).'~ Efforts to place Q within the locus of kerypatic Christianity have by and large 

not been able to account fully for the document's shape and theology, and appeals to the 

kerygma as the supposed foundational moment of the Q community remain assumptions. For this 

reason. Kloppenborg could speak of earlier scholarship's %.tbordination" of Q to the kerygmaS 

and Arland Hultgren could warn against "the habit of measuring al1 forms of proclamation in 

light of the Pauline kervgrna."58 

1.1.2.2. The Genre of Q 

A few scholars have sought a reason for Q's silence on the death and resunection of 

Jesus not in its function or purpose but in ics genre. Migaku Sato. who argued for a prophetic 

rather than a sapiential genre for Q. suggested that accordingly Q as a prophetic book would not 

have described Jesus' death. 

In fact. the narration of a prophet's death does not belong to the macro-genre of 
the prophetic book. The Source Ql which was deliberately arranged in analogy 
with the prophetic book. thtrs probablv conrainecf no passion narrarive hrccrtrse it 
was a propheric book'9 

55 Steck. Israel. 288. 

' 6  Kloppenborg, "Easter Faith: 75. 
57 Kloppenborg Formation. 14-2. See also R. A. Edwards. :I Theology of Q: ficharology, Propheq and Wisdom 
(Philadelphia: Foruess. 1976), 149: against those who presume the pnoriv of the k e r y n a  with respect to Q 
Edwards states. "Such a monolithic understandimg of eariy Christian theo1o-y is in errer..' 

" A. Hultgren. The Rise of Xormafive Chrisrimiy (Minneapolis: Fortress. 1994). 38. Huitgren insists however that 
although Q does not "[reflect] on the meaningof [Jesus'] death and resurrection along Pauline lines," the 
community owed its very existence to the "events that had taken place-the ministry. dearh and resurrection of 
Jesus, followed by the Spirit's coming and vitality among in members." 

59 "Tatsache ist aber, daB die Erzahlung des Todes des Propheten nicht zur Makrogattung .'Prophetenbuch" gehart. 
Die Quelle Q. die wohl b e d t  in Analogie zum Prophetenbuch gestaltet worden ist. har also rvahrscheinlich 



But for Sato this means that Q need not be understood as representing "ein bestimmter 

urchristlicher Kreis." In fact, "der Q-Kreis mehr gewuBt haben mui3 als er in der QuelIe Q 

gesarnrnelt hat. Ja. alle engeren Jünger Jesu müssen etwas davon ni erzahIen imstande gewesen 

sein, wie Jesus s m b  und was danach geschah."* Sato's observation is apt. but more will be said 

below on the argument that the document Q cannot contain everything its framers knew or 

believed. 

In his 1990 article '-'Easter Faith' and the Sayings Gospel Q." Kloppenborg suggested 

that it would be "tempting" to try CO explain the absence of passion theology in Q on the bais of 

its sapiential genre: "Sapiential collections normaily do not concern themseives with the death of 

a teacher."" However. Q is unlike most other sapiential collections in its .'biognphical cast." 

and Lirrthermore. since its temporal frarne stretches from the ministry of John to the rnissionary 

activity of the disciples. "Q's narrative worid ernbnces the temporal range within which Jesus' 

death couid be p~aced."~' The answer. q u e d  Kloppenborg. is to be found not in the genre of Q 

but in its view of persecution. which is governcd by deuteronomistic theology. "To put matters a 

bit baldly. Q democratizes Jesus' death by means of deuteronomistic theology. or. more 

accurately. Q has not yet particularized that death by emploning it and interpreting it 

apologeticdly with motifs drawn Frorn the psalrns of ~arnent."~~ 

desrvegen keine Parsianer=ahlung enthahen. iveil fie ein Propherenbrtch sein wollte" i Sato. Q und Prophetle. 583: 
emphasis original). 

tbid. 
LI KIoppenborg, --Easter Faith." 82, 

" Ibid. 
63 ibid. 
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1.1.2.3. The Deuteronomistic Theme and the Wisdom Theology of Q 

Others before Kloppenborg had xgued that Q's Iack of explicit reference to the death of 

Jesus resulted frorn its interpretation of his death tvithin the ûamework of the deuteronomistic 

therne of the rejection of prophets. The view is widely h e ~ d . ~  James Robinson, for instance. 

following Steck's view conceming the convergence of wisdom and deuteronomistic traditions in 

Q 1 1A9-5 1 and 1354-35.6' related Q 1 3 5 5  to the d a t h  of Jesus. Robinson argued that --the 

theme that Wisdom is so regularly rejected on earth she finally returns to heaven."'' under the 

influence of the deuteronornistic view of history appropriated in Q's "judgmental apocalyptic 

context." becornes the view that Jesus' death was '-oniy the culminating instance of the rejection 

of God's spokesmen by ~çrael."~' Similady. Arland Jacobson thinks 'lhe absence of a passion 

narrative in Q becomes understandable because. in the deuteronomistic tradition. Jesus' death 

01 For insirince. Steck Israel. 288-9: P. Hoffmann. Siudien ,?rr Theofogre der Lugrenquelle (3rd rd.; NTAbh 5: 
Mfinster: Aschendofi 1982). 170- 1 ; S. SchuIt Q: Die Spruchquelle der Evangelis~en (Zurich: Theologischer 
Verlag, 1972). 343; A. D. Jacobson. "The Literap Unity ofQ." JBL 101 (1982): 365-89. esp. 386; R. J. Milier. "The 
Rejection of the Prophets in Q," JBL 107 (1988): 225-40: D. LOhrmann. 'The Gospel of Mark and the Sayings 
Collection Q." JBL 108 ( 1989): 5 1 -71. esp, 64. 

For a counter-example. see hdeadorç. Mrssianic Herald, 196-307. Meadors hesitates because he seems to think 
that the deuteronomistic argument is advanced in order to be able to claim that "Jesus' death within Q has the sarne 
significance as that of the OT prophets who died before hirn-and no more" (ibid.. 197). or that "Jesus is on par 
ontologically" with other rejectedlmurdered prophets (ibid.. 300). Against Meadon it must be affirmed that the 
problem is Q's Iack of a keryPatic interpremion oflesus' death: it is most cenainly not a question of the divinity 
of Christ, With respect to the view that the deuteronornistic perspective is the basis of a non-kerygmaric approach to 
the death of Jesus, Meadors asks whether Q conuadicts "the eariy church's proclamation that Jesus died as m 
atoning sacrifice for the forgiveness of sins" (ibid.. 203). For more on ;he issue of the argumentative roIe of the 
silence of Q. see below. pp. 26-8. 

* Steck Israei. 2 6 - 7 - 3 2  Steck thought that the convergence occurred in the pre-Christian C.arlage of these 
sayings; Tuckea on the other hand thinks that Q is responsible for this "new combination" (o. 1701. Steck did not 
think the Jerusalem Lament was in Q: for a surnmary ofhis appraisal of Q I3:34-35 see below. pp. 65-7. 
66 See 1 En 42: 1-3. 
67 5. M. Robinson. "'Jesus as Sophos and Sophia. Wisdom Tradition and the Gospels." in Aspecrs oj- Wisdom in 
J u d a h  and Earlv Chrisfiandy (ed. R L. Wilken; South Ben4 Ind.: University of Noue Dame Press. 1975). 1-16; 
hem. 12-3. 
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was understood not as a salvific act but as evidence of Israei's continuing irnpeniten~c.''~~ 

Hermann von Lips, emphasizing the wisdom theme, thinks that Jesus' death comes to signi. the 

nearness of sdvation for the Q community, for as the disappearance of Wisdorn (Q 13:35b) it 

inaugurates the Linai events of tiistory which culminate in the ~ a r o u s i a . ~ ~  

Where sorne of these treatrnents begin to differ from one another. however. is in the 

extent to which the death olJesus is understood as the (implied) 'mhninating instance." 

Kloppenborg said that because of the corporate view of persecution in Q. -'Jesus' hte evidently 

was not yet an issue which required special ~ornment.'"~ Certainiy there is no explicit .-special 

comment" in Q to the effect that Jesus' rejection is decisive. but many have made such an 

inference. Most notable is Paul Hoffmann. who thought that in and of itself the dsuteronornistic 

approach to Jesus' death rneans that for Q "Jesu Geschick lag vielmehr auf einer Linie mit dem 

Geschick aller Boten der Weisheit. . .. Deswegen spricht Q von seiner Ablehnung nur in 

Zusmenhang mit d m  Grschick der a~~deren."~' However. under the intluence of the 

"Menschensohn-Bekenntnis." "Q quaIifizierte schon den 'Boten' Jesus in einmaiiger. 

unvergleichlicher Weise. indem sie ihn mit dem Menschenshon identifizierte."" In fact. when 

the rejected one is identified with the Coming One (Q I3:35b), '-the tradicional deuteronornistic 

68 Jacobsen. "Lirerq Unity:' 386; Firsr Gospel, 74. See also Schulz. Spruchqtielie, 354: H. Kessler. Die 
rheologische Bedeumg des Tudes Jesu: Eine nudiriomgeschichrliche Unrersuchung (Themen und Thesen der 
nieologie; DUsseIdorfi Patmos. I970), 138-9. 

69 H. von Lips. Weisheirlicke Tradirionen im Neuen Testantent (WMANT M: MUnchen: Neukirchener. 1990). 178: 
"Mit dem Tod Jesu (als lemem und entscheidendem Boten) ist die Weisheit entschwunden, die Zeit der 
Endereignisse hat b e g o ~ e n ,  dam kommt der Menschensohn (oder Messias) mm Gericht. ... Dann aber k6nnte Mr 
die Q-Gemeinde der Tod lesu auch Hinweis auf die N2he des kommenden HeiIs sein, ohne ais Tod selbst 
Heilsbedeutung zu haben." 
70 Kloppenborg, "Easter Faith." 81. But see now his Ercmaring Q. 373: '- ... it seems pIausible that Q understands 
Jesus' death as an insmnce of the 'typicai'-pehps climacric-prophetic death" (emphasis added). 
71 Hoffmann, Soidien. 188: emphasis ori_einal. 

" Ibid., 189. See aIso P. Hoffmann. "JesusverkUndigung in der Logienquelle," in J m  in den Evongelien (ed W 
Pesch: SBS 45: Stuttgart:: Katholisches Bibelwerk I970), 50-70. esp. 65. 
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fiamework is biown apart under the influence of the expectation of the retum of Jesus . . . who for 

[the redaction of Q] is the decisive repnsentative of God's end-rime action."" 

Others who see the rejection of Jesus as the culminating instance of Israel's rejection of 

the prophets include Elisabeth Sevenich-Bay and Christopher ~uckett." The problem arises. 

however. of the connection of Jesus' rejection with the ongoing mission of the Q-cornmunity: 

Tuckett adds the "proviso" that Q re-presents to .rhis generation" the message of Jesus as a last 

opportunity for repentance." The implication is that lesus' rejection. though decisive. still stands 

in the deuteronomistic view within a continuum of rejection that stretches from the beginning of 

the sending of prophets to Q's ongoing pcopheuc rnini~try.'~ Thus if Q sees Jesus' death as 

decisive. the deuteronominic perspective~speciaily given the fact that Q sees its own members 

as standing within the continuum-demands that this point not be pressed too far. 

It is generally held that there is in Q's deuteronomistic perspective an early attempt at a 

theological interpretation of Jesus' death. and one which does not show the influence of the 

77 Pauline salvific/expiatory view. Hoffmann has suggested that the kerygmatic view dsveloped 

quickiy from the deuteronomistic view.'' but given the vagaries of the rvidence it is probably not 

'3 P. Hoffmann, "QR und der Menschensohn: Eine vorlhfige Skine." in The Four GospS 1992: Fesrschrrfr Fram 
Neiyck (ed. C. M. Tuckett et. al.; BETL 100; Leuven: Leuven University Press and Peeten. 1992). 42 1-126 = 
"The Redaction of Q and the Son of Man: A Preliminary Sketch." in nie Gospel Behind the Gospeis: Crrrrent 
Sritdies on Q (ed. Ronald A. Piper: NovTSup 75: Leiden: New York: E. J. Brill. 1993). 159-198. citation frorn 192. 
-4 E. Sevenich-Bau. Israels Konfronration mir den let=ren Boten der Weisheit: Form, Funkion und Inrerdependec 
der Weisheitselemente in der Logienquelfe (MThA 7 1: Ahenberge: Oros. 1993). 367; see also von Lips. 
Weisheirliche Traditionen, 278. Tuckett suggests tfiat "in one way [the sufferings of Jesus] are qualitatively the same 
as the sufferings of the prophets of the past. and their uniqueness seems to Iie more in the fact that the rejection of 
Sesus and his message is being presented as the final de tnitive rejeaion of God" (Tuckett. Q. 73 1). 

" Tuckea Q. 11 1 n. 4 1. 
76 See especially Lilhrrnann. "Mark and Q," 64: 50 in Q Jesus' death is seen in accordance with what has happened 
to al[ the prophets: and this wiil also be the fate of his foIIowen" (ernphasis original). 
77 See. for instance, Hofhlann. "Jesusverkündigung,+' 64.5: Studien. 188-9: Schult Spruchquelle. 354: Jacobsen. 
First Gospel, 260; Tuckett, Q, 320-1 ("a reIativeIy 'Iow' view?: Kloppenborg Ercavaring Q, 374. 

Hoffmann. StudÏen, 189-90. 
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prudent to posit any kind of chronological or deveioprnental prionty for Q's view. The reverse 

must also be tme, for if a kerygmatic interpretation of Jesus' death was a presumed belief of the 

h e r s  of Q, we would expect it to have left some kind of trace in Q. Kloppenborg has 

convincingly argued that "at precisely the points at which Q mighr have borrowed motifs from a 

putative pre-Markan passion account ... Q does n~t." '~ Hence most scholars would cightly 

hesitate to posit any kind of relationship at a11.'~ 

3 Kloppenborg, "Easter Faith." 77-8 1: citation h m  8 1 .  KIoppenborg has in mind 'The motifs of Ciod's vindication 
of Jesus as the righteous sufferer. the establishment of a temple mot built with han&- and the apologetic use of 
PsaIms 12.4 1.69 and 109" iibid). 
MI See, for instance. lacobson. First Gospel. 260: B. L. Mack The Losf Gospei: The Book of'Q and Christian 
Origins (San Francisco: HarperCollins. [993), 4-5. 
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1.1.3. Q's Knowiedge of the Death of Jesus 

Naturally, the view that even within the deuteronomistic Framework Jesus' death takes on 

decisive significance presumes an answer to the prior question of whether a knowledge of Jesus' 

death can be properly be inferred fiom Q. It must be emphasized. however. that by and large 

those who infer such a knowledge do not necessady see any kind of kerygmatic intluence on Q. 

or suggest a knowledge of any kind of narrative passion tradition." Two different approaches 

have been attempted. The first takes materials which might be taken to impIy a knowledge of 

Jesus' death as isolated passion reminiscences in Q. The second approach is to argue from Q's 

polemical materiai. or its matenal about persecution. back to a knowledge of Jesus- death. Both 

approaches may be strengthened if coupled with the apriori observation that it is highly unlikely 

that the Framers of Q wcre unaware that Jesus had met a violent end. 

This has been most cogently q u e d  by Arland Hultgren. who also raises some interesting 

issues with respect to Q's function as evidence for the theological outlook of its comrnunity. He 

begins with a review of materials that rnight indicate 'rhat the Q comrnunity had some 

acquaintance with the accounts of Jesus' death and resurrection." and then. given a positive 

outcome on that issue. asks how Q's silence might reasonably be understood." The results of the 

first part of Hultgren's inquiry will he discussed below. 

Taking his cue fiom Kloppenborg's article on "Easter Faith." Hultgren first observes that 

while the genre of a document might offer some constraints as to its contents. it is problematic to 

press the point too far. 

" This much shouid be clear h m  the foregoing discussion, but see. for example. Hoffhann. Studien. 187-90: D. 
Zeller. Kommenfar ,ur Logienquelle (SKKNT 21; Stuttgart Katholisches Bibelwerk. 1984). 97: Kloppenborg. 
Ercaafing Q. 369-74. 

'' Hult-gen, iVormarive Chrirtianig. 55. 
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Although Q is a sayings collection that presents Jesus as representative of 
Wisdom, c m  one say that that exhausts the significmce of Jesus for the Q 
communiry? It is one thing to describe the theology of Q as a document; it is 
another to declare that the community's theology as a whole is fiiirly represented 
by it; and it is still another to say that its theology is fully contained within it." 

Or, to put it another way. the possibility that Q functioned as "-gospel." that is. the -'guiding 

theological statement" of the cornmuniiy that framed itsJ shouid not be taken mean that the 

document exhausts al1 theoIogical possibifities for the cornrnur~i t~ .~~ Hultgren illustrates his point 

with an andogy: the lack of any reference to the cross and resurrection of Jesus in the collected 

works of Martin Luther King, Jr.. does not necessarily indicate that King. his congregation. or 

mernbers of the civil rights movement did not hold them to be soteriologicalIy significant. 

Hultgren aIso observes that the "argument fiom silence" cnticism c m  cut both ways: '10 

daim that the Q community had other sources. traditions. and theoiogical emphases is to argue 

fiom silence no less than it is to say that Q contains al1 that the community thought sisnificant 

about Jesus."" The question is ultimately one of Iiterary evidence. In Hultgren's vieiv. the 

Iiterary evidence pulls one in die direction ofemerging "normative Christianity." 

There are allusions in Q to Jesus' rejection. death. resurrection. and coming 
again-the main points of the common Christian kerygma! . . . [SOI it would seem 
that the Q community could easiiy have made common cause with other 
cornmurtities of the "kerygmatic" type. either existing dongside them or being 
assirnilated into one or more of them over tirne." 

The literary evidence (or. to be precise. rhe lack of literary evidence) draws Kloppenborg to 

another conclusion. Because Q "consistentiy fds"  to make use of traditions and motifs i n t e p l  

a Ibid., 37: see now Kloppenbog's response in &rc(li'u~ing@ 3756. 

SI Kloppenborg, "Easter Faith," 72. 

S. S. Kloppenborg, "Literary Convention SeIf-Evidence and the Social History of the Q People." in Emtv 
Chrirtianity, 0 and Jesur. 77-10?. esp. 79. 
a6 HuItgrea ivormatlve Chrktianity. 28. 
a i  tbid. 39.41; ernphasis original. 
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to kerygmatic Christianity-in particular the individualized wisdom tale. the reworked psalms of 

lament, and the saivific view of Jesus' death-there is no reason to suppose that Q knew such 

traditions and studiously avoided them. '-It would be hard to imagine that this silence is a matter 

of Q consciously rejecting these consmals. Rather, the only plausible solution is that Q simply 

does not know them,''8E Nevertheless, not to put too fine a point on the issue, it seems possible to 

maintain both that Q was not unaware of other developments in early Chrisrianity and yet 

developed its own distinctive Chn'stology and soteriology-without making unsubstantiated 

recourse to passion or resurrection theology as the tacit motivation for such devrlopment. 

The view that Q contains materials which imply a knowledge of Jesus' death. or which 

would have been read or heard with Jesus' death in mind. has long been held out as an 

alternative to the view that Q contained a passion narrative. Sometimes this approach has been 

used to reinforce an understanding of Q as having an origin within kerygmatic Christianity. In 

1921 F. Herbert Stead. for instance. suggested that Matthew-Luke agreements against Mark in 

the three passion predictions (Mark 8:j 1-33; 950-32: 1032-34) resuIted from the influence of a 

Q version or versions of the predicti~ns.~~ Stead concluded that .'the drastic and far-reaching 

results of such a conclusion are too obvious to need pointing out here."" Apparently he had 

Harnack's work in rnind.9' A few years later Bussmann considered it an indication of the 

contradictory ("zweispiiitig") character of Q that it couId contain sayings that hinted at the 

necessity of Jesus' suffering (Q 1427. for instance. and Luke 133 1-33. which he thought 

am Kloppenborg E~cwu~ing Q. j74: see also "Easter Faith," 76-82. 

" F. H. Stead "Does the Original CoIIection of Logia ('Q') Contain Predicrion of Our Lord's Resurrection?" 
ErposÏzor (197 1): 397400. Stead does not entenain the possibility of credal or iituqical influence on ~Matthew 
and Luke. 
90 Ibid., 400. 

9[ Ibid., 397. 
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belonged to Q) widiout offering traditions about the passion it~elf.~' Q is .-nveispaltig" because it 

had an awareness of, but apparently no narrative interest in, Jesus' suffering and death; thus Q 

..kein vollstiindiges Evangelium sein wo~l te . "~~ in a 1973 dissertation Peter Wolf asked. --Liegt in 

den Logien von der 'Todestaufe' (Mk 10:38f.. Lk 12:49f.) eine Spur des Todesverstiindnisses 

Jesu v ~ r ? " ~  Ultimately Wolf was more concerned about the dominical origin of the saying Luke 

1249-30 han its presence in Q." He argued that Jesus interpreted his death as a sign of 

judgment, a view which Wolf thought was developmentally prior to a redemptive 

inteq~etat ion.~~ 

Other authors have found isolated reminiscences of Jesus' fate in Q without seeing thern 

as dependent upon the passion kerypma. Cenainly the view that the deuteronomistic perspective 

includes the rejection and death of Jesus would faIl under this description. The present discussion 

will be limited CO the major contributions of David Seeley ( 1991. 1997) and Hulrgren ( 1994)."~ 

r_ Bussmann. Svnoprische Stt~tiirn 2.  1 17. 

"3 Ibid.. 116. 
94 P. Wolf. "Liegt in den Logien von der 'Todestaufe' (Mk IO.38f.. Lk 12.49F.) eine Spur des Todesverstaendnisses 
Jesu vor?" (Ph.D. diss.. Albert-Ludwig-Universitat, 1973). 
95 Ibid.. 153-6: and 108-10. 1 t-i-9. 125 (respectively). Wolf's arguments for the inclusion of the materiai in question 
in Q may now be conveniently accessed in A. Garsky and C. Heil. "Q 12:[[49]1.%.51.i253: Children hgainst 
Parents," in Q 17:49-j9: Chiltiren .fgainrt Parents; Judging the Time; Sertling otir of Courr (Documenta Q: ed. S. 
Carnith; Leuven: Peeters. 1997, 1-1 57. rsp. 6-7.46 48. The database authors and genenl editors were divided on 
whetfier Luke 1249 was in Q, but voted unanimously that 1250 was not in Q at a f B f  ratine of ceminty (ibid.. II- 
35: 60-1). See also Robinson. et al., Critical Edition. 376-9. 

% Wolf. ".Todestaufe'." 2 17-25.30-63. 
97 Mention rnay be made here of Petros Vassiliadis's recently published essay on "Eucharist and Q." in ,iOrOf 
IH-rOI- Studies in Q (tnternational Studies in Formative Christiani'y and Judaism: Atlanta; SchoIars Press [for the 
University of South FloridaI, 1999). [ 11-29. Vassiiiadis hesitates to suggest that Q's structure parallels the early 
church's eucharistic practice. but sees some kind of connection benveen Q and eucharist on the Ievel of 
eschatological koinonia: on the one hand. "the center of gravity in Q's theology is the eschatological dimension of 
the Chrinian movement" (ibid.. LX). and on the other, the Euchatist was '+the living expression of the 
ecclesiological idendty of the early Christian community as the koinonia of the eschata7 (1 28). Thus. there could be 
"some connection between the most eschatologically oriented document of the N.T. tradition (Q) and the most 
eschatological act of the Christian community (Eucharist)" (129). 
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Seeley thought Q contains a "handfid of passages (62-23;  7 3  1-35; 1 1 :47-5 1 : 13 :3 4-35: 

1427) which rreat the subjects of persecution and death in a way that could readily have been 

applied to [Jesus'] demise," although none of the passages mention Jesus explicitly.98 Seeley 

argued that the Cross Saying (Q 1427) does not show any evidence of the deuteronomistic 

perspective's influence. On the contrary, in Seeley's opinion. Q 1427 "does match Cynic-Stoic 

views on the nature of a teacher's death and its relationship to disciples' death~."~' Seeley uied 

to establish the compositional priority of 1427 over against the other references that display the 

deuteronomistic perspective.'00 and suggested that the addition Q 6:23c (the prophers' fates as 

analogous to the fate of Jesus' disciples) adapted "the chanctensticaIIy Greco-Roman mimetic 

panern [evident in 6:22ab.2hb] ... [in order to] accommodate a more Jewish topic: prophets."'O' 

Thus Q 6:23c serves as a -.bridge" between the rnimetic and deuteronomistic interpretations.'O' In 

fact. Seeley tried to tix al1 the deuteronomistic references on a continuum from Q i 4 2 7  (which 

displays no deuteronomistic influence) through to Q 133.1-35 (which dispiqs a sohening of the 

earlier, more harshly polemical perspective of Q 1 1:47-51). 

WhiIe it is possible to take issue with the details of Seeley's study-in particular the 

rnethodologicai problern of tracing an incremental development from these textsio3-he made a 

number of positive contributions. First. he drew attention to the fact that Q 1-127 "deais 

specificaIly with Jesus and his followers' reiationship to him." and that "could hardly be cited 

95 D. Seeley, "Blessings and Boundaries: Interpretations of Jesus' Death in Q.'- in Eur(v Chrrsrranr- Q rind Jesu. 
13 1-46: bere, 13 1. See also D. Seeley. "Jesus' Death in Q." LVTS 3 ( 1992): 22-35. 
99 Seeley, -ilesus' Dearh." 24-34 citation from 234; aiso --Blessings and Boundaries."li24. 

'" Seeley, "Blessings and Boundaries," 134-8. 

Io' See Tuckett (3, LO n. 39; idem. .'On the Stratification of Q: A Response? in EarrJ; Chrisrionify, Q ondhsus. 
2 13-23 esp. 2 17-8. 
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without calling to mind Jesus' death." Seeley used the a priori argument that although the Q 

people may seem to be "uninterested in Jesus' death, '-it is dificult to believe that they were 

unaware that he had suffered ~rucifixion."'~ Second. whether or not Seeley is correct that 

because Q 1427 does not mention the prophets the alternative Cynic-Stoic rnodel is to be 

preferred. he correctly identified the feature common to both models: the possible deaths of 

Jesus' foilowers are explicitly linked with his own. Within the polemical use of the 

deuteronomistic perspective in Q. the community faces the sarne threat of rejection and death- 

whether actually, potentially, or even metaphorically'o~as Jesus and the prophets before hirn 

actuaIly experienced. Although the Q community may have taken up the deuteronornistic rnodel 

because it made sense of their own situation. the fact that Q 1 J:Y connects their (expected or 

potential) persecution with Jesus' death makes possible a similar connection where the 

deuteronomistic mode1 is used more suongly. 

A similar approach was taken by Hultgren. The two main texts he reîèrs to are the Cross 

Saying and the Jerusalem Lament (Q 13:j-t-35). The theme of Q 1427-taking one's cross and 

following Jesus in order to be a disciple-"presupposes the cross of Jesus and recalls the 

carrying of Jesus' cross." either by Jesus or by Simon the Cyrene (Mark 1 j:? 1 

Moreover. suggests Hultgren. the metaphor of bearing the cross as a description of the cost of 

discipleship '-maices sense only within a context where the cross is a s p b o l  of giving oneself 

over sacrificidly, and therefore it most certainly echoes the passion."'07 .A rderence to Simon is 

lof Seeley, "Jesus' Beach..' 736. 

'O5 Tuckea (Q. 320-2) thinks it unlikely that the Q community was acmally facing violent persecution: 'svhen we 
press the detaits. it seerns hard to see the persecution as involving anything systematic" beyond a failure of ' ~ i s  
generation' to repent (ibid.. 32) .  - 



highly unlikely. But more importantly, while it is likely that the Cross Saying would have been 

read or heard with Jesus' own death in mind, it does not seem to require a "sacrificial" context to 

make sense of its emphasis on submitting oneself to discipleship regardless of the cost. 

Huitgren's discussion of the Jenisalem Lament focusses on its citation of Ps 11826; 

since there is no evidence for a rnessianic use of the psalm in early Judaism. '-the first such usage 

must have been in connection with the account of Jesus' e n t l  into Jerusalem. where it is 

unrnistakeably rnessiani~."~~~ Even though the verse is used in its Q context as a prediction of the 

Parousia. "the Q saying echoes the acclamation of the crowds" in Mark 1 1 :9 parr. and John 

12: 13: moreover. the association of Ps 1 18% with the entry into Jenisalem in both Mark and 

John "speaks in favor of its place in the Jerusalem e n l  tradition tiom very early times." Thus. 

in Hultgren's view. Q knows of the passion tradition concerning Jesus' entry into Jerusalem. It 

will be seen below thar there are probably better grounds than this for seeing a reference to 

Jesus' end in the Jemalem Lament. 

Other Q passages which in Hultgren's opinion "show evidence of acquaintance with the 

passion. death, and resurrection of Jesus" include the Parable of the Talents (Q 19: 12- 1 ;. 15b-26) 

and the saying on the homelessness of the Son of man (Q 9:58).Io9 He also suggests. quite 

rightly. that the TweIve Thrones saying (Q 228.30)  and other Son of man sayings (Q l2:3O. 

17:26-30) presuppose an vindicated and exalted post-mortem Jesus: however. Hultgren thinks 

that such a statu can be granted to lesus "only on the basis of his res~rrection.""~ In particular 

this study will take issue with the final point: however. in general Hultgren's observation is 

108 Ibid., 34. 

'09 Ibid. 

"O Ibid. 
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correct that given an aimost certain knowledge of the fact and means of Jesus' death. there are a 

nurnber of texts in Q which would have evoked such a memory-even if Q's direct knowledge 

of the specific traditions that appear elsewhere in early Christian Iiterature cannot be 

demonstrated with certainty. 

Although Q makes no explicit reference to Jesus' death. it is possible to argue that Q 

presents a rhetorical or polemical strategy in response to Jesus' death as a problem. Recently 

Alan Kirk has argued that 'rhe arrangement of Q 1 1 replicates the course of status-degradation 

ritual [which] begins with the public labelling and denunciation of Jesus as a tvitch and 

culminates in the death of Jesus alluded to in 1 1 :49-5 1 .""' Furthermore. ..Q's rhrtoric within this 

sequence transforms Jesus' status-degradation into status-devation. while counter-stigmatizing 

Jesus' persecutors as themselves deviant. impure. and murderen."' " According to Kirk. Q 1 I 

displays two attempts on the part of Jesus' opponents to stigmatize him: first. by accusing him of 

collusion with Satan ( 1 1 : 1 J-20.23). and second. by demanding from him a sign ( 1 129-32). 

Jesus' responses "counter-stigmatize" the opponents by accusing them of demonic possession 

'15 114 (1 124-26) and murder ( 1 1 :49-5 I : 1354 ) Finaily. "Q 13:35 reinterprets Jesus' violent. 

bloody expulsion as being. in reality. the voirrntary tvirhdrmvui oj'sophiu. This reversal 

simultaneously transforms Jesus' statu degradation into a breath-taking status-elevation."' " 

III A. Kirk "1s Q Without Passion?" (paper presented at the annual meeting of  the Society of Biblical Litenture. 
Orlando, Fla.. November 1998). 1. 

"' Ibid. 
I l 3  Kirk thinks Q 133-35 onginally followed 1 IA9-51 (ibid.. 8 n. JO); see also idem. The Conrposition of'the 
Sqings Source: Genre. Svnchro- und Wisdom Redaction in Q (NovTSup 91: Leiden: Brill. 1998). 241 4. 
Il4 Kirk "Withaut Passion?", 4-5.6-7. 

Ibid., 9: emphasis ori_einal. 



Because Q I3:35b coordinates the wïthdrawd of Sophia to the r e m  of the Son of man. Jesus' 

rejection is entirely reversed: it culminates in his e~altation."~ 

Kirk's conclusions are two-fold. First. he argues that this is the same rhetorical strategy 

employed in Mark's passion narrative, as identified by Bruce Malina and Jerome ~ e y r e ~ . ' ' ~  

Both Mark and Q attempt to overcome the stigma of Jesus' death "by means of an intense 

rhetoric of statu-reversai and status-transf~mation.""~ Kirk has made a strong case for the view 

that Q 1 I is concemed with the legitimation of Jesus, but it is not clear that the tex& in question 

are oriented to the stigma of Jesus' dearh. Probabiy the fact that the polemic of Q I 1 escalates to 

the reference to the murdered prophets in 11:49-51 (and perhaps I3:X) should not be pressed 

too tàr. Nevertheless. Kirk is probably right to suggest that some stntegy of legitimation would 

be necessary for Q given that Jesus was executed. 

Second. Kirk argues that the identical strategy appears in Mark and Q. and that in both 

sources Jesus' status-de-mdation is reversed in his exaitation. On this basis. the correlation of 

Jesus' exaltation to his rejection 

is not a later christologicd developrnent juvtaposed to a supposediy "primitive" 
view of Jesus' death as that of a martyr and prophet; rather. it is part and parce1 of 
a single rhetorical movement. a necessary correlate of the rhetoricd initiative to 
overcome immediately the stigma of Jesus' crucifkion through a rhetoric of 
radical status-reversai. res onding to a radicai statusdepdation with an equaIly 
radical status-exaltation. 11 

I I7  tbid. 3. Kirk refen to Bruce J. Malina and Jerome H. Neyrey, Cailing Jesus .Vumes: The Socrai Fuirte qt'Lrlbels 
in rl.lathew (Sonoma Calit: Polebridge. 1988); Bruce L MaIina and Jerome H. Neyey. "Conflict in Luke-Am: 
LabeIIing and Deviance Theory," in The Social World of &de--4ctr: .Clodels for lnrerprerarron (ed. J. H. Neyrey: 
Peabody. Mass.: Hendrickson. 199 1). 97-1 1. ssp. 116- t8. 

"' Kirk, "Without Passion?", 10. 

Ibid. 
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Here Kirk takes issue with the prevalent opinion, discussed above, that Q's deuteronornistic view 

of the death of Jesus as a rejected prophet is a -'primitivea' or -'low" approach to the problem."O 

Another possible approach arises as an implication of Q's deuteronomistic emphasis on 

the death of the prophets, in connection with its polemic against %is generation." The tests Q 

7 5  1-33, 1 1:49-5 1, and 133-35  al1 deal with the therne of the rejection of Wisdorn's ernissaries 

and. taken together. imply a relationship between 'rhis generation"'~ rejection of John and Jesus 

(753-53) and the violent fate suffered by the prophets ( 1  1 :49-5 1. 133-35a). It rnay also be 

argued that the Jerusalem Lament has in view a relationship between those killed and stoned by 

Jenisalem and Jesus himself.'" For even if Wisdom were the speaker in 13:34-Xa. ÀÉyo ipiv 

in verse 35b would s ip i@ a shift to Jesus as speaker. so that his disappearance ('-1 tell !ou. you 

will not see me . . .") is connected with the murder of prophets.''2 

This connection is rnuch more explicit when Q 7 3  1-35 is read in conjunction with 1 1 :J9- 

5 1. Wisdom is named in both passages. In the former her vindication h d s  expression in John 

and lesus. As Tuckett puts it. "Jesus and John constitute part of the seriès of Wisdorn's 

rnessengers. though their specifically -prophetic' status is not speit out here."'" In the latter 

Wisdom sends the prophets. Thus both the prophets sent through the history of God's 

relationship with his people (rpocpfiraç  ai axoaroAouç. 1 1:49: Abel through Zechariah. 

1 150) and John and Jesus (753-34: Jesus as ."Son of man'3 are associated with Wisdom. John 

and Jesus are therefore understood as standing in continuity with the prophets who suffer 

rejection. 

I ZO See above. pp. 74-5. 

'" SO. for instance. Schuk Spnrchqueffe. 354. 

'= For a bller discussion ofthe function of hiyo upiv here and elsewhere in Q. see below. pp. 197-8. 

" Tuckert, Q, 178. 
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Likewise, both passages also coordinate the rejection of these emissaries of Wisdom with 

~ h i s  generation." The introduction to the parable of the children in the marketplace begins with 

the rhetorical question. "To what shall 1 compare this generation?" (73  1). Similarly in Q 1 1 5  1 it 

is said that 'rhis generation" will be cailed to account for the blood of the prophets shed frorn 

Abel to Zechariah (Luke aiso reads, Yrom the foundation olthe world until this generation." Q 

1150). On this basis. then. it seems IikeIy that Q has Jesus in mind as one of the rejected and 

rnurdered prophets for whose blood ' rhis generation" 4 1  have to give account. But who does Q 

have in mind? The epithet 'rhis generation" is probably best understood as reîèning to the object 

of Q's preaching. but sharing similarities with those who through history-from the beginning 

until the ministry of Jesus. and on into the mission of the Q communitl-have characteristically 

rejected the entreaties of Ciod."' Thus. those who reject the proclamation of the Q cornrnunity 

now identify themselves by this means wih the specific people who rejected John and Jesus and 

with al1 the others who through histoy rejected God's emissaries: but this does not rnean that 

one c m  .-extend this to -al1 Israel' ~impliciter.""~ This view ofthe historical kinship of those 

who reject God and the prophets is consistent with the application clsewhere of the 

deuteronomistic paradi-m (see. for instance. ACIS 752). 

"" For discussion. see Tucken, Q, 196-20 t . 
" ibid.. 20 1. 
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1.1.4. Implications 

By now the following implications should be fairly clear. First. there is no basis for 

supposing that Q contained a passion narrative. or that Q knew and presupposed a kerypatic 

interpretation of Jesus' death and resurrection as its fundamenta1 belief. In dealing with Q we are 

constrained by the limits of the document: and. as Hultgren has pointed out. it is 

methodologicaIly problematic to assert too much one way or the other on the basis of Q's 

silence. Nevertheless, in spite of Q's sitence about the death of Jesus prr se. Sato and Huitgren 

are correct IO observe that Q must have known more than it speaks of explicitly. This. however. 

should not be taken to imply a knowledge of a narrative passion tradition: this is only ro at'firrn 

ihaf Q m u t  have known that Jesus died in Jerusalem by crucifixion. Kloppenborg is probably 

right to insist that knowledge of a passion tradition such as that which cornes to full expression in 

blark cannot be inferred for Q if Q fails to make use of it where it might protitably have done so. 

Second. there are. on this basis. fairI~ suong rounds for the view that Q. having a 

knowledge at least ofJesus' death. sought to interpret it in some way (though cenainly not 

sacrificiaIIy or redernptively). To be more specific. if we presume that the h e r s  of Q ivould 

not Iikely have been ignorant of the fact and means of Jesus' death. there are a nurnber of texts 

which would aimost certainly would have calIed his death to mind. It also seems likely that Q 

understood Jesus as among tbose prophets persecuted '%om Abel to Zechariah" ( l 1 :49) and 

murdered by Serusalem (13:N). particularly because of how the deuteronomistic staternents 

about the prophets come to full expression in the polemic against 'This generation" ( 1 199-5 1 ). 

elsewhere castigated for rejecting both John and Jesus (73 1-35). Therefore. given that Q relates 

Jesus to the rejected prophets. albeit indirectly. within the poIernic against 'rhis generationi' it 

seems cIear that Q at certain points is deaIing with the death of Jesus as a problem. one likeiy 
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related to the legitimacy of the cornmunity's proclamation vis-à-vis its relationship to its founder 

figure. 

Thus the major question for this study is: i fQ knows of Jesus' death. and has offered 

some kind of interpretation of it, even irnplicitly. does Q have a conesponding view of his 

vindication? In particular. a problem arises in view of Jesus' death if Q shows svidence of a 

belief in Jesus as the Coming One or the Son of man as an exalted or eschatologicai figure. and: 

or as one "functionally equivaient" to ~ i s d o m . " ~  How can we account for Q's exalted vieiv of 

Jesus, especiaily in view of the shame of crucifixion, if-as ive shall show in the following 

section-we cannot justifiably presurne that resurrection was the theolo_eical impetus? 

'= Kloppenbore, "Easter Faith," 88.90-91: The thanksgïving in Q 1021-22 "borrows the sapiential motifs of the 
intirnate relation of Sophia and God and of Sophia's exclusive mediation of heavenly secrets and applies them to the 
Father-Son relationship. Q 1021-22 makes Jesus fiinctionally equivalent to Sophia9 (ibid.. 88). 
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I t  should fint of al1 be noted that Q makes no explicit reference to the resurrection of 

Jesus. In a way, this is not surprising: if Q did not contain a passion narrative. why should it 

mention Jesus- resurrection'? But the gospels for which resurrection theology is OF paramount 

importance also rnake reference to Jesus' resurrection during their accounts of his minisay.' 

Nevertheless. resurrection per se is not outside the scope of Q, for a general resurrection is 

rnentioned in Q 1 1 :3 1-32 as the forum of the finai judgment: the Queen of the South will be 

raised (éyepûi\aezai) at the judgment in order to condemn 'rhis generation." and likewise the 

people of Nineveh will also aise  ( a v a a ~ a o v ~ a i ) .  The fact that both technicai tems for 

reswrection occur here rneans that resurrection-as opposed to standing in accusation-is in 

view.' But Jesus' resurrection as an individuaiizing means of his post-monern vindication and 

exaltation does not figure in Q at dl.  

At this point the silence of Q becomes highly significant. In his '-Easter Faith" article. 

Kloppenborg stated: 

The significance of Q's silence cannot be dismissed with the simple observation 
that. as a wisdom document there is no point at which the resurrection could be 
thematized. As we have seen. Q projects a namtive world which encompasses the 
so-called events of Easter. On the other hand. it is hardly imaginable that "Easter" 
h a  made no impact on Q. or at least. that the herrneneutic of Q is not determined 
by some equivaient of what other streams of tradition cal1  aster."' 

' See the passion predicrions (Mark S:3 1 .93 1. lO:3J parr.) and jesus' words to his disciples atier the 
Transfiguration (Mark 9:9 par. Man 17:9). 

' See R Um, .'Apocalyptic Symbolisrn and Social Identity in Q," in Svmboli undStruta: E s s q  on the Suyingr 
Gospel Q (ed R. Uro; Publications of the Finnish Exegetical Society 65; Helsinki: Finnish Euegetical Society: 
Gbttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht 1996),67-118, esp. 92: Kloppenborg Ercuvafing Q, 378. 
j Kloppenborg "Easter Faith," 53. 
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The foregoing discussion will have made it clear that it is hitless to claim either that Q could 

not have known about the resurrection or that a resurrection faith was presupposed (but not 

mentioned or appealed to) by its tradents. On the one hand, as noted above. it is mistaken to 

insist that Q coutd have functioned as an exhaustive compendium of the comrnunity's 

theologicai views. But if. on the other hand. the resurrection of Jesus is not mentioned or 

appeaied to where it might have been useful to Q, then it is equally problematic to suppose that 

resurrection is a theologicai presupposition lurking behind other aspects of Q. Either approach 

takes us beyond the Iirnits of the henry  evidence. Rather. the question should more properly be 

how Q deals with issues which eisewhere in early Christianity are managed with reference to 

Jesus' resurrection. But where and how couId resurrection have phyed a ro1e in Q? 

It c m  aimost go without saying that Jesus' resurrection hm manifold hnctions elsewhere 

in early Christian litenture. In Luke-Acts. for instance. the resurrection hc t ions  as the answer 

to some key problems which apparently would also have been pressing ones for Q: first and 

foremost it serves to reverse Jesus' wrongfùl death (see. for instance. Acts 723-24); second. it 

vindicates Jesus in view of his rejection (Acts 4:lO-11): and third. it functions as the means of his 

exaltation (Acts 233-33). Issues such as these are not beyond the interest of Q. although it 

should be nored that the deuteronomistic view seems to provide for Q a sufficient context in 

which to interpret Jesus' wrongful death.' 

The fo1lowing section will give a brief account of how "Easter*' has functioned in Q 

schoiarship as a suppiied "given" in order explain the theoIog of Q with respect to the second 

'' If however it can be maintained that Q sees lesus' violent hte as a prophet as a decisive or cuhinatin~ instance of 
the phenornenon. it may be that a speciaI vindication would be necessq. CF. KIoppenbors "Easter Faith." 84: "If 
Q's interpretation of penecutian and vindication is thoroughly corporute. it seems incongruous to balance this with 
a post-mortem exaltation of an individual" (emphasis original). 
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and third issues just described-although to a certain extent the division of the discussion is 

artificial, since (as will become apparent) some scholars see the legitimation of Jesus' sayings for 

Q and Q's identification of him as the Son of man as coming together in the same christological 

perspective. The discussion will focus on work since the time of Todt. and particularly on the 

work of those scholars for whom an origin for Q within kerygmatic Christianity is not a 

presupposition. It will become clear that if Q does not make explicit recourse to resurrection 

theoloa in service of these issues. then in the absence of resurrection theofogy some other 

account must be given. The evidence may. obviously. demand that more than one answer is 

given for either of these issues, 

1.2.1. Q, Easter, and the Belief in Jesus as the Coming Son of Man 

As seen above. Todt was the first to insist that Q originated in a non-kerygmatic "sphere*' 

of Christianity. even though he supposed that the death and resurrection of Jesus were of 

fundamental sipificance to the beginnings of the community. He argued that the cornmunity 

could take up Jesus' proclamation as their own since the resurrection had confmed Jesus' 

authority.' The resurrection enabled the renewal of the .*fellowship" which was characteristic of 

Jesus' earthly relationship with his followers. and which would one day be confirmed in hII by 

the Son of man at the Parousia. For Todt. then. the resurrection is both the rneans whereby the 

community identified lesus with the coming Son of man and'rhe affirmation of his e~otcsia."~ 

Thus the resurrection allowi the community to re-proclaim Jesus' message. since it is confirmed 

Tadt. Son of 'Clan. 250-3- See also the discussion in Kloppenborg, "Easter Faith." 8 3 4 .  

"~adt. Son of ,\fan- 253. 
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as the proclamation of the Son of man. Todt ais0 thought that the Q cornmunity originated the 

tradition which identified Jesus wiih the corning Son of m m 7  

This view relies on not only a presumption of resurrection faith.' but also a certain 

interpretation of it-based upon the Johannine and Lukan resmection appearances9-as 

"restored fellowship." In addition, Todt depends upon Acts 2 2 - 2 4  for the schema in which 

Jesus' "authorization" is rejected by the authorities-most decisively in his execution-and yet 

is confirmed by God through the res~rrection.'~ Again. whik Q's deuteronomistic perspective 

likdy dernonstrates a knowledge of Jesus' rejection and death, it is to go beyond the evidence to 

suggest that Q has in mind the same schema as evident in Acts' particularly since the resurrection 

is not explicitly rnentioned in Q. Nevenheless. according to Kloppenborg. Todt's view that 

Jesus' sayings are Iegitimated through his resurrection-based exaltation as Son of man has been 

'rhe most widely repeated" view. and has found expression in the work of Norman Pemn. 

Richard Edwards. and Eugene Boring. ' ' 
Perrin's work in particular deserves our attention since it presumes a different exrgetical 

schema than the one suggested by Todt. Perrin argued that "the expectation of the coming of 

Jesus as apocalyptic Son of man is a product of [thatj exegetical process" which first interpreted 

the resurrection of Jesus in light of Psdm 1 10. and then interpreted the resulting --mur- 

Ibid.. 3 1 .  

' Ibid.: 'Thanks to the irnpetus given by the Easter event the earliest begïnnings ot'Christology [that is. the 
identification of Iesus rvith the coming Son of man] thus sprang up fram soteriolop [that is. the promise of the Son 
of man's heavenly acknowledgernent of those faithhl to Jesus. Q 17.8-91.'' 

Ibid.. 750- I : following K. Rengsorf. Die ilufirsrehung Jemr Form. Art und Sinn der urchrisdichen Osterborschofi 
(Witten-Ruhr: Luther. 1952). 53. 

'O Todt, Son of Mun. 25 1-2. 

' I  Kloppenborg, "Easter Faitk" 83 4. referring to N. Perrin, "The Son of Man in the Synoptic Tradition." BR 13 
(1968): 3-25: R A. Edwards. The Sign ofJonah in ihe Teaching of the Evungelisrs and Q (London: SCM, 197 1). 85: 
and M. E. Boring, Sayings of the Risen Jesus: Christian Propheçy in the Svnopric Tradition ( S N T S M S  46: 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), I82.144-5. 
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ChristologfT in light of Zech 12:10 and Dan 7:13." Boring took the same view." The exegetical 

process Perrin argued for finds support in Mark 1467 but has lefi no trace whatsoever in Q. '~  

which cannot at this point be dependent upon Mark. 

In his Srudien nrr Theologie der Logienquelle. Hoffmann argued that Son of man 

Chnstology is a dominant feature of the Q material." Although he did not rely on the 

resurrection exegesis of Psdm 1 I O  and Dan 7: 13 supposed by Pemn. he understood Q's 

confession of Jesus as the Son of man ("Menschensohn-BekenntnisSS) as originating in the 

"apocalypsis of the Son" (Q 1 O:? 1-22). which in Hoffmann's view is essentially an Easter 

expenence.16 Hoffmann noted that Q does not contain any Easter stories. nor any reference to the 

kind of Easter kerygrna preserved in 1 Cor 15:;-5. But other streams of tradition in rarly 

Christianity comected the Easter experience (descnbed as a Tevelation" of Jesus' post-Easter 

exaltation) with the comrnissioning for ministry (Matt 28: 16; Ga1 1 : 15- 16). so it is not surpnsing 

that Q would use similar Ianguage: 

Within the conceptual frarnework of the Q group. the Easter event is of primary 
significance: Jesus has been given al1 power and has been exalted as the Son of 
man. [n the terminology of their environment-for how eIse would the? express 
th@?-they described this insight. which exceeded al1 human experience. as the 
--revelation of the  on."" 

'' Pemn, "Son of Man." 3 4 .  1 1 : citation fiom 4. 

l 3  Boring, Sqings ofJesra. 244-5. Boring associated Q's identification of Jesus with the exalted Son of man with its 
emergent Wisdom Christolog: "the cornmunity conceived the exaltation of Jesus atier his death in tenns not only of 
identification with the coming Son of man but also (in a rnanner not neatIy worked out conceptualiy) in t e m  of an 
identifica~ion with the transcendent Wisdom who had inspired al1 the prophets and who now speaks h o u @  the Q 
propheu." Boring cleariy thinks of "Eastef as a defining moment (ibid., 17 1). 
14 See L. E. Vaage. "The Son of Man Sayings in Q: Stratigraphical Location and Sigificance." in Early 
Chris~iunity, Q andJesus. 103-29. esp. 127. 
IS See A. D. Jacobson. "Apocalytic and the Sayings Source Q .  in The Four Gospels 1997. 403- 19. esp. 407. 

" "Irn VomeIlungshorizont der Q-Gruppe besagte cias Osterereignis prirnar: Jesus ist alle Macht übergeben. er ist 
zum Menschensohn erh6ht. In der Sprache ihrer Urnwelt-wie sollten sie anders reden?-besctueiben sie die alle 
menschliche Erfafinrng iibenteigende Einsicht a h  'Apokalypsis des Sohnes"' (ibid.. 14 1). 
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Thus for H o h m  Q shows evidence of an experience of the exalted post-Easter Jesus. and this 

was what occasioned the confession of Jesus as the Son of man. 

Hoffmann argued that this christological cognition was in fact the motivation for the 

composition of Q: 

We may note the pro'iimity of Q 1021-22 to the early Christian testimonies about 
Easter: for here, in the revelation of Jesus "the Son." is found the origin of the 
g;roup's confession and the bais for the origin of the collection of Jesus' sayings. - 
By means of the revelation of Easter. it became clear to Jesus' disciples that 
Jesus' claim. and also his message. had not been annulled in his death. but rather 
had received validation in a stmling way." 

Q's contents receive an entirely eschatological orientation. for as  the instructions of the Son of 

man they are the standard to be used in the judgment.19 Thus for HotTmann. as for Todt. Easter 

faith is both the ocigin of Q's belief in Jesus as the coming Son of man and the hundation for the 

legitimation of his proclunation?O 

Hoffmann's view of Q 1021-23 as originating in an "Ostererfahnuig" relies on the 

similarities it shows with other expressions of Easter faith as mission-legitimating revelations. 

While the experiences claimed in Matthew 28 and Galatians 1 may serve the sarne legitimating 

h c t i o n  as Q 10:2I-22. this does not necessarily mean that resunection theology pet- se lies 

behind the Ianer text's rather high Christology. Hoffinann thus presurned. rather than proved. 

resurrection theology as the common theological origin of these texts. 

II! "Wir konnten ihre [Q IO:71-'î's] Nahe ni den urchristlichen Osteraussagen feststellen, Fanden hier in der 
A p o k d p i s  des 9ohnes" Jesus den Unpningsort des Bekennmisses der Gruppe und den Grund tur die Entstehung 
der Sammlung der Logia Jesu: Durch die osterliche Apokalypsk wurde den Anliihgern lesu deutlich. d d  der 
h p r u c h  Jesu und damit auch seine Botschaft mit seinem Tode nicht vergangen sind. sondrm in einer ungeahnten 
Weise Gnltigkeit bekamen" (ibid., 132). 

'' Ibid. 189: "Seine Weisung wird als Predigt des 'Menschensohnes' Jesus m m  MaDnab im Grricht.- 

'O It is not entirely clear to me how this view-particularly the aspect of it which connects the origin ofQ as a 
collection of Jesus' sayinp to the (Easter) "apoka1ypsis"-relates to Hoffmann's more m e n t  views on the Son of 
man expectarion as characteristic of the Q redaction ("Redaction of Q3. 
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In more recent discussions of the Son of man material in Q, the christological issue does 

not seem to corne to the fore; rather, stratigraphicd and compositional questions are the pnmary 

focus." In some treatments of the question. the Son ofman sayings are assiped to the formative 

77 
stage.- while in others they are ofdecisive importance for the Q redaction(s).' Probably the 

rnost significant development arising from the intensive study devoted to the question is that 

most scholars now-in contrast with exlier scholars such as Todt and Pemn-do  not think that 

the references to the Son of man as an exalted or coming figure were traditional (that is. 

dominical) references eventually assaciated with Jesus later in the developing tradition." This 

results. in part at leut. fiom a tvidespread consensus that there was no clearly defined "Son of 

man" myth or figure in pre-Christian apocalypcic litmature ro which the Synoptic Son of man 

material was attracted. '' 

'' See the surveys of C. M. Tuckett. --The Son of Man in Q," in From Jesu ro John: Ersqvs on Jarrs m d  ,Vov 
Tatamenr C'hrtstologir in Honottr oJ",Llurintrr de Jonge (ed. M. C.  de Boer: JSNTSup 84: ShetXeld: JSOT Press. 
1993). 196-715 (now repnnted with additional material in Tuckett. Q. 39-82); Hoffmann. "Redaction of Q ;  J. M. 
Robinson. "The Son of Man in the Saying Gospel Q." Tradi~ion rrnd Tramlurion: Zum Problem der rnterkrrlturellen 
Ubersecbarkeir religioser Phunomrne. Festschrijfiir Carsten Colpe x m  65. Grbrutstag (ed. C. Elsas: Berlin and 
New York: Walter de Gruyter. i994). 3 15-33: and Uro. "Apocalyptic Symbolizrn." esp. 98-10 1. 
7 7  - See, for instance. D. Lilhrmann. Die Redakrlon der Lugienquelle (WMANT 33: Neukirchrn-Vluyn: Nrukirchener 
Verlag, 1969). 40-1. Bath Adeia Ysrbm Collins and Christopher Tucken find Son of man sayings in every layer of 
the Q tradition (A. Y. Collins. "The Son of Man Saying in the Saying Source." in Ta Torrch the Test: Biblical und 
Reiuted Smdies Ni Honor ofJoseph -4. Fifzntyer, SJ [ed. P. 1. Kobelski. M. P. Morgan: New York: Crossroad. 
l989],369-89, esp. 389: Tucketr. "Son of Man," 7 15). 

'3 See Polag, Christologie: Kloppenborg, Formarion: Hoffmann. "Redaction of Q": Vaage. "Son of Man Sayings." 
H. SchUnnann assigns the Son of man sayings to an intemediate stage. See Schürmann. "Beobachtungen mrn 
Menschensohn-Titel Ui der Redequelle." in Jesus und der iLfenrchemohn: Für .Inton Ggtle (ed. R. Schnackenburg 
R. Pesch: Freiburg (Breisgau); Basel; Vienna: Herder. 1975). 11447 ="Observations on the Son of Man Title in the 
Speech Source." in f i e  Shape of Q: Signal Essuys on the Sqings Gospel (ed. 1. S. Kloppenborg; 'utinneapolis: 
Forûess. 1994). 14-97. 

'' Robinson's depiction of the devetoping use of the Son of man title is helpful: *Q tends to indicate the initial stages 
of the christological development frorn a non-titdar. non-apocalyptic idiom of a genecic meaning, that by 
implication couId have especially the speaker in mind as used by Jesus. M e n  the Q cornmunity then ascribed to 
him a decisive role at the judgment, the idiom characteristic of his speech was put on his tonge  in apocalyptic 
sayings" ("Son of Man." 335). This. however. leaves unanswered the fundamental christological issue: on what 
basis did Q corne to ascnbe to Jesus a decisive rote at the judgment? 

'5 The view is practically ubiquitous. but see for instance: M. Casey. Son of Man: The lnterpretarion und Influence 
of Daniel 7 (London: SPCK. I980), 139: B. Lindars, Jesus Son of lbfm: A Fresh Eraminarion of the Son of Man 
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1.2.2. Q, Easter, and the Legitimation of Jesus' Teachings 

It has already been noted how Todt and Hoffinann related the legitirnation of Jesus' 

teachings as authoritative to the (Easter-based) christologicai cognition that Jesus was the 

coming Son of man. In his 198 1 Presidentiai Address to the Society of Biblical ~iterature?~ 

Robinson ais0 comected the legimation of the sayings of Jesus in Q to '-Easter." Robinson's own 

views occasioned responses which have contributed significantfy to the question of Q's strategies 

for legitimating the proclamation of Jesus. WhiIe the death of Jesus does not have great 

significance in any of the treatments discussed here, it may be stressed again that the problem of 

legitimating Jesus' sayings becomes more acute in the face of his rejection and execution. 

Robinson argued chat beczuse Q and the Gospel of Thomas lack ûny reference to either 

the cross or resurrection. they dso lack a clear reference point for distinguishing-tiom the 

perspective of the works themseIves-between pre-Easter and post-Easter traditions. Even Q 

1021-32. which may be reminscent of the authorization of Easter (see Matt 28: 18). and which 

falls "in the rniddle of Q," cannot imply any kind of chronological referent. "Easter does not fa11 

here, ... or anywhere else in Q. Q has the timelessness of eternal truth. or at least of wisdom 

Sqings in rhe Gospels in the Lighr of Recrnt Rrsearch (London: SPCK, 1983). 1-16: D. R -4. Hare. The Son o/.Wan 
Tradition (Minneapolis: Fomess, 1990). IO. However. more recently John J. Collins has argued convincin-ly that 
while a tixed concept or myth associated with the expression "Son of man" cannot be maintained. the use of the 
expression would have evoked a fairly well-established exegetical tradition based on Dan 7 ("The Son of Man in 
First-Century Judaism," N E  38 [1993]: 44-66: 1. J. Collins, The Scepter and the Star: The Messiah of the Dead 
Sea Scrolls and Orher dncienr Lirerame [ABRI.; New York: Doubleday. 19951, 175). 

In addition. in the words of Robinson. the Zrsual appeal to the Similitudes of Enoch [vit.  as the alleged source of 
the "apocalyptic" Son of man concept] has -gradually had to give ground'' because of the lare dace now assigned to 
the Similitudes ("Son of Man," 330)- But cf. H o h a m .  "Redaction ofQ." 194: the Simrlitrrdes qfEnoch. though 
composed later than Q, would offer correspondence to the secondary conneaion between deuteronomistically 
influenced traditions and the SM concept." 

'' I. M. Robinson. "Jesus-Fmm Easter to Valentinus (or to the AponIes' Creed)," JBL 10 1 (1987): 5-37, esp. 72. 
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~iterature."~' Robinson did suggest. however. that Q seerns to presurne --a prioril of the Holy 

Spirit after Easter to Jesus prior to   aster."^ 

What this means for Q and the Iegitimation of its content is that "Jesus rose. as the 

revalidation of his word. into the HoIy 

Easter is then nota point in cime in Q, but nther permeates Q as the reaIity of 
Jesus' word k ing  valid now. Or at Ieast so it might seem especially for those who 
understood the resurrected Christ as ~ ~ i r i t . "  

Apparently Robinson meant "Easter" as an ."eventV which occasioned a shifi in the comrnunity-s 

Christology. and not mereIy as a change in hermeneutical perspective. This occasionrd respunses 

fiom Burton btack and Kloppenborg. 

in response to Robinson. Mack took issue with the rwin assurnptions of ( l ) a common 

Easter faith for al1 foms of the early Jesus movements. and (2) an apocalyptic menrality as the 

common denominator for both sayings-oriented and keq2aaticaIly-oriented circles in rarly 

Christianity. Mack called diis .ïhe apocdyptic-kerygmatic hypothesis of Christian origins.'"' 

Mack rightly insined rhat ..Eastel is -rooted specifically in che kervpma."" which shows no 

evidence as having been of formative importance for the Q community. Mack then went on to 

" Ibid.. 33. 

'g Ibid.. 74. 

Ibid. 

'O ibid. Robinson's views on this point apparently have not changed. as his m e n t  address to the Colloquium 
Biblicum Lovaniense shows. in his words. "The Q communi~ .  in its central mission of proclaiming the saying of 
lesus, was practicing thek faith in his resumtion. even t h o m  cesurrection langage is not thein. but ours- 
(Robinson, T h e  Critical Edition of Q and the Smdy of Jesus" [unpublished paper presented to the Colloquium 
Biblicum Lovaniense, Leuven. JuIy 1000],5). 

" B. L. Mack .'Lord of the Logia: Savior o r  Sage?." Gospel Origins andChrtitian Beginnings: In Hunor of James 
M. Robinson (ed. C. W. Hedrick et. ai.: Forum Fascicles I: Sonoma Calif: Polebridge. 1990). 3-18: here, S. 

'' Ibid.. 6. 
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ask whether any other mode1 besides resurrection theology could account for Q material such as 

Q 10:21-22 in particuiar and the legitimation of Jesus' sayings in Q in general. 

Wisdom theology could offer the basis for such aspects of Q. which in Mack's view was 

at the second stage of its composition moving towards a re-appropriation oEJesus as an "epic- 

apocafyptic'' founder figure in support of Q's polemic against its detractors, ail the while 

retaining his chief significance as the originator of the teachings to which the community w u  

primarily oriented.j3 This re-appropriation has implications for both rhe Son of man marerial and 

the Iegitimation of lesus' sayings as a whole." But specifically . ~ e  mythoIogy of penonified 

wisdom" attributes epic perspective to Jesus: "This means that Jesus could easily become a 

revealer figure without any appea1 to an 'Easter' mythologem. should the dispensation of special 

knowledge be of interest to the Q tradents."" 

-4 simiiar approach was taken by Kloppenborg. although more than Mack he appealed to 

features related to the sapiential genre of Q as fundamental to the legitimation of Jesus' sayings. 

"Legitimation of wisdom sayings . . .  vas a requirement common to virtualIp ail sapiential 

cottections." and this was accomplished either through appeals to the sage's reputation or to 

transcendental authority.j6 Where Q differs Iiom other sapiential collections is in its belief in 

Jesus as the "exciusive mediator of wisdom": -Q . . . associates the acquisition of swing 

knowkdge specifîcally with attachent to Jesus and his ~ o r d s . " ' ~  For Q this does not result 

'j See also Mack. L m  Gospel. 

3 Mack .'Lord of the Logia" 10. 
j5 Ibid.. IO-1 1. 

' 6  iüoppenborg "Easter Faith." 87. 

j7 [bid.. 88. 
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from an implied resurrection theology but from an implied Yunctional identification of lesus and 

~ o ~ h i a . ' " ~  in fact, said Kloppenborg, 

If one wishes to speak about Easter at ail. one must say that what the Markan and 
post-Markan Easter traditions localize and particularize by narration. Q assumes 
to have always been a characteristic of Jesus' words as the words of Sophia. [. . . 1 
The soteriological intensification of Jesus' sayings and the authority that accnied 
CO thern are not grounded in an event at the end of his life. but instead arise out of 
the character of his words as words of. and ultimately guaranteed by. ~ o ~ h i a . "  

Thus in K1oppenborg.s view. .-Eastef' for Q is not an event but a hemeneucical perspective.40 

The insights of Mack and Kloppenborg tell against the supposition tbat resurrection 

theology lies at the ba is  of the legitimation of Jesus' sayings in Q. but the assimilation of Jesus 

the sage to Sophia raises another question: how can we account for Q's cxalted view ofJesus- 

whether as the coming Son of man. or as Wisdom's messenger in whose words lay sdvation. or 

even as Wisdom hèrseIf+specially in view of the shame of crucitision. if tvc: çannot justifiably 

presume that resurrection was the theological impetus'? 

1.2.3. Implications 

For Our present purposes. two implications need to be highlighted. The îÏrst relates to the 

compositional history of Q vis-à-vis the Son of man material. if our main concem is with the 

fina1 shape of Q. and what may be deduced from that shape conceming Q's ChristoIoc. then to 

a certain extent we c m  avoid engaging the questions of the tradition, composition, and 

suatigraphy of the Son of man materiai in Q. In fact. this approach can even be justifted fiom a 

'' Ibid., 90. 
;q Ibid., 9 1.91. 
m Ibid.. 97. 
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redaction-criticai perspective: compositiodly later materials will give new interpretations and 

orientations to compositionaily earlier materiais, and this can justifi a wholistic approach to the 

Son of man material in Q. 

The second implication has to do. obviously. with the presurnption of resurrection as a 

theological category of fundamental or original significance in Q: if it cannot reasonably be 

inferred from Q that resunection theology lies at the hem of the belief in Jesus as the coming 

Son of man. then some other approach to the issue must be Found. While Q may have known 

about the resurrection appearances or traditions. and may give indications (at some point in the 

comrnunity's history) of an experience of some kind of formative or foundationai christoIogicaI 

"event." and may even imply a validation of the message of Jesus (or those speaking in his 

name) as stemming from some kind of post-mortem vindication. Q does not use "resurrection" as 

a central theological a i o m  in the same way as the Synoptics and Paul did. In this study. we will 

tn, to show that Q gives svidence of a theological category-other than resurrection theology- 

which may in fact have hnctioned more appropriately in Q to bring to expression to the related 

issues of vindication. exaltation. and Parousia. 



Chapter Two: Q 13:34-35: The Lament over Jerusalem 

According to the reconstniction of the International Q Project. the "Lament over 

Jerusalem" saying (Q 13 :3 4-35] reads as follows: 

343 Jerusalem Jenisalem. who kills the prophets and Stones those sent to her! 
N b  How often 1 wanted to garher your children together. as a hen gathers her 
nestlings under her tvings. but you were not willing! 
3Sn Look, your house is forsaken! 
j5b .. 1 tell you. you will not see me until [[«the tirne)) cornes when]] you sa);: 
Blessed is the one who cornes in the name of the Lord! ' 

There is a high degree of verbal similariq between Matthew and Luke in Q 133-35. although 

they disagree on the placement of the saying. Man 2337-39 follows Q 1 1 A9-5 1' (Man U:34 

36). while Luke 1324-35 puts the saying aber Q 13:28-jO. As the following survey will show. 

the question of the original order of Q with respect to 13:34-35 is still debated. ln addition. mm- 

' Robinson et al.. Critical Edirion, 470-23. See aho. with some rninor differences. M. C. Moreland and J. R. 
Robinson, .'The International Q Project: Work Sessions 13-27 May. 17-16 August. 17- 18 November 1994." JBL 1 14 
(1995): 475-85; t e s  utom 482-83. The verse divisions are typical of most maments of the Lament. 

Concerning the sigla: "Double square bnckecs are used in the reconsmcted text of Q to enclose reconstructions 
that are probabIe but uncertain. {Cl" (Crirical Edirion. I ~ n i i ) .  'Two dots indicate that there is some text here that 
cannot be reconstituted. though even this rernains uncertain" (ibid.. Luxwii). "Angle bnckets embnce an 
emendation in the ted '  (ibid.). "In the translations. guillemets [double angle bnckets] embnce a gist or il ow of 
thought, or the most probable terms, which may well be rather cIear, even though the Greek text could not be 
reconmucted." or 'Words needed for a smooth rendering in the modem language. even thou* there is no explicit 
equivalent in the Greek text behind the translation" (ibid.). 

Most scholan. in particular those who prefer Manhew's placement of the Jerusalem Larnent. think that Q 1 157  
(the Woe against those who prevent e n p )  did not originally follow Q 1 I:J9-51. Most hesitate to ass in  it a definite 
place within the Woes section (1 1:39b-W.J6-52). Kloppenborg calls it a "dangling saying [thatj cannot be placed 
with certainty" (J. S. Kloppenborg, Q PuruIfeLF: Svnopsis, Critical iVotes & Concordance [Sonoma Calif.: 
PoIebndge Press, 19881, 1 12). 
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consider that the hÉyw i+îv sentence is a late or redactional addition to the saying, and others 

think that the whole cornplex was a late addition to the Q document. The origin of the saying has 

also been the subject of debate. with many (but not aiIl scholars arguing that in whole or in part it 

was originally a Jewish judgment saying taken over by Q. hIost scholars agree. however. about 

how the Lament should be assessed fonn-critically: it is a "minatory saying" or a "prophetic 

oracle of j~d~rnent . "~  

The interpretation of the saying is Fiaught with problems. and there appears to be littls 

consensus on the individuai details. For example. if Matthew's positioning of the Larnent is 

original, the question arises of the saying's relationship to the Wisdom saying Q 1 1 :49-5 1. Did 

the Larnent continue the Wisdom quotation? If so. two M e r  issues ernerge: the origin of the 

saying(s). and the significance ot'the iciyw 8piv clause in l3:35b. Furthemore. tvhether or not 

Q 1 199-51 and 1354-33 originally belonged together in Q. the similarity in theme-the 

rejection and murder of God's prophets and smissaries-raises again the question of the death of 

Jesus in Q. 

Q l3:35b itself poses two particularly difficult probiems. First. the clause "You will not 

see me until you say . . .'- has generated a number of different interpretations. This line could be 

understood as a reference to the departme of Wisdorn. as in Prov 124-28 and 1 Enoch 422. The 

difficulty with this view was noted by Rudolf Bultmann: the reference to the Coming One hints 

at sorne kind of return. and there is no Jewish rvidence for Wisdom departing and retuming.' 

Sorne understand -you wiii not see me . . -" to refer to the death of Jesus a d  see the reference to 

See, for instance. R. Bultmann. The Hisront of rhe Svnoptic Tradition (rev. ed.; Oxford: Blackwell: New York: 
Harper. 1968), 1 1 1-1 8, esp. I 14-5: Steck. fsrael. 58-9: SchuIr Spnrchquefle. 3517-3: B o n n  Sqrngs. 17 1 : 
Kloppenborg, Formation. 1 9 .  
' Bultmann. Histoty. 1 15: so also many others. inchding ZeIIer. ''EnnlickungV 5 14-5. and Kloppenborg. Formution. 
228, for example. 
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the Coming One as a pmphecy of his r e m  to judgment on thox who rejecied him.' Othen we 

in Q 13:jSb a reference to a hidden. absent, or unseen Son of man, particdarly in relation to 

other Q material such as Q 1722 where many will long to see the Son of man but will net.' or Q 

.. 
1723-24 where the coming of the Son of man will be as plain as lightning in the sky. Thus one 

issue that has perplexed interpreters of the Jenisaiem Lament has been the significance of the 

speaker's absence. 

The second problematic issue is the reference to Ps 1 1726 LIU(. For some scholars. the 

citation has a strikingiy optimistic note, holding out a positive alternative to the forsakenness of 

the house declared in 1 3 : ~ j a . ~  Some have made sense of the E y-clause by taking it as a 

conditional prophecy: "Q I 3 3 b  then rneans not. when the Messiah comes. his people will bless 

him. but rather. when his people bless him. the Messiah will come."' Others believe the Coming 

One comes in jud-ment. since O EPXO~EVOÇ appears in the preaching of John as a figure of 

judgment (Q 3: 16b-17).1° A few see a reference to the Synoptic Triumphal €ntry." 

' Paul Hoffmann. for instance. sees an implicit reference to the death of Jesus in lerusalem's unrvillingness to heed 
the appeals ofthe speaker in Q 1354 and in the absence of the speaker in I3:35. "DaB dieses -ihr aber wotltet nicht' 
fùr Q die Toning Jesu einschloB. beweist Lk 1 1:35b [sic], wo auf das Fernsein Jesu Bezug genomrnen wird 
  ho ha^. Studien. 188; see ako "Jesusverkllndigung," 64). See also Kloppenborg. E w a r i n g  Q. 370: -3 is a 
reasonable conjecture that Jesus is included among those 'prophets and rnessengers' killed and is the one who is 
specificalIy vindicated with the coming of the Son of blan.' 

D. C. Allison. The Jesu Tradition in Q (Harrisburg, Penn.: Trinity Press International. 1997). 203: "In both piaces 
[Q I3:35b and 17:72] the present is marked by the Son of man's absence." Luke 1722 is Sonderguf. however. and 
schoiars are divided on whether it was in Q. 

' D. R. Catchpole. The Quesr for Q (Edinbur*: T&T Clark, 1993). 374: "The one who has gone away (cf. Q 19: 11) 
and who will come (Q 1243; 19: 15) is the Son of man." 
3 AHison. Jesus Trudition. 192-204: R. Un. Sheep .-imong the Woiïes: .4 Stu& oj-the . thmm Insinicmns ut'Q 
(Amales Academiae Scientiarum Fennicae Dissemtiones Humanarum Littermm 47: Helsinki: Suornalainen 
Tiedeakaternia 1987). 3740: Tucken Q, 174.304-7. 

' Allison. Jesus Tradirton 196-20 1. quotation h m  20 1. See first of al1 H. van der Kw& ..Die Klage über 
Jerusalem (Matth. XXiII 27-39)." .VovovT8 (1966): 156-70. ap .  165-70: see aIso Allison. "Man. 3 5 9  = Luke I3:Xb 
as a Conditional Prophecy," JSW 18 (1 983): 75-84. 

'O So Bultmann, Histow Ili :  Hohann. Studten. 175-78: Zeller. "EnMckung," 5 19. 

" Hultpn. iVormative Christian@. 32-34: Meadors, Jrsus the Alesstartic Herald. 305. 



2.1. Major Contributions to the Interpretation of Q 13:34-35 

The following survey evaluates major contributions to the interpretation of the Jerusalem 

Lament as a saying of Q. It will become clear that issues of both reconstruction and 

interpretation are stilI unresolved. and require closer analysis. 

2.1.1. Q 13:34-35 as a Quotation from an Apocryphal Jewish Document 

The original wording of the saying, in the view of Adolf von Hamack ( 1907). has been 

faithfully preserved &y Matthew. According to Harnack. the Lament originally followed Q 

1 1 :J9-5 1 in Q: as already suggested. this view has had a wide following.' On the bais of his 

I Hamack. Sqvings ofJesus. 168-9. i 79.1. Hu& Michael ('The Lament over Jerusalem." .-îmerican Journal of 
Theology 72 [19181: 101-13. esp. 107 n. 3) noted that. although this idea became associated with Harnack (see. for 
example, B. H. Streeter, "On the Original Order of Q,' in Studirs in ihe Svnopric Problem. 140-164. rsp. 167-3). it 
IikeIy onginated with D. F. Strauss (.4 iVav Lfe ofJesirr [Znd ed.: Z vol.: London: Williams and Norgate. 18791. 
1.34 1-2) and was taken up by Paul W. Schmiedel (Dar vierte Evangelirim gegeniiber den drei ersren 
Johannesschr#en des iVeuen Tatamenrs [Tobingen: J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck). 1906],45 1 ). 

Other proponents of the Manhean phcement indude: Michael. "Lament over Jerusalem." 103-7: B. W. Bacon. 
Studies in Marthew (London: Henry HoIt Br Company. 1930), 247-8; Bultmann. Histo.. I 15; Lührmann. Redakriun. 
48; M. J. Suggs, Wisdom. Chrisrology. and Law in ~tlatthav 2 Gospel (Cambridge. Mas.: Harvard Univeni. mess. 
1970). 64-6; F. Neirynck, "Recent Developments in the Study ofQ," in Logia: Les Paroles de Jesus-The Sqings 
o/Jesw. (Mémorial Joseph Coppenr (ed. S. DeIobel; BETL 39: Leuven: Leuven University Press and Peeters. 1981). 
79-75. esp. 66-67; R. A. Piper. Wisrlonr in the Q Trudirion: The Aphorisric Teuching of Jesw (SNTSMS 6 I : 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1989). 165: Catchpole. ouest. 257-8 (with other adjustments): J. M. 
Robinson. "Building Blocks in the Social History of QI" in Reimagining Chrisriun Origins: .-i Collaquiim Honurrng 
Burton L Mack (ed. H. Taussig, E. A. CastelIi; Valley Foro,e. PA: Trini. Press International, 1996). 87- l II: see 
also idem, "The Sequence of Q: The Lament over Jerusalem." in Von Jesur mm Christus: Chrrstologische Smdien. 
Fesrgabefirr P d  Hoffmann mm 65 Gehutsrag (ed. U. Busse, R Hoppe: B ï N W  93: Berlin: New York: Walter de 
Gmyter. 1998). 25-60, esp. 25360: Kirk Composiri~n~ 24 14. 

Proponents of the Lukan placement include: Streeter. Four GospeLr, 754: Manson. S-ings. 126.294: Hirsch 
Fnihgeschichre. 2.132-3: E. Haenchen. "Matthaus 23." ZTK 48 (1951): 38-63. esp. 56-7: P. Vassiliadis. "The 
Original Order of Q: Some Residual Cases,'' in Logia. 379-87. esp. 382,387; Kloppenborg. Formation. 27-9  
("'whatever the case"); Jacobson. First Gospel. 209-10 ("tIiough the matter is far fiom certain"). Others including 
Steck (lsrael, 73 1) offer arguments against the Matthean placement of the saying. 

Fiilly, Christopher Tuckett (Q, 1734) notes that either placement of the Lament could be seen as redactlonal. 
He also suggests that "it may be that the issue is unimportant in the long nui," because in his view the Jerusalem 
Lamenf since it ends on a positive note. "may introduce a certain corrective to the harsh polemic" of either Q 1 1 :49- 
5 1 (in Matthew's order) or Q 13:38-30 (in Luke's). Nonetheless. Tucken says he is "inclined to ... accept die 
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view of the order of Q, Hamack took Q 1354-35 to be a Wisdom saying2 a quoiation frorn a 

naw lost Jewish apocryphal work.' Harnack suggested that the quotation formula 6ià  roUro rai 

fi aocpia TOC 0 ~ 0 %  E ~ E V .  found oniy in Luke 1 1:49, was originai to Q: 'The dislike to represent 

our Lord as quoting from an apocryphai book, or some other motive, led St Matthew to erase the 

quotation forrnu~a.'~ In addition. Harnack thought that the IÉyo bpîv sentence (I3:35b). which 

refers to the speaker's disappearance, signifies a shifi to Jesu  as speaker.' May othen Iater 

took a similar view. holding that v. 35b is a Christian expansion of an originally pre-Christian 

~ a ~ i n ~ . ~  Harnack's assessment of this saying clearly set the agenda for later scholarship. 

separation of the two sayings in Luke as reflecting a separation of the sayings in Q (ibid.. 174 n. 2 ) .  So also F. 
Chn'st. Jesus Sophiu: Die Sophia-Chri~/ologie bei den Svnopttkern (Zilrich: Zwingli Verla-. 1970). 136-7: 
Hoffmann, S~udien. 171: D. E. Garland. The Intention of Matrhav 23 (NovTSup 57: Leiden: E. J. Brill. 1979). 197. 

' Not al! who understand Wisdom to be the speaker in Q 13:34-35 hold to the Mauhean placement. which would-if 
the innoductory fonnuIa in Luke I1:49 is original to Q-allow I3:jJ-35 to be the continuation of the Wisdom 
saying 1 1:49-51. The prepondennce of wisdorn thernes and motifs in 1334-35, and the fact that the speaker's 
perspective appears to be '-supra-historicai" (Bultmann. History, 1 14). for many scholars suggest such an 
identification. For the following scholars. Wisdom is the speaker of at least 1334-35a: Haenchen. "Manhaus 3." 
56-7; Steck. Israel. 730-1: Suggs. IVirdom. 67; Christ. Jesus Sophia, 145 (but Jesus is identified with Sophia): 
Kloppenborg. Formarion. 238: Piper, IVisdom. 164-5: Jacobson, First Gospel. 713: Tuckett. Q. 174-5. 

The following, wirh the variations noted. see Jesus as the speaker: Hoffmann. Strtdien. 173-5 (Jesus spcaking not 
as a supra-historical entity, but describing his own experience of rejection); Boring, Sqvings. 171-j (the risen Jesus 
spedcing through the Q prophets: so also Miller. "Rejection." 235-7): Uro, Sheep. U6-7 (Jesus speaking "as a 
superhuman. divine audiorip"). 
3 Although the idea that the Lament was originally part of a lost Jewish apocryphal document has fallen out of 
favour. many since Harnack have seen the Jenisalem Lament as a Jewish tradition or saying taken up by Q. Se. for 
instance, Bultmann. Hisroty 114-5; Haenchen. "Matthau 23." 56-7: Van der Kwaak. "Klage.'* 157: Steck. Irrurl. 
238-9 (though for Steck the sayins was not in Q); Christ. Jesus Sophia. 13840: Kloppenbors F~~rmrrtwn, '78. 
Others see the saying as originating in its entirety in the Q communip: first of ail S c h u l ~  Sprrrchqzrellc. ; a -9 :  
Boring, Sayings. 17 1 ; Jacobson. Firsr Gospel. 313: Miller. "Rejection. 38. 

Harnack Seings of Jesus. 103. 

' Ibid.. 169. 

' so Bultmann. Hisiory, 115 (though he is uncertain how much of l3:35b is an expansion): Haenchen. --Manhaus 
23,- 5 7  Suggs. IVisdom. 69-70: Hofiann, Studien 176-7: Neirynck "Recent Developments." 66: Kloppenborg. 
Formation. 228: Catchpole. Quesr for Q. 2734: Tucken Q. 175. 

Others (for varying reasons) hold that 13:34-35 was an originally unitary piece of tradition: Van der Kwaak. 
"Klage," 164; Steck. lsrae1.?27.U5: Jacobson. Fin l  Gospel, 21 1 (disceming a chiastic structure); Miller. 
"Reje~tion.~ 234 n. 36. For a handy table covering major treatments of the compositionat history of Q, see J. S. 
Ktoppenborg, "Comparative Stratigraphy of Q;" Appendiu B in idem. "The Sayingi Gospel Q: Literary and 
Stratipphic ProbIems," in Svmbois and S m ,  1-66. esp. 65. 
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Although he suggested a pre-Christian origin for the saying, Harnack did not investigate 

this m e r ;  in fact, he had very little to Say about the interpretation of the Lainent at dl. He 

noted that it presurnes a Jerusalem setting: however, this does not necessarily in his view 

disprove his thesis that Q's "geographical horizon ... is bounded by Galilee," because as a 

quotation From an apocryphal book the Lament could not be dominical.' Hamack did however 

think that the "you wil1 not see me" clause couid be understood as refemng to Jesus' fate in an 

obscure way. [n a footnote he bemoaned the possibility that skeptics couId be driven to such 

"absurdities" as claiming, given the absence of passion matenal From the oldest source for the 

life of Jesus. that "from Q we can only conclude that Jesus suddenly vanished in a more or Iess 

mysrerious way. This is indeed hinted at by the words of Q (St. Mau. 23:39). -Fe shall nor sre 

me hencemh m i l  ye shail Say. Blessed is He that cometh in the name of the ~ord ." '~  This 

view. which Hamack obviously did not consider a serious option. wouid appear in a 1985 essay 

by Dieter ~e l l e r ?  

2.1.2. Q 13:35-35 and the Matthean Sequence of the Q Materia1 

J. Hu@ Michael's 1918 article in ZIr .4rnerican Journal o j - ~ h r o i o ~ ' ~  took up Hamack's 

view that Q 13:34-35 origindly followed Q 1 I : W j  1 (Matthew's order) rather than Q l3:28-30 

(Luke's order). Michael defended this view against B. K. Streeter's five arguments for the Lukan 

order as the more origind." Streeter's hird a r p e n t .  which Michael caiIed ..perhaps the most 

? Hamack, Sayings of Jeszis. 168-70. 
S ibid, 2 3 3 4  n. 1; emphasis original. 

Zeller. "Enuiickung." 
10 Michael, "Lament over Jemalem." 

" Ibid., 1046; Smeter. "Original Order.' i62-3. 
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cogent of the five," States that the rneaning of Q 13:35b (Uyo U@v, OB p i  ï6q.rf p~ %TA) is 

extremely obscure if it be understood as a direct saying of Jesus at the end of the Wisdom saying 

Q l I:49-31 + Q 1354-35a.I' Michael remarked that the saying is no less obscure if Jesus is 

thought to be the speaker throughout Q 13:;~-35." 

Two possible interpretations were dismissed by Michael: first. the saying cannot refer to 

Jesus' enuy into Jenisalem. because the solemnity does not fit with such a bnef absence: and 

second, it cannot refer to a h u r e  conversion of Israel. because '.if this was what Jesus meant to 

Say. he would have expressed his meaning more c l e a r ~ ~ . " ' ~  Michael insisted that the words are 

eschatological and c m  make no sense in their present context. so he proposed that "the words 

hE'p Upiv Zr, [sic] oij p i  ï&q7é WE KTA, are not part of the JemsaIem Lament at all. Only by 

sheer accident have they becume associated with it."" The saying originally belongrd to the 

folIowing section of Q and has been wrongly attached to the Lament by both Matthew and Luks. 

The Q material that follows the Larnent in Matthew (Matt 2426-28 = Q 17:3-24) is a 

more likely candidate for the original context of Q l 3 3 b  than that which follows according to 

Luke (Luke 1426-77 = Q 14:26-77).'~ Michael therefore suggested that Q's apocalypric 

discourse. directed at the disciples. oricginally began with the "You will not see me" saying. 

indicating that '-a period of separation [was] imminent and that when [the disciples] would next 

" *Our Lord remarks that the book caiIed the 'Wisdom of God' mly  foretells vengeance . ... white it laments at the 
same time the Frequent blindness of Jerusalern and consequent desolation ofher house, and then adds as his own 
comment 'For 1 say unto you, Ye shall not see me henceforth untiI ye say, Blessed is he that cometh in the name of 
the Lord.' The connection of thought is not obvious" (ibid.. 163). 

" Michael. -Lament over Jerusalern." 107. 
14 Ibid.. 108-9. 

" Ibid.. 109. 
[6 Ibid.. 1 1 1. Michael avoids the question of Q 14: 16-24. the parable of the -mat supper. which would be dit next 
btock of Q material to be found in Luke afier I335b. by sayins that 'hot one of the fint twenty-five verses of Luke. 
chap. 14. that is by universal consent assigned ro Q" (ibid.). Makinp reference to this Q material ivould not have hurt 
his case. however. 
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çee hirn they would welcorne him in his rnessianic glory."17 Michael's ar-ment is problematic 

for at least two reasons: it depends upon Matthew retaining the original order of Q fiom the 

Woes to the end of the Double Tradition rnatenai, and upon Matthew and Luke independently 

agreeing in the (mistaken) association of Q I3:35b with the Larnent instead of the "apocalyptic 

discourse." In addition. later scholars would detect numerous reasons why I3:35b. sither as a 

redactionai addition or as an integrai part of the original saying. makes perfect sense in its 

present ~ocation.'~ 

2.1.3. Q 13:34-35 and the Wisdom Myth 

Like Harnack and Michael. Rudolf Bultmann argued (1931 ) that the Lament continues 

the quotation begun in Q 1 149: thus he thought it "actually highly probable that Matthew has 

here preserved the order of sections in Q." whereas Luke displaced it from its original Q context. 

on the basis of the catchword "lerusaiem." to immediately afier the ~varning to Herod (Luke 

13:3 1-33).19 Bultmann also expanded Harnack's observation that Jesus himself couid neither 

have sent prophets nor offered ofien to gather the children of Jerusalem: in Bultmann's words. 

.+the one making this statement must be a supra-historical entity. narnely ~isdorn.'*'~ He 

suggested that like 1 1 :49-5 1. the Lament was "also onginaily a Jewish prophecy. whether Jesus 

l7 [bid., 1 12. For a similar conjecture. see Uro. .'Apocalyptic Symbolism." 97. 1 14. 
I I  See. for instance. Steck. Ime l .  227-32: Christ. Jesus Sophia. 14 1-2: Zeller, -Entrückung,- 5 19: Jacobson, Ftrst 
Gospel, I 1 1. 

l9 Bultmann. Histo- 114-5. 

'O Hamack Sqrngs of Jesus. 168-9: Bultmann. Hirtory. I 14. 
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hirnself quoted it or whether the Church ascribed it to him." Bultmann wondered whether verse 

35b as a whole or oniy the material prior to the EW-clause was a Christian addition." 

Thus both Q 1 1 :49-5 1 and 133435 must be understood in light of the wisdorn myth. It is 

a well-established component of the myth that Wisdom comes to the earth. offers invitation to 

humanity in vain. and departs (see, for instance. 1 Enuch 42). Bultmann took both 13 :35a (the 

forsaken house. which-relying on hlandaean parallels-he took to mean the world) and 13:32b 

('you will not see me . . .") to refer to Wisdom's departure. Accordingly. then. the héyw Ypiv 

sentence is a continuation of the Wisdom quotation: no change of speaker is in view here. 

Further. Wisdom will "remain hidden until the coming of the Messiah . . . the one È p ~ o p ~ v q  

Èv bvbpan m>piou."'' Bultmann admitted that no surviving Jewish wisdom texts show evidence 

of the view that "Wisdom, on her departure. referred to her (or her representatives) coming to 

judgment. but it is quite intelligible in the context of the rnyth."" What Bultrnann le% unclrar. 

however. was precisely how the coming of the Messiah was to be understood as the reappearance 

of Wisdom. 

2.1.4. The Historical Perspective of Q 13:34-35 

Ernst Haenchen's 195 1 article on "Matthaus 23" contained only a very brief discussion of 

the JemaIem Larnent. but it made important contributions on at least two issues. First. Haenchen 

offered a counter-argument to the view that Q 1 1 39-5 1 and 1334-35 originaily belonged 

'' Ibid.. 115. According to this latter suggestion. Q 1355 would read. "Behold. your house is [= will remain] 
forsaken until you Say, Blessed is the Corning One in the name of the Lord." Bui tma~  did not atternpt to rnake 
sense of the motive for the addition of lba, hptv ou CLi( ï6qk pe. To my knowiedge this suggestion has not been 
taken up by anyone since Bultmann. 

Ibid. 

'3 Ibid. 
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together "in der Weisheitsschrift": they present different "historical" perspectives on the 

rejection of the prophets. "lm 'Weisheits-Wort' blickt die -Weisheit Gottes' prophetisch auf die 

d i inf l ige  Sendung der Propheten uçw.; im 'Jenisalem-Wort' dagegen schaut sie auf die 

Sendung der Propheten usw. ais etwas Vergangenes zurü~k ."~  However. in the view of Jack 

Suggs. "in keeping with its fonn the doom oracle drnost requires a future tense. whik  the dirge 

form of the lament equaily requires the past.''" More to the point is Robinson's objection that the 

forward-looking perspective of 1 1 :J9-5 1 -is simpIy a device to present [the occurrences of 

history] once they have occurred as hlfillments of God-s plan."'6 Furthemore. the participle 

Èmc~~upÉvov has a present and not a pre-historical perspective. "looking back through al1 of 

history (as biblically reveaied-hence Abel to Zechariah). even back to its very beginning. to 

present as culpable al1 of history (as F i r  as it goes in biblical terms: to 2. ~hronicles)."" 

Haenchen also argued that origindy the pre-Christian saying ended at 13::ja: thus. the 

h É p  iipîv sentence "kt kein Zitat aw der Weisheitsschrifi. sondern bereits ein christIicher 

Zusatz in 'Q'."" His main argument attempted to show the unlikelihood of Bultmann's position 

that the verse refers to Wisdom rernaining hidden m i l  her r e m  with the Messiah. In 

Haenchen's view. "die Weisheit \var ja in der bisherigen Zeit gar nicht in persona gegenwartig 

und anwesend in JemsaIem": therefore. it would be nonsensicai to have this verse rekr to 

Wisdom's disappearance and return. The disjunction thus indicates the presence of a Christian 

Haenchen. -'Matrhiïus 73." 56. So ais0 Jacobsen. First Gospel. 109. 

~5 Suggs, W&dom. 65. 

Robinson, -5equence oCQ," 744. 

" Ibid. It should be noted that Luke 1 t:50 $ves the perfect pmiciple and r a d s  Yrom the foundarion of the world." 
while Matt 733.5 gives the present participle and mads ïipon the earth- Manhew thus might see the ^innocent 
bioad" extending beyond Zechariah into the present. 

Haenchen. .'Manhius 73," 57. 
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additi~n.'~ Though Haenchen's contention that Wisdom never dwelt "in persona" in Jerusalem 

never wouid become one of the standard arguments. many interpreters would agree that Q 

13 :3 Sb-either because it introduces some other inconsistency with the saying's wisdom 

perspective. or because of the formuiaic Eyyo bpi-is a redactional addition." 

2.1.5. Q 13:35b as a Conditional Prophecy 

H. van der Kwaak's main interest in his 1966 article on "Die Klage über Jerusalem" was 

the interpreration of the saying as it stands in blatthew-in particular whether Matt 2339 should 

be interpreted as referring to a future conversion of Israel. Thus. he did not offsr much insight 

into the Q version of the Lament. Following Bultmann, van der Kwaak thought bat the saying 

originally was the continuation of "eine jüdische Weissagung" (Q 1 i 99-3 1 ). either quoted by 

Jesus or a~ributed to him by the ~o rnmuni t~ .~ '  Van der Kwaak also contestai the vietv that Man 

2339 (Q 13:35b) was a Christian addition in Q to the original Jewish saying: '-mit dem gleichen 

Recht konnte man behaupten. daB Vers 39 als der ursprüngliche AbschluB des Verses 37f. zu 

beurteilen wiire."" 

Van der Kwaak's more important contribution was his suggestion that Matthew's Eoq- 

clause should be understood as a condition. To begin with. he argued that the greeting 

~YhoyqpEvoq O Èp~op~voç  Èv ovoparn icupiou has an inherentIy positive meaning. The line 

cannot be understood as referring to the coming of Jesus as judge. "Es Iiegt denn auch . .. kein 

" ibid. 
jB See above. p. 55 n. 6- 

j1 Van der Kwaak, "KIage." 157. 

" ibid. t 64. 
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Gnind vor, hier an zittemdes Begrtlssen des Hem, der mm Gerichte kommt. ni denken . . .. Das 

e8hoyqpÉvoç O ip~opevoç év ovopan mpiou deutet ohne Zweifel auf sine lobende 

Begrüssung Jesu als des Messias hin.'"' Yet van der Kwaak also ruled out the view that the 

saying refers to a certain future conversion of Israel at the Parousis for three reasons: first, there 

is no evidence of such an expectation elsewhere in Matthew: second. in Matthew's view a new 

phase in the relationship benveen God and Israel ha. begun: and third. such an absolutely 

positive statement could scarcely come as the concIurion of Matthew 23.j' 

Instead. van der Kwaak proposed that Matthew's clause Ëoç UV E ~ K ~ T E  (in contrast with 

E o q  ~ ~ C E L  OTE E ~ ~ T E .  attested by D in Luke 1 3:35b3') should be taken not as a temporal 

statement-which would imply that the speaker's absence would end when the greeting is 

unered-but as a condition.j6 The gis1 of the sentence then wodd become: .-Die Trennung wird 

erst auîgehoben werden wenn ihr mich ais den Messias anerkennen werdet."j7 The geeting 

~UhoyqpÉvoç O Èp~op~voç  then signifies an acknowledgement of Jesus as the one who would 

$3 Ibid.. 166. The more dominant view has been that 13:Xb refers to Jemalem's condemnation at the final 
judgment: Jerusalem's recognition of the Coming One will be too late. See Manson. Sqings. 118: Steck. Israei. 
237: HofTmann. Studien, 178: Schulz. Spnichyuelie. 358-9 (strenuously); Polag, Chrarologrr. 94: Garland. 
lntenrion. 207 (in Matthew. at least): ZeIler. -'Entruckung: 5 17. 

Others have taken 13:3Sb. because of a more positive reading ofthe Psalm 1 18 quotation. to signi- a more 
hopefui prospect for Jerusalem: Uro, Sheep, 47-8: Catchpole. Quesr. 271.2734: Tucken o. 174204-7. Sevenich- 
Ba. (Imels Konfiontation. 361) sees evidence here that the confession of Jesus as Son of man was considered 
redemptive (apparently even for Jerusalem potentially at Ieast). Jacobson understands the Psalm 1 18 quotation in 
co~ec t ion  with ifs use in Did 12: 1, as referring to a wekoming attitude toward prophetic messengen (Firsr Gospel. 
21 1). 

'' Van der Kwaak. "Klage," 168. 
jS Van der Kwaak admined that this formulation at Ieast should be taken temporally (ibid.. 169). and suggsted that 
Matthew opted for É y  à v  instead of the temporal formulation that appears in Luke (ibid.. 170). This might be taken 
as a suggestion that Ëciy G<ei O s  ~ i m p  was the original reading in Q. though van der Kwaak does not spell this 
out. 

" Van der Kwaak supplied evidence for a conditional readiig fiom classical Greek and the papyri: in addition. he 
claimed. Ë y  àv appears to be used this way in Matt 526 and possibly Matt 213 .  1120 and 24:34 (ibid.. 169-70). 

" Ibid. 168. 
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corne after John, rather than an acknowIedgement of him at the Paroiisia. The sayine rhen is an 

invitation to conversion reine Aufforderung zur Bekehrung"). through which the punishment so 

emphatically described in Man 2357-39a is rem~ved.~' As will be seen below. diis reading of 

the 'iuitil you say" clause has been argued by others. most prominently Dale ~ l l i s o n ? ~  

Unfomnately. van der Kwaak offered link insight into the significance of the --you will 

not see me" clause. Because he undentood the reference to the Tomin2 One" non- 

eschatologicaily. Jerusalem's "not seeing" is some kind of estrangement ("Trennung") from the 

speaker which is aileviated by their recognition or acknowledgement ('-Anerkemung.') of Jesus 

as the Coming Messiah announced by ~ohn.'' III fact. he shifis the emphasis from the actual 

apodosis of the conditionai sentence-which. in his view. speaks of the speaker's disappearance 

as the result of not fultïlling the condition of acknowledgement-to the punishment ("Strafe") 

which is emphasized in Q l3:3435a. Thus. in van der Kwaak's reading of the Jerusalem 

Lament. there is an invitation to alleviate Jemalem's punishment. but the disappearance of the 

speaker remains something of a mystery. 

Van der Kwaak's argument for a conditiond reading of Q I3:35b has been taken up more 

recentiy by Dale Allison ( 1983. 1997). The most significant difference between their positions 

lies in the fact that Allison understands the citation of Ps 11826 cschatologically. In his 1983 

article. he stated that '7he conditional interpretation cornmends itself by finding a middle ground 

j8 Ibid. 170. 
j9 Allison. -Man. 7339 = Luke 13:356-': idem. Jesus Tradition in Q, 192-204. See also Catchpole. Quesr. 175. it 
should also be noted that Boring adopts a similar conditional reading although he fkes the se ing  firmIy within the 
Christian-prophetic context he suggests for the saying. "The 'iaying would have then meant in the prophetic Q- 
community: 'You who reject the exalted Lord who now speaks to you through his prophets. wilI never"see'- [= be 
accepted by, expenence the blessed presence ofI me m i l  and unfers you Say: Blessed is the pmphetic rnessenger of 
the risen Lord"' (S#ings, 172; emphasis added). 

" Van der Kwaak, "Klage über Jerusalem." 168. 
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that avoids the pitfalh of the other alternatives," namely, interpretations that see Q i 3 3 %  as an 

announcernent of either unqualified judgment or unqualitied sdvation.'" AlIison O tyered four 

arguments in favour of this position: first. it was cornmonly held in late Jewish sources that the 

tirne of the final redernption was contingent on some other event or events: second. E q  can 

indicate a contingent state in Greek sentences: third, the structure o fQ 13:35b rippears to fo1Iow 

a formula that was standard in rabbinic Iiterature (negative staternent about the messianic advrnt: 

conditionai particle TU: condition to be met); and fourth. as aiready noted. the conditional 

interpretation finds a satisfying ..middIe ground.'A' The linguistic tvidence marshalled by 

Allison makes his contribution a significant advance tu van der Kwaak's position.4' 

In Allison's view. "'Kou will not see' recalIs Q 1722. according to tvhich people will 

long to see one of the days of the Son of man but wiII not see it. in both places the present is 

marked by the Son of man's absence. But t h t  absence tvill become a presence when unbelief 

gives way to be~ief.'~'' He dso suggests that "Jesus' absence may be interpreted as a 

punishment.'"5 Allison thinks that the speaker's absence is characteristic of the time before the 

condition (Jerusalem's repentance) is met and the Parousia of Jesus the Son of man occurs. This 

view would be strengthened if the comection between absence and Parousia were accounted for 

more cIearly. 

41 Allison. "Man. 2339 = Luke 1ï:iSb." 80. 

" Ibid., 77-81. 

l3 In his 1997 book, The Jeru Tradition in Q, AIIison reprints his 1983 article with the signiticant additions o f  ( 1 )  
linguistic evidence for a conditional use of  E q  (ibict. k98-9). and (7) a discussion o f  rhe placement of Q l3:;4-35 in 
Q (ibid.. 20 1-3). 

Ibid., 205. 

." Ibid., 203 n. 5 i . 
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2.1.6. Q 13:34-35 and the Deuteronomistic Tradition 

Steck's monumental study of the development and use. in Judaism and early Christianity. 

of the deuteronomistic motif of the violent fate of prophets was extremely important for the 

study of Q.'~ Most. if not dl. scholars of Q now see the deuteronomistic tradition as decisive for 

both the theology of Q and its composition history.'" Steck's interpretation of Q 13 3 - 3 5  with 

reference to the wisdom and deuteronomistic traditions was an important and intluential 

conu-ibuti~n."~ 

Steck believed that Jewish judgment-sayings have been preserved in both Q 1 1 :J9-50 

(verse 5 I being a later Christian addition that developed ideas aiready present in the original 

~ a y i n ~ ' ~ )  and l3:M-35: although the two sayings were not actually joined before Matthew's 

gospel. they nonetheless arose from the same circle in Palestinian Judaism and. because the' 

share the same Gattung ("des prophetischen Gerichtswortes"). they share a number of cornmon 

katures.'"n both. personitied Wisdom is the implied speaker. although the sayings differ in 

historical perspective. Both also develop the deuteronomistic theme of the vioIent rejection of 

prophets ro include those sent (1 1:49. &~oarolcouç; 1334. roSç àxoataApévouç) CO Israel afier 

46 Steck Israel. 
$7 See in particular Jacobson. Firsr Gospel. 70-6. '&Thus the organizing pnnciple which gives Iiterap unity to Q and 
provides ccherence to its various chanctenstics is to be found in an understanding of Israel and the mission to her of 
John and lesus. an understanding shaped by the deuteronomistic and wisdom naditions as they were rnediated by the 
hasidic movement" (ibid.. 75-6). 

" It m u t  be noted. however, that Steck viewed the saying as having originated in a sening chancterized by a fear of 
an imminent destruction of Jenisalem (c. 66-70: Israef. 37-93. and thus was dated too late for inciusion in Q (ibid.. 
283 n. 1). See Robinson, "Sequence of Q," 748. 
19 Steck Israel. 2 3 .  

'O Ibid.. 23 1-2-39, 
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the bibIical period." Most irnportantly far Steck. the two sayings represent a unique cornbination 

of the deuteronornistic and visdom traditions. 

Q 1 1 :49-50, which Steck dated at somewhere between 150 BCE and the composition of 

Q) displays an important result of the convergence of the deuteronornistic and wisdorn 

traditions: here Wisdom. as the one who sen& the prophets. stands in the place of God as 

speaker and judge in the deuteronomistic statement about the prophets. in Stsck's anaIysis. this is 

possible because whereas the deuteronomistic tradition has God issuing a c d 1  to obedience 

through his prophets. in the wisdom tradition it is Wisdom who issues such an invitation." -4 

M e r  development is apparent in Q I3:N-35: Wisdom. who in an earIier tradition was scomed 

by the nations but found a home in Jerusalem (Sir 24:ll). now is scomed by isnel in the 

rejection of her prophetic appeals and withdnws €rom die peop~e.'" 

According to Steck. Wisdom therefore must be the speaker throughout Q 13:33-35: he 

saw no evidence of any Christian addition or intederence in this .jüdische ~raditionssrück."" 

The supra-historical speaker of Q I3:34 cannot be God because of the divine passive acpkrai in 

verse 3%; chus the speaker must be the peaonified Wisdom. The ÂÉyw uplv sigifies no change 

in speaker. since Wisdom speaks in 1334-35a and withdrawr from Jerusalem in verse 35b.'6 In 

'' Ibid., 2 2 3 . 3  1-2. 
5z Ibid.. -76. 

53 Ibid.. 275-6. Tucken relates the convergence ofrhe deuteronomistic and wisdom traditions in Q 1 I:49-5 1. to the 
rejection of Wisdom in her emissan'es the pmphets. that is, the Q missionmies: 'Q thus seems to have introduced a 
new combination of traditions in interpreting the rejection of its own messengers as in a line of continui', with the 
rejected prophets of the deuteronomistic tradition and with the figure of rejected Wisdorn" (o. 170). 
54 Steck, Israel. 732. 

'' Ibid, 177.235. 
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particular, verse 35b is a statement "worin sich das V. 3 5  angekiindigte Gericht im Blick auf die 

Beziehung der Angeredeten zur Weisheit auswirken wird."" 

For Steck. the "You will not see me ..." clause represented a time without salvation 

("heillose Zeit"): God's judgment comes in the destruction of Jenisalem and the withdrawal of 

Wisdom frorn the people's midst. so that '-ais Frist zu Umkehr und Gehorsam kann diese 

Folgezeit also nicht verstanden wrden."" But the &.t.q-clause signifies that %un ist diese 

heiliose Folgezeit im Jemalemwort allerdings betnstet." It Looks ahead to an eschatological time 

when Jerusalem would once again see ~isdom." 

Steck was aware that no surviving wisdom t e a  describes a retum of the withdrawn 

Wisdom. Thus he took Q 13:35b to refer to the Son of man who is greeted by the people when he 

comes to take up his office as judge. How is it then that Wisdom-which Steck viewed as the 

speaker throughout 1354-35-returns? Wisdom, said Steck. is seen again as the wisdom of the 

Son of man: " D m  wird das Volk die jeta wegziehende Weisheit wiedersehen. aber im Rahmen 

des Wirkens des Menschensohns. der nchtet und ver~rteil t ."~~ Wisdom reappears after her 

withdrawal as an inherent characteristic of the judging ofiice of the Son of man. This is an odd 

expedient-odd because another figure. the Son of man. intmdes into the tiamework of the 

wisdom myth-which Steck required because he insisted upon one speaker in Q 15:3~-35.~' 

" Ibid.. 135. 

'qbid. Steck saw the Jerusalem Lament as a hirly late Jewish tradition. composed and used when the threat of 
Jemalem's destruction was very reai-between 66 and 70 (ibid.. 237-9). 

'9 Ibid.. 3 6 .  
m Ibid.. 237. Steck refened to 1 En. 49:j-I. 513.  
61 Hoffmann also noted this dificulty: "Gende die lente VonteIIung [Le., Wisdom reappearing with the advent of 
the Son o f  man] IaBt sich jedoch schlecht mit dem Vorhergehenden vereinbaren und findet auch in der 
apokalyptischen Tradition keine ausreichende Smtze" (Smdien, 176). Yet the notion of Wisdom retuming with the 
Son of man was still maintained by Schulz (SpruchqueIIe, 359). 
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2.1.7. Q 13:34-35 and Wisdom Christology 

The Jerusalem Larnent was discussed in two monographs on wisdom ChristoIogy that 

appeared in 1970: Felix Christ's Jeszcs Sophia and Jack Suggs' Wisdorn, Chrisrolugy and Lmv in 

Murtheru 3 Gospel. Christ's analysis of the Lament was largely influenced by Steck. Chnst 

accepted Steck's conclusions concerning the saying's genre. its tradition history. and the 

converging influences of the deuteronomistic and wisdom traditions. in fact. the rnythical 

framework that Steck sees in the saying was suggested by Christ as well. right down to the 

intrusion of the Son of man: "Dem entspricht die Weisheitstndition. nach der die als Schrkina in 

Jerrrsulern wohnende Weisheit ais Geserz durch Boren um Isnel wirbt. jedoch von den Jrrden 

obgelehni wird. sich xrruckirht. bis sie zum Gerichr als ~Menschensohn ivirderkornmr."62 

Christ's main contribution was that he atIowed the saying to stand in its relationship to 

Jesus: '-Im ctuistiich adaptierten Jerusdemwort ist nun Jestrs der Sprecher des Sophia-Logions: 

ais .Triiger der Weisheit' spricht nun er das ~ort .""  Thus Jesus. as identified with Sophia 

('*jesus Sophia"). dwells as Shekina in Jerusalem. works through the prophets and sent ones. 

makes appeds as the Law. is rejected. disappears. and returns as the Son of man.G Because 

Christ saw an identification of Jesus and Wisdom as the context of the saying's use in Christian 

circles (Christ does not say Q~'). the withdrawal of Wisdom which Steck (and Bultmann and 

st  Christ. Jerics Sophia, 142-3: emphasis original. 

" Ibid., 14.5; emphasis original. Christ cites W. Grundmann. Dus Evangtiium nach Lukm (2. Aufl.: THKNT 3: 
Berlin: Evangeiische Verlaganstalt. 1961), 789. 
6k Ibid.. 145-8. 
65 "Ob die Wehklage ilber lerusalem schon in Q stand bleibt offen, da der Kontent bei Mt und Lk venchieden ist" 
(ibid., I f  6). 
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others before him) perceived in Q 13:35b now refers to Jesus' disappearance through his death. 

resurrection and ascension: 

In the Jemaiem saying, therefore. Jesus' death and resurrection were interpreted 
in terms of the Wisdom tradition (and especially the Sophia mylh that stood 
behind that tradition): Jestis ' dearh and reszirrecrion appear as rhe single evenz of 
[he deparrure of Wisdorn, who found no place on earth to lay down her head. and 
who retumed to her place. Jesus' ascension is therefore nothing other than the 
disappearance of Wisdom. [t proves that Jesus is identified with ~ i s d o r n . ' ~  

[n addition. since Wisdom's departure was considered an eschatological sign (Christ cites Prov 

128. 1 En. 93:8.93:5, and other texts), so was Jesus' disappearance." Thus Christ anticipated. in 

a limited way. the arguments of Dieter Zeller. who (as will be seen below) tried to show that the 

speaker's disappearance in Q I3:35b was a reference to Jcsus' assurnption. and that the "Sign of 

Jonah" was actually Zeichen der zur hicunfi als Menschensohn enuü~kte. '~ '  

Like Christ. Suggs sought to interpret the Jerusalem Lament from the perspective of 

wisdom Christology. He assumed '-that the speaker in this pericope was. in Q. Sophis" But "it 

cm properly be attributed to Jesus only when the step is taken which Manhew makcs in the 

preceding pericope. that is. when Wisdom and Jesus are identi~ied."~~ In Suggs' view. then. such 

a step had not yet been taken by Q. Suggs aiso considered that while the tinal sentence ofQ 

1353 mi@ be a Christian addition. Sophia is the speaker of the whole saying: "The Iarnent is a 

lament of Sophia and the final sentence is to be so interpreted (even if it is a Christian 

66 "Im Jerusalemwort werden ais0 lesu Tod und Auferstehung von der Weisheitstradition (und speziell von dem 
dahinterstehenden Sophia-M~hos) her gedeutet: Tod und.~ufirstehung erscheinen ais ein und dassdbe Errlgn~ des 
.4ujSriegs der Weishrit. die auf Erden nicht hat wo sie ihr Haupt hinlege. und an ihren On zurfickkehn. Jesu 
HimmeYahrr ist nichts anderes aIs das Entschwinden der Weisheit. Die Auffaha Jesu rveist Jesw ais die Weisheit 
aus- (ibid.. 1.17: emphasis original). 

'' Ibid.. 146-7. 

Zeller. -'Entrtickung," 514-6.522-5. 
69 SU=. Fyisdont, 67. 
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addition)."" Yet because the return of Wisdorn is not attested in Jewish wisdom materïals. ii 

ÈPXOFEVOÇ must be someone other than the speaker, narnely, the Messiah (and not the Son of 

man). Thus. said Suggs. "Bultmann is correct in his opinion that -Wisdorn foretells that she will 

remain hidden until the coming of the  ess si ah."'" Like Bultmann. Suggs left uneitplained how 

the coming of the Messiah is to be understood as the reappearance of Wisdorn. 

2.1.8. Q 13:34-35 and the Rejection of Jesus 

Hoffmann's view. as seen above, is that Q 1354-35 makes e'tplicit the fact that Jesus' 

own fate is included in the violent fate of the prophets: the JemaIem Lament makes unequivocai 

("eindeutig") reference to the rejection and death of Jesus. particuIarly in the '>ou will not see 

me ..." line.' In his 1970 essay. .'Jesusverkündigung in der Logienquelle." HofTmann 

interpreted Q 13:3J as arising from Jesus' own rejected appeals to the children of Jenisalem. "In 

dem interpretierenden Zusatz 1355 [sic]." Q makes reference to both Jesus' death and the 

coming judge. so that lesus the rejected one is identified with the Coming One. "Die Bcmerkung 

-von nun an werdet ihr mich nicht mehr sehen' weist auf den Tod Jesu hin. AuRerdem spricht Q 

nicht nur vom drohenden Gericht. sondern vom komrnenden Richter: dabei wird deutlich. daO 

der Abgelehnte mit dem Kommenden identisch ist."" 

For Hoffinann. this convergence was decisive. As we saw above. he c o ~ e c t e d  the belief 

in Jesus as the coming Son of man ("Menschensohn-Bekemtnis'3 with the view that the 

3l Ibid.. 70 n. 22. 
i l  Ibid., 70: Suggs cites Bultmann, HLIroy. 1 15. 

" Hoffmann. Studien. 187-8. - 
" Hoffmann, "lesusverkllndigung." 64. 
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rejection and death of Jesus was, for Q, the decisive rejection of God's (or Wisdom's) appeal to 

the people of Israel through the prophets. "Hiermit bahnt sich eine folgenschwere Entwicklung 

an. Durch die Identifiziemg des Abgelehnten mit dem kornmenden Richter wird 

verstandlicherweise die Ablehnung Jesu immer mehr als die enrscheidendr AbIehnung 

erkannt."7' 

Hofmiann clarified and expanded this position in his later work Srridien x r  Theologie 

der Logienqtrrlle ( 1  972; third edition, 1982). A good deal of his discussion takes issue with the 

andysis of Steck. In Hohann ' s  view. little can be determined concerning the originaI position 

of the Lment in Q. for the two sayings Q 1139-51 and 13:34-35 were tirst joined by k1atthew.-' 

Whatever their original relationship either in Q or before Q. the two sayings did not originaI1y 

stand together: From this it followed for Hoffmann that while 1 1 :J9-3 1 is given by Q as a say ing 

of Wisdorn. '-das Jerusalemwon dagegen ist bei Lukas und bei Matthaus als ein Wort Jesu 

~ i e d e r ~ e ~ e b e n . " ' ~  This is significant. for Hoffmann went on to argue against the prevailing view 

chat the speaker of Q l3:34-35 must have been a supra-historicd entity. 

Since Wisdom is not the speaker here. there is no reason to assume that the speaker is the 

one who sends TOUS scpocp j m ç    ai . . . TOUS Ùxoa~uÂpÉvouç, as is the case in Q 1 1 :49. 

Hoffmann argued that whereas the present participles in the address to Jenisalem 

-- 
( a n o ~ ~ ~ i v o u a a .  iciûoQoÂo5aa) have in view a generd historicai chmcteristic of the c i ~ .  the 

change in tense to aorist in the speaker's statement (jûÉAqcm) refers to the speaker's ovin 

74 Ibid.. 64-5: Studien 187-90. See also Sevenich-Bau. Israels Konfioniaiion. 261. 

-' Hoffmann. Sindien. 172. 

-' Ibid.. 173. 
- 
" So aho Manson, Sqings, 127. 
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experience in ~enisalern.'~ H o h a n n  also saw the forms of address as ilIustrating this point: 

.'Jerusalem" (verse 34a) refers to the whoIe history of the city, whereas .Tour children" indicates 

the speaker's contemporaries. Thus the adverb n o a a q  indicates the speaker's repeated appeals 

in Jemalem. and not al1 the prophetic appeals down through the ages. The speaker a l ips  

himself. however, with the prophets rejected by Jemalem and expects his own rejection: "er sein 

Geschick in Analogie m dem der Propheten und Gesandten ve~teht."~' The propheiic threat 

(iGoB àqierai 9 o i ~ q  ilpôv. 13:35a), which refers to the destruction of Jemalem. was in 

Hoffmann's view probably suggested by the general mood of the time. but "vielmehr hat die 

Redeweise ihren Grund in der Ablehnung. die den Sprecher. also Jesus. traf."'' 

Hoffmann took issue with Steck's opinion that. Wisdom being the speaker throughout Q 

I3:34-35. there is no Chnstian addition rit verse 35b. With respect to his o~vn view that Jesus is 

the speaker in 135.1-35. Hoffmann declared that "Vers 35b kann kaum vom irdischen Jesus 

forrnuliert sein."8' But Steck's view leads to unnecessary complications because. as noted above. 

it requires that Wisdom reappears in the advent of the Son or man. In fact. so Hoffmann thought. 

Steck's whole treatment requires that diverse elements of the wisdom myth be combineci "ohne 

ausreichende Gmdlage im ~ext."" 

Cf. Robinson. "The Sequence ofQ: 244: "The Lament ... cm begin in the present tense, reproaching Jenisalem 
for killing (present parriciples) tfie emissaries, with Sophia (originally the implied subject. if the Lament followed 
directly upon Sophia's Saying) having wished (aorist indicative) to gather the Serusalemites under her wings. but 
they refised (aorist indicative)." 
79 Hoffmann. Studien. LX 4: citation from 174. 
80 Ibid.. 175. Hoffmann says in his 1992 article "QR und Menschensohn- that whik the saying concentrates on the 
speaker's experiences of rejection in lentsalem, the generaI prophetic statement itself remains somewhat in the 
background. This indicates, in Hoffmann's view. that (against Steck) the saying originated as a Christian adaptation 
of the formally established Prophetenmsage ("Redaction of Q," 19 1). 

" Ibid., 176. Since for HotTinann lesus is the speaker throughout the lerusalem Lament does not signal a change in 
speaker but oniy the importance ofthe saying's conclusion (ibid., 177). 

'' Ibid. 
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Because the Iine "ou will not see me .. ." does not refer to the withdrawal of Wisdom, 

Hoffmann argued that it should not be associated with the judgment (the abandonrnent of the 

house) in 13:35a. The use of the first person suggests that the theme of 13:34&the rejection of 

the speaker-has been taken up again. Thus the redactional addition 13:jSb looks back on the 

death of Jesus; when the Lment is understood this way. said Hoffmann, it becornes clear why it 

is directed at Jenisalem. "Das Wort richtet sich gegen die Stadt. in der man Jesus den ProzeB 

gernacht hat."a3 In Jesus' absence. the Q group rook up his proclamation. but undrrstood the 

intermediate period as oriented specifically towards the coming of Jesus the Son of mang4 

Finaily. Hoffmann argued that an eschatological interpretation of Ps 1 1826 may bc 

deduced from other references to the "Coming One" in Q (Q 7:18-23. Matt 3:l I = Q). where the 

expression is a description for the Son of man identitïed with Jesus. The saying thirs looks ahead 

to a time when the Son of man tvill be reveded (Luke 1730 = Q). H o t h m  refemd to 1 En. 

625-6. where in his view the Son of man who has been concealed is met with the praise of 

sinners. 

Therefore. on the basis of this pmllel and the wording of the saying itseK in 
which [the greeting fiom Psalm 1 181 can only be spoken to the one who judges 
Jerusalem. the saying looks ahead to the greeting of the Son of man who cornes as 
the judge who will condernn Jerusdem. At that time. they will and m u t  recopize 
and acknowledge Jesus as the Son of man. But it will be too late for their 
redemption.'' 

S3 Ibid.. 178-80: citation frorn 180. 
51 ibid.. 178. 
S5 "Aufgrund dieser Parallele und der Aussap des Logions seibst. in dem nur vom Gericht über Jerusalem 
gesprochen wird. ist also an die BepUung des m m  Gericht komrnenden Menschensohnes gedacht. der Jerusalem 
verurteiien wird. Dann werden sie Jesus als den Menschensohn erkennen und anerkennen müssen. Doch Für ihre 
R e m g  wird es tu sptit seinw (ibid). 
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Hoffmann reached the same conclusion as Steck, that the speaker who announced the loorning 

destruction of Jerusalem also foresaw its final and ineversible eschatologicd c~ndemnation.~~ 

In a later work. the essay "QR und der Menschensohn: Eine vorliiufige Skizze" ( 1992 

[1995]), Hoffmann refers to the views he argued earlier. but also goes on to associate Q's use of 

the deuteronomistic tradition and its identification of Jesus with the Son of man with the final 

redaction of Q. This association signifies a deparme fiom his Sttldien in which he treated Q in a 

more unitary fashion." in particular, he suggestç that .'the proclamation of the imminent 

judgment concerning this generation (cf. Q 1 1 :49-5 1 with the redactionat smphasis in v. 5 1 ) 

tums into the proclamation of the eschatological 'executor ofjud_pent' Jesus. who for QR is the 

decisive representative of God's end-time a~tion.~*'' 

There are a few aspects of Hoffmann's treatrnent of the Larnent saying which are 

somewhat problematic. First. his view that the final judgment of the Coming One will be an 

occasion of condemnation for Jerusalem causes dificulties. Although. as HotTmann pointed out. 

such a belief on the part of the Q group could possibiy have been occasioned by their own 

rejection. it wouid be dificult to understand on this ba is  how Q could have held out an! funhrr 

invitation to repentance. Second. it seems chat -you will not see me . .." is a rathrr cryptic 

reference to Jesus' own rejection and death. particularly since in Hoffmann's view Q aligns 

Jesus' fate with the (more explicitly described in I3:34a) rejection of the prophets sent to 

Jemalem. On the other hand. Tucken is correct to note (in a simiIar comectioni that '-Q chooses 

86 See Steck Israel. 237. 
s7 See Hoffmann. Siudien, 1-3- where he suggested uiat the redactional rendency in Q is ioward an identification 
with tradition, making it difficult to distinguish b e m n  tradition and redaction. Cf. Hoffmann. "Rrdaction of Q." 
159: "My present occupation with redactional history is at the same tirne an anempt to repair a deîîcir in my 
Habilitationssciuiti' 
SB Hoffmann. "Redaction oFQ," 192. 
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to present its message in the form of the preaching of Jesus hirnself and one cannot have a pre- 

Easter Jesus refemng to his own death in the past."89 Nevertheless. it may be that a more 

satisfactory solution can be found, even one that takes Jesus' death into account. Third. and rnost 

importantly, a difficulty arises from the fact that Hoffmann's link between the 'you will not see 

me . . ." reference to Jesus' rejection and death and the reference to the Parousia is the 

"~enschensohn-~eke~tnis ."~~ In Hoffmann's view the Lament moves directly from Jesus' 

death to his return. in order to emphasize the vindication of the rejected one, but this relies on 

the missing rniddle step of the "apocalypsis" as the basis of Q's understanding of Jesus' 

exaltation. In other words. the theological presupposition that allows the identification of the 

rejected one with the Coming One is a Son of man-confession that. as we have seen above. 

presumes Easter faith.9' 

2.1.9. Q 13:35b, the Assumption of Jesus, and his Return as Son of Man 

Zeller began his 1985 essay "Entrückung zur Ankunft als Menschensohn with some 

reservations about the common view that the Jerusalem Lament was originally a continuation of 

the Wisdorn saying of Q 1 1A9-51: "Es handle sich Iediglich urn ztvei venvandte Wone. die auch 

in Q nicht aufeinander f~lgten.'~~' He also noted that many authon undentand l3:35b as a 

Christian addition to the quotation. because the wisdom tradition offers no parallel for Wisdom's 

I9 Tucken Q, 5 15 n. 86. 
40 See Hoffmann, "Jesusverkilndigun~ 64-5; Shrdien. 187-90. 

'' Hoffmann, Shidien, 13942. 

9' Zeller, "Entrûckune," 5 14. 
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-personale Wiederkehr im Messias oder als ~enschensohn."~~ Thus he offered assurnption as a 

beaer clarification of the -you will not see me" c ~ a u s e . ~  

Zeller suggested that "'nicht mehr sehen' eine bezeichnende Urnschreibung tur 

Entrückung ist (3 Kg 2: 12 u.a.)." and noted its proximity to disappearance language. which is 

more conventional assumption t e r m i n o l ~ ~ ~ . ~ '  IF Q 13 :35b contains a referencr to the speakeis 

assumption. argued Zeller. there is here "eine Überschneidung mit dern Sophia-Mythos. insokrn 

man auch die Weisheit sucht und nicht findet." The main difference. however. is that Jesus' 

disappearance is an act of God. whereas when Wisdom leaves hurnanity. she departs to her 

rightful place.96 Zeller further noted that the reappearance of Jesus in this context is not 

surprising; in fact. rschatological function is a correlate to a~surn~tion.~ '  In both Jcwish and 

Christian literature it is comrnonly held "daB sich Entrückunp und eschatologische Funktion 

e n t ~ ~ r e c h e n . " ~ ~  In Zeller's view. the Toming One" is Jesus. who by his assumption is installed 

as the Son of man: an analogy is to be found in the Similirudes of-Enoçh ( 1 Enoch 70). where the 

assurned Enoch is identified with the Son of man. His return is "einem schrecklichen Wieder- 

Sehen." which results in the acclamation of b l e ~ s i n g . ~ ~  

93 Ibid.. 5 15. 
9J Zeller noted that "es wird in der Exegese kaum beachtef' that  OU will not see me" might be a reference to Jesus' 
assumption. Casual references to the possibilis, cm, according to Zeller. be found in W. G. Kiimrnel. t'erhelrsung 
und Erfillung: Unrernichung zur ~~rcharologLschen Pérkundigung Jesu (3. Aufl.: ATANT 6: Basel: Heinrich Majer. 
1953). 74: E. Gd3er. Die :Vuhenvarrung Jesu (SBS 61: Stuttgart: Katholische Bibelwerk 1973). 1 10. 
Y5 Zeller. "Entnickung," 5 15. See below. pp. 103-6 on Greco-Roman assumption terminology and motifs. 
% Ibid.. 5 15-6. 
'$7 See G. Haufe. 'Ennückung und eschatologische Funktion irn Sptitjudentum," ZRGG 13 ( 196 1 ): 105- I 15. 
98 ZeIIer, "Enafickung," 5 16-7. See below. pp. 120-1 on Jewish assurnption terminolog and motifs and pp. 146-51 
on the eschatoIogica1 r e m  of assurned figures. 
gr> Ibid.. 517. 
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How does this interpretation contribute to the understanding of the Jerusalem Lament as a 

whole? First, ZeIler stated that on this ba is  the omission of Jesus' death from Q 13 :34 is 

comprehensible, since assumption is lpically understood as an escape from death. Jesus' death 

is probabiy imp[ied, but is intentionaily skipped over. The idea of assumption c m  be used of 

histoncd persons "die eines plotzlichen Todes starben oder unter ungeklarten Umniinden 

verschwanden. Sie negiert dam, dai3 es mit ihnen ein Ende hat."'OO Second. assumption fits weII 

with the deuteronomistic understanding of history. evident in Q 13:24's emphasis on the violent 

fate of the prophets. According to Zeller. the Animal .-lpocalypse (1 Enoch 85-90) made explicit 

a c o ~ e c t i o n  between anempts on Elijah's life and his assumption (1 En. 895  1-52: see I Kgs 

I9:14.2 Kgs 2:l-18).1°' 

With respect to the origin of the Larnent. Zeller offered that whiie Jesus himself rnay 

have understood bis own rejection deuteronomisticdly. and thus could have spoken Q 13:34-25a 

during his final days in Jerusalem. verse 2jb is likely a post-Easter addition. The analogy Zeller 

found in 1 Enoch 71 led him to conclude that "erst die hhiinger Jesu so die eschatologische 

Bedeutsamkeit des ihnen durch den Tod entrissenen Meisters betont haben. blindestens v. 2jb 

dürfte dso eine chrisdiche Enveiterung sein."l0? Although the conclusion of the saying fits very 

well with the rest of it. the reference to Jesus' assumption could only be have arisen rtfter Easter. 

Ibid.. 518. RecentIy Zeller restated his views about Q 1334-35 in a paper presented the Louvain Colloquium. In 
panicular he emphasizes (a) that the reference to Sesus' assumption bypasses the problem of his death. and (b) that 
the saying in no way offen the possibility of a positive outcome for lemalem. -[ch würde panphrasieren: 'So 
p e d  ihr rnich nicht mehr sehen werdet'der als Entrïickung venchleierte Tod Jesu was ja fi die Q-Leute ein 
F a s o  gewiB werdei ihr mich ais Wiederkomrnenden anerkennen müssen.' Die Unheilsankündigunp wird 
also durch den Bis-San in keiner Weise relativert" (ZelIer, "lesus. Q und die Zukunfl [sraels" [unpublished paper 
presented to the Cotloquium Biblicum Lovaniense, Leuven. luly 2000],5). 
l o t  ZeIler, "Entrûckung," 5 18. 

'O' Ibid.. 519. 
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Much of the essay attempts to apply this insight drawn from the Jerusalem Larnent to the 

enigmatic Sign of Jonah saying (Q 1 129-32). In particular, Zeller argued that the "sign of 

Jonah" (TO q p i o v  'Iovâ) must be understood as a realistic. future s ip .  consisting in the Son of 

man himself: furthemore, "das Zeichen, das Jesus legitirniert, bedeutet für das -base Geschlecht' 

~ericht.""' Zeller argued that the "sign of Jonah" is "das Zeichen der zur Ankunft als 

Menschensohn entrü~kte." '~  The essay concludes with some implications for an understanding 

of Jesus' fate in Q.'" 

2.1.10. Q 13:34-35 and the  matt the an Sequence, Again 

Although he has written extensively on such topics as wisdorn theology and "Ester 

faiK in Q. Robinson's most important contribution to the study of the Jerusalem Lment is 

probably his 1996 essay .-Building Blocks in the Social History of Q." ' O 6  In this cssay Robinson 

takes issue with Mack's treatment of thrce key deuteronomistic telits (Q 65%: 1 199-SI: 133.1- 

35). These texts were the evidence offered by Steck for the deuteronornistic view in primitive 

~ h n s t i a n i t ~ . ~ ~ '  and were also fundamental in Dieter Liihrmann's identification ofa  

deuteronomistic redaction in Q.'" Robinson thinks the --basic documentation for defining Q' as 

Deuteronomistic is . . . elirninated by Mack" when he assigns two of the three hndamental telits 

103 Ibid.. 570- 1 .  

lu Ibid., 522-5. For a more detailed discussion, see below pp. 177-90 on Zeller's view of the si- of Jonah as the 
assumption of the Son of man. 
IM Ibid.. 577-30. 
Io6 Robinson. "BuiIding Blocks": see also his "Sequence of Q." 
107 Steck, Israel. 

'" Lifhnnann, Redukrion; see also Iacobson, First Gospel, and KIoppenborg, Formation. 
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(Q 623c and 13:34-35) to the third ~ t r a t u m . ' ~  Part of Mack's logic involves separating. on 

chronological grounds, 13:34-35 fiorn 1 1:49-51. In Mack's view. 'rhe people ofQ used the myth 

of wisdom's envoys to express the horror of the war [Q 1 1A9-511, then the myth of wisdom's 

quest for a home to express sorrow in its afiermath [Q 13:34-35].""~ 

Robinson himself considers that the nÿo sayings originally formed a unit: they form -'one 

of the bener instances in Q of a continuou min of thought, nther than of disco~ected 

sayings.""' Thus Robinson's view is that Matthew retins the original order of Q with respect to 

13:34-35. Luke's placement of the Larnent is redactiond: he has moved the saying out of a 

context it would not fit (the mcal in the Pharisee's house. Luke 11:37.53) to the narrative 

uavelogue in Chapter 13 (see Luke 1322.3 1-33}."' But for evidence that Manhew's placement 

foIIows the Q order. Robinson goes back to 7 Chron 24: 19-73. a "classic text" for the 

deuteronomistic view and the source upon which both Q 1 I :J9-51 and l3:j.F-35 depend.' l 3  That 

text describes the martyrdom of the prophet ZechaRah (LXX: Azarias). who was stoned in the 

temple. and the following fa11 of JerusaIem to the Syrians: Robinson ot'fers several parallels 

between both Q teas  and 2 Chron 24: 19-23. In order to exphin the non-septuagintal name 

Zechariah. Robinson suggests that exegetical work in the Q redaction worked frorn other textual 

traditions than just the Septuagint. and he cites Q 7 2 7  as an example of the same phenornenon. 

109 Robinson, "Building Blocks." 100: see Mack Lm Gospel. 83.93,98. Actually, Mack does not assign Q 6:3c  to 
Q'. but Robinson suggests such an assignrnent is necessq if the resr of the beatinide (63- î3ab)  is assigned to Q', 
for the addition is clearly secondary ("Building Blocks." 100). 

"O Mack tost Gospel. 175. A post-war seaing for rhe finai redaction of Q' including Q I3:3-;5. has aIso been 
argued by Marti MylIykoski ("The Social History of Q and the Sewish War.- in Svmbols mdS~raru. 146-99. esp. 
197-9 on 13 34-35}. 
III Robinson, "Building Blocks." 102. 

'" Ibid., 103-4. In Fact since Robinson believes Luke hzs aIso re-ordered the Woes, the Lukan redaction is 
responsible for the two haives of what he c d b  the "Wisdom collection" (that is. Q I I:J9-51 - I3:34-35) occurring 
in Luke afier rekrences to murdered pmphets (Luke I1:4748 [QI and 132 1-33 [LkS]). 
113 Ibid., IOJ-6. See also Robinson, "Sequence of Q," 255-9. 
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In Robinson's view, Matthew apparently missed the references to the 2 Chronicles passage, for 

he identitïed the Zechariah with the son of Barachiah (Zech 1: 1). if Matthew missed this 

comection, "one cannot then assume he secondarily brought together the two parts of the section 

dependent on 2 Chron 24: 19-23 . . ., if they had in fact been separated in Q. Matthew here has 

sirnply followed the Q order."' '' 
While Robinson's argument for the allusions in Q 1 1 :49-5 1 and 13 :34-35 to 2 Chron 

24: 19-23 are compelling. his conclusion does not follow directly fiom the evidencs he 

assembles. For even apart from the supposed relationship to 2 ChronicIés. the Wisdom saying 

and the Jemalem Lament have enough features in common to suggest to Matthew a secondan; 

joining. Therefore. although Robinson's observations might give greater weight to the view that 

Matthew. not Luke. retains the original order of Q vis-à-vis diese two sayings. such a view 

would have to be established on other grounds. 4 s  something of a follow-up. Robinson's 1998 

essay "The Sequence of Q: The Lament over Jemalem" presents a comprehensive review and 

assessment of the contributions of sarlier scholars to the problem of the placement of the Lament 

in Q, and ofiers sorne suggestions conceming the redactional history of the Lament together with 

the whole Woes ~ o r n ~ l e x . ' ' ~  

I I +  Robinson. "Building Blocks." 106. 

Robinson. "Sequence of Q," 253-5. 



2.2. Implications 

There are several fundamental issues whose closer analysis will be of importance to this 

study of Jesus' post-mortem vindication in Q. These include (1) the tradition-historical origin of 

the Jerusalem Lament. in particdar the addition Q 1 3 3 6 .  (2) its placement in Q. and (3) its 

relationship to its literary and theological contexts within the Q document. The main issue. 

however. concems Zeller's insight that Q l3:35b contains a reference to Jesus' assumption as the 

means whereby his departure cornes to be correlated with his r e m  as the Son of man. Even if 

we agree with Zeller that discerning a reference to the assumption of Jesus makes the best sense 

of the disappearance-reappearance prospect in 1355b. on a number of points it becornes 

apparent that hrther efforts with assumption in Q wiil be fruitful. 

One weakness in Zzllcr's argument lies in the purpose he suggested for assumption 

theology in Q 1335. Whereas resurrection imagery had the religionsgeschichrliche function of 

compensating for the problem of martyrdom. assumption has in mind the (eschatological) 

completion of the ministry. cut short by untimely death. of a righteous person now exalted. Thus. 

argued Zeller. the purposes of assumption theology in Q 1355 are ( 1 )  to account h r  Jesus' 

exdtation. which (he claimed) the resurrection motif was unabte to do. and (2) to Iegitimate the 

continuation of Jesus' mission in his absence.' But as shown above. Q 1334-35. in particular 

when seen in conjunction with 1 1 :49-51 and the polernic against "this generation." displays a 

deuteronomistic perspective. and probabiy hints at Jesus' own rejection and death. Thus Jesus' 

martyrdom as a prophet and his exdtation through assumption come together in the Jenisalem 

Lament. As noted above. Zeller argued that the tarnent bypasses a specific reference to Jesus' 

I Zeller, "Entrflckung," 518-29. 
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death, because assumption was usuaily considered to be a divine rescue fiom death. Did Zeller 

correctly suppose that martyrdom requires the specific vindication of resurrection? If not. hen  

what is the relationship between the Lament's focus on martyrdom and its interest in 

assumption/exaltation and Parousia? Chapter Three. a survey of assumption theology, will 

explore in part the question of how assumption can be used as an expression of divine 

intefiention on Oehaif of people whose death was known. 

In addition. it m u t  be stressed that Zeller's reasoning was complicated by his view diat Q 

did not develop in isolation fiom the apostolic cornmunity envisioned in 1 Cor 1 S. and therefore 

must have knovm the resunection kerygma.' In fact. Zeller argued that the idea of assumption in 

Q I5:35b could oniy have arisen "nach Ostern," so that Q's use of rissumption presumes a pnor 

resurrection-faith.' As we have seen above. such an presumption is problematic. If Q (in its final 

rom) bem wiuiess to a belief in Jesus' post-mortem rescue. vindication and e'taitation. this does 

not prove that Q knew the resurrection kerygma. 

The document's theologicai interests lay eIsewhere. If Q at its thal stages understood 

Jesus' post-mortem vindication in terms of assumption. rather than resurrection. the comection 

bem-een assumption and Q's view of Jesus' ongoing presence or existence must be explored. 

This wiIl be examined in Chapter Four. on assumption theology in Q 133-35. CenainIy. if Q 

13334-35 (or at least the pivotai verse 35b) came into the document at a Iate or final stage in its 

cornpositional history. it cannot be suggested that the death of Jesus (or his pst-monem 

vindication or exaltation) was a pressing problem for the Q cornmunity From its begming, 

Nevertheless. a Iate redactiond addition can signal a fundamental shifi. Perhaps the influence of 

' Ibid.. 518. 

' Ibid.. 519. 
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assumption theology can also be discemed in other Q materials; and fiuthermore. it must be 

considered whether the presence of assurnption theology in the Jerusaiem Larnent would require 

other (possibly earlier. From a compositionai perspective) components of Q to be read in a 

different light. These issues will be considered in Chapter Five, which will attempt to read 

certain elements of "Finai Q in light of the assumption theology discemed in the Jenisalem 

Larnent. 

It should be noted. finaily. that a few scholars have taken up Zeller's observation that Q 

13:35b refers to Jesus' assumption." John Nolland. for instance. thinks that Zeller is .-probably 

right to appeal to Jewish traditions of figures translated to heaven in preparation for a future role 

... Jesus will be snatched away (through death in his case) to heaven until it is tirne for his 

eschatological role."' Kloppenborg likewise sees a connection benveen assumption and Jesus' 

eschatological function in Q. suggesting that ' a i s  accounts for the fact that Q accords Jesus' 

death no special saivific significance. but jumps imrnediately to Jesus' retum as the Son of 

  an."^ Risto Uro similarly thinks that -'nich parallels [as Zeller suggests] may be helpful for the 

- 
understanding of what kind of exaltation traditions Q may presuppose."' Uro also thinks that 

Jesus' withdrawai in Q l3:35b has afinities with the "absent Lord  theology evident in the 

Edwards entertained the possibility that either resurrection or assumption "Ied to the christological cognition on 
which is the foundation of the Q community," but nowhere clarifies how or why "assumption" rnay have entered the 
picture as an alternative vindication scenm*o (Sign of Jonah. 84). Apparently he arrived at "assumption" as a means 
of exaltation (ibid., 84 n. 15). On assurnption and exaltation without resurrection. see below. pp. 193-7. 

' I. Nolland, Luke 9:21-18i3-1 (WBC 35B; Dallas: Word 1993). 742. 

"TO understand Q l3:35b on the analog of these assumption texts suggests that the Q people ma' have regarded 
Jesus' death as the death of a just man or a pmphet whom God had assumed. pending some future eschatological 
function" (Kloppenborg, E;rcuvating Q. 378). See ais0 Kirk Composition. 3 14-1 5 .  
7 Uro, "Apocalyptic Symbolism." I I  1 n. 127. 
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Markan empty tomb narrative (16:l-8).' Uro thus mises the issue of the implications of 

assumption theology in Q for an understanding of Christian origins. Chapter Six will explore the 

possibility of related traditions about the assurnption of Jesus. exarnining (1) extracanonical 

materials conceming an assumption of Jesus from the cross. (2) Mark's '-Empty Tomb" story 

(Mark 16: 1-8). and (3) Stephen's vision of the Son o f  man (Acts 75 1-56). 

8 See R Uro. "leesus-liike ja ylbsnousemus," in Jeesus-liikkeesra krisrimkokri (Helsinki: YIiopistopaino. 1995). 
93-1 11. esp. 110-1. An Engiish translation of this essay ("The Jesus Movement and the Resurrection") was prepared 
for me by Hannu Aalto. with corrections by Risto Uro. 



Chapter Three: Assumption in Antiquity 

The idea of human beings journeying from earth to heavenly or otherworldly reaims was 

practically ubiquitous in the ancient world, and as a result has been the subject of great scholarly 

interest.' The aim of this chapter is to trace as tàr as possible the logic-that is. the associations 

of terminotogy. mode. and rnotif-of assurnption. one very specific type of otherworldly 

journey. in order to determine the background of assurnption theology against which the c ~ p t i c  

note in Q 1334-35 may be understood. In particular. those traditions which seern to combine 

death and assumption will be closely examined since. with the addition of l3:35. the final 

h e r ( s )  of Q may have combined assumption theology with the (implicit) knowledge of the 

fact and means of Jesus' death. 

Sorne preliminary discussion of definitions is necessary. Alan Segal has isgued that two 

types of transmundane joumey existed in the Hellenistic world. crnabnsis and knrabtrsis. each 

being a forma1 transformation of the other. In the first an earthly figure travsls to heaven. and in 

the second. a heavenly figure descends to carth.' In both cases the purpose. generally. is a 

mediation of sorne kind.' Many types of heavenly journey may be described under the heading of 

1 See W. Bousset, "Die Himmelsreise der Seele." .4RW 4 (1901): 136-69: 28-73;  Ci. Lohfink Die Himme(fahrt 
Jesu: Unrersuchungen den Himmebhrts- uncl Erhohungsrerren bei Lukas (SANT 26: München: Kosel Verlag, 
197 1 ), esp. 21-79: A. Schmitt. Enrnrckung-..lufiahme-Himmeyahrt: L'ntersuchungen -u einem 
Yorstellungsbereich im .4lten Testament (2. Auil.: FB IO: Stuttgart: Katholisches Bibelwerk. 1976); A. F. Segal. 
"Heavenly Ascent in Hellenistic Judaism, Early Christianity and their Environment" .4!VRiV 23.1: 1232-94 M. 
Dean-ûtting, Heavenlv Journqs: .4 Slu& of the rbfo~ifin Hellenistic J~v ish  Lirerature (ludentum und Umwelt 8; 
Frankfurt and New York: Peter Lang, 1984); M. Himmelfarb, Ascent ro Heaven in Jewish and Chrisrian 
.Jpocalypses (New York. Oxford Universisr Press. 1993). Bnef surveys rnay be found in J. D- Tabor. Things 
Unutterable: P d ' s  Ascent to Heaven in lts Greco-Roman Judaic. and Early Christian C o n t m  (Studies in 
Judaism; Lanham. Md.: University Press of America. 1986); A. W. Zwiep. The .4scemron of rtie .\lessrah rn Lukan 
Chrisrology (NovTSup 87; Leiden. New York and K6ln: BriIl. 1997). 

' Se@, "Heavenly Ascent" 133740. 

But see D. J. Halperin, "Ascension or Invasion: Implications of the HeavenIy Jomey in Ancient Judaism." 
Religion 18 (1988): 47-67. 



anabasis, or ascent, and these m u t  be carehlly distinguished. Probably the clearest and most 

complete attempt to categorize the different types of ascent is found in Gerhard Lohfink-s 

monumental mdy of the Lukan ascension narratives, Die Himmelfahrf Jesu ( 1971 )." The 

fo11owing definitions are loosely based on his work. 

The otherworldly journey. called "Himrnelsreise" or "Himmelfahrt" by Lohfuik. is a 

broad category which for sake of clarity may be subdivided according to the end result ofthe 

joumey. Many of the heavenly journeys described in ancient literature were clearly ternporary in 

nature. while others meant the end of the earthly life of the individual in question. AI1 temporary 

otherworldly journeys will be given the blanket designation "ascent." while the tinal journeys 

will be more precisely categorized. Although the present survey will not focus primarily on the 

temporary heavedy joumeys. it is still necessq to detine some of the issues involved. 

Some ascents or temporary journeys could be described as ecstatic or mystical in nature. 

since the subject of the joumey is the sou1 or spirit. quite apart tiom the body: often such 

journeys take place within the context o fa  dream.' Other awents were more clearly thought of as 

bodily e ~ ~ e r i e n c e s . ~  [n Paul's description of an ascent (probably his ovm) to heaven. he 

professes ignorance of the mode of the journey ('Whether in the body or out of the body I do not 

' See above, p. 85 n. 1. 

' Lohtink, Himmelfahrt Jesu, 31-1. 
6 The shoner recension of the Testamenr of Abruoha contains what is probably the clearest example of a bodily 
ascent. Abraham requests that Michael take him up bodily (T. Ab. [shon] 7:19) into heaven in order rhat he rnight 
see "ttie things of creation". and God gants his request. According to F. Schmidt. Le Testamenr grec d'.-ibraham: 
fntroduciron édition critique des deus recensions grecques. rraduction (TSAi 1 1 : Tiibingen: Mohr [Siebeck]. 1986). 
there are hvo manuscript famiIies in the shoner recension. They do not entirely a p e  on the wording of Abraham's 
request or the ensuing discussion between Michael and God (82-3), but "bodily" language is prominent: 
aupan* and uwpan (T. Ab. [shortl8:2-3. L~SS E and ACDHI); and év ahpan (7: .4b. [short] 7: 19,8:1. siss 
BFG). The longer recension also reports Abraham's request and the subsequent journey but does not stress the 
bodily nanue of the ascent in the same way: bodily Ianguage occurs only in the request (T. Abr. [long] 916). Lohfink 
was not surprïsed by this emphasis. but supposed that "Man muû wohl von dem Prinzip ausgehen. daD überall. wo 
nicht ausdrticklich das Gegenteil gesag wird, die Reise év ohpan geschieht" (Lohfink, Himmel/ahrrr Jesu. 53). 



know, but God knows," 2 Cor 122-3), but at least he allows that both were possible. What Paul 

emphasizes here-the fact that this ascent was an act of divine and not human initiative-has 

been found by Martha Hirnrnelfarb to be characteristic of most of the ascents described in Jewish 

and Christian ~iteranue.' While techniques for initiating ascent are not unkn~wn.~  they appear to 

be rare. and according to Himmelfarb the actions of the individual before an ascent (moming or 

ascetic practice in apocalyptic Iiterature. for instance) do not initiate it. but serve onty to prepare 

the person to experience the ascent. which comes as an act of ~ o d . '  

We tum our attention now to those ascents which concluded the earthly career of the 

individual. In one type of final heavenly jomey, the soul is thought of as ascending out of the 

body at the tirne of death. The soul makes its ascent either on its own. that is. on the basis of its 

own quasi-divine nature.i0 or with the help of an intermediary." In his discussion of Greco- 

Roman materiaIs, Lohftnk treated this final journey of the soul together with non-corporeal 

temporary ascents. but he noted that in Jewish Iiterature "bildet der Aufstieg der Seele nach dem 

- M. Hirnrnelfarb. .'The Pnctice of Ascent in the Ancient Meditemean World." in Dtuth, Ecsrmy, und Oher 
WorldlvJournqïs (ed. 1. J. Collins and M. Fishbme; Albany. N.Y.: State University ofNew York Press. 1995). 171- 
137, esp. 178-33. 

9 tohfink. Himrne~uhr~Jesu. 33 cites the famous so-called "Mithm Liturgy" (Paris P. 574) which. whatever in 
origin or purpose, appears to be a senes of incantations intended to produce a mystical ascent into rhe divine realm. 
See M. Meyer, The "Mirhrus Lirurgy" (SBLTT 10: Graeco-Roman Senes 2: Missoula MT: Scholars Press. 1976). 
Himmelhb argues that the Mithras Liturgy has been wrongly undentood as the '-tip of the iceberg" of magical 
materials describing ascent techniques ("The Practice of Ascent." 13-6). 
9 Himrnelfarb. "The Practice of Ascent" 130-2, On the issue of the expenential "reality" of a x e n t  see D. S. 
Halperin. "Heavenly Ascension in Ancient Judaism: The Nature of the Experience." in Sacre? of Biblical Lirerature 
1987Seminar Papers (ed. K. H. Richards: SBLSP 76; Atlanta: Scholars, 1987). 718-32. 
10 Here Lohfuik cites a Greek epitaph (CIG Il 3398; Greek and German in W- Peek. Griechtrche Grabsedichte: 
Griechisch und Deursch [Schrifien und Quellen der Alten Welt 7: Berlin: Akadernie-VerIag. 19601. no. 39 1). It 
reads in part: "My sou[ flees h m  my hem into the ether Iike a breeze ... and as 1 draw near the house ofthe blessed 
go& receives me. and i behold in the heavenly dwelling the Iight ofthe eariy-bom .-." (yu~i l  5' ÈK ~ p a h i ~  @ap' 
CS aiû~pav eiic~kg aijpn -..   ai FE ~ E O V  p a ~ u p o v  KCZ~ÉKEI 80p% 6mov  ~OVZEL.  oUpavtoy r~ Sopoitn BlExw 
cpag H p i y ~ v ~ i r &  [CIG tI 5398 il. 4.61). Segal notes that the similarity between ecstatic heavenly ascent and the 
joumey of the soul d e r  death dispIays "the alrnost universai structure of the ascent myh" ("Heavenly Ascent'- 
1341). See fim Bousset, "Die Himmelsreise der Seele,' 136. 

'' See, for innmce, I: Ab. (short) 14x53; T. Ab. (long) 20: 10- 14. 



Tod eine eigene ~rrahlfonn."" For our purposes in the present m e y ,  we will designate the 

final ascent of the soul, whether in Greco-Roman or Jewish materiais. with Lohfink's t e n  *rhe 

ascent of the soui" ("Aufnahme der Seeley. Despite certain affinities with assumption. the 

apotheosis of the Roman empemr shodd probably be considered under this category." The 

ascent of the soul was thought of. normaily. as a reward for a virtuous life. and as such was a 

spiritualized .3munption" r e s e ~ e d  for special cases.'" This idea is at the root of a tradition in 

Hellenistic consolation Iiterature which appiied assumption language to people who had died 

ea r~~ . ' '  

There were two types of final journey in which the whole person was taken bodily into 

heaven. First. "assumption" (LohtÏnk: '-Entriickung") signifies a final. bodily removal of a 

person from earth into heaven. usualiy-but. we will try to show. not aiways-rvhils the? are 

" Lohfink. Himme@hrt Jesu. 53. 

" Lohfink suggsted that the ~oncr~rut~o of the emperor. the imperiai fimen[ rire. ivas based upon assumption 
theology (Hrmmrl/ahr[ Jrsu. 41). because of the way it evoked the deification of Romulus (ibid.. 34-35). Yet hr also 
says that it was a "fictive" assumption {ibid.. 46): tùnhemore. "die romische Kaiserapotheose. dirses seltsame 
Gemisch aus politischern Kalkiit. Saknlrecht T'otenkult und Entriickungsglauben, wurde oft als Seelenaufstieg 
urninterpretien" that is. reinterpreted as such by those tending to spiritualize such ideas (ibid., 49-50). Yet the 
primary criterion for assurnption mus  be irs bodily nature (so also Lohfink, Himme(ahrtJesu. j9), and it does not 
seem to be the case that the apotheosis of the emperor was perceived as a bodily ascent-rilthough. admittedly. it is 
impossible to know what son of beliefs were present in ancient folk religion (so Lohfink. Himrnelfahrrr Jesu. 50). 

For the view that the sou1 of the emperor ascended and was deified. set Ovid .tferam. 15.1243-1254 (lulius 
Caesar); Cassius Dio 56.42 (Augustus): Dio 75.4-5 (Peninax); Herodian 41 (Septimus Severus). See alîo Srgal. 
"Heavenly Ascent," 1348-9; S. G. MacCormack Art and Crremop in Late .-lntiqui& (Berkeley. Calif.: University 
of California Press. 198 1), 102-5: and S. R F. Pn'ce. "From NobIe Funerais to Divine Cuit: The Consecntion of 
Roman Empemn." in Riruals of Royalty: Power und Crremoniaf in Traditional Societirs (ed. S. Price. D. 
Cannadine; Pas and Present Publications; Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press. 1987), 56-105. 
esp. 76. CF. E. Bickermann. "Die r6mische Kaiserapotheose." .4RW 37 (1929): 1-3 1 = A. Wlosok. ed.. Romischer 
Kairerkult (WF ;E: Darmstadt: Wissenschaflliche BuchgeselischafL 1978), 82-121. esp. 92-100: Bickermann 
thought that the paint ofburning the svau e f f ig  was to cause the disappearance otthe "body" wittiout monal 
remains (as happened to Herakles in some accounts). The lack oFremains would lead to the conclusion ofa bodily 
assumption (ibid.. 99-100). 

'' See Peter G. Bolt. ."Do You Not C m  That We Are Perishins?' lesus' Defeat of Death and Mark's Early 
Readea" (Ph.D. d i s .  King's ColIege. London, 1997),73-7. citing, e.g. Cicero. Resp. 7.17. 

'' See below, pp. 13510. 



still alive.16 In previous scholarly efforts, assurnption has usually been defined as a final bodily 

ascent to heaven which necessarily impiies an escape fiom death." In this survey we will 

attempt to demonstrate that assumption language and theology sometimes came to be applied to 

people who had clearly died. In other words, the Iiterary evidence may require a certain arnount 

of flexibility in our definitions. Additionally, assumption will not be taken to include the kind of 

sudden 'iranslation" from one place to another (such as Philip's experience in Acts 859)  which 

obviously did not mean the end of a person's earthly life. even though in the p r i m q  sources the 

language used is often the same. 

Second, "ascension" tvill be used for the taking up of individuals after they have been 

raised From the dead. or for the taking up of divine or heavenly figures at the conclusion of a 

visionary appearance.ls Although Lohfink determined that. formally speaking. "Die Himmelfahrt 

Jesu bei Lukas in eine ~ntrückung."'~ he also noted that something different was involved when 

the sequence "Tod-Aufenveckung-Entrückung" is observed (see also Rev 1 1: 12). For this 

reason a distinction should be made between assurnption and a~cension.'~ 

'' Lohfink. Himmerfahrt Jesu. 3-50.55-70. Lohfink also emphasized the bodily nature of assumption in antiquity 
(ibid. 39). In his recent study of the Lukan ascension narratives, A. W. Zwiep uses the term "rapture-preservation" 
which, though somewhat unwieldy, quite rightly connotes the ideas of suddenness and blessing that are intrinsic to 
assumption (Zwiep, Ascension). 

l7 According to Lohfink. .'Wer entrllckt wird, bnucht den Tod nicht zu schmecken. Umgekehn gilt: Wer wirklich 
stirbt, kann nicht entrückt werden" (Himmerfahrt Jesu. 74). See also Schmitt. Entnickung-.4ufnahmr- 
Himmerfahrt, 2; A. Schmitt. "Zum Thema 'Entrtickung' im Alten Testament." BZ76 ( 1982): 5449. esp. 34. For the 
contrary view see already E. Bickermann. "Das leere Grab." ZVW 23 (1914): 18 1-92 = P. Hoffmann. ed.. Zur 
neutestamentlichen Uberiiefemng von der Aufrstehng Jesu (WF 522: Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche 
Buchgesellschatl, 1988), 271-84. Bickermann argued that in some instances the death of a person was no 
impediment to a belief in their assumption: "die Todesvontellung spielte bei dieser Auffassung keine Rolle" ("Das 
Ieere Grab," 290 [original publication]). Bickermann's principal example, of course. is the Markan empty tomb 
nanative (Mark 16: 1-8). 

I8 Lohfink called this *Himmelfahrt als AbschluB einer Etscheinung" (Lohfink Himme&ïhr~ Jesu. 70-1). 

" See I. Plevnik, 'The Taking Up of the Faithfd and the Resurrection of the Oead in I ThessaIonians 4: 13-1 8." 
CBQ 46 (1984): 274-83, esp. 778 n. 16. 



One final defuution must be made at this point. George Nickelsburg defines resurrection 

as 'rhe eschatological act by which God the judge raises the dead in order to recompense hem 

for their deeds." Furthemore, "resurrection and its quivalents function variously as recompense 

for the lack of divine justice in this worId. as reward and punishment for one's deeds. or. in 

speciai cases. to exalt and gloriFj the persecuted leaders of the comrnunity."" Nickelsburg has 

shown that late Jewish thought. though far fiom consistent in its understanding of resurrection. 

tended to associate a Future eschatological resurrection with the vindication of the righteous. 

whether on an individual basis or in the context of a universai judpent.!' Although sometimes 

the vindication in question is individuai in nature. resurrection is typicalIy a corporate 

phenomenon.?3 The application of the resurrection idea to an individual. Jesus. appears to be a 

departure fiom the corporate ~nde r s t and in~ .~  though obviously the associations with vindication 

are retained in this instance. In the various texts that show evidence of a beIief in a future 

eschatological resunection. the precise fate of the body is not always understood in terms of its 

" G. Nickelsburg, "Resurrection: Early Judaism and Chrïstianity," .4BD 5.684-91: citation h m  684. 
n - G. Nickelsburg, Resurrection. Immortaiiiy und Eternal LLi/r in Inrerresramenral Jurlaism (HTS 76: Cambridge. 
Mass.: Harvard University Press. 1977). 
3 Compare 2 kfaccabees 7 with other texts that associate a universal judgtttent with the generai resurrection. See 
Nickelsburg, Resurrection Immortaliy und Erernal Lve- 94-5: I j I  4. H. C. C. Cavallin round that one consistent 
anthropo1ogical idea in Jewish resurrection thought was thm 'Ihe personality survives death in that which constitutes 
the persona1 idenrity," probably to ensure recompense at the judgment. Cavallin. Lqe .4fier Druth: P m i s  .-lrgr~ment 
for the Resurrecrion of the Deud in i Cor 1 5  Parr 1: .-ln Enquis. inro the Jmvkh Background (ConBNT 71 1 : Lund: 
Gleemp, 1974), 111. 

'' The connection between Jesus' resurrectioa (individuai) and a funire eschatoiogicai resurrection (corponte) is of 
corne defended at length by Paul in 1 Corinthians 15. 
23 Compare. for instance, Dan 122-3 (which suggests asirai immortaIity) and 1 En. l O 3 : 3  (which suggests a 
spiritual resurrection) with 7 Maccabees 7 (which suggests phs icd  tesurrection). See the survey of matenal in 
Cavallin, Lfe .-ljer Dearh, 197-9. Adela Collins sugesn that similarly disparate views ofthe fate of the body may 
be found in materials on the resurrecrion of Jesus: see A. Yabm Collins. "The Empty Tomb and Resurrection 
according to Mark" in The Begiming of the Gospel: Probings of 'CIark rn Conrat (Minneapolis: Fonress. 1992). 
1 19-48, esp. 133-7.1434. 



In this thesis it will be argued that assumption theotogy in Q deals with the problem of 

Jesus' post-mortem vindication differently than resurrection theology appears to have tùnctioned 

in other circles. Since the present concem. then. is the vindication of Jesus. "resurrection" will be 

undecstood to connote Jesus' permanent post-mortem r e m  to lifzZ6 The standard terminology 

includes the verbs aviaqpt and iy~ipo. and the noun irvacramç." The differences between 

assumption and resurrection. as they apply to the case of Jesus. may be spelled out in tentative 

fashion here. though admittedly this is to anticipate somewhat the results of this chapter's survey 

of the primary sources. Assumption and resurrection differ with respect ro the fate of the body 

and their theological associations. Assurnption involves the disappearance of the body. although 

it will be seen that in some instances assumption Language and theology is used almost 

euphemistically (as opposed to realistically) for someone who had died." Rrsurrection as an 

individual mode of post-rnortem vindication. whether or not the body itself is thuught of as being 

revived. involves an appearance of the resurrected person, rather than the disappearance of the 

body,2g Assurnption, as will be seen. is associated typicalIy with divine favour and status 

elevation. and consistently. in Jewish thought. with special eschatological hnction. With 

' 6  Here a distinction is made between -resurrection" and non-permanent raisings of the dead. Robert Martin-Achard 
writes of the three instances in Kings ( 1 K g  17: 17-24: 2 K g  J:3 1-37: 1320-21) that -nowhere is there any mention 
of a defmitive victory over death: the resurrection effected by the prophet consisred in the restoration to heaith of a 
patient" ("Resurrection: Old Testament+"=IBD 5.680-3: citation fram 68 1). 

'' See the diicwsion of vocabulaq in C. F. Evans, Remecrion undihe New Tésrumenr (SBT 111: London: SCM. 
1970). 20-7. 

" See below. pp. 134-43 on the dikaim in Wisdom 2-5 and the paraIIeIs in HeIlenistic consola~ion liremture* In such 
uses disappearance lanyase does nat occur (since the body daes not disappear), though other assumption 
terminology-poniculariy rapnne (apnaca and cognates) or taking up (truaiLap@avo) language-does occur. 

" See 1 Cor 15:S-â. the appearance narratives in Matthew. Luke. and John. and Gos. Pet. 10. 



resurrection, such ideas-particularly exaltation-are sometimes present, but only indirectiy and 

often with special exegeticd rationale.'' Luke disthguished b e m e n  resurrection and 

assumption. and this is good grounds for our distinction between these two categories." 

The following survey wiit trace the idea of assurnption beginning h m  the Ancient Near 

East antecedents of the Enoch traditions. Relevant materid tkom Greco-Roman. biblical. 

Hellenistic Jewish. and sarly Christian sources will also be discussed. Of pmicular interest are 

the terminology. means. and end result ofassumption. Closer attention wdl be paid to materials 

that appear to represent important deveiopments in the Iogic of assumption-for example. the 

application of assumption ianguage and theology to the dead righteous person in Wisdom of 

Solomon 4-5. The survey will conclude with a section on the iissumption of Mary. This material 

is of special interest because. despite its late date and the obvious influence of the. veneration of 

Mary on the development of the narrative tradition. the fiamers of the traditions about bfary's 

end clearly saw their belief in her post-mortem assumption as consistent with the idea as it 

usuaily occurred in antiquity. 

30 Compare. for instance, Rom I :X (which seems to associate lesus' resurrecrion with his exaltation as Son of 
God) and Rom 854: Acts 2 3  1-36 (which add the explicit rationale of session ar enthronement theology. based on 
Psalm 2). NickeIsburg says that the resurrection "focdimares Jesus' exahation as Lord and Judge" ("Rrsurrection.'- 
688: emphasis added). 
3 1  Compare Acts 1:23-24; &IO (resurrection as post-monem vindication) with ACIS 2:3 1-35 (assumption as 
exaltation) and Acts 1: 1 t (assumption as expressive ofeschatoIogica1 significancel. See further the bnef discussions 
below, pp. 154.3 10. 

Some commentators discern a blumng of categories between resurrection and assumption, in both Christian and 
Jewish sources. See, for insrance, CavalIin, Lfe .@er Dearh. 305-6. Cavallin appears to have in mind not 
resurrection per se but post-mortem preservation in a mare seneml sense. Cf. Evans. Rmrrection and the .Vou 
Tesmamenr+ 137-8 (cited below. p. 796). See also 1. Holleman. Resurrecrion and Parowio: .-i Tradirio-Historical 
Stu4 ojf'Pad's Eschatology in 1 Carinihiuns 15 (NovTSup 8 4  Leiden: Brill. 1996). 144-57. who rightly 
distinguishes between "rnartyrologica1 rrsurrection7 and r h e  heavenly vindicaiion of the rnartyi' depending on 
whether post-mortem preservation is expressed specificalIy in resumtion t e m  or not. 



3.1: The Ancient Near East Antecedents of Assumptioa 

There are numerous examples of ascent or assurnption in the literature of the Ancient 

Near East. dthough in some cases it is not always clear whether the ascent is permanent or 

temponry. In the instances examined here, severd predominant themes emerge. First. ascent to 

the divine realm is reserved for humans of unique merit. Second, divine blessing or knowledge. 

or even divine or irnrnortai nature, is bestowed on those who ascend. Third. in some instances the 

idea of assumption is closely approached. particularly when the individual(s) are made to dwell 

pemanently in a distant paradaisic land. The texts examined in this section are thought by some 

to have exened some influence. direct or indirect. on the earliest Enochic traditions. 

3.1.1. Enoch and the Mesopotamian King Lists 

The influence of Mesopotamian rnythology-in particular. the Mesopotamian lists of 

antediluvian kings and their cities of rule-is commonly discemed by scholars in the note 

regarding Enoch in Gen 5 2 1 - 2 4  H. Zimmern (1902) was the first to note the close parallels 

between Genesis 5 and the king list from Berossos's Babyloniaca (c. 275 BCE].' Enoch is the 

seventh of ten antediluvian patriarchs in Genesis 5, and the seventh of ten kings in the Berossos 

list is Euedorankhos of Pautibiblon. Subsequent cuneiform discoveries have substantiated 

Zimmem's thesis. The Pviesopotamian cuneiform lists. which name anywhere from seven to [en 

[ H. Zimmern. "Urkonige und Uroffenbarung," in Die Keikchrifien und dus Alte Terrament (ed. E. Schrader: Berlin: 
Ruether. 1902), 53043; see the discussion in H. S. Kvanig Roots of Apoca~vptic: î l e  ,blesoporamian Background of 
the Enoch Figure of the Son of Man (WMANT 61: Neukirchen-Vluy: Neukihener  Verlag, 1988). 24-5. On the 
Berossos antediluvian king list. see G. P. Verbrugghe and J. M. Wickersham, Berossos and .\tanetho. lntroduced 
and Translated: Native Traditions in .-lncienr ~bfesopoamia and Egypt (AM Arbor, Mich.: The University of 
Michigan Press, 1996). 46-9.70. Ba&loniaca Ïs preserved in citations h m  Eusebius. Chronrcon and Scncellus. 
Ecloga Chronographica. 
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antediluvian kings, do not agree on the number, names, or order of the kings and the cities where 

they mled.' E n r n e d d i  (or Enmeduranna) of Sippar appears in the sisth. seventh. or eighth 

position in the cuneiform lists. One very early text, dated at 18 17 BCE. gives Enmeduranna of 

Sippar as the seventh king.3 Furthemore. since in such lists Enmeduranki is usually associated 

with Sippar, the city of the sun god. severai scholars interpret Enoch's life-span of 365 years 

(Gen 523) as a hint, however muted. of the solar associations of ~nmeduranki." 

It is not chiefly in the king lists but in other texts that similarities between Enmedurdi  

and Enoch appear. in 1967. W. G. Lambert published a reconstructed Akkadian cuneiform text 

(dated at before 1100 BCE), found in Nineveh. which records the tradition that Enmeduranki was 

yven peculiar honour by the go& and Adad: they brought him into their assembiy. set 

him on a Iarge throne of gold. and reveaied to him the mysteries of divination.' The apparent 

purpose is to lesitirnate divinatory practice by atuibuting to the diviner direct descent tiom the 

antediIuvian king6 A second tablet. a late Babylonian bilingual reconstructed by Lambert and 

Rykle Borger. daims that Nebuchadnezzar 1 (1 125-1 104 BCE) likewise was a direct descendent 

See J. VanderKam, Enoch andthe Growfh of an .4poca[vpric Tradition (CBQMS 16: Washington. DC: CathoIic 
Biblical Association of Arnenca 1984), 33-8 and Kvanig, Roors of'.-ipoca~vp~ic. 160-77. The tablets in question 
range in date From the end of the third miIleniurn BCE to one (W 70 030.7. found at Umk) whose scribe dated it to 
the reign of Antiochus [V (1 65 X E ) .  

WB W. See T. Jacobsen. The Sumerian King Lia (Oriental Instinite of the University of Chicago Assyiological 
Studies I I: Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1939). 70-7. 
5 See. for instance. J. C. VanderKarn. Enoch: A Manfir AI1 Generatiom (Studies and Personalities of the Old 
Testament; Columbia S.C.: University of South Carolina Press. 1993). 7: Kvanig. Roofs of.4poca[r-ptic. 51-3. Cf 
Schmitt, Enrnichng-.4i$nahme-Himrnerfahrf~ 171-3; C. Westetmann, Genesis 1-Il: .4 Commenraq 
(Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1984). 358. 

' W. G. Lambert. "Enmeduranki and Related Matten," JCS21(1967): 176-38. esp. 132-3. The text in question 
incorporates the hgments K 3486 3646 + 4364: K 3357 + 994 1: K 13307. 
6 Kvanig, Roots of .4pocac'ypric. 186-7. 
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of ~nmeduranki.~ There are signifiant paraileIç with the first text described above: Enmeduranki 

enjoys a close association with Samai and Adad, and the mention of 'rhe pure bowl" and 'rhe 

cedar rad."' 

Enmeduranki's presence with the gods is simijar to the close relationship with God 

attributed to Enoch in Genesis  S.^ NevertheIess, according to Borger, .rhe material was. indeed. 

insuficient to f i o r d  indisputable identification" of Enmeduranki as the prototype of the biblical 

 noc ch." What was lacking. says Borger. was mention of Enmedunnki being taken up into 

heaven-despite his presence in the assembly o t ' h m a ~  and Adad. He!ge Kvanig. on the other 

hand. is more certain that in Mesopotamian mfi Enmeduranki 'Vent to heaven and 

distinguished himself with divine wisdom."" 

Borger argues that whereas the origin of Enoch's reputation. in apocdyptic litenture. as a 

predictor of the future might be mced to Enrneduranki traditions. '+the mythological conception 

of Enoch's ascension to heaven derives. however. frorn Enmeduranki's counselor. the seventh 

antediluvian sage. named ~tuabzu!"" The thesis of a composite origin for the biblical and 

pseudepigraphicd figure of Enoch is not new. however. Others before Borger ugued that the 

Lambert, "Enmeduranki." 130. 132: R. Borger. "The Incantation Series Bit ~Wsert  and Enoch's Ascension to 
Heaven," in "I Studied Inscriptionsfiom before ihe Flood": .-lncient Near Eastern. Liferaty and Linguistic 
Approaches ro Cenesis 1-11 (ed. D. T .  Tsumura, R. S. Hess: Sources for Biblical and Theological Study 4: Winona 
Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1994). 224-233. esp. 2 6 .  See also the discussion in VanderKam. Enoch and the Growth. 
33-45. 
J According to Lambert these items were used in divinatory rinial ("Enmeduranki." 133. 
9 VanderKan argued that "[Pl seerns to have rendered the rraditional motif of the seventh king's entry into the 
society of the go& by employing hà 'elühim to mean 'the angels'. -.. P uses hà 'rlohim to mean 'the angels' in 
distinction fmm the anarthous 'rlchim at the end of v 74 which refers to God himself' (Enoch and the Growth. W: 
see ais0 VanderKam. Enoch: A ilfan for Ail Generattom. 13)- 
t O  Borger. "Bit Mëseri," 178. 

" Kvanig, Roofs of,-Ipoco!vpfic. 204. .'Enmeduranici was brought to the assembly of the gods. [...] The oods were 
located m different places in Mesopotamian mytholog. but the general idea seems to be that the assembly of the 
jods took place in heaven" (ibid.. 1 87). 

" Borger. "BTt iWt3eri." 232 (emphasis original). 
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tradition of Enoch's removal had a Mesopotamian background. Wilhelm Bousset and Hugo 

Gressmann saw three figures behind Enoch: Enrneduranki, who knew the secrets of the heavens 

and the earth; the Babylonian god Nabu, as a heavenly scribe: and the Babylonian hero of the 

flood, who was removed to  arad dise,'^ Similarly. Pierre Grelot traced the origin of the Enochic 

assurnption tradition to the Mesopotamian flood hero Ziusudra (or Xisouthms. or ~~tna~ishtim)." 

The traditions concerning Utuabzu and the flood heroes will be considered in tum. 

3.1.2. The iMyths of Adapa and Utuabzu, the Seventh Sage 

According to the oldest version of the Akkadian s t o ~  of Adapa ( 14 C BCE). the 

protagonist was taken up to heaven by a messenger of the god .Am: '-He made him take the road 

to heaven. and to heaven he went up. When he had ascended to heaven and approached the gate 

of h u ,  Tamrnuz and Gizzida were standing ar the gate of Anu" (recension B. 11. 37-9 ). " When 

offered the bread and water of life by Anu. however. Adapa does not accept it. because he had 

misunderstood die advice of Ea. his father (11. 28-34: 6 1-5). As a result. .+bu cummands. '-Take 

him away and return hirn to his earth (1. 70). 

h u  initiaIly summons Adapa to heaven because he cutsed the south wind and broke its 

wing. White in heaven. however. it becomes clear to Anu that .4dapa has been the tecipient of 

Ea's knowIedge about the heaven and the earui: "'Why did Ea to a worrhless human of the 

heaven and of the earth the plan disdose. rendering him disringrrished and making a narne for 

L j W. Bousset and K. Gresmiam. Die Religion des Juden~rtms im spcirheilenis~ischen Zeiialter (3 .  Auf .: HNT 3 1 : 
Tübingen: i. C. 3. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], I926). 490-1. See the discussion in Kvanig, Roors uf .4poca!ÿptic. 28. 

'" P. Grelot. "La Iegende d'Hknoch dans les Apocryphes et dans la Bible: Origine et signification.- RTR 46 ( 1958) 5- 
16; 18 1-2 10. See Kvanig, Roots of .-lpoca(vptic. 30-1. 
15 "Adapa" trarrslated by E. A. Speiser (.NET- 101-3- here. 10 1). The citations which foIIow are also taken from 
Speiser's translation. ItaIicized words in citations h m  -4VETindicate a doubtful transiation of a known text 
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him?"' (11. 58-9). Because he has received this knowledge, presumably, Adapa is offered the gift 

of immortality. Thus two motifs associated with ascent or assumption are apparent even in this 

early text: first, only hurnans of exceptional character or wisdom are taken up into heaven. 

whether temporarily or permanently: and second, the purpose of ascent to the divine realm is 

typically the bestowal of divine knowledge or characteristics, even though immortality is not 

granted to Adapa here.16 

Kvanig has suggested that the myth of Adapa had its origin in traditions about the 

apkall&" antediluvian fish-sages who "revealed the fundamentcil elements of human culture 

during the primeval period."'8 Some of the Mesopotamian king lists name opkuiil(s in association 

with the antediluvian kings; in both the Berossos and Uruk lists (c. 275 and 165 BCE. 

respectively). Utuabzu appears in the seventh position in conjunction with ~nmeduranki. '~ In a 

much earlier cuneiform text. the incantation series Bit .~lëseri'~ ("House of Confinemeni'). ihe 

ascension of Utuabm is mentioned. This text gives "Utuabzu. who ascended to heaven" once as 

the seventh fish-sage (apkallü) in an incantation (tablet III. 11. 250-90). and once as the sixth (Il. 

324-3 1). This text dso once mentions "Utuaabba. who descended from heaven" (il. 334-7) as the 

seventh figure in an incantation." 

The myth of Etana is also sometimes cited as an example of ascent in the Mesopotamian litentue (Borger. "Bir 
iCfëseri." ?ZR), because "Etana. a shepherd. the one who to heaven ascended," is given in a Sumerian king list 
(Jacobsen. Sumeriun King List, 80-1). In the myth itself. the protagonist eniists the aid of an eaele to fly to heaven in 
order to bring d o m  the plant of birth ("Etana," mslated by E. A. Speiser [ANET, 1 13-18]). 

l 7  Kvanig, Roofs of .-ipoca&ptic. 207: the composer of the myth of Adapa ' u e d  stories about exmordinary events 
associated with the apkallus and out of these composed the myth with its speciai scope." 

'' VanderKarn, Enoch and the Grorvth. 45. 
19 The Uruk list only gives seven kings and seven sages; other much earlier texts give ten or eight antediluvian 
figures (Borger, "BTt Mëseri," 1256). 

" According to Borger, the exact dating of this particular text is not important since the incantation series itseif is 
based on very ancient Sumcrian traditions (ibid, 233). 

'' Ibid.. 230-1. 
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Such references appear to be allusions to a tradition that has not otherwise survived. As a 

result it is unclear, as James VanderKam remarks, "from the bit mëseri evidence whether an 

ascension to heaven was the final event in Utuabzu's life or merely an interlude in his earthly 

~ a r e e r . " ~  If. however, Kvanig is correct in arguing that YJtuabnuUtaabba in Bir .Llëseri is the 

same as Adapa of the myth." there may be room for the tentative suggestion that the ascent was 

only a temporary one." Whether or not any comection between Utuabzu. the seventh sage. and 

Adapa can be maintained. the ascent of Adapa is instructive for our understanding of the concept 

in the Ancient Near East. 

3.1.3. Mesopotnmian Flood Heroes 

In Tablet 1 1 of the Akkadian Epic of ~il~arnesh." the tlood-hero. Utnapishtim. and his 

wife are granted divinity and a new place of residence after the flood by the god Enlil: 

"Hitherto Utnapishtim has been but hurnan. 
Henceforth Utnapishtim and his wife shail be like unto us gods. 
Utnapishtim shail reside Far away. at the mouth of the rives!" (1 1.193-5)" 

After this notice the hero is called "Utnapishtim the Faraway" (1 1.205. for instance). From this 

text it cannot be certain whether anything Iike assumption is in view. but a clearer picture 

emerges from the (much earlier) Sunerian flood s t ~ r ~ . ' ~  As was the case with Umapishtim. in 

ri - VanderKam, Enoch and the Grorvrh. 50. 

Kvanig, Roots of :lpoca!vptic. 102-1. Kvanig does not aque that Utuabzu and Adapa experienced the same type 
of heavenly journey, so an apkalIu tradition of ascent associated with Utuabzu. whether temponp or tinal. could 
have been the ongin of the Adapa rnydi. where the ascent is clearly temporary. 

'" According to Kvanig, the tablea are dated at c. 750 BCE. but the myth itself may have originated as early as 1100- 
IO00 (ibid,. 175). 

-5 "The Epic of Gilpesh. '  uanslated by E. A. Speiser (ANET. 71-99: here. 95). 

'6 The documentary evidence dates frorn around 1600 B E  (Kvanig, Roots of dpoca[ipric. 173). 
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the Surnerian version Ziusudra, the hero. is afier the deluge granted divine status and a special 

dwelling place in Dilmun. The text reads as follows: 

Ziusudm the king, 
Prostrated himself before Anu (and) Enlil. 
h r i  (und) Enlil cherished Ziusudra, 
Life like (that of) a god they give him, 
Breath eternaI like (that ot) a zod they bring down for him. 
Then. Ziusudra the king 
The preserver of-the nnme of vegetucion (und) of the seed of humankind. 
In the land of crossing. the land of Dilmun, the place where the Sun rises. they 
caused to dwell." 

Though nothing is said about Dilmun in this context. the place is k n o w  frorn the Sumerian 

poem "Enki and ~inhursa~,"" where it --seerns to be a land without death. violence and 

i~lness.~''~ The language used here is not specifically that of ascent or assurnption. but the ideas- 

in particular. the gift of divinity and being "caused to dwell" in a Pandise-like distant land-are 

certainly proximate. Additionally. it may be infened that Ziusudra is made to dwelI in Dilmun 

without dying. since he receives divine life and eternal breath. We therefore have here a ven; 

early exarnple of assumption, that is. a permanent removal to heaven (or sorne phce Iike 

paradise) apart from death. 

In the HeIIenistic version of this tale. Berossos makes assumption the means whereby the 

hero, here cdled Xisouthros. was made like one of the gods. After disembarking. Xisouthms 

makes sacri fice to the gods. 

After this. he disappeared together with those who had Ieft the ship with him 
( y ~ v ~ a 0 a t  PETCL 50v ~KPUVTOV 505 lthoiou acpavïj). Those who rernained on 
the ship and had not gone out with Xisouthros. when he and those with hirn had 
disembarked, searched for him and calIed out for him by narne al1 about. But 

-'Sumerian M W  and Epic Taies." nanslated by S. N. Kramer (AiVET, 37-59: here, 44). 

" ibid.. 3741. The documentaq evidence dates h m  the fint half ofthe second millenium BCE. 

'9 Kvanig, Roots of rlpocalyplic, 177. 
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Xisouthros from then on was seen no more (rov 6È 3uouûpov aUzov pÈv 
aù~oiç oùic E n  Oyefjva~), and then the sound of a voice that came from the air 
gave the instruction that it was their duty to honour the gods and Xisouthros, 
because of the great honour he had shown the gods, had gone to the dwelling 
place of the gods and that his wife and daughter and the steersman had enjoyed 
the sarne h o n o ~ r . ~ ~  

Kvanig is fairly reserved about this: he says. T h a t  Xisouthros 'had gone to livr with the gods' 

may impry that he was taken up to heaven."" However. as we will see below. the narrative 

makes use of motifs that are characteristic of assurnption: a sudden disappearance: an unfruithl 

search for the rnissing person; a voice from heaven conîïrming the assumption: and subsequent 

veneration of the one assurned. 

3.1.4. Egyptian Sources 

Although assurnption as an escape fiom death does not occur in ancient Egyptian 

witings. the death of the Egyptian Pharaoh is depicted in the Pyrarnid Trxts of the OId Kingdorn 

(c. 278&2150 BCE) as a h a 1  heavenly journey which was bodily in nature." One of these texts 

(Pyramid Text 604 e-t) reads. "Grasp [the king] by his hand and take [him] to the sky that he 

rnay not die on eat-th among A final post-mortrm ascent is also rnentioned in the stoq of 

Si-Nuhe ( 19 C BCE). which deals with the death of Amen-em-het 1. 

70 Greek t e s  Erom Syncellus. Ecloga Chronographica 44. in FGH 3C. 1 380. Translation from Verbru&e and 
Wickersham, Berossos and Manetho, 50. 
51 Kvanig. Roots of ..lpoca[vptic. 178. 

" See S. Morenz. Egyptian Religion (~ians. A. Keep: Ithaca N.Y.: CorneII University Press. 1973 ). 70J-6: Schmitt.. 
Entrückwig-llu fiahme-Himmerfahrt, 37.43. See also C. Jacq, Le Voyage dans l'mitre monde selon f ' ~ g v p e  
ancienne (Monaco: Éditions du Rocher, 1986). 

'3 S. A. B. Mercer. The Pyramid T m  in Translation andCommentq (4 vols.: New York: L o n g a n s  Green & Co.. 
1952). 1.122. 
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The god ascended to bis horizon; the King of Upper and Lower Egypt: Sehetep- 
ib-Re was taken up to heaven and united with the sun disc. The body of the god 
merged with him who made him?' 

According to Siegfried Morenz, in some texts the physical preservation of the body in the tornb 

seems to be a prerequisite for the final ascent. Morenz M e r  suggested that the language of 

ascent is a means of denying the death of the Pharaoh: the motif of assumption is used to 

interpret the death of the king, affirming either his r e m  to divinity or his ongoing mortality.js 

In his study of assumption in the Hebrew Bible. Amin Schmitt argued that -'dieses 

Phihomen der Himmeifahrt des agyptischen Konigs laBt sich nicht unter 'Enuückung' 

subsumieren." for two reasons.j6 First, the final journey of the Pharaoh was a post-mortem 

ascent. and according to Schmitt's definition. "'Entrückung' bedeutet . .. den leiblichen 

Übergang eines menschlichen Wesens a u  diesem Leben in die jenseitige Welt. ohne daB der 

Tod danvischentritt."j7 Second. Schmitt used the designation "Himmelfahrf* For the return of 

divine beings to heaven to heaven frorn earth. "Auch der AutStieg des Pharao. des Sohnrs des 

Sonnengottes, zun Hirnmel nach seinem Tod falIt unter *Himrnelfahrt'. da hierin die Rûckkehr 

eines Gottes ni seinem Unpning zu sehen ist."'* It may be that Schmitt's definition needs some 

refining, particuIarly if it appears that the primary sources c m  be somewhat tlexible on the 

question of death while retaining other aspects of the logic. terminology. or motifs nonnally 

associated with assumption in antiquity. For our purposes at present. however. it may be noted 

" "Egyptian Myths. Tales. and Mornay Texts." translated by I. A. WiIson (AVET. 3-36: here. 18). -5ehetep-ib- 
Re.' which means "Son of Re." is an epithet for the king. 

jS Morenz, Egyptian Religion, 205-6. In the Fim Intermediate Perïod (c. 725Wû40 BCE) these ideas were app1ied 
to pnvate persons in the Coffin Tem. See also Schmitt Enrrückung-rlujinahme-Himmeljahrr. 3940. 
36 Schrnin, Enrrückmg-.4ufnahme-Himmerfahrt, 36: see also Zwiep. Ascension. 37 n. 1. 

3 Schmitt, "Zum Thema 'Entrûckung'." 34; see aIso Schmitt. Ennrickun~..Iufnahme-Himme[fahrr. 2-3, 
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that the post-rnortern return of the Egyptian king to the divine reaim was depicted using a motif 

having some timited similarities with assumption. 



3.2: Assumption in Greco-Roman Literature 

The following survey will treat two main issues. Fit, in order to demonstrate the 

characteristic motifs associated with assumprion in Greco-Roman Iiterature. the assumption of 

Romulus will be taken as a case study. Its many variants display together most of the typical 

ideas in the Greek tradition. Second. the question of assumption and death will be investigated: 

there seems to have been less hesitation in the Greco-Roman tradition than in the Jewish 

tradition in applying the idea of assumption. normally a pre-mortem category. to people who had 

died. The survey begins with an overview of terminoIogy and motifs bascd on the work of 

Lohfink. 

3.2.1. Overview: Terminology and Motifs 

Lohfink noted several characteristics ofassumption narratives ('-Entrückungs- 

erzahlungen") in Greco-Roman literature:' 

1. Assurnption nmtives tend to focus not on the journey itself. but on its origin 
and destination: "Der Beueffende wird mis der .bfenschemvelr weggenommen 
und zlc den Gorrern entrückt."' 

2. An assumption is always narrated korn the perspective of an earthly 
obser~er.~ so that the idea of disappemce (and related terminology) is 
practicaily a sine qua non for assumption? 

' Lohfink. HimmeIfahrt Jesu, 37 4 1. 

ibid.. 37 (emphasis original). 

' Exceptions may be found: Ovid emphasizes the divine drama behind the assumption of Romulus. to the point 
where the earthIy perspective is entireiy lacking (Metam. 14.805-3 1 : F a t .  2475-5 12): in some Enochic literature. 
Enoch narrates his own assumption (1 En. 8 7 5 4  [Animai .4poca(vpse]; I Emch 70-71 [Similitudes]; 3 Enoch 6-7). 

"Wu haben hier [in disappearance] ais0 e h  VomeIlungsschema das sich in ganz verschiedenen Kulturkreisen und 
iiber -an venchiedene Epochen mit emaunlicher Konsistenz durchgehahen hat" (ibid.. 53). See also A. S. Pease. 
"Some Aspects of Invisibility," HSCP 53 ( 1942): 1-36. esp. 12-2 1. 
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3. The scene of the assurnption is usudly described in great detail, with an 
emphasis on the reactions of the witnesses. 

4. Assumption is a bodily removal, so assumption traditions cannot coexist with 
grave traditions. 

5. Assumption requires an unwuai divine intervention. Divine agency is 
eicpressed through either the use of the passive voice or the eirplicit narning of 
the god. 

6. In Greco-Roman literature assumption is an exclusive process. reported only 
of special individua~s.~ 

Charles Talben has s h o w  that assumption is a frequent feature in literature about heroes 

or immortals. deities who accordinp to legend were originally monal (but usually of divine 

parennge) and who were transformed at the end of their career. usually through assumption. so 

that they received the sarne honours as the eternal deities6 Or. as Lohfink put it. .'Dd er in 

WirkIichkeit kein Eulensch. sondem ein Gon war. zeigt sich bei der Entrückung am Ende seines 

~ebens."' Thus it should be noted that in Greco-Roman literature assumption c m  be understood 

as either the occasion of a human being's deification or the proof of a person's divine or semi- 

divine status.' In hct. the literature attests many examples of persons who deliberately sou& to 

effect their own bodily and permanent disappearance in order to ensure their post-rnortern 

veneration as g ~ d s . ~  We might cal1 this latter phenornenon "apochoresis." as opposed to 

' See also the rables on terminolog and motifs in M. C. Parsons. The Deparrure ofJrsw in Lirke-.lm: The 
.-lscenrion Narratives in Conterr (JSNTSup 2 1 ; Sheffield: JSOT. 1987). 136-8. 

C. H. Talben "The Concept of Imrnortals in Mediterranean Antiquity," JBL 94 ( 1975): 3 19-26: examples. 477-3 

Both scenarios are described of Romulus. For his assumption as pmof of deitication. see Plutarch. Rom. 77: as 
pmof of divinity. see Dionysius of Halicarnassus, .-hl. rom 2367.6: 7-63.4. 

The cases of Empedocles (who according to rumour threw himeIf into a volcano: Diogenes Laertius. 7.66-68) and 
Alexander (who conaived to throw hirnself into a river: h a n ,  Anab. 7.77.3) are notewonhy. Othen contrived to 
disappear temporady in order to make their reappearance seem Iike a post-assumption epiphany (for example. the 
case of Zamolxis, reported by Herodotus. 4.95). See Pease. "hvisibitity." 18-2 1 .  
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apotheosis, since apparentiy there was no fixed terrninology in use. Although the word 

ànopp~o iç  was not commonly used For a 'keturn to the d i ~ i n i t ~ . " ' ~  it is used in this senx  in 

Arrian, Anab. 727.3, and Josephus uses a related term for the same idea." 

With respect to terminology, Lohfink showed that expressions of disappearance occur 

most frequently in Greco-Roman assurnpcion traditions (atpavil;o. atpclvi(opoli. ucpavfiq 

yi-lvopa~ and acpavzoç . ( i y ~ o ~ a i ) . ' ~  A second group of verbs is comprised of apral;w (.-der 

dteste griechische Entrückungsterminus'3 and its composite f o m  avapxul;o. E japlra(ai and 

auvapxal&. Less fiequent is the verb p~Oiorrlli~.'' In his ment  study of the Lukan ascension 

narratives. A. W. Zwiep also notes the regularity of apotheosis terminology in Greco-Roman 

assumption narratives (in particular ÈrO~iaQo. ~~oi ro iEo.  and 0iog yi.tvolia~).[4 

Lohfink also noted. besides deification (which he discussed under the heading 

Wachfolgende Verehrung und EiMchtung eines ~ulu"").  sevenl other motifs and narrative 

eiements cornmon in Greco-Roman assumption stories.I6 Some of these motifs reIate to the 

environment of the assumption (mountains and funerai pyres) or accompanying phenornena 

(lightning, thunder. voices from heaven). while others deal more directly with the means 

'O According ro LiddelI and Scott. the usual meaning of a i r o p p f i a i q  are Tetreat." p l a c e  of safe?." or ..death 
(LSJ, ad toc.). 

" Arrian, Anab. 727.3 says that Alexander contrived to throw himself into a river to dispose of  his body so that 
people would think that his origin was divine and ihat his remm was to the divinip (ih EK &OU t~  au^@ 6 
y é v ~ a i ~  <uvêflq  KU^ xapir 0 ~ 0 %  fi a x o ~ & p 1 1 ~ ~ 5 ) .  losephus uses the verb à v a p p E o  with the prepositional phrase 
np$ ri, B E ~ O V  to describe the mumptions of Enoch and Moses. See J. D. Tabor, "'Returning to the Divinity': 
losephus's Portnyal ofthe Disappearances of Enoch EIijah. and Moses." JBL 108 (1989): 25-38. esp. 227. 

" Bickennann. "Das Ieere Grab." 285, on Charitoa Chaer. 5.3: "Die Episode s e m  aber den Glauben an die 
Entrûckung voraus und nimmt an. dai3 diese durch das nicht erkkbare Venchwinden des Korpers unfehIbar 
berrichnet rei." For a more detaikd discussion o f  Chariton's empty tomb scene. see belorv. pp. I 14-1 7. 
13 Lohfink. Himme(fhrr Jesu* 4 1-2. 
13 Zwiep. Ascension. 39 and n. 1. 

16 Ibid.. 42-9. 
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whereby the person is assumed (windstorms, chariots, eagles, or cIouds, which sometimes 

convey the person to heaven but ofien serve only to obscure the assumption fiom the view of the 

spectators). One final important motif is that of confmation: the assumption can be confinned 

either through an unsuccessfÙl search afier the di~a~pearance.~' or through a subsequent 

epiphany (either of the person who was assumed or of some other heavenly figure). 

It should also be noted that some of our sources display a certain distaste for the idea of 

assumption. Lucian of Samosata satirized the idea of fimerai pyre assumption in his work de 

Morte Peregrini in much the same way that Seneca satirized emperor apotheosis in his 

.4polocYn~o~is.'8 Plutarch gives a elear exposition of the abhorrence of assumption to the 

sensible: it contrary to reason to "[ascribeJ divinity to the monal features in hurnan nature. as 

well as to the divine" (xapa to  E ~ K O ~  È K ~ E ~ U ~ ; O V T E ~  ta flvq~k tfg (P~)OEWÇ apa toîç B~ioy.  

Rom. 28.6). -4 little further he says it is " c o n t r q  to nature" (xapa cpi)aiv) to "[send] the bodies 

of good men with their souls to heaven" (Rom. 28.8). Peter Bolt suggests that '*these translation 

stories were a thing of the myrhologicd past based upon a psychology that had been largely 

~u~erseded.' ' '~ in Bolt's view. because assumption is an escape fiom death in early writings such 

as those of Homer. post-assumption immodity was conceived of as bodily: but for later 

authors. who held to Platonic views on the sou1 and body. it is incredible that the body could 

have a role in the afterlife.'* Thus there is a tendency among some authors to offer some kind of 

spiritualizing account or rationaking exphnation of the assumption story in question." 

17 See also Bickermam. "Das leere Grab." 289: "'Man fmd ihn nicht' i n  darum ein standiges Motiv der 
Entr[lckung_eeschichien." 
1s Lohfink, Himmerfahrr Jesu, 50. 
19 Bolt, "Do You Not Cam." 255. 
20 Ibid., 256-8. 

" Lohtink, Himme&hrt Jesu. 49. 
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3.2.2. The .4ssumption of Romulus 

The assumption of Romulus. which is described in many sources. will serve well to 

illustrate the results of Lohfink's study." As A. S. Pease noted in his study of invisibility in the 

ancient world. .'The deification of Romulus . . . foms a very typical case."n3 The earliest 

mentions of the assurnption of Romulus are found in Ennius (2 C BCE) and Cicero ( IO643 

BCE)?' Most sources are somewhat skeptical about the legendary reports. but as Lohtink rightly 

insisted. even skepticai or satincal assumption reports follow the patterns of 

Ennïickungsemïhlztngen. aithough ntionalizing or spiritualizing explanations are ofien 

preferred.'5 

The language used for the assumption of Romulus emphasizes his sudden disappearance. 

The Greek sources consulted-Plutarch and Dionysius of Halicarnassus-favour acpavi(o. 

àrpavig yiyvopat and acpavta&. and Ovid uses the verb ev~tnes~o.'~ Related ideas are also 

found: Plutarch says that no part of his body or his garments could be seen (OCTE ~ Ê P O S  W @ I ~  

awparog OCTE Aeiyravov éu0fl~oç); Livy repom that Romulus was no longer on the earth ("nec 

deinde in terris Romulus fuit"). and that his throne was empty." Assurnption or translation 

language aiso occurs (avapxaQo and àvarp~pw in the passive voice: p~rahhaaaw: rcrpio: tollo: 

n - See also Berossos' account of the assumption of Xisouthros. discussed above. pp. 99- 100. 

" Pease, "Invisibility." 1 S. 

'' Ennius. .-inn. 1-55-55: 1.106-III: Cicero. Resp. 1.16. in die opinion of Otto Skutsch. ^Romulus apparently was 
nota god before Ennius made him one" (0. Skutsch. ed. The .Innals of Q. Ennius [Oxford: Clarendon Press. 19851. 
705). The citations of Ennius. .-Innales follow Skutsch's speiling and enumeration. 

The other major sources discussed here are Liw,  1.16: Ovid. Metam. 14.805-51 : Fast. 1.475-5 12: Dion. Hal.. 
rlnt. rom. 2.56.1.63: Plutarch. Rom. 17-8: .Vum. 7.1-3. See also Pease. "Invisibility." 15-16 for türther literature. 

l6 aga* and cognates appear three times in PIutarch Rom 27-8. once in iVum. 7-1-3. and three times in Dion. 
Hal., .4nr. rom. 7.56,1.63. For evanesco, see Ovid, Fm. 1509. 

" Plutarch. Rom 775; Livy, 1.16.1-7. 
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aufero), whether for the assumption itself or for Romulus' ascent into heaven after his 

epiphany." 

According to Plutarch. the time and pIace of the assumption of Romulus was the subject 

of some disagreement. Some said that he was in the temple of Vutcan ivhen he disappeared, and 

othen that he was holding an assembly of the people outside the ~ i t ~ . ' ~  Dionysius of 

Halicarnassus s e s  that he was addressing his men in the camp.30 Strange meteor~lagical 

phenornena are associated with Romulus' disappearance: the darkness of an eclipse, sudden 

thunder. lightning and rain. a cloud that hid the king tiom sight." In most accounts the people 

flee the scene. leaving open the suggestion that Romulus had redly been murdered by the 

senators and his body disposed of in pieces." Ovid cdls this a Mse charge. and Dionysius of 

Halicamassus seems more incIined to beIieve what he cdls the more fabulous version. because 

the heavenly portent5 at Romulus' binh and disappearance give it more credence." Funher. in 

some sources the people search for Romulus when diey return to the scene. but to no avail.jJ 

The rumour diat Romulus \vas murdered is squelched when a noted citizen. Julius 

Proculus. reports that he met Romulus d e r  the disappearance outside the city." Iulius gives a 

2s avapna@: Dion. Hal.. .4nr rom. 1.56.7: Plutarch. Rom. 17.7. aw.Épo: Plutarch. .Vum. 1.5. p r a i . i a a a w :  
Plutarch, Rom. 17.5. rapio: Liw.  1.16.2. iollo: Ennius. .4nn. 1.54-5: Chid. Meram. 8.814: Fur .  2.487; Cicero. Resp. 
1.16. mfiro: Ovid, .\lerom. 8.524. 

'9 Plutarch, Rom. 77.5-6: Yum. 2.1-2. 
30 .-!nt. rom. 1.56.2; so also Liw. I. 16.1. 
5 l Cicero. Resp. 1.16: L i w ,  1.I6. I : Ovid .bletam 14.3 16-1 7: Fasr. 2.493-5: Dion. Hal.. .4nr. rom. 136.2.63: 
Plutarch. Rom. 27-8: Yum. 2.1-3. 
jt Liw, 1.16.4; Dion, Hal., .4nt. rom. 1.56.3-5: Plutarch Rom. 17.5: .Vum.l2. 

" Ovid. Fast. 2.497: Dion. Hal.. Anr. rom. 1.56.6. 
34 Plutarch Rom. 27.7. 

jS In his study of the Markan ernpe tomb namtive (Mark 16: 1-8). Bickemann sugested that assumption and 
epiphany never occur together in the same narrative. sine the latter is formally a proof of resurrection. not 
assumption. For this reason he argued that versions of the Romulus story that contain botfi his disappemce and his 
subsequent epiphany are connations of nvo independent narrarives (Bickemana "Das leere Grab." 789). 
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message fiom the assumed king. Dionysius of HaIicarnassus emphasizes the irreproachable 

(àveitiAqmoç) character of the witness of the epiphany: "he would never have told an untruth 

for his private ad~anta~e."~" a faw sources, Julius says that he saw Romulus descend. and then 

ascend after their conversation." in the epiphany, Romulus is dressed in Full banle regalia and 

reveds that his name is Quirinus. Most reports of the epiphany also have Romulus stress the fact 

that he is returning to the gods." 

This idea. that the assumption of Romulus was more a retum to the divine realrn than rhe 

deification of a mortai, appears to have originated with Ennius: "Romulus in caelo cum dis 

genitalibus aeuom degit."j9 The idea comes to expression in various ways. Dionysius has 

Romulus say that his Gaipwv is taking him to the gods. now that his mortal lik has ended: p~ O 

kqWv 07' iy~vopqv Gaipw E ~ Ç  8eoug &(etat sov 8vqrov hmAqphaavra c r i~vc l . ' ~  A 

higher view is found in Ovid: Mars reminds Jupiter of his promise that one of the mins tvouid be 

exaited to the divine realm. In both the Mercrmorphoses and in Fusri Ovid quotes Ennius: "Vnus 

erit quem to tolles in caentla caeli temela.'"" Jupiter nods. Gradivus descends in his chariot. and 

Romulus is caught up fiom the earth. On the way. his mortal body  dissolve^.^' Ovid's story of 

i6 . W .  rom, 2.633 (Cary, LCL): also Plutarch Rom. 28.1-3. Plutarch has JuIius swear an oath. 

3 See. for example. Ptutarch. Rom. 282: Dion. Hal.. .4nr. rom. 1.63.4. Compare Cicero. who says that according to 
the common view it was Romulus' vime that caused his assumption (Rrsp. 1.16). and Liw. who only says that 
Romulus was venented as a god (1.16.3). 
59 ..Lm 1.110-1 1;  also .-Inn. 1.106-109. 
U) Ant- rom. 2-63.4. 
11 Ovid, Metam. 8.8 14; Fart. 1.487: Ennius, Ann 154-5. 

" Ovid Meram. 8.8 16-78. 
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the deification of Hersilia, wik of RomuIus, is probably also based on Ennius, who reported that 

the Romans worshipped Quirinus dong with Hom his consort."' 

3.2.3. Post-Mortem Assumptions 

In Greco-Roman litenture, a final and bodily joumry to the divine realm need not 

circumvent deah. The disappearance of a person's body from a tomb or funeral pyre apparently 

could give nse to belief in that person's deification. just as though a pre-monem assurnption had 

taken place. As Lohtink said. "Fiir uns ist von besonderem interesse, daB dieser Entrückungstyp 

[viz.. from a hneral pyre] offentsichlic h den Tod des Betreffenden voraussetzt. Es gibt aIso nicht 

nur die Enrrückung aus den ~ e b e n d e n . ' ~  

in many versions ofthe end of HerakIes. the hero's disappearance-and his deification- 

takes place from his h e m 1  pye. The earliest evidence for this is found in Athenian vase- 

painting fiom around 460 BCE. although even carlier materials depict him in the Company of the 

gods.fs Sophocles is the firn author to report Herakles' deadi on the p y e  on Mount Oeta. but he 

does not narrate the apotheosis.'6 According to Apollodoms. Herakles climbs onto the pyre. 

which is then lit: and while the pyre is burning. a cioud passes under Herakles and takes him to 

heaven in a peal of thunder. After this Heraldes is immor ta~ .~~  According to Diodorus Siculus. 

53 Ovid. Meiani. 8.829-5 1 : Ennius. Ann. 1. IOO. 

M. W. Padilla, The itfyrhs of Hernkles in ..Lncient Greece: Suniq and Profile (Lanham. Md.: Ljniversip Press of 
Amerka 1998). I5. 
44 Trach 1181-1774. 
If Apollodonis. Bibi. 2.7.7 "WhiIe the pye was bumine, it is said that a cloud passed under Hercules and wirh a 
peal of thunder wafted him up (ava&pyai) to heaven. Thereafkr he obtained imrnortality ( E K E ~ ~ E V  8é NXWV 
a8avaoiaç) ..+" (tram. J. G. Fraser, LCL). H. A. Shapim niggests that the myth of Herakles' apotheosis on Mount 
Oeta was conmved in order to exphin cult practices. at the same loczltion (6 C BCE) and elsewhere, which honoured 



Apollos tells Heracles through the oracle to build a pyre on Mount Oeta; the test would be up to 

 eus.''^ Then, the pyre is consurned by a bolt of lightning, but aftenvards the fnends of Herakles. 

finding no bones, suppose that he had been ûanslated to the gods, as the words of the oracle had 

s ~ ~ g e s t e d , ~ ~  Mterwards Herakles is honoured both as a hero (bq (pua) and as a god (r iq 

0e8v).j0 

in his cornmentary on Virgil's =leneid, Servius gives a rationalized explanation for the 

disappearance of Herakles: he says that Herakles contrived to keep his remains hidden." Ovid 

spirituaiizes the legend, saying that Herakles* mortal body wris consurned on the pyre. but d e r  

"putting off his mortal frame. he gained new vigour in his better part. began to seem of more 

heroic size. and to become a h 1  in his godlike dignity."j2 This ..becter part" of Herakles was 

taken by Jupiter to be with the gods. Ovid compares this process to a snake shedding its skin." 

Because the detaiis of the myth v q  widely among the sources. it cannot be said that the 

assumption of Herakles was unifomly thought of as being either bodiIy or post-monem. In some 

sources the gods intemene and take him to heaven in order to spare him the pain of death.% 

Henkles not as a hero but as a god (H. A. Shapiro, '-H2rOs Thew: The Death and Apotheosis of Henkles," CW 77 
(1983): 7-1 8: here. IS- 17). See also M. Nilsson. "Der Flarnmentod des Herakles auf dem Oite." .4RW'I ( 1922): 
210-16. 

49 Bibl. Hisr. 4.38.4: h ai pq6èv 2% osroiiv e u p o v ~ ~ q  [the companions of lolaüs] unÉha~ov rov 'Hpu~héu toi< 
m u p o i ~  ckoAouûq é< avûpci>nov eiç 0 ~ 0 %  p e û ~ u t a d a t .  

!O Bibi. Hisr. 4.39.1. 
CI Servius, ..lem 2.402: "quem Hercules. cum hominem in Oeta monte deponeret .... petiit. ne alicui sui corporis 
reliquias indicaret" 

'' Ovid ibfetom. 9.168-71 (uans. F. J. Miller. LCL); see also Meram. 9.418-33. Note the similarity to Ovid's account 
of Romulus' assumption: there, as here. the mortal part is consumed. According to H. A. Shapiro. this idea ma? go 
back to the ongins of the myth of Herakles' death and apotheosis ('-Hér& Theos." 16). 
5: Ovid. ,Cferam. 9.166-7. 

" Pausanias repom two depictions of HerakIes being taken away by Athena to dweli with rite go& (Descr.  3- 18.1 1 : 
3-19.5). 
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Lucian of Samosata mocks this kirid of funed  pyre assumption in his work The Passing 

of Peregrinza. Proteus kindles his own pyre, with the heIp of his followers; then he climbs up 

and disappears in the flames (taû.ra eiichv Èz@qaev EÇ 70 Rûp, 06 j v  Ewpâro ye . . .). The 

narrator, present at the scene, encourages the onlookers to Ieave the gruesorne spectacle. but later 

embellishes his account for the sake ofthe Foolish. saying that " ~ h e n  the pyre was kindled and 

Proteus flung himself bodily in. a great eanhquake first took place, followed by a bellowing of 

the ground, and then a vulture. flying up out of the midst of the flames, went off to heaven. 
- - 

saying in human speech with a loud voice. -1 am through witti the earth: to Olympus 1 fare.""' 

The reference to the vulture satirizes the Roman practice of reIeasing an eagle from the pyre of 

the emperor. Later the narrator meets a dignified-Iooking man who daims to have seen Proteus 

in white miment. This is reminiscent of the post-assumption appearancc of ~omulus . '~  In spite of 

the satirical bent of this source. it illustrates that the strong association between disappearance 

and deification in the popular imagination need not be hindered by the fact that the assumed 

person had died, 

Erwin Rohde noted a couple of instances h m  the Aithiopis, a continuation of the Ilind 

that survives only in citation. in which dead peisons are translated to othenvorldly abodes and to 

imrnortaiity. Memnon, who is killed by Achilles. is taken by his mother (with Zeus's permission) 

to the ends of the earth where he is granted immortality. Later the body of the dead Achilles is 

55 Lucian, Peregr. 39 (nans. Hmon. LCL). 

Dion. Hal.. Rom. ont 1.63.4; Plutarch Rom. 18. 
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taken fiom the funerai pyre by his mother, presumably to a similar end.j7 Similar traditions about 

Hyakinthos and Asklepios were apparently in existence.j8 

Dionysius of Halicamassus connects a nunoured post-mortem assumption with 

subsequent hem-veneration. After a severe battle, the body of Aeneas had disappeared: some 

said that the body had been translated to the gods. while others said that it had been lost in the 

river (TO 6é AiXiou a ô p a  cpav~pov ou6apfi *(&vopov oi p&v E ~ S  8 ~ o i ç  p t a a ~ i j v a i  

~ ï ~ a ~ o v ,  oi 6' &v T@ no.sap@, rrap' Ôv fi p É ~ q  ~ ~ E V E T O ,  8~aqûapfiva~).  The Latins. according 

to Dionysius. built a hm-shrine (ilp@ov) to Aeneas with the inscription "To the t'ather and god 

of this place (KUT~OÇ 0 ~ o û  ~ûoviou). who presides over the waters of the river Numicius." 

Apparently not everyone agreed that the shrine had been erected to Aeneas. but the important 

issue here is that some made a connection between the disappemce of his curpse and his 

subsequent venerarion as a hero or chthonic 

Plutarch gives evidence that belief in assumption did not need to be deterred by the death 

of the person in question. In his life of Romulus, he cites severai legends like that of the end of 

RomuIus. in order to show the improbability of deiijing the monal features of human nature. 

Two of the exampfes he gives are pst-mortem assumptions. Aisteas of Proconessus died in a 

FulIer's shop. but his body couid not be found by his Fnends; Iater. travellers reported having 

seen him on the road to Croton. in the version reported by Herodotus. the fuller closed up shop 

rigfit afler Aristeas died. but sorne in town disputed the hller's report. having seen Ansteas on 

" E. Rohde. P ~ c h e :  The Cuu ofsouls and Belidin fmmorraliy .4mong the Grrekr (ûms.  W. B. Willis: London: 
Routtedge and Kepn Paul. 1925),64-5. 

j9 Dion. Hal., Rom. ont. 1.6.1.4 (Cary, LCL). It should ako be noted that according to legend Aeneas was the son of 
Venus (Ovid, Meram 14.588); see Talberr, "Immortals," 423. According to Servius, Ennius says that both Aeneas 
md Romulus were reckoned with the gods ("secundum Enniurn, referetur [Romulus]: inter deos cum Aenea7: 
SeMus. Aen. 6.777). 
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the road to Cyzicus. M e n  the relatives came to collect the body, the Fuller opened the shop to 

find it empty. Aristeas appeared in his home tovm seven years later, and then vanished agah6' 

Neither Herodotus nor Plutarch gives any indication that Aristeas became immortai according to 

legend. although there is an air of the marvelous about the subsequent appeamce. 

Plutarch also relates the story of how the corpse of Alcmena. mother of Herakles. 

disappeared as she was being canied out to be buried; a stone was found on the bier in place of 

the dead body (Rom. 28.6). The purpose of this example is to discowage belief in assurnption. 

nor because it is a fantastic idea. but, as seen above. because it requires beIief in the deification 

of the rnortal body. The s t o ~  of Alcmena's end can only serve this end for Plutarch if the 

disappearance of her body was being understood as proof of her assumption and subsequent 

apotheosis.6' In the version of the story given by Antoninus Liberdis. Zeus orders Hermes to 

ma1 ( E K K ~ ~ V U L )  the body and take ( a x ~ v ~ * p c e î v )  it to the Isles of the BIest. where she would 

become the wife of Rhadamanthus (Ant. Lib.. .Cfetam. 33.3). Alcmena's hero-shrine came to be 

associated rvith the grove where the stone was set up (33.4).'" 

One of the clearest examples of belief in post-mortem assurnption in Greek literature is 

found in Chariton's novel Chaereus und Callirhoe (dated at 25 BCE-50  CE).'^ In fact. the heroine 

" Hemdotus. Hisr. 4 141-3. 

'' According to Pausanias, "Alcmena has no tomb. It is said that on her death she !vas nirned h m  human form to a 
stone, but the Theban account does not agree with the Me-wh. The Greek lesends generally have for the mod part 
different versions" (Descr. 9.16.7: Jones. LCL). Pausanias refers elsewhere to the latter account. according to which 
AIcmena dies and is buried in Megara: he gives die location of her tornb (Descr. 1 .JI. 1). 

'' See F. CeIoria The .iderumorphoses of.4nronirmi Liberalir: A Translation ivrrh a Commenta? (London and New 
York: Routledge. 1992). For the Greek. see i. Cazzaniga, ed.. .4nroninus Liberalm .I;lt.ramorphoseon Svnagoge 
(Milano and Varese: lnituto Editoriale Cisalpino. 1962). 

a G. P- Goold argues for this dating on the basis of Chariton's non-Atticizing koinë. Chariton. Caliirhoe (ed. and 
trans. G. P. Gooid; LCL; Cambridge, Mass. and London: Harvard University Press, 1995), 1-2. Compare A. 
Papanikolaou. CharimtSrirdien: Untersuchungen ,-ur Sprache und Chronologie der griechbchen romane 
(Hypomnemata 37: Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1973), 161-3, who argues a somewhat earlier date fiom 
the same phenomenon. Elias Bickérmann much earlier saw a parallel between Chariton's novel and Mark's empty 
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is not really dead: early in the tale, the new husband Chaeteas is tricked by jilted suitors into a 

jeaious rage. and kicks Callirhoe brutally; with the wind knocked out of her she appears to be 

dead (Chaer. 1.4-5). Her condition persists and she is buried, but while in the tomb she revives 

and receives a rescue of sorts €rom the tomb robber Theron. Lriter. Chaereas visits the tornb at 

d a m ,  intending to commit suicide. and tinds the stones moved aside and the tomb empty (3.3). 

Upon searching the tomb he finds nothing (Èp~uvôv 6é 70v zutpov oiGÈv ~ B p e i v  *i.wa.to). 

The crowd that gathers thinks that tomb robbers are responsible for the missing treasure 

but cannot think o f a  reason for the missing corpse. Chaereas looks to the heavens and wonders, 

Y h i c h  of the gods has become my rival and canied o f f ( a m v f i v o p )  Callirhoe 
and now keeps her with hirn, against her wiIl but compe[lod by a mightier fate? ., . 
Or c m  it be îhat 1 had a goddess as my wife and did not know it. and she was 
above our human lot? But even so she should not have disappeared (akh' OUK 

Ë6~r  . . . a ~ ~ h û ~ î v )  from the wodd so quicfdy or for such a reason." (Chariton. 
. r - b J  Chuer. 2-21 

The grief stricken Chaereas vows to search for his love over land and sea. even rising to the sky 

if necessary ( ~ â v  siq a k o v  avapi jvai  TOV atpa 6 ~ v w ~ a r ) . ~ '  He soon discovers. when Theron 

is captured several weeks later. that Callirhoe is still aiive (j.4). 

Althou$ the reader knows that Callirhoe is not dead, the reaction of Chaereas is telling. 

For. thinking her dead, he wonders whether she had been cissurned tkom the tomb. In fact. as Sjef 

tomb narrative (Mark 16: la), bur because he dated Chaiton much later than Gooid does, he susgested îhat Chariton 
was influenced by the Gospels (Bickermann, "Da leere Grab." 184-5). Recently Andy Reimer surveyed tecent 
anempts to date Chariton and concluded -%a[ using an early dawn discovery of an emp. tomb in which the Stone 
has been rolled away from che e n m c e  is simply too similar not to suggest narrative dependence." that is. of 
Chariton upon the Christian empty tomb stones (A. Reimer, "The Ernpty Tomb: A Biopphy o f a  MotiP' [paper 
presented at the SBL AnnuaI Meetin& Nashville. Tem.. November 10001, esp. 13-15; citation from 14). Given the 
fact that other empp tomb stories were in existence carlier than the writing ofthe Gospels. the similarities between 
Chariton and the Gospels should probably be put down to nanative exigencies. In Chariron. the robben had to leive 
the tomb open in order for the story to continue; othenvise. the grieving Chaereas would have committed suicide at 
the -gave. 
bl Tram Goold LCL- 
65 Bickermann sees a tension between Chaereas' explanations of Ca[lirhoe's disappearance and his immediate 
depamire to search for her ("Das Ieere Grab," 284-5). 
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van Tilborg and Patrick Chatelion Counet have recentIy obsemed, because the ruminations of 

Chaereas at the empty tornb do not seme to advance the plot, his remarks are incidental: thus, 

this "is a text which prototypically detemines how . . . the disappearance of a body fiorn a grave 

was interpreted religiously."66 Chaereas actually suggests hvo fairly different assurnption 

scenarios. His F î t  suggestion-that she has been taken by the gods-implies that he thinks 

Cailirhoe was also deified. Chaereas gives two exanples fiorn the past: "So did Dionysus once 

sted Ariadne ffom Theseus and Zeus Semele from Actaeon." According to B. P. Reardon. the 

usual stories of these characters did not nui exactly as Chmiton describes. They are mentioned 

here because they tvere mortals who were d e i ~ e d . ~ ~  

Chaereas d so  suggests that Callirhoe's corpse may have disappeared because she was 

reaily a goddess who had returned to her nghtful home in the divine realrn. As dready noted. the 

idea that divine beings apparently mortal are proven imrnortai when they disappear t'rom earth 

appears quite frequently in connection with assumption." Here Chareas mentions Peleus. 

husband of the imrnortai 'Ihetis. daughter of Nereus. Peleus and Thetis had a son (..\chilles) 

before she r e m e d  to her undersea a b ~ d e . ~ ~  Thus Chariton distinguishes between assurnption as 

66 S. van Tilborg and P.  Chatelion Counet. Je.w'..Lppearances und Disappearunces rn Liike 74 (Biblical 
lnterpretation Senes 45: Leiden: Brill. 2000), 194. 

'' B. P. Reardon, ed. and tram., "Chariton. Chaereas and Callirhoe." in Collecred Greek Novels (ed. B. P. Reardon; 
Berkeley. Calif.: University of California Press. 1989). 17-1 24: here. 53 n. 5 1. According to Horner. Ariadne was 
killed by Artemis (Od 1 t.321-5); Plutarch repons several other versions of her demise (Thes. 20.1). but 
Apollodorus says that Dionysus stole (iipxaa~) her away (Bibl. e.1.9: see also Pausanias. Descr 1.70.3. 1029.4). 
About the second couple. Apollodonrs says that Semele was made pregant with Dionysus by Zeus. who later 
inadvenently fnghtened her to death: and by some accounts Zeus caused Actaeon, rvho reponedly wooed Semele. to 
be eaten by his own dogs (Bibl. 3.4.34)- Dionysus later rescued his modier Semele corn Hades and ascended 
(avfifcû~v) to heaven with her (Bibi. 3.5.3). 

68 See Lohfink, Himmelfohrt Jeszi, 47-8: Talben "immortals." 421-5. See, for instance. Anian, dnab. 7.17.3 
(Alexander) and Dion. Hal., Anr. rom 7.63 (Romulus). 

*'Sec Homer. If. 18.83-8: 18.332: Apollodonis, Bibf. 3.13.5-6. 
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the moment of deification, and assumption as the retum of a divine being to the divine realm: or. 

as we rnight put it, he distinguished between apotheosis and "apochoresis." 

A nurnber of post-mortem assumptions are aiso narrated in the Lbletamorphoses of 

Antoninus Liberaiis (2-3 C CE)." Antoninus favours disappearance language generally in 

connection with metmorphosis." In the several cases where he narrates the character's death 

before the disappearance of the body. it is clear fiom subsequent veneration or ritual that an 

apotheosis has taken place. Besides the story of Alcmena (Ant. Lib.. .bletam. 33). already 

mentioned above. Antoninus also namtes the post-mortem disappemces of Ctesulla (1 3). the 

beast known as Larnia (or Sybaris) (8.7), Aspalis (13.6). and Metioche and Menippe (25.4). One 

story describes the post-mortem disappearance of an entire community. the Dorians (37.5).  and 

their subsequent metamorphosis into birds. AI1 these stories use either the (divine) passive of 

ÙcpaviQo or aga* yiyvopa~ for the disappearance of the body or bodies. The aory of Aspalis 

also contains the motif of unsuccessFul search (OGK fi6~wjOqoav EGPEIV [TO a o p a  ro r q ~  

' AaxahiGoç], 1 3.6). 

In the stories where a post-mortem disappearaace occurs. Antoninus seems to associate a 

person's metamorphosis with the disappearance of his or her body in such a way that the dead 

body is üansfonned into the new thing. This is the case with Aspalis: her corpse's disappearance 

coincides with her statue's appearance in a temple. next to the statue of Artemis (Ant. Lib.. 

Metam. 13.6)." A similar logic obtains in the stories of Ctesulla (1.5) and Alcmena (33.34). But 

in another story. a different anthropotogy of metamorphosis is expressed. 

70 See Celoria, .We~amorphoses. 1. The work is known frorn a single ninth century manuscript. 

'Agavi~w and cognate foms occur 22 tirnes in the foq-one short narratives a f  these ,Cie~amorphoses. 

" So also with Britomartis (Ant. Lib., Meram. 40.4). who afier her disappemce is venerated by the name 'Aqaia. 
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-4fIer the death of Daunius. the barbarian [Ilyrians coveted their [Le.. the 
~o r i ans"~]  lands and ploned against them. They appeared suddenly on the island 
and the Illyrians slaughtered al1 the Dorians as they were sacrificing victirns. By 
the will of Zeus the bodies of the Greeb disappeared and their souls were 
changed into birds (Atoç 6È /3ouls ~a abi~aza pÈv ricpavicrûq rov 'Ehljvov,  
ai 6È y u ~ a i  &È p€t€$ahov E ~ Ç  opv10a5). (Ant. Lib., hfetam. 37.5)7J 

[t is dificult to see why Antoninus would introduce this idea. especially if the post-rnonem 

transformation of corpses seemed appropriate in other instances. It could be conjectured that it 

arises From a combination of (1) the traditional meaning of assumption. which involved the 

translation of the whole person alive to another place. and subsequent irnmortality in the body. 

with (2) the implication of the standard body-sou1 dualism that death sepmtes the soul frorn the 

body." in this case. the bodies of the Greeks are transported to the divine presence. but their 

souls are m e d  into birds. A sirnilady odd scenario arises in some of the materials describing 

the assumption of Mary. As d l  be seen below. because Mary's death was not denied. most 

narrative sources describe both the ascent of her soui into heaven and the subsequsnt assumption 

of her corpse (because it could not suffèr corruption in the grave).'6 These two Mqs (as it ~vere) 

couid not be thought of as existing independentiy of each other in heaven. so that several tests. 

including most of the Greek narrative sources77 and at ieast one Syriac source.78 actually describe 

a reunion of Mary's body and soul in heaven. 

'3 This story has it that Diornedes took a s h m  of Daunian lands in retum for helping Daunius in his war against the 
Messapians: the followers of Diornedes are called'The Dorians- and senled on an island which they caIled 
Diomedia (Am. Lib.. hletam. 37.24). 
74 Citation €rom Celoria Meramo'phosrs. 

75 See the discussion in Bolt, "Perishing," 756-8. 
76 See the sumrnary below. pp. 161-3. 
7 For instance, Vatican Gr. 1982: for text. transiation and commentary, see F. Manns. Le recit de la Dormition de 
Marie (Faricon grec 1982): contribution a f 'étrrde d a  origines de 1 'eségèse chrétienne (Collectio rnaior ! Studiurn 
Biblicurn Franciscanum 33: JerusaIern: Franciscan. 1989). See funher below. p. 166-7. 
3 The hgmentary Syïac "Obsequies"; see W. Wright, Con~ibutionr to the Apocryphal Literaiure of the :b 
Testament (London: Williams and Norgate, 1865); translation. 42-5 1. See m e r  below. p. 168. 



3.3: Assumption in Jewish Literature 

A. W. Zwiep notes that whereas assumption reports were "innumerable" in antiquity in 

generai, the number of assumptions in Jewish literature is much more modest. He cites the list 

given in the Talmudic witing Derek Eres Zrita. which fixes the number at nine or rnaybe ten: 

There were nine who entered the Garden of  Eden alive, viz.: Enoch the son of 
Yered. Elijah. the Messiah. Eliezer the servant of Abraham. Hiram. king of Tyre. 
Ebed-melech the Cushite. Jabez the son of R. Juda the Prince. Bithiah the 
daughter of Pharaoh. and Serach. the daughter of Asher. Some Say: Also R. 
Joshua b. ~ev i . '  

Most of the traditions implied in this list cannoc be reconstructed. but the list demonstrates the 

conservative nature of the Jewish assumption cradition. Quite possibly. this results from a 

reluctance to attribute to no more than a few exceptional individuals the kind of e'talted (or even 

deified) post-mortem status chat was usually associated with assumption in antiquity. For. as 

shown above. assumption in both the Ancient Near East and in the Greco-Roman tvorld seems 

generally to imply either (a) the deifrcation of a rnortal person. or (b) the return of an immonril 

person to the divine realrn. Whatever the case. the nature of the Jewish assumption traditions 

limits the following survey to this select group of individuais: Enoch. EIijah. Moses. the Book of 

Wisdom's righteous one (Wisdom of Solomon 1-51. Ezra and Baruch. and a few others.' 

' Der. Er. Zut. 1: 18: translation from A. Cohen. ed. and tram.. The Minor Tractutes of the Tulmud: .Ilassektorh 
ketannorh (2 vols.: London: Soncino, 1965). See Zwiep. Arcenrion. 76. 

' A few minor (and late) assumption traditions will not be discussed in detail here: those conceming Jeremiah 
(Victorïnus of Pettau, Comm. in .@oc. I 1.3: see K. Berger, Die ,Jufërsrehung des Propheten und die ErhOhung clrs 
.Clenschensohnes [SUNT 13: Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht. 19761,756-7 n. 72). Jonah (.Cfic.fr. Ps. 16.7: see 
Zeller, "Enuückung," 514-5). and the prophet Iike Moses (accarding to the Dositheans: see Zwiep. .~scrnsron. 64 n. 
1). In addition. we rvill not consider the possibility that assumption (or a heavenly joumey?) was amibuted to the 
Qumran Teacher of Righteousness. because of the siender texmal evidence (4Q49 1 I 1 i 13). See M. Smith. "Two 
-4scended to Heaven-Jesus and the Author of-IQ49 1." in J ~ I S  arrdthe Dead Sea Scrolls (ed. J. Charfeswonh: 
ABRL; New York: Doubleday, 1992), 790-30 1; Collins, The Sceprer and the S m ,  136-53: M .  G.  Abeggg Jr.. "Who 
Ascended to Heaven? 4Q49 1,4Q427. and the Teacher of Ri@teoumess.~ in Eschatologv. iLfessiankm and ~ h e  Dead 
Sea Scrolls (ed. P .  W .  Flint, C. A. Evans; Stuciies in the Dead Sea ScroiIs and Related Litennire: Grand Rapids, 
Mich. and Cambridge, U.K.: Eerdmans. 1997),6I-73. 
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3.3.1. Overview: Terminology and Motifs 

There are only a few particulars of terminology and motif in which lewish assumption 

narratives differ from those found in Greco-Roman literature, and these will become clear frorn 

the material discussed in this survey. A few preliminary remarks are necessary. however. First. 

as Lohfink noted. the technical term for assumption in Hebrew is n+. [n the Septuagint this 

verb is translated with p~'tari0qp~ (Gen 524) and avakapBavo (2 Kgs M .  10.1 1 ). so that these 

two verbs become the usual terms for assumption in Hellenistic Jewish writings.j 'ApnCrI;o and 

its related forms are extremely uncornmon in the Jewish assumption tradition. Language that 

denies the death of the individual is also popular. smphasizing again the fact that generally 

assumption is viewed as an escape from death. Again. to cite Lohfink. "Wer rntrückt wird. 

braucht den Tod nicht ni schmecken. Umgekehn gih: Wer wirklich stirbt. kann nicht enuiickt 

 verd den.'^ Othenvise. the same basic terminology and motifs are found in lewish as in Greco- 

Roman assumption narratives.' 

A few important differences should be mentioned. however. Obviously. the apotheosis or 

deification of an assunied person is not an option in the Jewish tradition. lnstead of venerating 

the assumed person as a god or establishing same kind of cultic worship. the wimesses often are 

depicted as praising ~ o d . ~  This is not to say that post-assumption heavenly exaltation is ruled out 

entirely, however. In fact. Günter Haufe has s h o m  that there is a neariy inevitabIe connection in 

' Lohfink, Himmer/ahrt J m .  73. 

' Ibid., 74. PIevnik rightiy notes that this concem requires Paul to clari@ to the ThessaIonians that the resurrection of 
the faithful would precede their assumption at the time of the Parousia (1  Thess J:16-17: PIevnik "Taking Up." 
28 1). 

See the tables on tenninology and motifs in Parsons. Depmure ofJ-. 1 3 9 4 .  

Lohtink. Hirnmerfahrt Jesu. 73. See, for instance, Luke 2452-53: 2 En 67:3.68:5. 
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Jewish thought between assumption and eschatological fruiction. He wote that "für 

spatjüdisches Denken k o ~ e n  nur solche historische Personen eine eschatologische 

Sonderfunktion erhaIten. die auf dem Wege der IeibIichen Entnickung in die himrnlische Welt 

eingegangen sind."' Typically the person is thought of as being reserved in heaven for their future 

eschatological d e .  and, as will become apparent, such a role almost inevitably invofves a return to 

earth. As we shail see. this tendency could aIso work in the opposite direction: that is, sometimes 

figures who were accorded a prominent eschatologicd rote came to have bodily assurnption (and 

therefore heavenly preservation) attributed to them. 

One other important feature found in some Jewish assumption narratives was noted by 

Lohfrnk. In same sources. the person about to be assumed receives. through divine agency. 

foreknowledge of the assumption. This idea is met aiready in the assumption of Elijah. tvhere he. 

Elisha and the "sons of the prophets" al1 know what is about to happen (2 Kgs 2: 1 - 12). althoupi 

e'tacdy how they have received this knowtedge is not made clear. in later sources. however. the 

time that intemenes between the reception of this revelarion and the assumption itself is rneant 

explicitiy as a period in which the sage cm instnict the peopIe of God. whether directiy or by 

making a written record. about the end.& 

' Haufe. "Entnickung und eschatolo~ische Funktion." 105. 

a Lohfink cafIs this narrative pattern .'ein festes Scherna": "A. Offenbaningsempfang: B. Zwischenzeit von vierzig 
T a p ;  C. Entrückung" (Himmelfahrt Jesu. 60-1). The principal sources that display this pattern are 1 En 8 1:5-6.4 
k a  l4 ,1  Bor. 76. and 1 Enoch. whose whole structure is panemed afier this motif. According to Lohfink. the 
reception of revelation occurs in 2 E n  3-38: the rest of the book is the intervening time in which Enoch instructs his 
chitdren, and bis assumption occurs in 2 En. 67. Here the intervening period is thirty, not f o q  days (2 Ert. 56: 1-2); 
in the Book of Heavenly Luminaries ( 1  En. 72-82) the period is one y a r  (1 En 8 1:6). 



[n the massive body of literature that grew up around the figure of Enoch. a greater 

emphasis is placed on the temporary heavenly journeys he experienced, and the wisdom and 

knowledge he received on these journeys. than on his final assumption. The eariiest reference to 

Enoch's assumption is found in the Sethite genealogy of Genesis 5. and al1 other references are 

in one way or another expansions of this very brief note. Interestingly. Enoch is not mentioned 

elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, except in another geneaIogy (1  Chr 1 5 ) .  

Enoch appears in the seventh position in this geneaIogy (Gen 5:2 1-24}. and in marked 

contrast with the other figures Iisted there. it is not explicitIy said that he died (mi). [nstead. it 

is said twice that Enoch walked with God (O-rik-m): in verse 24. "Enoch walked with God 

and then \.vas no more. for God iook him" ( D - Ï ! ~  inn npi-.=i ~%i). Herc aiready the motif 

of absence or disappearance. suggestive of assumption. c m  be seen. 

It is not certain whettier Enoch's walking with God is to be understood as the reason for 

his assumption. although Iater texts which emphasize Enoch's piety or righteousness appear to 

understand it in this way. For instance. the Septuagint. which normally offers a fairly litenl 

translation of the Hebrew text of Genesis. reptaces this expression with E ~ ~ ~ E C T I ~ V  '€VOX rQ 

&S. "Enoch pIeased God." VanderKarn thinks that the walking with God idea connotes an 

9 VanderKam provides a fauIy comprehensive survey o f  Enochic literature and allusions in his &noch.- .-l , C h  Jbr 
.-fi! Genwationr. See aIso J. C. VanderKam. "Enoch Traditions in Jubilees and Other Second-Century Sources." in 
Socieg o/'Eiblica/ Literurure 1978 Semrnar Popers (cd. P .  1. Achtemeier. Missoula Mont.: Scholars Press. 1978). 
1.19-51; R A. Kraft "Philo (Josephus. Sirach and Wisdom of Solornon) on Enoch." in SBLSP ( 1978). 1.253-7: M. 
Himmelfiub, "A Report on Enoch in Rabbinic Literature," in SBLSP (1978), 1.25949: W .  Adler. "Enoch in Early 
Christian Literam," in SBLSP [1978), 1.371-5. See also J. J. Collins, The ..lpoca(vptrc Imaginatron: .-tn 
ftumducrion ta Jewish Apocahpric Lirerame (2nd ed.: Grand Rapids. Mich. and Cambridge U.K.: Eerdmans. 
1998). For w e y s  of  materiais deahg specificaiIy with the assumption of Enoch. see Haufe. "Enâùckung und 
eschatologische Funktion," 105-8; Lohfuik, Himmelfahrr Jesu. 555-7; Schmitt, Enrnickung-.4ufnahme- 
Himme(fhrf. I 52-92: and Zwiep, Ascension, 4 1-58. 



association with angels: he sees the d e f i t e  n v h n  as a clue that Enoch enjoyed an ongoing 

fellowship with angels. the 'etohîm. This is an important recurring theme in the Enochic 

literature and in other sources (such as Jrtb. 4 2  1-12). According to VanderKam. the author of the 

genealogy rneant to distinguish those with whom Enoch waiked, oinhn, from the deity who 

took him-God. 5 ~ 5 ~  without the d e f i t e  article.1° The linguistic grounds are perhaps 

somewhat tenu ou^.^' but if VanderKan and those who have exmined the Mesopotamian 

background of the Hebrew Enoch traditions are correct. the reference to Enoch in Gen 521-24 

may in fact be an early conîlation of ideas about Enmeduranki. who received divine revelation. 

and about the tlood hero. who was assumed." Thus both traditions about Enoch-that he 

received divine revelation during his lifetime and that he was assumed at its conclusion-may be 

present in nzice in Genesis 5. 

As already noted. the Septuagint departs somewhat significantly tiorn the Hebrew here. 

Schmitt has shown the dependence here on Greek assumption teminology." .A clearer 

connection is made benveen Enoch's piety and his rissumption: tcai ~iqpioqcrev  'EvOx t a  

BE@   ai o i ) ~  q i )p im~fo  o n  ~ E T E ~ T ~ C E V  a k o v  O 0 ~ 0 5 .  Further. as Zwiep has noted. 'The 

motive of absence is replaced by the (more powerful!) motif olunsuccessful search (oUx 

q i q i m ~ r o ) .  a typical topos of Heilenistic rapnire stories."14 A nurnber of later texts echo the 

Septuagint rendering of the Enoch note. usuaily with slight modifications or additions. 

'O VanderKam. Enoch: -4 Manjor +lll Grneratiom. 13-4. 
I I  Zwiep concIudes that "whatever the precise reference is. Enoch is marked by his contact with the heavenly world" 
(.4scension, 43 n. 1 ) .  

" See above. pp. 93-6 and 98- 100. 

l 3  A. Schmitt. "Die Angaben ilber Henoch Gen 5-21-24 in der Lm," in Wort. Lied undGo~resspruch. Bertrdge --ur 
Sepmaginta Fesrschrifi&r Joseph Ziegler (ed. J. Schreiner; FB 1 : Würzburg: Echter. 1971), 16 1-69. 
I I  Zwiep, ..lscemion, 43 (emphasis original). 
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For instance, the Greek transiation of Sirach is marginally more expansive than its 

Hebrew (and Gen 524  LXX) on the subject of Enoch's assumption. Enoch is mentioned twice in 

Sirach. Sir 44:16 LXX States. following. that "Enoch pleased the Lord and was taken up." adding 

the phrase "an example of repentance to ail generations" (ho6eiypa p a v o i a ~  rais yev~aiq) .  

The Hebrew reads .-a sign for the knowledge of future generations."'5 The Greek uanslation here 

was likely intluenced by traditions which associaied Enoch with repentance.16 The Hebrew and 

the Greek of Sir 49: 14 also differ fiom each other. Where the Septuagint says only that he was 

taken up 'Srom the earth," the Hebrew seems to have the goal of his assumption in mind: "Few 

on earth have been such as Enoch; he too was taken up within." that is, into the divine 

piesence." Oddly. Sir 49114 LXX uses the verb àwhapaavlu to describe the assumption of 

Enoch instead of pera.ri0qp~. Since ava7capPavo is used for the assumption of Elijah ( 2  Kgs 

29.10.1 1: Sir 48:9 L,XY), the translation of this reference to Enoch probably h a  a cornparison 

with Elijah in mind. 

Another later use of the Greek Enoch tradition rnay be found in the Book of Wisdom. 

which uses language drawn frorn Gen 524  tdXX to descnbe the righteous one who dies radu.'' 

Heb 1 15-6 likewise echoes the Septuagint version of the Gcnesis Enoch note. adding the remark 

" So P. W. Skehan and A. A. Di Lella, The Wisdom of Ben Sira: -4 New Translation with ,Votes (AB 39: New York: 
Doubleday. 1987). 498. Skehan notes that this verse appears in neither the Masada fragment of Sirach nor in the 
Syriac version (ibid.. 499). According to Zwiep. this verse indicates that Sirach considers Enoch *an initiate into the 
divine mysteries of the universe and the course of human histoty. whose encyclopaedic knowIedge rnarked him as a 
very pious pemn who was rewarded appropriate. with a heavenly assumption" (Zwiep. rlscemion. 44). 

l6 The theme of repentance is also evident in Gen. Rab. 1. See D. Lührmann, "Henoch und die Metmoia." ZVIY 66 
(1979: 102-16. 

l7 SO Skehan. Wisdom d B e n  Sira. 541,542. 

" See below, pp. 13443. 
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that Enoch did not see death as a result of his assumption (roc pfi i 6 ~ î v  Birvarov). Here the 

antediluvian is an example of the faith thar pleases ~ o d . "  

PhiIo of AIexandria (c. 20 B C E ~ ~  CE) uses the Ianguage of the Septuagint to describe 

Enoch's assumption as weI1. although he takes the assumption language rnetaphoricaIly.'o In one 

allusion to the Septuagint version of Gen 524. Philo interprets "he was not found" to mean that 

while Enoch existed on earth. he was imperceptible to the wicked because of his goodness. and 

he takes "he was translate&' to rnean that he joumeyed from the monal Life to the irnmortal ( . M r r .  

34-3 8). In his treatise on Abraham he quotes Gen 5% LXX directly (.4br. 17-1 9). Here. 

however, Philo interprets pe~otri9qpi as indicating a kind of repentance brought about by God: 

We are told of [Enoch] that he proved 'ro be pleasing ro God and  vas not found 
because God tmnsferred him" ( ~ E T E ~ ~ K E V  a h o v  O OEOS). for transferancr 
impiies t m i n g  and changing ( f i  yùp p~rueeats T P O ~ ~ ~ I  È p p a i v ~ ~  aai 
p~sapoAjv). and the change is to the better because it is brought about by the 
forethought of God. ( A  br. 1 7- 1 8)" 

Phi10 also says that the Scriptures do well to say that Enoch was not found. "either because the 

oId reprehensible life is blotted out and disappears (ilcpavida~) and is no more found. ... or 

because he who is thus transferred and takes his place in the better clztss is naturaily hard to fin&- 

(Abr. 19)." Though Philo does not give a Literal reading of the bodily assumption of Enoch in 

these sources. he elsewhere echoes traditions about hiç assumption without death.'j 

l9 See also L.d. B. 1 : 16, i Ciem. 93. 

" losephus is relatively silent on the assumption of Enoch. saying only that because he had returned to the divinin 
(ùvaxbpqa~ ~ p i y  50 0eiov) there w a  no record ofhis death (=ln[. 1.3.4: see atso 9.78). 

" Trans. C o h a  LCL. 
77 - Tms.  Colson. LCL. 

" See P. Bo%en. "Heaveniy Ascent in Philo: An Esamination of Selected Passases," in The Pseudepigrapha and 
Early Biblicol Interpreiation (ed. C. A. Evans. J. H. Charlesworth; JSPSup 14: Sheffield: JSOT Press. 1993). 146- 
68, esp. 749. 



In his Questions and .4nnvers on Genesis, Philo seems to have bodily assumption in mind 

when he says that "the end of worthy and holy men is not death but translation and approaching 

another place," and when he goes on to talk about Enoch's becoming invisible (QG 1.86). But 

even here there is some tension, for Philo also insists upon the idea that Enoch's assumption 

transferred hirn to an incorpored mode of existence: "When he was sought. he was invisible. not 

rnerely rapt from their eyes. For the translation to another place is nothing else than another 

position; but he is said (to have moved) fiom a sensible and visible place to an incorporeal and 

intelligible form."" Further. in answer to the question "Why, after Enoch's end. does Scripture 

add. 'He was pleasing to God'?" he writes that this "demonstrates that souls are immortal. since 

when they become incorporeal. they again become pleasing" (QG 1.85). Philo seems here to 

hold that Enoch disappeared from bodily life but was transferred (or assumed) to incorporeal 

existence. The same goes for Elijah and Moses who are mentioned with Enoch in QG 1.86. 

The assurnption of Enoch receives more extensive treatment in Enochic texts such as the 

Book of Heavenly Luminaries and the Dream Visions (now part of Ethiopic Enoch. 1 En. 72-82 

and 83-90 respectively). and in the Book of luMees. writings that date from the third and second 

centuries BCE. In the Book of HeavenIy Luminaries. we read not of Enoch's assumption but of 

the seven holy ones giving him advance waming of it. admonishing him to use the intervening 

time to instruct his children: "We shall let you stay with your son for one year. so that you may 

teach your children another Iaw and wite it d o m  for them and give al1 of them a warning: and 

in the second year. you shall be taken away fiom dI of them" (1 En. 8 1 :6)." According to Jrrh 

421. Enoch was with the angeis of God for h e e  hundred years. during which time he wote and 

QG 1.86 (Marcus. LCL). 

?5 Citations from I (Erhiopic) Enoch are taken from E. Isaac. "1 (Ethiopic Apocalypse of) Enoch." in OTP, L 3-89. 



bore witness against the Watchers (422). Then, Enoch '\vas taken frorn among the children of 

men, and [the angels] led him to the garden of Eden for greatness and honour. And behold. he is 

there writing condernnation and judgment of the world, and al1 of the evils of the children of 

men" (~:23).'~ Here is apparently the earliest suggestion that Enoch's assumption is connected 

with his presence and activity elsewhere." In the allegorical dnimul.4purr1lypsr. pan of the 

Enochic Dream Fisions. Enoch narrates his own assumption. He is taken from the generations of 

the earth. set on a high tower. and ordered to stay and document the fate of al1 the different 

anirnals (1 En. 8754).  

A tùlly-foned assurnption narrative. however. does not appear for Enoch until 2 

(Slavonie) Enoch. which according to Christfried Bottrich probably contains much materid fiom 

before 70  CE.'^ At the conclusion of the book the assumption of Enoch is described ( 2 En. 67: 1 - 

3) in language and with motifs strikingly similar to the Greco-Roman assumption nmt ives  or. 

as Zwiep has shown. the Lukan ascension s t ~ r i e s . ~  

While Enoch was talking to his people. the Lord sent darkness ont0 the earth. and 
it becarne dark and covered the men who were standing with Enoch. And the 
angels hurried and (the angels) grasped Enoch and carried him up to the highest 
heaven. and the Lord received him and made him stand in front of his face for 
etemity. And the darkness departed from the earth. and it becarne iight. And the 
people looked, and they understood how Enoch had been taken away. And they 
glorified God. And they went away into their homes. (2 En. 67:l-3. rec. A'?" 

'' Citations from Jubilees are taken from O. S. Wintermute. Vubilees," in OTP, 2.35-142. 

" See also Genesis Apoc~phon 7 and 1 Enoch 106-107. where Methuselah visits 9"rwain" (Paradise) ta inquire of 
Enoch whether the son of Lamech is legitimate or not. See Zwiep. Ascension. 47-8. 

" C. Bottrich. -'Recent Snidies in the Slmonic Book ofEnoch." JSPE 9 ( 199 1): 3 5-12: see aIso Zwiep. .îs~-enrion. 
49- 
29 Zwiep enmerates the similarities between 7 En. 67: 1-3 A and the Lukan ascension narratives (.-lscerrsian. 49-50). 
He concludes that "they probably represent hvo independent rapm aaditions.- naditions which nevenheless are 
patterned on "an already welI established narration scheme" (ibid.. 50-1). 

Citations h m  7 f ' o n i c )  Enoch are taken h m  F. 1. Andersen, '2 Plavonic Apocalypse of) Enoch." in O P  
1.91-113. 
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Noteworthy here is the fact that the place of Enoch's exaltation is the presence of the Lord. 

reminiscent of the ambiguous note in the Hebrew of Sir 49:14 that he was '-taken up within." In 

other early sources his post-assumption place of residence is Eden (Jub. 423-36: compare 1 En. 

60:23), Panvaim or Paradise (IQap GenY 2), or among the angels at the end of the earth (1 En. 

106:7-8). in addition. there might be some tension in 2 Enoch about the bodily nature of the 

assumption: in Chapter 67. Enoch apparently disappears from the view of the witnesses. but 2 

En. 229 (rec. J). in which the Lord commands Michael to extract Enoch from his earthly 

clothing, may have in view a trançference from the body.'' 

More highly developed forms of this scenario in which Enoch is elialted to the presence 

of God are found in the Similirudes of Enoch (1 Enoch 37-71) and especially in 3 (Hehrerr.) 

Enoch. In the latter text. Enoch is transformed, after his assumption. into an enormous angel 

named Metatron and sits on a heavenly throne. 3 Enoch 6-10. Enoch (Metatron) is also called 

.'Prince of the Divine Presence" (3 En. 1:I. 3: 1. etc.) and even Lesser Yahweh ( 12:5)." Of 

ereater interest are the Similitudes, which were Iikely composed in the first century CE (or - 
somewhat earlier).j3 in the book's most nototiously dificult passage (1 Enoch 70-71). the final 

assumption of Enoch is narrated-three times. ilctuaiiy. at I En, 70:l-2.71:l and 71 5. These 

descriptions are unusual because they narrate the assumption from Enoch's point of view." 

3' See Boxen. "Heavenly Axent in PhiIo.' 250. 

" See S. Liebemann. "Metatron: The Meaning of His Name and His Functions." in .4pocu~vpric and Jlerkabah 
iCiysticism (ed. 1. Gruenwald; A G N  14; Leiden: BrilI. 1980). 3 5 4 1 .  Zwiep suggests that the identification of 
Enoch with Metatron cannot be dated eariier than Tg. Ps.-J. Gen 526  (c. 450 CE: Zwiep. .4scension. 5 1-2). 

'j For discussion. see M. Black "The Messiankm ofthe Parables of Enoch: Their Date and Contribution to 
Chnstological Chigins," in The iMe.sxiah: Devefopmenfs in Emfiesr Judanm andChristiam& (ed. J .  Charleswonh: 
Minneapoiis: Fomss, 1983), 145-68: ColIm. .-lpoca!vpric Imagination. 1177-8. 

'' Cf. Lohfink, Himmelfhrrr Jem. 38. 



But the cmciai issue is Enoch's post-assurnption status in the Similitudes. "That Son of 

man," the exalted heavenly being who figures prominently throughout the Similitirdes (also 

called by the narnes Chosen One and, less fiequently, Righteous One and Messiah), is apparently 

identified in these closing chapters as Enoch hirnself. This identification is problematic, since it 

seems uniikely that it was intended throughout the rest of the book. and since the possibility that 

Enoch is some kind of earthly manifestation of the (probably preexistent'5j Son of man is not 

hinted at elsewhere.j6 The distinction remains clear until 1 En. 71: 14. where Enoch is told. '.Yeu. 

son of man, who art bom in righteousness and upon whom righteousness hm dwelt. the 

righteousness of the Antecedent of Time will not fonake y~u.'*~' 

A nurnber of solutions to the problem of the identification of Enoch with the Son of man 

have been posed. Some have suggested that no identification is meant by the expression: it is 

used here as it is used in the book of Ezekiel. as a form of address with no cschato1oe;ical 

content.'* The phrase is used in this way of Enoch at 1 En. 60:lO. Othen have suggested that 

Chapter 7 1 is a redactionai addition.39 This would have the benefit of txplaining the multiple 

'' On the preexistence of the Son of man of the Similitrrdrs. see 1 En. J8:2.6 and 6 2 7 .  See also J .  VandrrKam. 
"Righteous One, Messiah. Chosen One. and Son of Man in 1 Enoch 37-71." in The Messrah: Developrnrnts rn 
Eurliesr Judaism and Christianip (ed. 5. H .  Charleswonh; Minneapolis: Fomss. 1992). 169-9 1 .  esp. 179-82; 
Collins. ..lpoca~vptic Imaginarion. 1 88-9. 
36 For discussion. see VanderKam. "Righteous One," 182-5. who concludes that ''the identificarion of Enoch with 
the son of man in 71:14 is not inconsinent with the rest of the composition" (ibid.. 185); cf. Collins. .dpocaIvprrc 
Imaginarion, 187-9 1 .  who thinks Chapter 7 1 is redactional. 

l7 A texmal problem at 1 En. 70: 1 should be noted: one manuscript omits the Ethiopic word .'in the presence OF 
(betabm) ,  giving the reading '?he name of that Son of man was raised aioft ... to the Lord of Spirits." In this case 
an identification between Enoch and the Son of man is already implied at the bezinning of 1 Enoch 70. See M. 
Carey. "The Use of rhe Term 'Son of Man' in the Simitinides of Enoch." JSI7 ( 1976): 1-29. esp. 15-6. 
18 See, for insrance, Isaac, OTP 1.50 note s. Isaac's reticence is evident in his translation of 1 En. 7 1 : 14 (cited 
above). 

39 See, for ùistance, C. C. Caragounis, The Son of Man (WUNT 2/38: Tübingen: LC-B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1986). 
9 3 4 .  1 10-2 11.121. Zwiep wonden whether r h e  present (post-Christian!) Ethiopic t e a  is a faithful reproduction of 
its (Semitic) Voriage" (Ascension, 54; emphasis original). 



references to Enoch's assumption, but would leave the question of how the identification of 

Enoch with 'rhat Son of man" happened in the k t  place. It is clear Frorn later sources-3 Enoch 

and Tg, Ps.-J. Gen 5:X-that the identification came to be made. 

VanderKam has provocatively argued that the identification arises tiom the fact that the 

Son of man in the Similitudes stood for the comrnunity of the righteous as its heavenly 

counterpart. Thus Enoch. as the prototype of righteousness. in 1 Enoch 71 becornes one with his 

heaveniy counterpart when he is assumed to heavenly glory. VanderKam views the Enochic Son 

of man tigure as an amalgam of other biblical figures susceptible of messianic interpretation. in 

particular the Servant of 2 Isaiah and the '*son of man" from Daniel 7. He therefore sees a hint of 

the identification behveen Enoch and the Son of man already in the Book of the Watchers ( 1  

Enoch 14). where Enoch is described in terms reminiscent of Daniel 7."' John Collins argues 

simiiarly. but more tentatively. that Enoch. as the preeminent righteous person and as one who 

shares the Son of man's role as revealer. takes his place ivith (notas) the Son of man in the 

heaveniy resting places. as the first to receive the destiny of d l  of God's righteous (see 1 En. 

62: 14)." Whether or not it c m  be rnaintained that Enoch is identified with the Son of man in the 

Similitlides. at the very least Enoch at his assumption becornes exalted to the presence of the Son 

of man and the Lord of the Spirits (1 En. 70:l) and becornes the heavenly paradi-m and destin? 

of the righteous on earth: 

"Everyone that will come to exist and walk shall (foliow) your path, since 
righteousness never forsakes you. Together with you shail be their dwelling 
places; and together with you shail be their portion. They shall not be separated 
fiom you forever and ever and ever." ( 1 En. 7 1 : 16) 

40 VanderKam "Righteous One," 182-3. 
4 1 CoIlins, .-lpoca[vp~ic Imagination. 190- 1 .  
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The verse which foliows re-emphizes the connection between Enoch and the Son of man. but 

the shift to the third person rnay indicate that it is a later addition. 2 Enoch 70-71 is probably the 

most striking example in early Jewish literature of the co~ec t ion  between assurnption and 

exaltation or esc hatological function.'" 

3.3.3. Elijah 

The assurnption of Elijah (2 Kgs 2: 1-1 8) is the only assumption narrative in the Hebrew 

Bible. Many of the features found by Lohfink to be characteristic of assumption narratives occur 

here: the assumption is narrated from the perspective of an onIooker (Elisha): the elsrnent of 

foreknowledge is present (23.5.9); the medium of the assumption is given-a whirlwind and a 

chariot and horses of fire carry EIijah away ( 2 1  1): the resulting disappearance is expressed in 

the fact that Elisha couId see hirn no more ( icai o i x  E&V a i x b v  E n .  2: 1 2): and the assumprion 

is verified by rneans of an unsuccessful search (2: 16-18)." tn the Hebretv. the verb for Elijah's 

assurnption is np5 (29-IO), as in Gen 524. The sep rua gin^ as already noted. translates np5 

here with Bvahappavo (2:9,10.I 1). Ztviep notes the apparent relucrance of the Septuagint. 

apparent in the translation & si< tov  ocpavov (2 Kgs 2 1 . 1  1 LXX). to express the view that 

Elijah was in heaven d e r  his a s s ~ m ~ t i o n . ~  

'' 1 Enoch 70-71 was particuIarIy important to Zeller as an analog for the installation as Son of man of someone 
who had been assumed into heaven ("Enmckun&" 5 17). 

See Lohfink. Himme@iahr~ Jem. 57-9. For a comprehensive analysis. see Schmin Entnickung-llufnahrne- 
Himmelfohrrr, 47- I5 1. 
U Zwiep. Ascension. 60. 
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Some Iater sources also appear reticent to make explicit the location of the post- 

assumption ~lijah.~'  Iosephus says only that Elijah disappeared (aqavia0q, Anr. 9.2.7), and 

likens the end of Elijah to that of Enoch: they both became invisible (y~yovaarv a q a v ~ î ~ ) .  

James Tabor argues that Josephus is reluctant to use his favoured terminology for assumption 

(the verb frvu~oph. to r e m  to the divinityJb) in the case of Elijah since the Bible does not 

narrate such a r e m  on the part of Moses: "The founder of the nation. Moses. would appear to 

be of less stature than a later prophet, ~ l i j a h . ~ '  Tabor suggests that Josephus is deliberately 

evasive in his use of disappearance language with respect to Elijah (-4nt. 9.2.2). Christopher 

Begg, however. rightly notes that such terminology as &cpaviQo and acpa* yivopai would 

signa1 his assumption to ..a cultivated pagan reader.'d8 

Philo mentions EIijah's assumption only in the context of his discussion of Enoch- 

Elijah. dong with Enoch and 'rhe protoprophet" (viz.. Moses), had been taken up to God without 

dyingJ9-but Philo says nothing about Elijah's presence in heaven except that he followed Enoch 

.*on hi& from earth to heaven at the appearance of the divine counienance" (QG 1-86).'' As 

noted above. the Hebrew of Sir 49: 1 4 - T e w  on earth have been such as Enoch: he too was 

taken up within"- might as an implicit reference to Elijah indicate that Ben Sira thought Elijah 

had been taken into heaven. 

4s [bid., 61.63 n. 4. 
46 See .-!nt. 1.3.4 (Enoch); 5 -57  and 8.48 (Moses). 
47 Tabor. "Returning to the Divinitv,- 138-9. 

C. Begg, "'Josephus's Pomayal of the Disappearances of Enoch. Elijah. and Moses': Some Observations." JBL 
109 (1990): 691-93. 
49 See Borgen, "Heavenly Ascent in Philo." 249. 

QG 1.86 (Marcus. LCL). 



It was, however, îhe conviction that Elijah had been assumed and tvas being kept in 

heaven that gave nse to the belief that he would retum. Although most schotars hold it to be an 

addition to the original fonn of the book of Malachi, the earliest expression of this belief is still 

Mal 3 :Z-IJ: God wilI send the prophet Elijah to perform a reconciling role -'before the great and 

terrible day of the LORD." Sir 48:9- 10 makes an explicit connection between Elijah's assurnption 

and his future eschatobgical role: 

You were taken up by a whirhind of fire, 
in a chariot with horses of fire. 

At the appointed time, it is witten. you are destined 
to calm the wath of God before it breaks out in fby. 

to turn the hearts of the parents to their children, 
and to restore the rribes of Jacob. 

A few apocalyptic sources refer to the asswnption of Elijah. in conjunction with Enoch and in 

the context of a future eschatological role. The Animal .-lpocuijpse describes in allegorical 

language how of al1 the prophets who are chosen and sent. and then killed by Israsl, one- 

presurnably Elijah-escapes because '%e Lord of the sheep ... caused him to ascend to me 

[Enoch] and settie dom"  (1  En. 8953). Elijah is likely also the ram who appears with Enoch 

before the judgment (903 1). 4 Ezra 626 has Elijah in mind as being among 'rhe men who were 

taken up. who From their birth have not tasted death." These people are seen by those who 

rernain after the end of the age. but it is not certain what kind of eschatological role. if any. the 

author of 4 E m  envisioned for them. It may be that this is a muted reference to the tradition that 

Enoch and Elijah would retum together to do battle with the eschatological adversasi." 

" See beIow, pp. 147-9. 



3.3.1. The "Righteous Onen in the Wisdom of Solomon 

The Book of Wisdom uses language drawn fiom the reference to Enoch in Genesis 5 

LXX to descnbe the "righteous one" in Wisd J:10,14. The two points of linguistic contact 

between this passage and the Greek tradition cuncerning the assurnption of Enoch are the verbs 

~Gap~azÉw and p ~ r a t i û q p .  As seen above. Gen 521-24 LXX uses the verb ~ u a p e a z ~ o  ttvice: 

~ G q p h q a e v  'Ev8~ t a  BE@, "Enoch pleased God." ï h e  adjective ~Gapsaroç occurs in Wis 

4:lO. and apeatog in v. 14. MEtatiûql1 is dso u e d  in both Gen 524  LXX and Wis 4: 10. This 

combination of terminology makes it certain that the author of the Book of Wisdom alludes to 

the Greek-language tradition conceming Enoch's assumption." 

The Language does not refer to Enoch. however, but to the "riphteous one."" Wis 1: 16- 

5 2 3  contains. interspersed with wisdom materials, the story of a righteous man (dikuios) who 

dies as the victim of a conspiracy of the ungodIy (asebcis). and appears in a post-monem 

p~rerÉBq, "being well-pleasing to God. he was Ioved. and while living among simers he was 

transiated (Wis 4: IO). refers back to the dikaios who according to verse 7 dies early." The 

intewening materid (W. 8 and 9) advances the argument that true maturity is to be measured by 

the advancement not of years but of understanding and b~amelessness.'~ but there is no evidence 

M. Kotarcik, The .-imbiguiiy of Deaih in the Book of Wisdom 1-6: A SCU& of Liierary Sinicttire und Inierpreiaiian 
(AnBib 127: Rome: Pontificio Istituto Biblico. 1991), 96. 

" See. for instance, Schmitt. Enrnickung-.4ufnahme-HimmeIfahr1. 184; Kolarcik. .-imbiguiy of'Dearh. 96. 
W As David Seeley puts it. this section of Wisdom is "an ambivalent sort of text: part narrative. part philosophical 
uacr  (?Jarrative. the Righteous Man and the Philosopher: An Analysis of the Story of the Dikoros in Wisdom f -5. 
JSP 7 [1990]: 55-78: here, 63). 

55 Thus (Mv p c e v  apapraiXi3v pet~tkûq signifies that the dikaios is taken while living among sinners. and does 
not refer to an assumption as an escape h m  death. 

" See &O Iplutarch], Corn. .4poff. 17. 
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that the subject changes fiorn verse 7 to verse IO.j7 The dikaios is the only clear antecedent to the 

third person singular verbs and mascuIine singutar adjectives and participles which occur in Wis 

4:lO-11.13-14. The righteous one is mentioned explicitiy again in 1: 16 as k a i o ç  ~ a p h v .  the 

righteous one who has died.js The reader would recall the acceleration of the murderous 

conspiracy of the ungodly against the dikaios in the first part of the story. Wis 2: 10-20 

(especially W. 17-20). Finally. the dihios is mentioned explicitiy again in Wis 5: 1. standing 

before his onetime oppressors with great boidness. 

But the author of the Book of Wisdom aiso uses an expression for assumption that is 

atypicai in Hellenistic Jewish materiais: the verb apx&Q~~ (4: 1 1). As Lohfink found. this is a 

technical terrn for assumption in classical literature. but ap~lal;o is used typically in the 

Septuagint to describe the violent work of robbers or wiId animals: the only instance in which it 

could connote assumption is Wis 4: i l.59 in addition. the author makes use of other motifs which 

properly belong to the theme of early death-the ideas of being loved by God (4: 10) and being 

preserved from eviI(4: 1 1-1 4). and the verb a x ~ d o  to signify the soul's hastening from earth 

(4: 14). A few scho lars have noted. therefore. that apxk(o and these ideas jus t mentioned appear 

in Greek epitaphs dedicated to people who died before their time. and in other materials that may 

" The NRSV is misleading here: it separates Wis 4:9 fram 4: 10 and offers the translation. "There were some who 
pleased God . . . ." 
58 In Nickelsburg's opinion. "the [singularl is generic in $7: 4: 16." but he does not explain his reasoning 
(Resurrecrion. Immorfaliy and Eternul L*. 6 1 n. 40). 

s9 As noted above. the mual verbs for assumption in Hellenistic Jewish writings are p e r u r i û q p ~  and àvdup$&vw.  
since the Septuagint uansiates n*'~ in Gen 524 with the former and in 2 K i n g  29-10 with the latter (HimmeYuhrt 
Jesu, 73). 'Apnara, is used for assumption or removal five tirnes in the NT: Acts 839  (removal to another location): 
2 Cor 122.4 (visionary experience, 'khether in the body or not, i do not know"): i Thess 4: 17 (the assumption of 
the saints); Rev 135 ( the assumption of the male child). 
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be classed as consolation l i t e ra t~re .~~ The sirnilarity in language and theme between certain 

epitaphs and Wis 4: 10- 1 1 is striking. 

In this first example, apxacw and the theme of divine love appear. 

iiÉvre a E   ai ~ É K '  ~ T Ô V  i) Bapi)ç piroç i i pxaa~  Moipôv, 
" A r r a k  aepvorarqç pq~poç &yalpa TUxqç, 
rov aoqiav a m o û v ~ a    ai eiç ~ a k à  rravra - - 
"ArraAov e8poipwi ~pqaapevov ~iorwi .  
roryàp p i  lcuxeîaû~ 3ciav- fi yàp vfov, &ç nveq eixov, 
ei cpilov Èari 8eoîq. o5Uv ÊXEL 8 a ~ a r o v . ~ '  

At fifieen years. the cruel thread of the Fates moiras] snatched you away, 
Attalos. the delight of [your] most noble mother, Tyche. 
you who practice wisdom and [. . .] into al1 good things. 
Attdos. whose life was well-blessed by Fate: 
Do not be overly sorrowful: for though you are young. as some people say. 
if one is befriended by the gods. death cornes swiftly. 

T'here are a number of features worthy of note here. First, the 1s t  linr of this stanza expresses the 

sarne sentiment as the famous line of Menander. ..The one whom the gods love dies 

Many commentators have noted the presence of a similar sentiment in Wis 4: 10 in the passive 

vecb Second. here as elsewhere. kpx&<o is used in a stereotypical way: often it is 

Hades or the Fates who snatch away a child. and the plundering entity is usually described with 

60 See. for instance, D. Wùiston, The FVkdom ofSolomon (AB 43; Garden City. N.Y.: Doubleday. 1979). 140: 
Schmitt, Enrr~ckung-rlufnahme-Himmelfohrr. 188, For this reason. Schmitt classifies Wis 4:7-l9 as consolation 
Iiteram (ibid.. 19 1; idem, "Der fi-Uhe Tod des Gerechten nach Weish 47-19: Ein Psalmthema in weisheitlicher 
Fassung," in Freude an der Weisung des Herrn: Beirrage ,yr Theologie der Psalmen Festgabe ,lrm -0. Geburrstag 
von Heinrrch Grcm [ed. F.-L. Hossfeld E. Haag; SBB 13: Stutigart: Katholisches Bibelwerk. 19861,32547). 

IG S. 1.1 186. A.-M. Vérilhac. RAIiiEt RRPO15 Po&iefi»réraire (2 vol.: i iPArMAïEIAI  THE AKAAHMIAE 
ABHNRN JI: ABHNAI: lTA9EION AKMOZIEYMATRN T?iZ AK-IAZ ABHNRN. 1978). no. 61.A. 1-6 
(Gythium. c. 75 B E ) .  The translations are my own. 'ApxciQu is used twice more in the same epitaph. stanzas C and 
D: 'At~aAov [. ..] ijpstamv fi tap* Moîpa xpiy atlavaroty (C. 1-2); 'Analog. 8v 6aip.w (pxaa~  itai 
i t a ~ ~ ~ i  (D.3 

" Plutarch, Cons. Apolf., 34: 6v oi û ~ o i  ploüarv  Cixoûvjpm véoç. 

See, for example, Winston, The ?Visdom ofSolonton. 1404 1; A. Schmitt D m  Buch der Weisheit: Ein Kommrn~ar 
(Wtirzb-: Echter. 1986), 66-7: Kolarcik, Ambiguily of Dearh, 96 n. 43. 
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sorne negative epithet.6j In this exarnple it is the '.cruel thread of the Fates": later the same 

epitaph castigates Moira for her hastiness in stealing Attalos away. Notice also that while the 

epitaph blarnes the Fates for the early death of Attalos. the boy is described as "Living a life well- 

blessed by Fate" (e8poipo~ ~ p q a a p ~ v o v  Piorwi, 1.3). It is a remarkable (but not atypical) 

contradiction that the themes of divine love and divine malice corne together as they have here.bs 

'ApxaQo has a negative connotation whenever it is used for early death. whether the verb 

is used in the active voice with a plundering deity as the subject, or in the passive with a divine 

agent implied, In the Letter oj'Condolence to .4pollonitrs. attributed to Plutarch. frpleal;o is used 

chiefly to describe the grieving complaints of parents whose children die too younç. For 

example, he writes. '-We must regard as vain and foolish such exclamations as these: 'But he 

ought not to have been snatched away while young!"' (ahh' OUK Ë ~ E L  VEOV o v ~ a  

a ~ a ~ ~ a ~ i i v a ~ ) . ~ ~  The author disparages such expressions, advocating instead an acquiescence to 

destiny: nevertheless. because the passive voice in these instances implies an unstated agent. the 

cry of grief echoes the accusatory tone noted in the epitaphs. 

The idea of an over-eager deity is at work in the next two exampIes. Here. as in Wisdom 

4. apxaco and b l t ~ u i h  appear together. 

61 For a very early exarnple. see Peek. Grirchixhe Grabgedichte. no. 149 (O f3ao~avs upxaa~v " A t h ;  Tupb: 
Polyrheneia, Crete, 2 C BCE). 

Vérilhac, îïAiilEZ ARPOI. 2 2 6 .  
66 Corn. Apoll. 18 (Babbitt LCL). See also Cons. Apoll. 30. 

6' IG 2,12629; Vériihac, M d E T A R P O I ,  no. 151 (Athens, c. I50 CE). See also Vérilhac, iZAIAEZ AJ2PO4 nos. 
148-1 50, 152 for aplcarw and m u 6 w  together. 



Why did you hasten, Hades, aud snatch our baby away, 
sweet Solon, whorn you have taken down without pity, 
our beautiful baby, six months old? What bitter anguish 
you have caused, Destiny [Pepromene], to these sorrowful parents! 

In a similar way, the following terse exampk castigates an "insatiable Hades" with a line that is 

repeated alrnost verbatim in sevenl epitaphs of similar age and provenance. 

Insatiabie Hades, why did you snatch my child away so suddeniy? 
Why did you hasten? Are we d l  not owed to you? 

In these examples. both apxUco and ax~UGa are used in an accusatory rnanner. The divine agent 

blamed for the rarly death is accused of both robbery and undue haste.'" 

The idea of haste in an early death was not Iimited to the deities at fault. however. The 

one who died eady was ofien thought of as fleeing the eviis of the world. Consider the following 

exarnple. where the sou1 hastens to the divinity: 

This tomb contains the unrnarried Kalokairos. because [his] i m o d  sou1 
lefi the body of the young boy: 
for it hurried on its way to the divinity. leaving behind the anxieties 
of this bitter life, going up as a pure spirit. 

Thus the one who dies early. who speeds fiom this rnortd world, avoids not only potential 

CIG 3,6777: Verilhac, I7AIdEZARPOI. no. 148 (Rome. 7-3 C CE). For the same expressions. see also nos. 149 
and 150. 

64 See Verilhac. lZAIdEZ ARPOL 2.19 1-5. 

Peek, Griechirche Grabgedichte, no. 296 (Rome. 3 C CE). Cited in Schmitt Eninichng-Aufnahme- 
Himmeuahrt, 188-9. 



troubles and sorrows, but also the pollution of good ~haracter.~' This is the sense in which 

axeG6o occws in Wis 4:lJa: '.For his sou1 was pleasing to the Lord. therefore it hastened from 

the midst of evii" ( a p ~ a r q  yap  jv icupiq fi y u ~ i  a k o û .  6ià roÜ.ro €ox€uo~v hc ~LEOOU 

~ovqpiaç). The author reprises the ide* seen aiready in verses 1 1 and 12. that the Lord removes 

the dikaios in order to prevent his pollution and to preserve his ~i~hteousness. '~ 

The combination of themes tiom both the Jewish assumption tradition and the Hellenistic 

consolation materiais appears to be consistent with the compositiond method of the author of the 

Book of Wisdom. Seeley has recently argued that "Pseudo-Solomon combines a number of 

-.. 
narrative patterns from both the Hebraic and Hellenistic vectors of his syncretistic culture."" In 

particular, Seeley demonstrates that the author of Wisdom used ropoi from Hellenistic moral 

philosophy. For example. the curious and sudden movement of the asrbris from hedonism to the 

oppression of the dikaios (Wis 29-10) is to be explained on the basis of"m apparent ropos in 

Greco-Roman moral philosophy which associates the pursuir of plerisure with aggressive 

~ r o n ~ d o i n g " ' ~  

Here the author of the Book of Wisdom makes use of topoi from consolation literature on 

the one hand and the Jewish assumption tradition on the other. The Iyxhpin is the verb aplca{o: 

since it is used cornmonly for both early death and assumption. an overlap of themes is exploited 

71 See also Corn. Apoii. 334: The one who dies early is nor only "spared rnany evils." but also avoids -'an! grossness 
ofconduct as is wont to be the concomitant of a long old age." 

? Compare [sa 57: 1-2. where the righteous one (?l'in. Lxx O 6 i r a q )  is taken away From unrighteousness 
(Tl37 ISHI 3377 Y - i D - 3 .  LXX ano yap npocpbnou a6rlcicfs ipiur O 6 i r a q ) .  See Zwiep. .-Lscension. 44. 
who sees the parallel as evidence that the assumption language in Wisdom 4 refers not to Enoch but to the righteous 
one. - 
" Seeley, "Narrative, the Righteous Man and the Philosopher." 76. 
74 Ibid., 68. Another ropos from moral philosophy, "according to which a pious or godly figure preaches at the 
ungodly (who hi1 to see the divine behind the phenornena amund thern) and with surprising speed is confronted by 
active hostility," explains the movement in Wisdom 2 Eom "a conflict over essentiaIIy phiIosophical issues to the 
act of homicide" (ibid.. 7 1-2). 
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in a remarkable way. Although &px&Co, in the epitqhs and consolation literature is only used 

negatively, in Jewish thought assurnption was underçtood oniy in terms of divine blessing. 

Hence, when the Book of Wisdom uses aplraro to connote the divine purposes behind the early 

death of the dikaios, the accusatory tone usuaily directed at the deity in sucti cases is completely 

absent, since the focus in Wisd 4 is the good purposes of God. By combining themes and 

teminology fiom consolation materials. the author is able to apply assurnption Ianguage, 

nomally reserved for the living t-ighteo~ taken up bodily into heaven. to the dead righteous one. 

Because the dikaios was pleasing to Gad, his early deah is equated with the divine blessing of 

q -  

assurnption. " 

At l e m  one example tiom a roughIy contemponry Jewish source can be cited. In the 

Trslamenr ofJob ( 1  C BCE or CE)." Sitis, Job's wife. implores Eliphas to search through the mins 

of their house in order to recover the bones of the children killed when Satan caused it to 

collapse (T. Job 39:8-11). As Eliphas's men leave to die through the mins. Job forbids them. 

saying. 

"Do not trouble yourself in vain. For you will not îïnd my children. since they 
were taken up into heaven by the Creator their King." ( T. Job 39: 1 1 - 17):' 

3 See D. Georgi, "Der vorpaulinisctte Hymnus Phil 1.6-1 1: in Zeit und Geschichtr: Dankrsgabe un Rttdolf 
Buhann a m  80. Grburrsrag(ed. E. DinkIer. Tübingen: I. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1964). 763-93. esp. 174. See 
also Lohfink, HimmerfahrrJesu, 55 n. 16 1 (though he thought this referred to the righteous "im allgemeinen"); 
Kolarck Arnbiguiy of Dearh. 95. 

'' Accordmg to R P. Spittler ("Testament ofïob." OTP 1.82948). the text cannot be dated wïth more certainq than 
this (ibid, 8334). 
n Greek t e a  h m  S. P. Bmck, ed.. Teîtomennun [obi; LC. Picard. ed.. ..lpoca&ps& Banichigraece (PVTG 2: 
Leiden: BrilI, 1967); translation h m  Spider. "Testament of Job." 
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Those standing by express disbelief (39:13). Then Job t e k  Sitis to look to the east. and she sees 

a vision of their children '-crowned with the splendeur of the heavedy one" (403). Consoled by 

this vision, Sitis herself dies. either "content" (eGiieup+aaa), or possibly "ehusted" or 

vi thout  malice" (aQup+aua)-the manuscripts differ." 

Although Bvahayf3avo c m  connote soul ascent. the attendant motifs of unsuccessful 

search-especiaily since Job says that their bones would not be found-and exalted heavenly 

status suggest that a v a h a p ~ v o  here can only signify assumption. There is no indication as to 

why God would bestow such a specid honour on the chiIdren of Job. particularly since Job's 

own death is narrated as an ascent of the soul (T. Job 52). R. P. Spinler suggests that if the post- 

mortem assurnption of the children is inconsistent with other beliefs in the afterlife suggested in 

the Tesramenr of Job, "it is only because T. Job retlects a stage in the deveiopment of Jewish 

eschatology where considerable diversity appeared.'*ip This is hardly satisfiing. especiaIIy since 

Jewish tradition is extremely hesitant to apply assumption language to any but the most worthy 

candidates. It is tempting to suggest that the assumption of Job's children has sornething to do 

with their early and untimely death. especially since the vision appears to have a consolatory 

fùnction. 

Besides the consolatory function of assumption language in Wisdom 4. another issue is at 

work in the story of the dikaios: rhe immortality of the soul. as Robert J. Miller has recently 

argued.80 In spite of the presence of non-narrative wisdom material. the s toy may be counted 

among the so-called "Wisdom Tales." stories that "dramaticaily demonstrate the ultimate vaiidity 

iS See Brock, Tesramentum [obi. 50. 

Spittler. "Testament of Job," 859 note e. 

'O R J. Miller, .'lmrnortality and Religious Identity in Wisdorn 2-5.' in Reimaginng ChrLFrian Origins. 199-2 13. 
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of wisdomfrighteousness by narrating the vindication of righteous sages caught in seemingly 

hopeless situations, victims of the schemer of evil ~ ~ p o n e n t s . " ~  In stones where the sage is 

killed, says Miller, the only vindication possible is a post-mortem one." Thus, in his view. --the 

immortdity of the sou1 in Wisdom 2-5 is a wisdom tale solution to the problern of 

~nart~rdorn."~~ However. the idea of the soul's immortality c m  scarcely account for the elevated 

status and role of the dikaios in Wis 5:l-5. 

There are at l e s t  two indications that the dikaios appears after his death as an exalted 

figure. First. there is the affrrrnation of the ungodly that the righteous one is now one of the sons 

oCGod, one of the holy ones ( 5 5 ) .  At the very least, this salvation is an unexpected paradox for 

his onetime oppressors (5:'). Some, however. have suggested that the expressions "sons olGod" 

and ..holy ones" signify angelic beingsma A second and clearer indication that the rlikuios has 

received an exalted heavenly stants is found in his appearance at the jud-ment of the usebeis. 

Apparently. this judgment is not a finai or universal one. for the only ones present in 5 :  1 -14 are 

the dikaios and h i s  persecutors. The scene is remarkable. however. because no divine judge 

appears to be present: the ungodIy quake with misenbIe kar before the righteous one himseif. 

His silent presence and proven vindication are accusation enough. and he stands -with great 

boldness before those who oppressed him" (5: 1). 

The ungodly quake because the dihios has been exaIted to an important forensic role in 

the heavenIy court. Wis 5:8 and 4: 16-17 predict such a roIe. The latter text reads. ~asarcpiv~i 6È 

" So also Nickelsburg, Reswrection immorroii& und Eternol Life. 66. 

* Miller, "Immortality and Religious Identity; 209. Earlier. G e u ~ e  Nickelsburg wmte thrtt "since immortality is 
already the possession of the righteous man [in Wisdom 2-51. his death is viewed as his assumption' (Resurrecrion. 
Immortaliiy and Eternai Life. 88). 

" See Nickelsburg, Resurrection. Immortafity and Ecernaf L i f .  60-1 and n. 37. 



Gi~atoç  tcapwv toliç (oiv~aç UQE$E&. It could be argued that the condernnation here involves 

the dikaios only in a passive way. In this case, it is simply his vindicated heavenly presence that 

accuses and condemns the ungodly, for their false reasoning is found out. But the dead righteous 

one who condemns appears to validate the expectation. found in Wis 3% that the righteous 

(plural) will judge the nations as the viceregents of the Lord: ~prvoYcnv ËBvq icai ~pa t ipoucnv 

Aaôv,   ai BacnA~ua~r aiirôv icUproç eiç to i5  a i ô v a ~ .  The dikaios has been exalted to an 

active role in judgment. 

One important issue remains: Was the exaitation typicalIy found in Jewish assumption 

traditions the bais  of the post-mortem vindication of the clikaios? Wis 4:16-17 explicitly connects 

the death of the diknios with his forensic role: "the righteous one who has died will condemn the 

ungodly who are alive. and youth that has quickly met its end wilI condemn the old age of the 

unjust." The removal of the dikaios4escribed as an assurnption-is a divine safeguard directly 

connected with his role in judpent. It may be concluded that his pst-monem exdtation is based 

upon the Iogic which comected assumption and special eschatolo@cal fun~tion.~' 

" So Georgi, "Vorpauf inische Hyrnnus," 274: "Der Gerechte kt also nicht gestorben. sondem das. was als sein Tod 
erscheht, kt in WirkIichkeit seine Entrûckung, und seine Entrtickung kt gieichbedeutend mit seiner Erhohung in 
nchterliche und konigliche Würde und Funktion." 



in spite of the fairly clear narrative of his death in Deut 34: 1-8. t h e  apparently arose 

traditions that Moses was assurned, presumably because of the rnystery surrounding his death 

and burial (Deut 34:5)." The document known as the Assumpfio Mosis (the Tesfnmenr of !tloses) 

is of little help, for its ending is missing~' and hgrnentiiry citations indicate that it narrated an 

ascent of Moses' soul, not the assurnption of his body and soul into hea~en. '~ For the most part. 

therefore, any tradition concerning the assumption of Moses can only be inferred from sources 

which are ambivalent. vague. or late:' or From other sources that suggest a future return of 

Philo is probably the earliest writer to hint at an awareness of an assurnption tradition for 

  os es?' In his Lfe o f f i s e s  he States unequivocally that Moses died and was buried by 

immortal powers (Mu. 2.29 1 ), but in the pirestions and =Insrvers on Genesis he names Moses 

86 It should be noted that Jewish tradition undentood Moses' ascent of Mount Sinai as a heavenly ascenr which 
resulted in a (properly qualifiedl deification (e.g.. PhiIo. lCfos. 1.158). See W .  A. Meeks. The Prophrr-King: .Lloser 
Traditions and rhe Johannine Chri.sroiogy (NovTSup f4; Leiden: Brill. 1967); M. Himrnetfarb. Ascm IO Hemen; P .  
Borgen. "Moses. Jesus. and the Roman Emperor, Observations in Philo's Writings and the Revelation of John." 
!VovTj8 (1996): 14549. 
a7 As Lohfink put it. "Denn wenn von einem auBergew6hnlichen Menschcn gesagt wurde. daB sein Gnb unbekanni 
oder nicht vorhanden sei. so bedeutete das j a  im Grunde schon seine Entrückung" (Himme(fahr[ Jesu. 671. 

On the lost ending, see J. Tromp. The .-issrrmpiion of Mases: .4 Critical Edition wirh Commeniap (SVTP 10: 
Leiden: E. J. Brill. 1993). 170-85. 
19 Two imponant citations Iead to this conclusion: (1) the reference in Jude to the dispute beween Michael and the 
devil over the body of Moses (Jude 9); and (2) Clernent of Alexandria's reference to the "double Moses" (Strom. 
6.1332). The latter t ea  reads, "Joshua, the son of Nun, saw a double Moses being taken away [uvaicap~avop~vov j' 
one who (went) with the angeIs. and the other who was deigned worthy to be buried in the ravines" (Tromp. 
.-issumption of Moses. 183). Accordhg to Lohfink. the terms a v d q r q  and m m p r i o  were normally used for soul 
ascent as welI as assumption (Himmel/ahrtJesu. 6 1-9). 
40 On later sources such as Memar Mwqah and tabbinic tex&. see K. Haacker and P. Schafer. "Nachbiblische 
Traditionen vom Tod des Moses," in JosepfiusShrdien: FestschrIfr O. Michel (ed. O. Ben et. al.: Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht. 1974). 147-74, esp. I6û-4, 1704. 

9' See the brïef discussion below, pp. 147-8. 
QL Cf. Zwiep, Ascension, 67. 
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(the "protoprophet") with Enoch and Elijah as those who experienced assumption (QG 1.86). 

Elsewhere (Sac. 3.8) he appears to repeat this view: 

[ w h e n  Moses was about to die we do not hear of hirn "leaving" or "being added" 
Like those others. No room in him for adding or taking away. But through the 
Word of the Supreme Cause he is uanslated (p~*caviazazai), even through that 
Word by which also the whole uiiiverse was f ~ r m e d . ~ ~  

Peder Borgen suggests that on these two points Philo refers to two different traditionsQ 

A clearer reference to an assurnption tradition for Moses is round in Josephus's Jewish 

Antiqzriries 4.326. although even this repon is ambivalent. Many have noted the afinities of 

Josephus' description of the end of Moses with Greco-Roman assumption narratives." but the 

description is ambiguous enough to make it unclear whether Josephus himself thou& the 

narrative credibie. 

And while he badc fmwell to Eleazar and Joshua and \vas yet communing with 
them, a cloud of a sudden (aicpvihov) descended upon him and he disappeared in 
a ravine (iwcpavi~rtat ~ a r a  rtvos cpapayyo~). But he has written of himself in 
the sacred books that he died. for fear lest they should venture to say that by 
reason of his surpassing vinue he had gone back to the Deity (xpàg 0eîov 
alxov ~ v a ~ w ~ f j o a i ) . ~ ~  

The issue is how to read the line that "he has wrinen of himseIf that he died" (yiypacpe: 6' aUrov 

EV sutq i e p a î ~  BiPîcoiq reûveôza). Tabor. for instance. thinks that Josephus is reporting a 

tradition he is not inclined to take seriously. and suggests that "we take his line about Moses not 

-retuniing to the divinity' ... as a conscious resistance to such contemporary evaiuations of other 

93 Sac. 3.8 (Colson and Whitaker. LCL). The verb here is peraviaqp~. which Liddelt and Scott define as "remove 
h m  his or their country" (LSL ad loc.). See Borgen. "Heavenly Ascent in Philo." 25 1 .  
94 [bid.. 249-5 1 .  Borgen cites Mi&ush Hag-Gad01 1 (ibid.. 249 n. II) as a close parallei to the view given in QG 
1.86. 

'' Lohfink. Himmelfahrt Jesu. 624: Tabor. "Returning ta the Divinity." 226-30.237-8: Begg, "Some Observatians'*: 
Zwiep. .-iscenston, 67-9. 

% Josephus, .-lnf. 4.326 (Thackeray, LCL). See alsa 4323: "On his advancing thence toward the place where he was 
destined to disappear (oü EIEMEV a(pavtoûitd~crûat), hey al1 followed him bathed in tears." 
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extraordinary figures, whether that of Philo of Moses, the Christians of Jesus or Dionysius of 

Aeneas and  orn nul us.''^' in Begg's opinion, on the other hand, Josephus believes that -'Moses 

ac~clally did undergo an Entrückung" but emphasizes Moses's characteristic humility: he would 

sooner write that he died than have anyone venerate him as a de i t~ .~ '  The latter view seems more 

likely, especidy since Josephus writes earlier in the narrative that Moses was about to disappear 

(.M. 4.323). Either way, as Zwiep notes, "the existence of a tradition of Moses' bodily rapture is 

brought back at Ieast to the end of the fim century  AD."^^ 

33.6. The Eschatological Return of Assumed Figures 

A number of sources refer to the eschato1ogical retum of tigures who presumably have 

k e n  resewed in heaven after their assumption for just such occasions. Although generally these 

traditions have in mind the principal characters Enoch and Elijah. and sometimes Moses. sorne 

secondary figures. Ezra and Phinehas for instance. are told that they would join a group of 

assumed people who would r e m  at the appointed time. Ezra learns that his time in the Company 

of those who had been assurned like him would be limited '-until the tirnes are ended (4 E x t  

I4:9). This is suggestive of a future retum of those who had been assumed. foretold earlier in 4 

Ezra (late 1 C CE). 

97 Tabor. "Reming to the Divinity." 237. See also Haacker and Schtifer. "Nachbiblische Traditionen." 150: "... der 
Tod Moses Rtr Josephus a d e r  Frage neht und in seiner Tragweite im Lichte von Dm 34.10 gesehen wird." Talbert 
("[mmortais." 435,430) th& that while Josephus and Philo both find the theios anër concept relevant with respect 
to Moses' vimre. both also bak at the idea of his assumption because it would suggest his becoming rin immortal. 

" Begg "Some Observations." 692: similarly Zwiep, ..lscension 69. See also A. Yarbro Collins. "Apotheosis and 
Resurrection," in 77ie New Tesrament and Hellenistic Judaism (ed. P. Borgen. S. Giversen: Peabody. Mass.: 
Hendrickson, 1997). 88-100, esp. 95 and n. 36. 
w Zwiep. Ascension, 69. 
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'7t shdl be that whoever remains after ai1 that 1 have foretold to you shdl be 
saved and shall see my salvation and the end of my worId. And they shall see the 
men who were taken up, who from their birth have not tasted death; and the heart 
of the earth's inhabitants shall be changed and converted to a different spirit." ( 4  
Ezra 625-26) 

Here they r e m .  apparently, to restore and convert the world. 

Phinehas the son of Eleazar the priest is told, according to the Liber antiqriirarlrrn 

bibiicarztm ( I  C C E ) .  that he will join those who before him were lified up: God says that at a 

future time he will make hem al1 corne. presurnably back to earth. where they will taste dearh 

(L.=i. B. 48: 1). As Zwiep notes, the plural here rnight imply Enoch and Moses if the "before you.' 

phrase is taken as strictly ch ron~ lo~ ica l . ' ~~  The reference to the death of those who had been 

assumed after their Future appearance is unusual. and rnay have in mind the tradition(s). retlected 

in Rev 1 13-12 and other sources. about the rnurdered ~i tnesses . '~ '  

There is really nothing in Rev 1 13-13 that suggests that the two witnesses have come 

fiorn heaven: they appear as out of nowhere. Yet because severai of their characteristics allow 

them to be identified as Moses (turning the waters to blood and srriking the earth with plages. 

Rev 1 1 :6) and Elijah (destroying with fire and shutting the heavens. W. 5 and 6).'" their 

appearance to do battIe against the Beast should probably be understood as a post-assumption 

retum. The evpectation of an eschatological retum of Elijah is well k n o ~ n . ' ~ ~  but there are a few 

IM) Ibid.. 75. 

'O' See M. Black. "The .Two Wimesses' of Rev 1 I:jf in Jewish and Christian Apocalyptic Tradition." in Donum 
G~ntificium: .Vew Testament Studies in Honour ofD. Daube (ed. W .  D. Davies. C. K. Barren: Oxford: Clarendon. 
1978). 227-37. esp. 132. 

'O' See R. H. Charles, .-i Critical and Eregeticaf  commenta^ on the Revelation of SI. John (2 vols.; Edinburgg: T. & 
T. Clark, 1920), 128 1-2; Black "The 'Two Wimesses'," 227: D. E. Aune. Revelation 646  (WBC 5ZB: Dallas: 
Word; Nashville: Thomas Nelson. 1998), 600,6134. 

lai See Mal 4 5 :  Sir 48:IO: Mark 9: I I .  
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te- that look ahead to a return of Moses (or a prophet like   os es'") together with Elijah. The 

clearest is Deiir. Rab. 3.17: 

[God] added: "Moses, 1 swear to you, as  you devoted your life to their service in 
this world, so too in the time to come when I bring Elijah, the prophet. unto thern. 
the two of you shall come t ~ ~ e t h e r . " ' ~ ~  

Such a tradition may lie behind the appearance of Moses together with Elijah at the 

Transfiguration (Mark 9:J par. Matt 173. Luke 950). David Aune sugests that the author of 

this unit in Revelation 1 1 adapted an existing tradition about Enoch and Elijah. and avoided 

narning the witnesses. since -'paraIlel texts regularly narne Enoch and Elijah as the two 

eschatological prophets who will retum at the end of the age."'06 

Probably the earliest reference to Enoch and Elijah retuming together is in the Enochic 

.-lnimal .-fpocalypse: the angels who had caused Enoch to ascend set him and the rarn holding 

ont0 hirn (Elijah) in the rnidst of the sheep pnor to the judgment (1 En. 90:3 1).'07 Their function 

here, not made explicit. appears to be as witnesses to the judgment.'08 The Copric .-lpocalypsr qf 

Elijah. a document of uncertain date (3 to 4 C CE) which may at points be based upon much 

earlier Jewish rnaterial~.'~' descnbes a retum of Enoch and Elijah (..lpoc. El. 1 0  4:7-19) that is 

Zwiep correctly 
complicated by the 
(Ascemion. 70- 1). 

notes that the question of the origin of an expectation of Moses' eschatolo~ical retum is 
fact that the expectation of a prophet like Moses may have seemed like an interchangeable idea 

los Translation fiom J. Rabbinowia .Cli&ush Rabbah: Deureronom-v (ed. H. Freedman and M. Simon: London: 
Soncino, 1974). See also Stpe 355; Tg. Ps.J Deut 3321; 'Ag. Ber. 67; ~Cfid-. Tann Deur. 719 (cited by Zwiep. 
Ascension. 70 n. 4). 

'O6 Aune, Revelation, 2.610. Black cemarks that Rev 1 1:;-13 is "almost certainly a Christianized version ofa niIl 
older Jewish Antichrist myth" (The 'Two Witnesses'." 226). 
IO? So Charles, Reveldon. 1-28 1; BIack, "The 'Two Witnesses'." 127-9. 

[O~harles notes that this reference may be a later addition (R. H. Charles. The Book of Enoch [Oxford: Clarendon. 
18931,215). 

'O9 See O. S. Wintermute, "Apocalypse of Elijah,' OTP 2.721-53. esp. 29-30; also J.-M. Rosenstiehl, L:.lpoca!vpse 
d'Élie (Textes et etudes pour servira l'histoire du judaism intertestamentaire 1; Paris: P. Guethner. 1971), 75-6. 



strikingly similar to the appearance of the uruiamed witnesses in Revelation 1 1."' A similar form 

of the two witnesses tradition is ais0 found in the writings of Lactamius. who describes the r e m  

of a single (unnarned) figure. a -'great propher" having d l  the powers described in Rev 11 5-6  

(DÏv. Insr. 7.17).'" However the traditions may be related, and whatever their origin might be. 

they d l  describe the appearance (fiom heaven. &OC. El. (C) 4:7) of a figure or figures who 

would fight against the eschatological adversq, be killed. go unburied. and then rise fiom the 

dead and ascend into heaven. ' " 
The Copric Apocalypse of Eijah is remarkable for two reasons: first of al]. because it 

describes a second retum of Enoch and Elijah. 

M e r  these things [viz.. the judgment of the sheep (550-3 1)' '3] .  EIijah and Enoch 
wiIl corne dom.  They will Iay d o m  the fi esh of the world. and they will receive 
their spiritual Aesh. ïhey vil1 pursue the son of IawIessness and kiIl him since he 
is not able to speak. (-4poc. El. (C) 552) .  

The exchange of physical bodies for spiritual ones rnight imply the idea that Enoch and Elijah 

take the bodily nature of the general resurrection (see 1 Cor 1544). leremias suggested that this 

final return and the desuvction of the Antichrist was the final conclusion of the original tradition. 

even though it does not survive elsewhere. TertuIlian. however. does suggest chat Enoch and 

"O See the synoptic summary in Aune, Rmeiation. 2.588-9. who says rhar the only clear instance of  ..dependence of 
-@oc. E@h 46-1 9 on Rev 1 1 : 3 3 "  is rhe murder (and lack of burial) of the wirnesses. Aune thinks 'Ithis similarity 
is based an a Iater Christian revision of  a Jewish source" (ibid.. 2.589). See firsr of al1 W. Bousser The .-inrichrist 
Legend: .rl Chapter in Christian andJewish Folklore (London: Hutchinson & Co.. 1896). 703-1 1: 1. M. Nützel. 
"Zum SchicksaI der eschatologischen Propheten" BZ 70 ( 1976): 59-94; R J. Bauckham, "Enoch and Elijah in the 
Coptic Apocalypse of EIijah." in Studia Pmistica 161'2 (ed. E. A. Livinytone: TU 119: Berlin: Akademie Verlag. 
1985), 69-76. 

"'. Aune. Revefa~ion, 2.59 1-1. 

"' .-@OC El. (C) 4: 19 does not expIicitIy describe their ascension. but says that -On that day they wiI1 shout up to 
heaven as they shine whiIe al[ the peopIe and al1 the worid se hem." 

'" See 1 En 90:tO-27 [Animalilpocalypse), where the judgment ofthe sheep is also the context for the r e m  of 
Enoch and Elijah. BIack "The 'Two Wimesses'," 229. 



Elijah will destroy htichrist by means of their rnat~yrdom.~"' Aiso remarkable here is the 

appearance of a third wiiness, Tabitha, before Enoch and Elijah appear (Apoc. El. (C) 4:l-6). 

Tabitha reproves the Shameless One, chasing him to Jerusalem. where he kills her and sucks her 

blood. She rises fiom the dead and rebukes her foe again. This Tabitha can only be the woman 

raised from the dead by Peter in Acts 956. 

Birger Pearson has drawn attention to an obscure text that shows some affinities to the 

tradition(s) behind the two witncsses in Rev 1 15-12 and in the Coptic .4pocnlypsr of'Eiijch. A 

Coptic Enoch apocryphon. known only ftom one manuscript,"' mentions Tabitha as being 

arnong those assurned. In this text. a young Enoch enquires of his sister Sibyi. a prophetess, 

whether he will be the oniy one who will experience assumption. and Sibyl names EIijah and 

~ab i tha . "~  Pearson suggests that both this Enoch apocryphon and the h b i c  version of the 

History of Joseph the ~or~enrrr '  l 7  (which names Tabitha and Sibyl as witnesses with Enoch and 

Elijah against the Antichrist) represent expansions of the tradition that Tabitha was co be an 

opponent of the Shameless One. Presurnably because of her important role rilongside Enoch and 

Elijah in the Coptic Apocalypse oj'Eiijah. she later came to be thought of as having been taken 

I l i  "Enoch no doubt was rnnslatcd. and so W~IS Elijah: nor did they experience death: it was postponed. and ont' 
postponed, most certainly: they are resewed for the suffering of death. that by thcir blood the'; rnay exrineuish 
Antichrist" (De anima 50 [ .NF 3 .?Y]). 

"' B. A. Pearson, "The Pierpont Morgan Fragments of a Coptic Enoch Apacryphon." in Studia on the Testmtent of 
Abraham (ed. G. W .  E. Nickelsburg; Septuagint and Cognate Studies 6; MissouIa Mont.: Scholars Press, 1976). 
177-83 * 
116 Pierpont Morgan Library Coptic Theological Texu 3. fol. 9v (ibid,, 235.271). 

IL' See the summary of the Arabic in I. K. Elliott. The ilpocwphul New Tesrumeni: .4 Collecrron of-lpocryhal 
Christian Literature in an English Tramla~ion (Oxford: Clarendon. 1993), 1 14-5. Aller the death of Joseph. the 
disciples inquire ofJesus why he was not spared death like Enoch and EIijah; in his answer Jesus refen to the death 
of the wimesses at the hand of Antichrist (HLrt. Jos. Carp- 30-32; for a complete translation of the Coptic text see S. 
Morenz Die Geschichte von Joseph dem Zimmermann [TU 56: Berlin: Akademie-Verlag. 195 11). 

The Coptic text (fiom which it appears the Arabic was translated) does not contain the ceferences to Sibyl and 
Tabitha. See aiso F. Robinson, Coptic .Ipocryphal Gospefs (Tem and Studies 4.7: Cambridge: 1 896). 119. 



into heaven, "since her subsequent death is not recorded in ~ c t s . " " ~  Here, then, is an example of 

an assumption legend growing out of a tradition about someone's eschatologicd rrole, rather than 

the other way round. 

3J.7. Ezn, Baruch, Phinehas, and Melchizedek 

Earlier exarnples of this phenomenon occur in 4 Ezra and 7 Baruch. where both 

apocalyptic seers receive foreknowledge of their assumptions. In the seventh vision of 4 Ezra. 

God tells Ezra to make preparations for the end, and reveals his fate to hirn: 

"Lay up in your heart the signs that 1 have shown you, the dreams that you have 
seen. and the interpretations you have heard; for you shall be taken up from 
among men. and henceforth you shall live with my Son and with those who are 
like you. until the times are ended. ... Now. therefore set your house in order. and 
reprove your people: comfort the IowIy among thern. and instruct those that are 
wise." (4  E m  1-1:8-9.13)"~ 

Et is i m p o m t  to note that the author of 4 Ezra considers this seer to be worthy ofequal dignity 

to Enoch and EIijah ('-those who are like yod"), being kept in the presence of the Messiah ("my 

Son") until the end of time. Ezra asks permission to write d o m  the revelations he has received. 

and God tells him to write for f o q  days. Both Lohfink and Zwiep see in this pattern a 

significant anaha to the Lukan ascension stones (see Acts I:3).1'0 Ezra's assumption is 

narrated in an ending to 4 Ezra 14 found in the Syriac. Ethiopic. Armenian. and h b i c  versions. 

Probably this ending was omitted from the Latin when the Christian Chapters 15 and 16 (so- 

"' Pearson. -Pierpont Morgan Fragments." 242. 

Transiation h m  B. M. Metzger. '.The Fourth Book of Ezra." OTP 1.516-59. 
1 3  Lohfink. Hinrmerfkhrf Jesu. 183; Zwiep, .4scenston. 72. 



cailed 5 Ezra) were added."' The ending reads: .'At that time Ezra was caught up. and taken to 

the place of those who are like him, after he had written al1 these things. And he was called the 

Scribe of the knowledge of the Most Hi& for ever and ever."IE As already noted. it is also likely 

that 4 Ezra 4: 10 ('zintil the times are ended") implies an eschatological return for Ezra. because 

his time in beaven is 1imited.I3 

Similarly, 2 Baruch (c. 100 C E )  envisions the assumption of its seer. As Zwiep writes. 

'rhe fact that both books daim an assumption for its main character is significant in itself. as it 

demonstrates the tendency to -conventionalise' the rapture-preservation scheme."'" In 2 Bur. 

76: 1-5. Baruch leams of his impending assumption, and his task of instructing the people in the 

intervening time. from the interpreting angel: "For you will surely depart from this world. 

nevertheless not IO death but to be kept unto the end of tirnes" (762: see also 48:jO). Baruch also 

is given forty days to "insmct the people ... so that they may l e m  [est they die in the last times" 

(765). Other passages in 2 Baruch foresee his role as witness in the eschatoloçical judgment 

(13:3.25:1). 

Brief mention may also be made here of a similar tradition concerning Phinehas. son of 

Eleazar the pnest. In the Liber anriquitarum biblicanim. which in this context gives an expanded 

account of the events of Judges 19-20. Phinehas. apparently at the end of an exceedingly long 

career (see Exod 625; Nurn 25: 1-13; Judg 20:28), receives advance news of his assurnption. God 

'" See M. E. Stone. Fourth Fra: A Commentq on the Book cf Foiirrh E=ro (Hermeneia: Minneapolis: Fortress. 
1990), 442: "In our opinion. the textual evidence is adequate to show that the conclusion of the chapter is part of the 
original text." 

'" Metzger. OTP 1.555 note p. Cf. Gk Apoc k r a  6-7, which describes Ezra's death. 

'" See M. E. Stone, "Coherence and Inconsistency in the Apocalypses: The Case of 'The End' in 4 E a "  JBL 102 
( 1%): 29-43. esp. 140. 
124 Zwiep. Ascension. 74. 
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tells him that he will be fed by his eagle on the mountain in Daneben, and that he wilI be able to 

shut the heavens with a word. Then, "aftenvard you will be lifted up into the place where those 

who were before you were lifted up, and you will be there untilI remember the world. Then 1 

will make you al1 come, and you will taste what is death" ( L A .  B. 48: 1).12' The similarities 

benveen Phinehas and Elijah are striking, and aithough later tradition apparently identified the 

two, it is unclear whether this identitication is already at work here.'I6 

Z Enoch 7 1-72 describes the bizarre circurnstances surrounding the birth and removal of 

Melchizedek. The child. nephew of Noah. is translated to Eden in order to be spared from the 

flood (2 Enoch 72. both recensions). Although a number of familiar themes occur here-a period 

of forty days. a divine removai. and preservation for a future role (as a priest: 2 En. 71 29.37. 

both recensionsfithere is no indication that an escharoiogicai role is foreseen for 

btelchizedek. "' 

Citations h r n  the Liber antiquiramm biblicarum are from D. 1. Harrington. "Pseudo-Philo." OTP 1 .XU-j77. 

So Zwiep. Ascension, 74. See for example Orîgen. in [oh 6.7: see also R Hayward .'Phinehas-The Same is 
Elijah: The Origin of  a Rabbinic Tradition." JJS 29 (1978): 32-38. For the view that the assurnption of  Phinehas had 
its ongins in "Judaeo-Samaritan polernics" about the legitimation o f  prïesthood. see A. Spiro. 'The Ascension of 
Phinehas." PMJR 22 (1953): 91-1 14. 
!Ti Cf. Zlviep, Ascemion. 76. 



3.4: Assumption in Early Christian Literature 

Besides early Christian treatments of those figures who according to Jewish tradition 

were assurned. there are very few examples of assurnption in early Christian literature. In spite of 

their forma1 similarities to assumption nanatives, the Lukan ascension narratives' will not be 

discussed in the present survey, since they appear to suggest a different theology of vindication 

than assumption does. For the author of Luke-Acts. that is, resurrection supplies the vindication 

of Jesus' wrongfur death. and his ascension (assumption) accounts for his exaltation and future 

eschatological role.' The view that in some çircles Jesus' post-tnonem vindication was expressed 

in rems of assumption-exaltation rather than resurrection-exaltation wiIl be discussed in the 

Chapter Six. This leaves just a few texts for bief  analysis here. 

In Luke's parable of Lazarus and the rich man (Luke 16:19-3 1). the nch man died and 

was buried. but Lazarus died and was carried off into heaven by angels ( Ù x ~ v ~ ~ O i j v a i  aixov 

6x0 TOV a'r/éhuv. verse 23). Does ~tltocpipo~ suggest a post-mortern assumption? It is unclear 

t For the view that the Lukan ascension narratives are assurnption nanatives. see Lohfink. Himme~ahrt Jesa. and 
Zwiep, ..lscension. 

' Lohfink argued on the basis of Acts 233 and 5 5  1. that there is a distinction for Luke between resurrection and 
exaltation (Himmel/ahrt Jem. 272). As van Tilborg and Counet suggest it is possible to take the distinction 
chnoIogicalIy: "fust there was the resumction and then the elevation." the latter being identified with the 
ascension (..lppewunces und Disupptwances. [ 86-7). Compare Zwiep. ..tsçenrton. 1 J7-66. who thinks that for Luke 
Jesus' exaltation coincides with the resurrection. 

Lohfink noted the sernmtic proximity ofqépa, and its composite forms Io ather assurnption terminology. --@pu 
und seine Kornposita im Griechiscben sehr belieht sind und da Wort bei einer Enmckurrg nahelieg' (Himmerahrt 
Jesu, 47). For a n q É p o  in a (supposed) postnionem assutnpUon scenario. see Chariton. C h r .  3.3. Luke uses 
avacpÉpcu (Luke 245 1) to describes Jesus' ascension. almg with u v a ~ p ~ a v c o  (Acts 1 2 . 1  1.77) and 
avaicqpvy (Luke 9 5  1). 
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exactly what sort of rernoval is in view h m .  John Nolland argues that V e  should think in tems 

not of the nomial fate of the righteous, but of a specid translation to heaven. somewhat in the 

tradition of that of Enoch . .. and Elijah." Nolland does not argue on the basis of terminology but 

from a lack of clear parallel to this kind of post-monem activity of angek4 Further. he seems to 

consider that Abraham's presence in the post-mortem scene requires that an assumption tradition 

for Abraham is also turking in the background. No such iradition survives.' 

The idea of angels carrying off someone bodiIy would be unusual in literature about 

assumptions. Joseph Fitzmyer suggests that since Lazarus was "left unburied by human beings. 

he was camied off by heavenly beings." and cites some possible paralIeIs (Hem. Lys. 2.2.7: 

Hem. Sim. 927.3: T .-lsk. 6:4-5)-6 These sources refer only to the idea of angelic escort into the 

afierlife. and remain ambiguous as to what part of the person receives such an sscort (aside from 

T. .hh. 6:4-5. where it is explicitly the soul that is taken by the angels). Sornr see a paraIIel with 

Luke 1220. where God says to the rich fooi hat 'They demand your sou1 from FOU." rijv y u ~ f p  

aou areatroiiaiv an8 aoC7 The impersonal verb here has been thought to imply angelic escon 

of the soul at the t h e  of deahs  but it is more likely that the third person plural is a substitute for 

the passive v o i ~ e . ~  GrobeI. in his investigation of Emtian parallels to this passage. suggested 

that "'[tlhe angels' are an insmunentality substituted (surely in the Jewish stage of [the folk- 

' NoIland, Luke 9:Ll-18.34. 87. 

' The Tesramenr of.4braham nanates a pre-rnortern heavenly journey (T: Abr. 8-12), but Abraham's death is 
depicted as an ascent o f  the sou1 ('I: tIbr. l4:7-8). 

I. Fitzmyer. The Gospel according ta Luke (AB 18-Z8A: New York- Doubleday. 198 1 - 1985). 2.1 132. .-in angeIic 
escort is also found in other testarnentary materiak. where it is cIearIy the sou1 which ascends in the Company of 
angels (7: Abr. 20: 10-11 [A]; 7: Job 52). 

See. for instance. M. D. Ciouider, Luke: .4 iVov Paradigm (JSKTSup IO: Sheffield: JSOT Press. 1989). 636. 
I See Grundmam. Lukas. 3 8 ;  1. H. MiushalL The Gospel cfLuke: -4  commenta^ on rhr Greek T m  (NIGTC: 
Grand Rapids. Mich.: Eerdmans. 1978). 524. 

Fimnyer, Luke. 1.974: see alsa BDF $1302. 



tale's] transmission) for some other, perhaps H o m  or the faicon of Horus . . . or simply the bark 

of death," but this adds little to the sense of the reference in the present c~ntext . '~  

Aithough it is not clear one way or the other whether the body of Lazms is canied op 

into heaven, the issue might be clarified with reference to the Wisdom 4-5, where assumption 

language is applied to the dead righteous one. In both sources a contrast between the different 

frites of the characters hinges on the use of assumption language. In Wis 4: 10-1 9. assumption 

language is used of the diknios while the corpses of the asebeis are dishonoured. whereas in 

Luke's parable the rich man's body receives the normal treatrnent of burial whiie Lazarus 

receives the special honour of being carried off into heaven by the angels. Further. in the post- 

rnortem scene. the one who was oppressed remains silent. so that the blessed state of Lazarus 

shames the wongdoer. just as in Wis 3:l-5. Yet in Wisdom 4-5 there is no indication that 

assumption is understood realistically as the removai of the body. 

3.4.2. The Male Child of Revelation 12 

Rev 12: 1-6.13- 17 describes a conflict between a woman and a dragon who appear in 

heaven. ï h e  woman is pregnant and gives birth to a son" who is .'snatched a w y  (tjpiraaeq) to 

God and to his throne" before the dragon c m  devour him. Messianic Ianguage dnwn fiom Psalm 

2 (Rev 1 X b )  is used of the child. although there is nothing specificalty Christian about the 

description of the child or the mother. The t e s  does show some similarity to a rabbinic tradition 

'O K. Grobel. "'... Whose Name oas Neves'." .VTS 10 (1964): 373-82: hem. 378. 

" The bitth of a male child as a harbinger of salvation is a common theme in Jewish litenture (e.g.. fsa 66:7. IQH 
3:7- 12). See Aune. Revelarion. 1.670. 
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about the assumption of the Messiah as a child (m. Ber. 2:5a).I2 If the text as it stands should be 

read as refemng to the ascension of Jesus, it is unusual that nothing is mentioned of his life or 

death and, moreover, that the assumption appears motivated by the threat of the dragon.'3 It is 

also remarkable that the rest of the tale does not describe a return of the messianic child. 

although presumably his mle of the nations (125) is thought of as a future office. It is likely, 

therefore, as some commentators have suggested, that the author of Revelation incorporates a 

Jewish tradition to which he gives his own Christian interpretation-one which does not. 

however. remove al1 anomalies from this version of the tale.'" 

3.43. Zechariah 

In two exly Christian texts. the body of the rnurdered Zechariah disappears in a post- 

mortem assumption. This Zechariah. the father of John the Baptist. appears to be confused or 

confîated with another Zechariah who was murdered in the temple ( 2  Chr 7320-77. Q 1 I :5 1 ). ln 

the Protevungeliirm ofJornes (late 2 C CE)." Zechariah is murdered at Herod's behest because 

John and Elisabeth had escaped the slaughter of the innocents (Prof. Jas. 23: 1-93. The other 

priests enter the sanctuary and find Zechariah's blood. which had turned to Stone. but they do not 

find his corpse:  ai TO xr6pa a6roû 06x E ~ P O V  (24:9). Ronald Hock suggests that this could 

'"ee Lohfink. Himmerfahrr Jesu. 69-70. Lohfink diicusses a possibly related idea in 2 Bar. 30: 1. but the text is 
dificult and its meaning unclear (see also Zwiep, rlscemion. 77 n. 1). 

'' As noted above. preservation from evil is a therne associated with the use of assumption langage-particutarfy 
apxû<o. as here-for those who suffer an untirnely death. but this child does not die. 
I I  See. for instance. Charles, Revelarion. 1-32 1 : Aune. Revelarion. 2.688. 

" R F. Hock, The I n f n v  Gospels ofJames and Thomus (The Scholars' Bible 1: Santa Rosa Calif-: Polebridg, 
1999, 11-12. 



mean that .Wie murderers had carried away his body and buried it in an unmarked grave,"'6 but it 

is notewofiy that the text itself does not attempt any rationalizing explmation. as some Greco- 

Roman assumption reports do." As noted above, o i q  ~4pimo is the language of an 

assurnption-related d i ~ a ~ ~ e a r a n c e . ' ~  

The removal of Zechariah's body is clearer in the Apocalypse of Paul (c. 385 CE?)." In a 

concluding scene which only survives in the Coptic version. Paul meets John the Baptist. his 

father Zechariah, and  bel." Zechariah says to Paul: 

"1 am he whom they killed while 1 was presenting the offering to God: and when 
the angels came for the oflering, they cmied up my body to God. and no one 
found where rny body was taken."" 

The fact that this emphasizes Zechariah's post-mortem disappearance-his body was not 

found-rnakes it IikeIy that this text is dependent on the Protevangelirrm oj;lumes. although the 

mention of the angeIs who convey Zechariah to God makes assumption explicit where it was 

only implicit in the earlier source. Angels are rareiy seen in Jewish literarure in connection with 

assumption-most commonly they are associated with the ascent of the sou1"-. but they appex 

more commonly in Christian literature. especially the later material on the assurnption of Man; 

(see also Luke 16:25). [n neither source. however. is the reason for the removal of Zrchariah's 

16 Ibid.. 77. See also H. Smid. Protevangelium Jacobi: -4 Commentaw (Apocrypha Novi Testamenti I : Assen: Van 
Gorcum, 1965). 165. 
l i  See, for instance, Plumrch on the assurnption of RomuIus (Rom. 17.5: .Vum. 2.2). and Servius on the assumption 
of Herakles (den 3.402). 

'%ee Gen 52.1 W0<. 7 Kgs 7: 17 LXX: T. Job 39: 12: Charïton. Chaer. 3.3. 
19 Eilion .+3oc~phaI New Testament. 635. 

'O The murdered AbeI. also mentioned in Q 1 1 5  1. apparently receives an eschatoIogical function according to 
7: .-ibr. 11-13. although the text makes no explicit mention of assumption. 

" Ibid.. 644. 

See. for instance, T. Abr. 20: IO-17 [A]; T. Job 52. 



body made clear, nor is his post-mortem status made specific, although in the =Ipocalypse of Pmcl 

he is nurnbered arnong the saints who greet Paui in Paradise. 

3.4.4. Later Assumptioo Legends 

According to some version of the rlcfs ofJohn. the apostle John experienced a post- 

mortem assumption. This legend grew out of the reference to a rurnour that the beloved disciple 

would not die (John 21 20-23). tn most versions of the account of John's death. called the 

:l.ierasrasis. his disciples dig his grave: he clirnbs in. removes his gannents and Iays them down 

as if they were bedding, and pnys some words of farewelI and then lies down and gives up his 

spirit ( . k ~ s  John I 1 1 - 1  15). In later expansions of the ~I.fetustasis. however. the disciples find the 

next moming (or d e r  three days) that John's body has disappeared. though his sandals remain 

behind." According to Knut Schaferdiek. there were two conflicting traditions concerning the 

grave of John in Iater Christian literature: one heId that the grave was found empty because his 

body had been assumed. and the other-apparently in circulation already by the tum of the fifi 

cenq-that a holy dust or manna capabk ~Cmiraculous effects poured out of the grave. 

apparentiy disturbed by the breathing of the siumbering apostle." 

The seventh century Life ojf'Symeon ihe Fool by teontius of NeapoIis narrates an empty 

grave scenarÎo as well. Aber Symeon dies. his body is discovered in his hut. and he is carried off 

by friends to be buried wi'tout ceremony in the strangen' cernetery (as he was not a resident of 

Emesa where he had been living). On the way. those carrying him pass the house of an unnamed 

'j See K. Sctiaferdiek T h e  Acts of John," in New Teslamenr dpocnpha (ed. E. Hemecke. W. Schneemelcher. rev. 
ed.: 2 vols.: Louisville, Kent.: Westminster John Knox, 199 1 .  1993). 1.152-209. esp. 104-5. 

'" Ibid.; see aiso I. D. Kaestli, "Le nile des textes bibliques dans la genèse et le dthelopment des ligendes 
apocryhes: Ie cas du sort fmal de I'apdtre Jean," rlug 23 (1983): 3 19-36. 
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Jew who, under Syrneon's preaching, had converted to Christianity. This man hears heavenly 

music, "such as human Iips could not sing, and a crowd such as all humanity could not gather" 

(PG 93:1744d-1745a)." But when he looked out he saw only the two men cmying Symeon's 

body. He then says, "Blessed are you, Fool. that while you do not have humans singing psalms 

for you, you have the heavenly powers honouring you with hyrnns:' and goes and buries Symeon 

himself. M e n  Syrneon's protégé, John the deacon. h e m  about the angels' songs. he runs. with 

many others. to the grave. in order to exhume the body and give it a more fitting burial ( 174ja). 

The _gave was empty. 

But when they opened the grave. they did not find him. For the Lord had glorified 
him and transIated him (rjç o h  fivoi{av rov ratpov, o i i ~  ECPOV ainov. 
p~uré8qxrv  y a p  a ù d v  6o~éioaq O ~ U ~ L O ~ ) . ' ~  (1 74ja-b) 

Then ail the townspeople awaken to Symeon's m e  nature and glorify God. telling one another 

al1 the miracles Symeon had done in their midst. Two additional features of this story are also 

worthy of note. First, Symeon appears to have a foreknowledge of his death and glorification 

(1 744b). Second, the narrator tells that after he died. Symeon was exalted in heaven: "and when 

he received confidence. he placed himself at the insufferable throne of the God and Father of 

lights. and he honoured hirn with unceasing hymns with al1 the heavenly powers" ( l748a). This 

shows that the disappearance of his body is an assumption: Lemart Ryden notes "daB Symeons 

Kôrper (wie der Jesu) aus dern Grab verschwunden. d.h. in den Hitnmel aufgenommen worden 

iSt.>,27 

" Enplish translation h m  D. Knieger. $meon rhe Ho& Fool: Leonfius's Life and the Late .-lnriqur Ciw 
(Transformation of the CIassical Heritage 15: Berkeley. Cali[: University of California Press. 1996). Since the work 
has no chapter divisions. I cite it according to J.-P. Mipne's pagination. 

'd Greek text fiom L. Rydén. Dus Leben des heiligen iVarren Svmeon von Lrontios von Neapolis (Acta Universitatis 
Upsaliensis. Studia Graeca Upsaliensia 4: Stockholm: Almqvist & WiklI. 1963). 

'' L. Rydén. Bemerkungen zum Leben des heiligen ~Varren Svmeon von Leotuicnr von iVeopoiis (Acta Universitatis 
Upsaliensis, Studia Graeca Upsaliensia 6; Stockholm: Almqvist & Wikseil, t970), 138. 
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Finally, according to some late writings, the penitent malefactor with whom Jesus was 

crucified (Luke 23:39-43) apparently also expeneaced a post-mortem assumption. tn the Descenr 

inro Hel1 text associated with the Gospel of Nicodemus (5-6 Cj ,  the unnamed thief enters 

Paradise. carrying his cross on his shoulder. and joins Enoch and Elijah to await the entry of al1 

other righteous ones (Desc. Chr. ad Infi 10.26)." This legend grew out Jesus' twrds. Th i s  day 

you wiil be with me in Paradise." Paradise, that is, the Garden of Eden. seems here to be home 

only to those who according to the Hebrew Bible had been assumed: because the thief is the only 

one there besides Enoch and Elijah. it can be inferred that he ais0 has expenenced the ultimate 

divine favour-presumably. afler he died on the cross. In the .Varrative oj'Joseph oj'.-lrimathea 

(a medieval legend: the earliest rnanuscnpt is 12 C Greek). the story is told from the earthly 

perspective. and the post-mortem asswnption is made explicit. Joseph. collecting the body of 

Jesus. finds that the body of the unrepentant thief had the appearance of a dragon. but the body of 

the other-here he is called Demas-could not be found (Narr. [os. -11.'~ 

H EIIiott, .-+fpocpphal New Tatament. 189-90, 196. 

?9 Ibid.. 271. 



3.5: The Dormition and Assumption of Mary 

The sources that deal with the dormition (icoipqarç) or passing (transitm) of Mary are 

quite late. and early authors have very little to Say on the subject of Mary's end.' .hbrose of 

Milan indicates that Luke 235  ("a sword will pierce your soul") had sometimes been interpreted 

as a reference to martyrdom. but this is a tradition that did not survive.' The general tendency in 

the first few centuries of the common era was towards ambivalence (or even pious ignorance). 

and some held this position even after traditions about Mary's assumption began to appear. 

Epiphanius of Salamis (3 15403) took this view in his work -4gainst ihe ~eresies.' and the 

Gelasian decree (c. 500) lists a Latin Trnnsittrs document among apocryphal wtitings." 

[n tiie wake ofthe Nestorian controversy of the fifth century, however. the veneration of 

Mary flourished. and accounts of her assurnption began to appear in both narrative ( ti.orn about 

the fifth century) and homiletical fom (from about the seventh century).' The documentary 

history of these traditions is exuemely cornplex. and the sources Vary widely in detaii and 

I For the view that belief in the assumption of  Mary is implicit in early materiais, see 1. E. Bruns. Traces of Farrh in 
the dssumption among the Earrern Fathers of the Firsr Six Centuries (Romae: Officium Libri Cacholici, 195 1). 
Bruns infen knowledge of  an assumption tradition from materials which might imply that Mary's body did not 
suffer corruption. or h m  matenals which compare Mary to othen who had been assumed (Elijah in particular). 

h b m s e .  Erposirio in evangelium S. Lucae. Cited in R L. P. Milburn. Earfy Chrisrzan Interprrr~iriuns ojHLFroq- 
(London: A. and C. Black. 1954,  I6l. 

' Ibid.. 161-2 B. E. Daley. On the Dormirion of ridaty: Ea<v famistic Homilies (Crestwood N.Y.: St Vladimir's 
Seminary Press, 1998). 5-6. Daley notes that the caution displayed by Epiphanius. by refusing to say whether Mary 
had died or  remained alive in some way. "suggests at Ieast that the question had become an open one in late fourth- 
century Palestine" (ibid.. 6). 

* EIliotr, fie clpocyphal iVew Testament. xxiii-iv: Milburn. E u &  Christian Interpretarions. 17 1. See S. Mimouni. 
"Les Transitus Mariae sont-ils vraiment des apocryphes?." in Shrdia Parrktica 75 (ed. E. A. Livingstone: Leuven: 
Peeters. l993), 121-78. 

' See Daley, Dormition 7-8. 13. 
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perspective.6 Generally, however, the Iegend follows this pattern. i\s Mary's death approaches. 

she is attended by the apostles. Shody before her death the exalted Christ appears and consoles 

her. When her sou1 leaves the body, it is borne away by Christ, Michael. or the angels.' A great 

host of angels and patriarchs ofien witness the scene. The joumey to the tomb with the body 

usually involves a confrontation with sorne Jevish opponents. A very cornmon part of the legend 

has a Jewish opponent taking hold of the bier only to have his arms miracdously severed (he 

later repents and is heaied). 

The fate of the body of Mary is imagined in a variety of different ways: the post-monem 

disappearance or assumption of the body is a comrnon motif. but body and soul are sometirnes 

reunited in a quasi-resurrection scenario. The concern appears to be that her body should not 

suffer corruption. but should receive a tate more t'itting to the bearer of God. as suggested by the 

Transirus document attributed to Melito of Sardis. exarnined below. The following discussion 

avoids questions of date and dependence. instead surveying relevant materials in order to 

illustrate that the Iegend of Mary's assumption makes use ofassumption motifs already current 

for centuries. Of particular interest is the fact that the assumption of Man; is typically post- 

mortem. and results in her heaveniy exdtation. Given the frequent references to Enoch and 

Elijah. it appears that those who gave literary expression to this belief saw their view of Mary's 

end as being in continuity with tnditiond assumption theology. 

The documentary tradition has been closeIy mdied by Miche1 van Esbroeck. He has catalogued the nmtive  
sources and goups them into two families on the bais oftheir dominant motifs. See van Esbmeck. "Les textes 
littéraires sur l'Assomption avant le Xe siecie." in Les acres apoc-phes des apcitres: chrtl.riunisme et monde paien 
(ed. F. Bovon et. al.; Geneva: Labor et Fides, 198 1). 265-85 = idem. ..lux origines de la Dormition de lu Vierge: 
études hiscoriquesmr les nadifionr orientales (Collected Studies 471: BrooMield. Vt.: Variorum. 1995). Pan I: see 
also S. C. Mimouni. Dormition ri m m p t i o n  de iClarier hisroire des traditions anciennes (Théologie historique 98; 
Paris: Beauchesne. 1995). The following discussion uses van Esbroeck's designations for the different sources. 

' This treaunent of the soul of M q  is rerniniscent of "Aufnahme der Seele" scenes in testament- litenture. See T 
Abr. 20: 10-17 (rec. A); i7 Isaac 7: 1: T. Jac. 5: 13 (the Bohairic): and also .-ipoc. Paul 79. 
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3.5.1. Narrative Sources 

3.5.1.1. Coptic 

In 1946. Arnold van Lantschoot surveyed twenty-four Coptic tests and showed that in the 

Coptic tradition. Mary's death is a real deah, where her soul !caves the body and is taken away 

to heaven. The fate of the body is generally not namted directly, but described in a dialogue 

between Jesus and his rnother before she dies. On this point the Coptic sources are in broad 

disagreement: in sorne the body is entnrsted to angels. or borne away to heaven or some other- 

worldly paradise. and in others it is hidden in the e h . '  One feature unique to the Coptic 

tradition is a long interval between Mary's death and her corporeal assurnption.' 

In a text attributed to Cyril of Jerusalem (the Twrntierh Discourse: C 2  according to the 

desipations of Michel vu i  ~sbroeck)." the risen Jesus appean to M q  and tells her. --I will 

hide your body in the earth, and 1 will make my angels to keep it in the earth alwqs. and no one 

whatsoever shalI find your body in the earth in the place wherein 1 sMl place it. until the day 

wherein I shail raise it up incorruptible.'." Mary's soul departs with Jesus. and the apodes take 

the body to the valley of Jehoshaphat. where. pursued by the Jews. they drop the bier and flee. 

No body is found. and a voice from heaven says. "Let no one take the trouble to seek the body of 

the Virgin until the great day of the appearing of the ~aviour."" Because Jesus hides the body 

A. van Lanrschoot. "L'Assomption de la Sainte Vierge chez les Coptes." Greg 77 (1946): 593-525: here. 570-1. 

Elliott. The ..tpoctyphal New Testament. 69 1. 

'O (Pseudo-) CyïI of Jerusalem's Twentierh Discawse is dated 6 or 7 C CE (van Esbroeck "Textes IitterairesC 17 1 ). 

" E. A. W .  Budge. ltllicellaneous Coptic Texfi in the Dialecr of L'pper E g v p  (Coptic Texts 5: London: The British 
;Museum. 19 IS). 655. 

'' Ibid.. 649. 
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until his second coming, the disappearance of the corpse cannot imply a post-rnortem 

assurnption. 

In a Bohairic homily attributed to Evodius of Rome (C3 and C4), however. a different 

scenario is in view.13 Sahidic fragments of this homily, which differ considerably from the 

Bohairic at important points. also exist. In this version of the legend. Jesus shrouds the body of 

Mary and entrusts it to the apostles: they are to take it to a new tomb in the valley of Jehoshaphat 

and to watch it for three and a half days. Jesus ascends CO heaven whh Mary's sou1 in the chariot 

of the cherubim. At the end of the three and a half days. the body cannot be found. At this point 

in the narrative. the Sahidic adds a paragraph which describes the assumption of Evlary's body in 

the view of many onlookers. The Bohairic continues with a voice from heaven that comrnands 

everyone to go home *-until the seventh month." for the body rd1 not be found 'zintil 1 take it up 

to heaven." Seven months later. on the 16th of Mesore, Mary appem to the apostles seated on 

the chariot of the cherubim. The Bohairic text concludes. -'Such was the death of the Virgin on 

the 2 1 st of Tobi. and her assumption on die 16th of  esor ore."'" 

Although there is some inconsistency in this homily-the body disappears after three and 

a half days but the text maintains that the assumption takes place seven months later-. there is a 

post-mortern assumption in view hm.  as the voice from heaven confirrns. even without the 

additional material found in the Sahidic version. There. angels catch away the body. and the 

bystanders look on until they lose si& of her. As noted above. Lohfink found that this kind of 

focus on the perspective of the witnesses rvas a classic motif in assumption narratives.'' 

13 Van Esbroeck believes this text to be dependent on CZ ("Textes lineraires." 170). 

" Summary in Ellion .4pocyphal New Tesromem 695-7. Fu11 English text in Robinson. Coptic .4pocnphal 
Gospels, 24-4 1. 
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Furthemore, the result of the assumption is the heavenly glorification of Mary, since she 

reappears borne by the same divine chariot that earlier on brought the exalted Christ fiom 

heaven. 

Another Sahidic Fragment, called by van Esbroeck the "fransitus ordinaire" (Cl)." picks 

up the story during the journey with the body to the tomb. On the 16th of Mesore. as in C3 and 

C4, the apostles and others are gathered at the tornb, and they see Lightning, hear t m p e t s  and 

smell a sweet odour. The door of the tornb opens and Christ descends on the scene in a chariot of 

fire; he calls Mary out of the tomb and she rises fiom the dead. The two ascend together in the 

chariot. This is probably the ciearest example of a resurrection/ ascension scenario. 

3.5.1.2. Greek 

In the document Vatican Gr. 1982 (van Esbroeck's GI)." ris in many other rem. the 

apostles are rniracuIously transported on clouds to Mary's side ($22). M e r  Mary dies and Christ 

entmts her sou1 to Michael. the body itseif cries out. "Remember me. King of Glory!" The 

apostles bear her body to the tomb and wait for the Saviour there according to his cornrnand ($3 

35,3645). When he appears (apparently after only a short wait) he is accompanied by Evlichael 

and innumerable angels. descending on clouds. At the Lord's behest, Michael places the body on 

one of the clouds. and it is borne eastward to Paradise. where. under the Tree of Life. her sou1 

" Summary in Elliott. .-lpocryphal New Teirtument. 700-1. Van Esbmeck believes this to be the source of C? 
("Textes littéraires." 170). 

l 7  Van Esbroeck dates this to 6 or 7 C CE ("Textes hueraires," 170). it was first edited by A. Wenger, L '..lssornpfion 
cile la 73. Vierge dam la tradilion Byzantine du YI au Ixiècie: 6tudes er documents (Archives de l'orient chrétien 
5; Paris: i n s t i ~  Français d'ktudes Byzantines, t953, but a more recent study is that of Manns. Le récif de fa 
Dormition. Manns dates the text much earlier, arguing that third and fourth cennrry rabbinic matenals polemicize 
against views present in GI (ibid.. 104-21). He concludes that if his arguments are well founded, "il est permis 
d'affirmer que les éléments les plus anciens de [a foi en l'assomption de Marie remontent aux premiers siècles de 
l'Église palestinienne" (724). 
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and body are reunited. The apostles are similarly taken to the scene and witness the event. and 

the text ends rather abmptly with no mention of Mary's post-assurnption state (SSJ648). 

A very different Greek source is the transitus ten attributed to John the evangelist (G?)." 

While most of the Greek sources depict a post-assurnption reunion of Mary's sou1 and body at 

the Tree of Life. this one does not.I9 The Lord appears to Mary and says. "Behold. henceforth 

shall your precious body be translated to paradise. and your holy sou1 shall be in the heavens in 

the treasuries of my Father in surpassing brightness" ( 5  39).1° The body is placrd in a tomb. 

accompanied by the singing of angels, and after three days, when the singing stops. the apostles 

perceive that the body had been translated ( 8  48). In a vision, the apostles see various patriarchs 

and saints worshipping the body in the place to which it had been translated. This post-mortem 

assurnption is accompanied by exaltation and the reception of wonhip." 

ho the r  Greek te'tt. the so-calicd '.Euthymiac History" (G7). survives as an interpolation 

in a hornily of John of Damascus. and is quite a bit later than these other sources. The document 

is purportedly a fragment of a biogaphy of St Euthymius. but this work is only known from this 

fragment. Nevertheless. it introduces another variation on the assumption theme: the discovey of 

an empty tomb. After Mary's body has been in the tomb three days. the apostles return to 

venerate the body but find only the gave clothes. 7 h e y  could only draw a single conclusion." 

II C. von Tischendorf. ed.. .-fpocu[vpsrs upocpphar :Closis. fidrae, Pauli. 1ohanni.s: ;rem .Ciurrur dormirio. addiris 
Evangeliorum rr acruum ..lpoc.phorum supplrmenrir (Hildesheim: Ci. Olrns. 1866). 95-1 11: translation in Ellion 
The .-ipocs.phal New Testament. 70 1-8. 

l9 For this reason. G2 is not gouped by van Esbroeck in his "Palm of the Tree of Life" family of assumption texts: 
he dates it to the sixth or seventh century ('Textes litteraires." 769-73). He notes that G7- which he calls a "best- 
seller." is more closely related to the Syriac te.= dicussed below (ibid.. 269). 

'O Citation h m  the translation of Elliott, .-fpocvphal New Tesramenr. 706. 

" Translation in Daley. Dormition. 7344. 
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nameIy, that the Lord chose '70 honour her immaculate and pure body with the gift of 

incomptibility, and with a change of state even before the common, universal resunecti~n."~ 

3.5.13. Syriac 

The hgrnentary ..Obsequies of the Holy virginV'" (van Esbroeck's S 1) narrate a scenario 

very similar to that aIready seen in G1, so that van Esbroeck argues that G1 used S 1 as its main 

source." Most schoiars agree that this is the oldest survivinp version of the legend of Mary's 

assumption: W. Wright dated the text to the second half of the fifth centw." Here. Jesus puts 

Mary's sou1 in the care of ~ i chae l . ' ~  The first principal Fragment takes up with a discussion of 

the apodes at the tomk Jesus appears with Michael, and angels descend on three clouds. The 

clouds. at Jesus' command. bear the body dong with the apostles into Paradise. where Mary's 

soul and body are ~uni ted . '~  Following this. Jesus takes the apostles on a tour of hell. 

The more expansive Syriac Transitus document (SI) includes an interesting addition." 

Ranks of angels descend upon the tomb. with heavenly chariots coming after hem: one bearing 

Moses. one Enoch. one Elijah. and one the Lord Jesus. Mary's body is canied away into 

Paradise. and although a reunion of her body and soul is not mentioned. she is '-exalted with 

glory on which the eye of fiesh is not able to gaze.'' Christ blesses her and ascends to the right 

hand of the Father. and the rtpostres r e m  to the Mount of Olives where they discuss the 

Ibid.. 725. 

For translation see Wright, Conniburions. 42-5 1. 

'' See van Esbroeck "Textes Iinéraires." 270. 
25 Wright, Conniburions. 1 1. See aIso Daley, Dormition. 9. 

I6 This is found in one of s e v e d  smaller fragments summarized by Wright but not translated (Contributiom 14). 

" ibid., 46-7. 

'' Translation in Wri&t. Connibufions. 18-74. 
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logistics of comrnemorating Mary's assumption. Here, as elsewhere, Mary experiences a post- 

mortem asswnption whose result is heavenly glorification. Noteworthy is the association of 

Mary with the other assurned figures of Moses. Enoch. Elijah and Jesus. 

In the so-called .-Six Books" ( ~ 3 ) . "  from the fifth or sixth century. the soul of Mary 

departs to the "mansions of the Father" but her body is carried in a chariot of light to the Paradise 

of Eden. After the apostles leave the scene. Jesus cornes to Mary's body and commands her to 

rise, which she does; he tells her that he has come to show her the glory of the Father's house. 

Elijah. Enoch. Moses and Peter corne and worship them both. (Peter is here. presumably. as the 

representative of the apostles.) In the heavenly joumey that follows. Mary sees among other 

things the places where Enoch and Elijah used to dwell and pny. The interesting developrnent in 

this text is an outgrowth of the association between Mary and other assurned figures. in particular 

Enoch: she. like hirn. is taken on a heavenIy joumey and is made to see the rnysteries of the 

heavens. 

3.5.1.4. Latin 

The only Latin text that will be discussed here is a Transirus document attributed tu 

Melito of Sardis (van Esbroeck's LI)." As in many oiher sources. when Mary dies. Chnst 

enuusts her soul to Michael. Later. at the tomb. Christ appears and asks the apostles what he 

should do with her body. Peter and the other apodes say. "It has appeared rïght to us your 

Translation in W. Wright, "The Deparme of rny Lady Mary h m  the World" Journal of Sacred Litrratwe 6 
( 1865) 4 1748; 7 (1 865) 1 1060: re-edited from an older (and in places more expansive) manuscript by A. Smith 
Lewis. Apoqpha Striaca: The Prorevangelcum Jacobi and Traminrs Mariae (Studia Sinaitica 1 1; London: C. J. 
Clay and Sons, 1902) 12-69. 

Edited in Tischendorf. rlpocalypses ..lpocryphae, 13-36 (his "Transirus B"): translation in Ellion. .-lpoccphal 
New Testament, 708-14. Van Esbmeck dates it to 5 to 7 C CE ("Textes littéraires." 770) and considers it a somewhat 
d i i t  relative of GI, one of the Greek texts discussed above. 
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servants that . . . you should mise up the body of your rnother and t&e her with you rejoicing into 

heaven" (16.3). The apostles' reason for this request is the idea that Mary had been chosen to 

become the '-irnmaculate chamber" of the Lord, so that no other fate for ber body would be 

fitting. Thus an explicit theological rationale for the belief in Mary's assumption inuudes directly 

uito the narrative, becorning a feature of the plot.". Michael then brings the sou1 of Mary at 

Christ's behest. and she rises fiom the dead and ascends into heaven with Christ ( 17.1-1 8.2). 

3.5.2. Homiletical Sources 

Brian Daley suggests that dthough some homiLes on the assumption of Mary survive 

from the mid-sixth century. most homiletical sources date from after the early seventh century. 

" d e r  the official acceptance of the feast [of Mary's dormition] into the calendar of the imperial 

.Great' ~hurch.'"' Furthemore. van Esbroeck suggests that most of the sources surveysd here 

are dependent in one way or another on the narrative sources discussed above." For instance. the 

homily of John of Thessalonica (eariy 7 C) combines eIements from G1 (including the dead 

body's speech) and G7 (the empty tomb and the discovery of the grave dothes)." 

A few details in the homileticai materiais are worth noting. however. The '-Encomium" of 

Theoteknos of Livias (early 7 C) is one of the few Greek sources to use the word avakqpyq for 

3' Milbum says of later materials on the assumptian of Mary that rise was being made of new arguments. based not 
on history or pretended history but on what was deemed appropriate. a prïnciple which was later summed up in the 
Scholastic mavim 'potuir, decuit, ergo fecirT-God has the power. the action was fitting: therefore he must have 
done it" (Early Christian Interprerarions. 192). 
52 Daley. Dormilion. 12. 

' j  See van Esbroeck, "Textes littéraires." 270.273. 
54 Daley, Dormition, 63.67 
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the pacsing of ~ a . r ~ . ~ '  Clearly a post-mortem assumption is in view here, for the homilist argues 

that "even though the God-beslnng body of that holy one did taste death, it was not compted." 

Most of the homiletical sources make an assumption of Mary's body explicit. John of Damascus 

(early 8 C) writes. "Your immaculate, completely spotless body was not lefi on earth. but you 

have been transported to the royal dwelling-place of heaven as queen ...'.j6 h d r e w  of Crete 

(early 8C), rather than describing an assumption explicitly, prefers to draw such a conclusion 

From the empty tomb: 

Let no one here ask in ridicule how her tomb could have been empty. For 1 will 
ask you in retum: how has her body disappeared? Why was there no shroud in her 
sarcophagus, if what was laid in the tomb did not escape corruption-if the 
treasure was not canied a ~ a y ? ~ '  

Additionally. an odd development takes place in a homily of Germanus of Constantinople (early 

8 C): the body of Mary disappears as the apostles are placing it in the tomb. and the shroud 

ascends and disappears." Thus. in spite of what Daley cdls a .-cultivated vaguenrss" in the 

homilies. a tendency to avoid explicit langage such as -assurnption" or "resurrection" to 

describe Mary's end. it is clear from the texts thsmselves that a post-mortem removal of the body 

is generally in  vie^.^^ 

Further. there is here. as in the narrative tradition. fiequent reference to Enoch and Elijah. 

Theoteknos. for instance. is careful to emphasize Evlary's exaltation "above Encich and Elijah and 

al1 the prophets and apost~es.'JO Andrew of Crete uses these two tigures to prove that Mary's 

:1 
- -  Ibid.. 74. 

j6 Ibid.. 198. 

j' Ibid.. I 10. So also Germanus of Constantinople. early 8 C (ibid., 166). 

38 Ibid., 177. 

39 Ibid., 27-78. 

a ibid., 74. 
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body did not suffer corruption. for if theirs did not, neither could hers." This logic presumes that 

Mary's assumption was the same kind of event as the assumption of Enoch and Elijah. In the 

homily of Theodore the Studite, earIy 9 C, Mary prays before her death that she be taken away as 

Enoch and Elijah were.'" hierestingly. none of these authors seems to have difficulty with the 

fact that Mary had died where Enoch and Elijah were taken away while still alivo. These 

homilists, like the framers of the narrative versions of the legend, apparently considered that their 

teachings about Mary were not a significant departure fiom the logic olassumption in biblical 

and post-biblical sources. even though Mary had died and \vas deserving of tàr greater reverence 

than these other assumed tig~res. '~ 

" Ibid.. 109. 

" ibid., 252. 

" See Bruns. Traces of Faih. 41-9 on cornparisons between Mary and Elijah which emphasize the virginity of 
Elijah as one aspect ofthe virtuous IiFe on account of which he was taken by God. 



3.6: Implications 

A number of results significant for our study of Q 13:35 have arisen during the course of 

this survey. Some of these are in the caeegory of general motifs pertaining to assumption. such as 

the idea of pre-assurnption reception of revelation. or that of post-assumption deification. 

exaltation. or eschatological hct ion.  Other resuits. however. are of more direct significance. 

ïhese may be summarized briefly. 

First. with respect to language and motif. it has been noted that disappearance (or 

invisibility) is an almost ubiquitous correlate to assumption in both the Greco-Roman and in the 

Jewish traditions. A number of sources used the same language as that found in Q l3:35 (OU pfl 

ï6q.5~ p): 2 Kgs 2:12 LXX  ai OUK E&V aixov En): Berossos ( O ~ K  E t i  ocpefivai): Plutarch 

( o k  p€poç Cij<p€Iq ahpatoç .... Rom. 27.5): Lucian (OU piv Bopâro p. Prregr. 39). In 

addition. '-seeing" language was used to describe the exalted status of an assurned figure 

(~SOVTEÇ, Wis 5 2 :  see also Wis 2: 17-20). and to connote the eschatological return of figures who 

had experienced assumption ( 4  E3a 625-26). This is significant because. ris the temporal E q -  

clause indicales. the disappearance or absence of Jesus in Q 1 3 5 5  looks ahead to a reapprarance 

or retum. 

Second. instances of post-monem assumption were highiighted in the Greco-Roman. 

Jewish. and Iater Christian traditions. This is sipificant in order for Q's assumption theology to 

h c t i o n  as  the means of Jesus' post-mortem vindication. In Greek thought. the disappearance of 

a corpse (Aeneas. Memnon. r\risteas of Proconnessus. Alcmena). especialIy fiom a tomb or 

funeral pyre (Herakles. Proteus. AchiIIes, Cailirhoe), signified assumption. The person in 

question was accorded honour as befittùig a hem or an irnrnortal. In Jewish tradition the idea of 

post-mortem assumption is unusuaI but not impossible. in particular. assumption language is 



applied to the Book of Wisdom's rnurdered and exdted dikaios, as the author applied ropoi from 

Greek consolation literature and Jewish eschatological thought to the case of the righteous one 

who died untirneiy, A sirnilar strateB may have been at work in T. Job 39: 1 1-13, although there 

it is not clear exactly why Job's dead chilcirer, were taken up bodily into heaven. In Iater 

Christian literature, post-mortem assumptions were nanated of Zechariah. Mary. John the 

evangelist. and the penitent thief. 

A final important result of this survey ha to do with the developrnent of assumption 

traditions in apocdyptic literature. In a few instances it was noted that figures accorded a special 

role in eschatological thought. whether as judge. witness, or as recipient of heavenly knowledge. 

sometimes came to be the subject of assurnption speculation. Thus Giinter Haufe's thesis that 

assumption is a sine qua non for eschatological IUnction works both ways in the development of 

tradition: those for whom assumption traditions were in circulation carne to have a prominent 

place in eschatoIogicaI speculations (Enoch. Elijah. Moses). and vice versa (Ezra. Bmch. 

Tabitha). Phinehas is a special instance since it was probably because of his association with 

Elijah that traditions of his assumption and his (shared) eschatologicaI role carne into existence. 

This is of great sipificame for Q because if. as some have suggested. Q 13:34-35 carne into the 

document at a relatively late stage in its composition. it may be that the assumption tradition it 

represents arose as a correlate to the belief. evident elsewhere in Q. that Jesus would return as the 

Son of man or Coming One. 



Chapter Four: The Assumption of Jesus in Q 13:34-35 

In this chapter the following points will be argued conceming the Jerusalem Lament (Q 

13:34-35). First, the saying has the rejection of Jesus and a withdrawai of divine protection in 

view. Second, the sentence which begins "1 tell you . .." (kE.{o @îv) inuoduces an dement of 

reversal; this appears to be consistent with the use of the M y o  Guiv formula in Q. Third. as a 

reference to Jesus' assurnption. verse 35b suggests three different aspects of Jesus' vindication: 

an emphasis on divine favour. a suggestion of heavenly exaltation. and a reference to speciai 

eschatological function. This observation has important ramifications for the interpretation of the 

saying and for the Christology of Q. The chapter concludes with some tradition-historical 

observations about the origin and setting of the saying. and begins with a discussion of its 

reconstruction. 



4.1: Q 13:34-35: Reconstruction 

There is a handiid of differences between the Matthean and Lukan versions of the 

Jerusalem Lament. as shown here. Nor many of the differences (noted below in underlined text)' 

amount to anything of significance for the interpretation of the saying. GeneraIly. Luke's version 

is to be preferred. aithough in some instances the grounds for deciding between Matthew and 

Luke are quite slim. 

In Q 13334. Matthew gives the second aorist infinitive ~fÈrnmvir.(w. while Luke gives 

the first aorist form. Likeiy Matthew's verb is an assimilation of Q's more comrnon koinë forrn 

to the Attic form, F. D. Weinert showed that the Septuagint uses fisc aorin passive but second 

aorist active forms of this verb and auvayw; according to Weinen this usage is reflected in Luke 

and throughout the New Testament. so it would be dificuit to see why Luke would have altered 

-- - 

I ïhe bracketed words in the Lukan version are t e d l y  uncertain. 
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a second aorist form had it appeared in his source.' Matthew repeatç the verb in the preçent tense 

(Emauvir-y~i) in order to fil1 out an eIlipsis in the metaphor? Another rninor difference may in 

fact have arisen because of a scribai error on the part of either evangelist: Matthew reads the 

neuter plural voaaia (i'nestlings") where Luke gives the feminine singular voacnàv ("nest"). 

Steck thought that Luke gives the original reading, because "nest" is more suited to the wisdom 

context of the saying-since Sir 1 : I5 LXX States that Wisdom built her nest among hurnan 

beings4-and Hoffmann was probably correct to Say that Steck made too much of this 

distinction.' But still. as Siegfried Schulz argued. Matthew's plural could be a secondq 

adjustrnent to the plural rà rkva.d Finally. in light of the Lukan preference for hauroû.' 

Matthew's possessive pronoun may reflect the original Q wording. though this is ot'little 

significance for the interpretation of the verse. 

In Q 1355. two differences between Matthew and Luke are most probably due to 

Matthean redaction: the addition of Epqpoç (verse 35a) and an' àpn (verse 35b). There is some 

' F. D. Weinert. "Luke. the TempIe and Jesus' Saying about Jemalem's Abandoned House (Luke I2:24-35)," C'B@ 
44 ( 1982) 68-76. esp. 71: see also Christ. Jesus Sophia. 137. and Hoffmann. Strtdien. 17 1. CC Steck Isruel. 48: 
Garland. Intention. 187 n. 8 1. 

' Steck. Israel, 48-9. 

Ibid.. 234. Sir 1: 15 LXX: ~ t a  avûpoirov t3~pÉ)L~ov a i h g  Èvoaa~ua~v  ..- 
' Hoffmann, Srudien. 177: "Das Bild 5011 ... vielmehr die FUrsor~e des Sprechers veranschaulichen. die ihn 
veranldte, sich wiederholt um die Angesprochenen ni bemilhen. Die Streit, ob sich die Jungen noch im Nest oder 
schon auBerhalb desselben befinden. ist daher tlir das Versthdnis des Wones unergiebig." SchuIz agreed 
(Spmchquelle. 356 and n. 129). 
6 Schult Spmchquelle. 346. 

' Ibid.. 346 and n. 173; Weinert. "Abandoned House," 72; H. Fleddermann. "The Cross and Discipleship in Q." in 
Society of Biblicaf Lirerature 1988 Seminar Pupers (ed. D. J. LuII; SBLSP 77; Atlanta: Scholm. 1988), 472-82. esp. 
474 n. 9. It should aIso be noted that Q may demonstrate a similar preference for éauroïi: so S. R. Johnson. 552:  Q 
1334-35" (database presented, with evaluations by J. M. Robinson and P. Hoffmann. at the International Q Project 
Work Sessions, 1994). 35. Robinson's views on the reconstruction ofQ l3:34-35 have k e n  published. in part. in his 
essays "BuiIding Blocks in the Social History of Q" and 'The Sequence of Q: The Larnent over Jemalem": 
Hotnnann's remain unpublished ("Q I3:34-35: Second Response" [unpublished appendiv to database of S. R. 
Johnson, htemationai Q Pmject work sessions. 19941). 
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textual uncertainty regarding Eprpoç in Ldce 13:35, but the manuscript evidence is swng  for its 

absence8 Its presence in a large number of manuscripts9 is Iikely due to a harmonization to Matt 

2338 .  Matthew likely added it in allusion to Jer 225." a x '  a p n  is a ~attheanism." added here 

and in Matt 26:26,64 to heighten the sense of the eschatologicai future." Matthean redaction aiso 

explains the yàp connecting Man 23:38,39,'3 but it is not entirely clear that Luke's 6è was 

originaily in Q either. for it is not even certain that it was originaily in ~uke.'" The formula AÉyo 

Gpîv in Q is not fixed with 6é." so there is no reason for supposing that 68 was original in Q. 

Matthew and Luke aiso disagree on the placement of the direct object p~ in relation to the verb 

ï 6 t l ~ ~ ;  Luke rnight preserve Q's word order. but this is far from certain. Finally. in verse 3b. 

Matthew fias Eoç âv E~XT\TE. and Luke bas the more awkward E q  ~ E E L  OTE E ~ ~ T E .  There is 

textual uncenainty here with respect to Luke: only D preserves this reading (and some Old Latin 

and Syriac versions with the addition fi fipÉpcr). but if original it would esplain more casily than 

the other readings how the bewildering array of variants a r ~ s e . ' ~  If original in Luke, i i j ~ i  OTE is 

Y 945''d75 H A B K L R W r1.l 565 IOIOpm lat $sa. 

10 Jer 2:5b LXX: ~ i 5  ép@oaiv harai O o k q  o h ç .  So Bussmann. Zw Redenpelle, 76: Christ. Jesus Sophia. 
137: R. H.  Gundry. ,blutrhe,v: .4 Commen~ary on HIS L i t e r q  and Theologicat.-irr (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans. 1982). 
473. However, Suggs takes this as evidence for ihe originalicy of ipqpq, since the word stresses the "captivity" 
theme present in other accounts of Wisdom's rejection (Wisdom. 68 n. 16). Hoffmann (Srutlien. 172) thinks the word 
is a post-Manhean gloss, since some manuscripts omit it from Manhew ris well. 
II So J. C. Hawkins, Horae Svnopricae: Conrriburionr to rhe Siu& of'rhe Svnoptic Problem. (2nd ed.; Oxford: 
Clarendon. 1909). 4. 

" See van der Kwaak, "KIage," 16.1; Steck Israel. 50: Hoffmann. Sttrdien. 177: Gariand. Inrrnrion. 105: Allison. 
"Matt. 23:39 = Luke 1335b." 81 n. 1. 
13 See Haenchen, "Manhaus 23." 56: van der Kwaak. "Klage," 163; Steck Israel. 50: Hoffmann. Studien. 172; 
Garlanà, Intention, 207. 

1s See below, pp. 193-8 on AÉyo upiv in Q. 
16 See B. Metzger, .-i Textual Commenrary on rhe Greek New Testament (2nd ed.: Stuttgart: Deutsche 
BibelgesellschaR; New York: United Bible Societies, 1994). 138. 
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most likely Q's wording ris well, because Luke never uses an expression like this with a temporai 

condition, and the verb ii~o is hardly a Lukan favourite." Matthew's version is to be regarded as 

a stylistic improvement; further. the future prospect implied by   EL OTE would have been made 

redundant by the Matthean addition an'  apri. 

The original Q wording of the Jerusalem Larnent was probabiy something like the 

following: 

'I~pouaahfip 'I~pouaakfip, fi anoicreivouaa roùç 
xpocpilzaç  ai htûof3okoûaa souç anoa~akpÉvouç 
npoç aU.rtp, noaamç fiûÉhqaa Èrnsuvajai sa t~ icva  
aou, 6v rponov opvy s4v voaaiàv au* h o  t à ç  
ntÉpuyaç, icai 0 8 ~  fiû~kfiaare. 

A more difficult question concerns the origind position of the Jenisalem saying in Q. 

This question has already been discussed in senerd terms in Chapter Two: here. however. it 

must be approached again in order to weigh the various arguments. It has commonly been 

suggested that Matthew retains the saying in its original position. Earlier proponents of this view 

thought that Q 1 1 99-5 1 and 1334-35 originally nood together in a lost Wisdom document from 

" It occurs five times in the Gospel (1246 [QI; 1329 [QI; 1355 [Q?]; 1527 [LkS]; 1943 [LkSI) and net at al1 in 
Acts. 

"This reconmction is not substantially different from that of the Criticaf Edifion ofQ. except that it offers the 
second aonst infinitive of Èmmvuyw and the neuter plural rà voaaia (with the neuter plural article bnckrted as 
uncenain). The Criticaf Edition also brackets %EL as uncenain (Robinson et al.. Criticaf Eùition. 420-3). 



which, according to Q, Jesus is quoting (Luke 1 1:49 = Q: 6ia t o û ~ o   ai fi aocpia toû &oû 

E ~ E V ) .  If both 1 1 :49-5 1 and 13 :34-35 were derived (together or separately) fiorn a pre-Christian 

Vorlage, this is essentially indemonstrable. More important for our purposes are the two 

arguments upon which was based the supposition of a unitary origin in a common source. First. 

both sayings have a "supra-historical" perspective. and so the speaker must be divine Wisdom in 

both cases.Ig Second, the cornmon deuteronomistic theme of rejected and persecuted prophets 

means that the two sayings must have been originally joined." These two arguments will be 

discussed in turn. 

The first argument presents several difficulties. [t should be noted at the outset chat an 

original separation of the two sayings in Q is not disqualified by their similar perspective. On the 

other hand. Haenchen's concem about the sayings' different .-historical" perspectives" does not 

arnount to a strong argument against their original unity; for as Robinson correctly arged. the 

tirturesriented view of 1 1:49 (axoa~eAô. Luke 1 1 A9 = Q) is a device used to depict past svents 

as Fulfillments of the divine plan." Whether or not a .-supra-historical subject" is reguired by the 

~ l o o u q  fi0ÉIqca in 13:X the fact rernains that the Aiyo iipîv formula. which is characteristic 

of Jesus' speech in Q ' ~  (and throughout the gospel tradition). would at least signal a rhift to lesus 

as speaker in 1 1 :5 1 b. So. if the sayings had stood together in Q, Jesus is already speaking by the 

end of the Wisdom saying; therefore, it does not follow that the speaker of 13:34-35 is 

necessarily Wisdom. in spite of the saying's obvious wisdorn themes. The Jenisalem Lament. 

l 9  So most ùifluentially Bultmann, Hlrrory. 1 14-5. 

So mon forcefully Robinson, "Building Blocks." 1034: "Sequence of Q," 3'0-5. 

" Haenchen "Manhaus 33." 56; see also Jacobson. First Gospel. 309. 
n - Robinson. "Sequence of Q," 344. 
'3 Exceptions are Q 3:8b (where John is speaking), and possibly Q 1926 [Luke] (the master in the Parable ofthe 
Talents) and Q 1424 [LkS] (the master in the Parable of the Great Supper). 
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additionally, has Jesus as speaker throughout; it will be argued below that hÉ-p Upiv in 13:35b 

appears to have an adversative hct ion.  Granted, seeing Jesus as the speaker of the Lament 

raises problems of its own-particularly if the saying's wisdom motifs are taken seriously-but 

these will be deait with below. 

As we have already seen. Robinson has recentiy reformuhted the second argument 

concerning the comrnon deuteronomistic theme in Q 1 1 $9-5 1 and 1 5 3  4-33. In his view. both 

sayings draw heavily fiom the deuteronomistic passage 2 Chr 24:19-33. and the allusions are 

fairly clear.lJ The allusions. however. were apparently not clear to Manhew. who rnistakes 

Zechariah (the Septuagint reads karias), whose stoning is described in 2 Chr 2420-22. for 

Zechariah. son of Barachiah (Zech 1: i). Robinson argues that if Matthew did not see the allusion 

to 2 Chronicles 24. then it is highly unIikeIy ha t  he would join together the two passages that 

depend so heavily upon that text." However. as noted above. the Wisdom saying and the 

Jerusalem Lament have enough features in common to suggest to Matthew-quite apart from his 

lack of awareness of the texts' specific aI1usions-a secondary joining if they had originally been 

separate sayings in Q. Or. as Hoffmann has put it. the correspondences noted by Robinson 

between 2 Chronicles 34 and Q 1 I :49-51 and i3:34-35 "zeigen nur. dd beide Texte aus dem 

gieichen Resewoir deuteronomistischer Prophetentradition s~h6~fen." '~ 

Therefore, arguments for the originai co~ectedness of the sayings which rely on 

similarity of theme or perspective are not decisive. On the other hand. there is evidence of 

redactional work on the context of Q 13:34-35 in both Matthew and ~uke." Matthew has placed 

'' Robinson. "Building Blocks." 1046: "Sequence of Q." 250-3. 

'5 Robinson. "Building Blocks." 106; 5equence of Q." 757. 
26 Hoffmann, "Q 13:343S: Second Response," 3. 

'7 See Christ. Jeirur Sophia. I36-7: Garland. Infen~iom, 197; Tuckett. Q. 173-1. 



the Woes as a whole-with the Jerusalem Lament as theù conclusion-in such a way that they 

become Jesus' frnal public speech (see Matt 23:1), and in order that the abandonment of the 

house is h t  announced to the crowds (Matt 23:39 = Q 13:35b) and then descnbed to the 

disciples (Matt 24: 1-2). Luke does not have Jesus speak the Lament in Jemalem: rather, he 

associates it with Jesus' journey to Jenisalem (Luke 951; 13:22,3 1-33). Some have suggested 

that the catchword .'Jerusaiem" (13:33) is the reason for Luke's re-location of the saying.'* since 

it would have made little sense in the Lukan context of the Woes. the meaI at the Pharisee's 

houe  (Luke I 1:37.53). But this raises the question of why Luke would have moved the Lament 

IO this location. particularly given that his redactionai ûavelogue cornrnents could have been 

inserted practically a ~ ~ ~ w h e r e . ' ~  It therefore may be suggested that Luke added L 3:22.3 1-33 in 

order to make sense of the original Q location of the saying (that is. afier Q l3:?4.26-?7.X-30), 

which he did not want to disturb.jO 

The question must be answered on the grounds of Q itself. In which location wouid the 

saying have made better sense? Robinson notes that "Q 122-12. having to do with arixiety over 

being killed because of one's witness to Jesus. originally flowed equaIly well" out of either Q 

1 1 :J9-5 1 or 13:34-35. or even 1 1 A7-48. the final Woe. because al1 three have to do with the 

same theme. the killing of prophets." Hoffmann argues that Q 122-12. with its contempocary 

See. for instance. Bulanann. Hisroty. 115; Haenchen. "MatthYus 13." 47. Robinson suggests that Luke's 
interpolation of 13:; 1-33 "atternpts to recreate the equivalent of the fining Manhean context" ("Sequence of Q." 
'59). 

l9 As Robinson purs i t  .'one has [in Luke 13:; 1-33] an instance of Luh redactionalIy creating an orhenvise non- 
existent sening to which he can nafisfer the Lament" ("Sequence of Q'" 758). 

'O Hofkann, "Q I3:3J-35: Second Responw," 5-6. So abo Kloppenborg, Formarion. 228: Jacobson. FÏrsr Gospel. 
2 IO. 

" Robinson "Sequence ofQ," 2534. Robinson's interest is in showing that the Woes. the Wisdom saying and the 
Lament (Q 1 [:39bSl.464833 1 [:49-5 1 + 1351135) together comprise "the cenaal text for the Q redaction, as it 
supenmposed the deuteronomistic view of history ont0 the Q tradition" (ibid.. 154). 



concern being the danger faced by Jesus' followers, flows out of the Wisdom saying best of al1 

because its redactional additions (1 1 :50b,5 Ib) contemporize the saying vis-à-vis the situation of 

the Q cornrnunity, by means of the polemic against .This generation."3' Q 1334-35. in 

Hoffmann's view, has Jesus as its speaker and emphasizes his rejection in connection with the 

vindication expected at the coming of the Son of man. This christologizing tendency would have 

intempted the flow had the Lament originally followed irnrnediately after the Wisdom saying3' 

Furthemore, the Larnent also fits well within the Lukan order of Q: the exclusion faced 

by those who reject Q's message (Q I3:2J-B) Ends concrete expression in the Jenisalem 

Lament. as Hothann notes.!' and is also paralleled in the parable of the Great Supper. where 

those invited refuse to participate in the eschatologicai banquet. Reclining with the pauiarchs ( Q  

1398) seems to have the eschatologicd banquet in view: and bringing in those not originaily 

invited (Q 14:21-23) has similarîty to the inclusion of Gentiles in the kingdom (Q (329). Thus. 

Q 13:34-35 stands in the middle as a prophecy of the Corning One's judgment. aithou@. as we 

shall see. it appears that the invitation to Jerusalem was still standing. There is. therefore. good 

thematic cohesion between Q 13:24-39 + 133.1-35 + 14: 16-24. It seems unlikeiy. had Q 13:34- 

35 originaily followed 11:49-51, that Luke would have inserted Q 13:X-35 precisely where he 

does. creating between pieces of Q material new connections which would not have been 

apparent to his readers because of the other redactional work done in Luke 13-14. Given these 

observations, it seems more likely that Luke. and not Matthew. has retained the Lament in its 

Hoffmann. "Q l3:jJ-35: Second Response." 5. 

jj Ibid.. 3-4. 

" Ibid.. 5. 
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original Q context: that is to Say, Q 1334-35 originally foIlowed Q 1394-29 and preceded 

An observation conceming Luke's redaction of Q L3:29,28, on Gentiles in the kingdom, 

corroborates this conclusion. Most scholars suggest that Matthew. in general. preserves better the 

original order and wording of Q ~ 3 2 9 2 8 . ' ~  The Criricd Edjrion of'Q reconstructs it as follows: 

[[And many]] shall come from Sunrise and Sunset and recline 
with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of God. but [[you will bel] 
thrown out [[into the]] out[[er darkness]], where there will be wailing and 
grinding of teeth.j7 

Luke. therefore. likely made two significant additions to Q 1328-a reference to the hture 

"seeing" of exclusion from the kingdom. and a reference to "al1 the prophets"-so that his 

version reads: 

There will be weeping and gashing of teeth when vou see Abraham and Isaac 
and Jacob and al1 the ~ r o ~ h e t s  in the kingdom of God. and you yourselves thrown 
out. (Luke 1328) 

'' The presence of Luke (4: 1 1 par. Man 23: I7 is disputed. ofien because ofthe ease with which such proverbial 
expressions find their way into the tradition (see Kloppenborg Q ParalIeLF. 162). The Crirrcol Edirion includes it at 
a {C) rating (Robinson. et al.. Critrcal Edirion. 40-t). if 14: I I was originally part of Q, its afinnation of the 
exaltation of the humble, and the humility of the exalted. would fit well between I3:34-35 and 14: 16-24. Both ihese 
passages deai with appeals that meet with rejection by those in exalted positions (if .  in fact. I i : i4-3 is directed 
apainst the elite of Jemalem. as some suspect [se, for instance. Kloppenborg, Ercmaring Q. 1 18D. 
30 See, for instance, Schulz, Spruchquelle, 323; Kloppenboro, Formation. 226. 

" Robinson et al., Criticol Edirion, 414-17- See ais0 L M. Robinson, The International Q Project Work Session 16 
November 1990." JBL 1 10 (1 99 1): 494-8; esp. 497. 
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These additions (shown here in underlinai text) are significant! particularly when compared with 

Q 1334-35. The language of Luke's additions here is also found in the Jerusalem saying (roi>ç 

rcpocpil.raç, a future form of 9pao). In contrast with the Lament, which focusses on the rejection 

and murder of prophets (Q 13:N) and which looks ahead to a tùture seeing (after a time of 

invisibility) of the speaker. who presumabiy cornes in judgment. Luke 1328 forecasts a tirne 

when the hearers wouId see themselves excluded from the kingdom and the prophets vindicated 

in the presence of the patriarchs. It is Iikely that Luke, laoking ahead to Q 12:34-35. redacted Q 

1328 in order to coordinate the themes of the two sayings more closely. The presence of the 

future of ji~u in both Q 1329 and 13:35b may have suggested this redactional assimilation. 

which would be very remarkable indeed if Q 1 3 3 - 5 5  had originally tollowed Q I 1 :49-5 1 .j8 

'' Incidentally, it aIso suggests that Luke undemood Q 13:34-35-as apparently also Matthew did-to refer to a 
tüture time of judgrnent at the Parousia. but reoriented it, with the redaaional ceferences to Jenisalem and to 
pmphetic martyrdom in Luke 132 1-33. in order to have it refer to Jesus' entry into Jerusa:em and passion. 



3.2: The Rejection of Jesus and the Abandonment of Jerusalem 

The most significant implication of deciding in favour of Luke's placement of the 

Jenisalem Lament is the fact that Jesus, and not Wisdom personified. must be the speaker of the 

saying, although, as noted above. even the Matthean position of the saying does not compIetely 

nile this out either. Certainly Matthew and Luke agree on Jesus as the speaker of the saying. This 

presents some dificulties, particularly with reference to the repeated appeals mentioned in Q 

13:34. but it aiso presents some important implications for our understanding of Q's 

interpretation of the fate of Jesus. 

The first question to be answered is raised by the nference to Jerusalem. It actually 

rnatters little whether or not the saying originally had sorne other use or circulation before its use 

in Q. The significance of the reference for Q is the more pressing concem. especially given the 

fact that Q only mentions Jerusalem here and in the ternptation narrative (Q 4:9: Matthew e i ~  

rfiv ayiav zoktv. Luke ~ i ç  'IepouaaAip), and otherwise seems to imply a Galilean context (see 

Q 10:13-15). Given the saying's deuteronomistic background. Jenisalem particularly as fi 

AieoBokoûaa t o ù ~  a z o a r a h p ~ v o u ~  x p o ~  aUMv was probably suggested. as Robinson has 

argued. by the stoning of Zechariah in 2 Chron 2421  a ai ÈAteo~okqoa~ a h o v  [L,YX]: see 

also Q 1 1 :5 1 ). ' But Jerusalem as the murderer of prophets is unusual in the deuteronomistic 

tradition: Steck observed that "bleibt diese Apostrophierung Jerusalems ais Tater auffallend: 

Jerusalem ist in spatjüdischer Tradition sonst nicht Subjekt des Ungehorsams und auch mit dem 

gewaltsamen Prophetengeschick nie betont verbunden."' Steck argued that the imminent 

I Robinson. "BuiIding. Blocks,' 104-6: "Sequence of Q," 250-3. 

' Steck Israel, 227-8. 
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destruction of Jemaiem in the time before 70 CE may have suggested a focus on Jerusalem in 

particular (yet syrnbolizing al1 of Israel) as the perpetrator? But in Steck's view the lerusalem 

Larnent was not in Q and, obviously, did not have Jesus as its speaker. 

Steck did show. however. that the fiamework of the wisdom myth provides a clue to the 

significance of the Jerusakm reference in Q 13:34. Since Jerusalem. and pmicularly the Temple. 

was considered the special place of residence for Wisdom (or the Shekina). it is also the place 

abandoned in Wisdom's r e m  to heaven. Sir 24: 10-12 is the classic text for the view that 

Wisdom dwells among the people of God. in particular in Zion. and in Jenisalem. the "beloved 

city" (Sir 24: 1 l).' Further, Wisdom builds her nest among hurnan bsings (Sir 1 1 : 15). and the 

divine presence offers protection to Israel (see 1 En. 8956: 2 Bar. 8: 1-2: Pss. Sol. 7: 1-2). as the 

mother-bird simile of Q 13:34b suggests.' Thus. when Wisdom depans. as in 1 En. 42: 1-2. the 

people in general. Jenisalem in particular. and rnost especially the Temple. are abandoned. This 

is elipressed in Q l3:35a: iGoù acpi~rai O okoç  Zipov. As the withdrawal of Wisdom is 

focussed upon Jenisalem. so also is the removal of the divine protection which according to the 

deuteronomistic tradition was the result of Israel's disobedience (see 2 Chron 24:20.23-24). Thus 

Jerusalem in particular is singled out as typi@ng Ismel's violent rejection of prophets and 

emissaries. 

Ibid., 279. Hoffmann remarked. "Diese [Steck's] Erklhng mag fik die Entstehung der deuteronomistischen 
Prophetenaussap zutreffen: denn diese entstand ja im RUckblick auf die Verstonmg Jenisalems und suchte die 
Katastrophe. die das Volk trac aus der Geschichte seines Ungehorsams abzuleiten. Fnglich ist jedoch. ob diese 
Ennvicklung mr Q ausreicht" (Studien. 179). 

There seems to be a pm_mssion in the depiction of Wisdom's dwelling amongst the people in Sir 24: 10-12: she is 
described as having a home in die tabernacle. then Zion (v.10). hen Jenisalem "the beloved city" (v. 1 1). and finaIl'; 
"1 took root in an honoured people. in the portion of the Lord" (v. 12). The progession seems to suggest concentric 
spheres of presence or influence. 

For the imagery of a mother bird gathering her pung, see Deut 3 2 1  1; Ps 17% 36:7; Ruth 1: 11: 7 Bar. 4 1 3-4; 4 
k r a  1:30. For Wisdom in particular, see Sir 1: 15, 1426(?); Prov 16116 W. A detailed discussion may be found in 
Steck Israel, 48-50. 
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This helps, but adds Iinle to an interpretation which views Jesus as the speaker here. -4 

more helpful scenario with respect to Q-particularly given our view that Q knew of and had 

interpreted the death of Jesus-was proposed by Hoffmann, who, as noted above. also argued 

that Jesus is the speaker in Q 13134-35. h his view, the speaker is not necessarily the one who 

sends the prophets and emissaries. but instead is depicted as standing in continuity with other 

rejected messengers of ~ o d . ~  The Jerusalem Larnent has its Sifz im Leben ..in der Ablrhnung . . . 

des Boten Jesus. aufdie Q zurückblickr.'" Q may have picked up the deuteronomistic tradition as 

a way of theologizing the rejection of the Q missionaries (see especially Q 1 1 :J9-5 1. noting the 

contemporizing 1 1 :5 1 b!).' but Q 1334-35 has Jesus in view. and not the Q messengers. 

Jenisalem figures in the saying because Q considers the speaker himself as one of those sent to. 

and rejected by. that city. The fact that Jesus was executed there. a fact of which the Q 

community could scarcely have been ignorant provides the bais  for the reference to Jerusalem. 

A problem, however. arises with respect to the principal clause of Q 13333: r c o a a q  

fiB€kqaa émauvajai ta t ~ w a  aou. Many commentators. rnost influentially Bultmann. see 

xoaamç fi0Éhqaa as requiring a "supra-historical" subject. On this basis, then. the participles 

a x o ~ ~ e i v o u o a  and kiûopokoûaa refer deuteronomistically to the whole history of Jenisalem's 

(Israel's) treaunent of prophets. If the whole history of IsraeI is in view. then xooamç 

$€hqaa cannot have Jesus as its speaker. HoRmann found his way around this dilemma by 

proposing that whereas the participles rnight refer to the whole history of Jemalem. the often 

sought-for gathering of her children (TU rÉwa GOU) lrielrnehr bezeichnet es die wiederholten 

Hoffinann. Sfudien. 174. 
7 Ibid., 179-80. 
a Ibid.. 179. 
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Versuche des Sprechers in der Gegenwart um die 'Kinder ~erusalems."~ This is difficult to 

reconcile with the (probable) historicai fact that Jesus only made one journey to Jerusalem. 

Again, the wisdom tradition offers some enlightenment. While Q 7 3 5  sees Jesus and 

John as emissaries of Wisdom, other Q materials demonstrate a rather elevated wisdom 

Christology: this is seen most strongly in Q 1021-22, where Jesus is practically identified with 

Wisdom as the rnediator ofrevelation. but also in Q 11:49. where Jesus voices the speech of 

Wisdom as the one who sends the prophets ( à r t o a r ~ l ô  ... x p o q f i ~ a ~  icai [àxoaroAouçl; see 

aIso Q 10:3, %oi, Ùscoa~Éllo Gpâç ...). Here in Q 13:34 Jesus speaks as Wisdom. reflecting 

the many appeals made (noaamç fieélqaa) by Wisdom through her emissaries and rejected 

( o i ~  f i0~l f iaa . r~)  by Israel but especially by the children of Jenisalem as the perpetrators of his 

own rejection and death. Thus. Jesus does speak as a '-supra-historical" subject. and !et one 

whose own final experienccs are irnplicit in the rejection of Wisdom by Jerusalem. It may aIso 

be noted in this comection that the combination of the deuteronomistic tradition with the 

wisdorn myth finds an extraordinary development in Q 13 34: in Q 1 1 :49 Jesus speaks on béhalf 

of Wisdom, the one who sends the prophets: but here he speaks as Wisdom. in particular as the 

ernissq of Wisdorn par excellence whose rejection signifies the finai withdrawal of Wisdom 

5om her abode in ~erusaiem. 'O 

' Ibid.. 174. 

'O Cf. Su=, CVisdom. 67. in whose view however Q has not made the identification benveen Jesus and Wisdom 
(althou& Matthew has). The identification of Jesus with Wisdom we suggest here is not without anaIo.,v: I. Z. 
Smith has q u e d  that a mynical interpretation of Sir 148 'Would read that Sophia becarne incarnate in the 
Pamarch Jacob-israel," and that this idea may have come to a unique expression in the Pruyer ofJoseph. where it is 
"the heaveniy tsrael who becomes incarnate in his eanhiy counterpart. the Pamarch Jacob." See Smith. T h e  Pnyer 
of Joseph: in Religions in iInriquirv.- Ehays in Memoty of Envin Ramdell Goodenough (ed. J .  Neusnec Leiden: 
BrïIL 1%8), 33-94 = idem. Map is Not Territo. Studies in the History of Religion (Leiden: BriII. 1978). 24-66: 
citations h m  56-7. 
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The deuteronomistic corneciion between the rejection of prophets and the withdrawal of 

divine protection has aIready been mentioned, but a few remarks may be made here regarding Q 

l3:35a i6oG ucpi~rai 15 O ? K ~  UpOv. The use of the passive shows that a divine act ofjudgment 

results From Jenisalem's continued impenitence and rejection of Wisdom's entreaties. As 

Robinson has noted, a similar scenario is in view in 2 Chron 34:70: there Zechariah says. 

'-Because you have forsaken the Lord. he also will forsake you" (LXX: iy~areicilrerê. 

&pcarakiyr~~) . ' '  In that passage. the Temple is ais0 referred to as "house" (2 Chron 2421; see 

also Ps 1 17:26b LXX). as it is in Q 13:35a (see aiso Q 1 1 :5 1 [Luke]); O okoq upôv is 

suggestive of Jerusalem's temple as the locus of divine presence in [srael. The hct that Q l3:35a 

begins with 3 0 6  is significant. Not only is it the typicai introduction to a prophetic threat. but the 

word is used uniformly in Q to suggest a present srate." Thus. i6où ù c p i ~ ~ a i  ô okog 

6pôv signals Jerusalem's present situation of being abandoned by God to destruction." which 

would have been understood as a significant eschatotogical event by the framers of the saying.I4 

However. as many have argued. this does not necessitate a post-70 setting for the saying. (Such a 

setting is. however. clear from Matthew's addition of Epqpog.) Instead. it may only retlect the 

turbulent times before 70. or indeed even earlier, when the destruction of Jenisalem rnay have 

" Robinson, .'Building Blocks." 105. 

" i6où is used in this way attested by both evangelists in the following texts: Q 735 ("Behold, those who Wear 
11~1turious clothing are in palaces"); 7:34 (".Behold, a glutton and a drunk); 103 ("Behold. 1 send you ..." ); 1 1 3  1- 
22 ("Behold sornething -mater *.. is here"); 1335 ("Behold. your house is forsaken"); 1723 (twice: "Behold [the 
Son of man] is therd here"); 1920 ("Behotd. [here's ?our rnoneyl": Man 15:25. %E). It is also used to connote a 
present state in the following Q passages. attested by either Matthew or Luke: Q 1 I:4 I (Luke): 6:Q (Matthrw): 
1 1:49 (Matthew); 14: 17 (Matthew); I9:Id (Matrhew): 19: I8 (Matthew). Q 623 (%où attested by Luke). in which 
i6oU introduces a staternent about the hearers' reward in heaven. mi@ ais0 fa11 into this categov. 

" SO Steck Israei. 228-9: Schuir, Spruchquelle, 356-7. 
14 So Hoffmann, Sfudien. i75; Schuk Spruchqxeife, 357- 
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seemed imminent." This setting for Q 13:34-35 as a whole is confirmed by a close examination 

of verse 35b, which presents a remarkable reversal not only of Jesus' rejection and death (by 

means of assumption theology), but also of Jerusalem's present situation of abandonment (by 

means of a hoped-for restoration). 

l5 SO Steck Israei. 227-9: cf. Schuk Sprrrchqueffe. 357. 



1.3: S y o  Bfiv: "1 tell you ..." 

It has already been seen that Q 13:35b, for a number of reasons, has been considered a 

tuming point in the saying. Advocates of a thoroughly sapiential interpretation of the Jemalem 

Lament had to acknowledge that something anomalous to the Wisdom myth is introduced in 

verse 35b, when the one who disappears retums again at the acclamation of Jerusaiem. 

Furthermore, the stark declaration conceming the abandoned house (v. 35a) finds. according to 

some scholars, a positive coumerbalance in the possibility of a restored relationship between the 

people of Jerusalem and their God when they finally Say. "Blessed is the Coming One in the 

narne of the Lord." Finally. the presencr of the formula ÂÉyo Bpîv at the beginning of the verse 

is a clue of some kind of shifi. perhaps even to the hand of the Q redactor (see also Q 1 1 5  1 b). 

A good starting point for our study of verse 35b. therefore. is an examination of the use 

of the héyo Bpîv formula in Q. It occurs in Q material (with Matthew and Lukr in ageement) 

fourteen times. and in Q settings in one or the other Gospel at Ieast eighteen times. Thus. 

however the compositional history of Q may be undemood, the formula appears in ail 

compositional strata of Q: this is not surprising. given how common it is in the Jesus traditions.' 

The formula also occurs. where Matthew and Luke agree. with a variety of conjunctions. 

adverbs. or prepositional phrases. Matthew is fond of refonnuhting its Q occurrences according 

' For a discussion ofthe Ikfw upîv formula in Q, particularly with reference to the redaction-critical question ofthe 
formula's origin where it occurs in Q materid in only one of the two evangelists. see N e i y c k  "Recent 
Developments,' 56-69. Neiyck 's  concIusion: "it appears that in most instances where the Z - l w  uplv formula is 
peculiar to Matthew or Luke it can be assigned to Matthean or Lukan redaction. Q redaction is probable in 6.27 (?): 
10.12; l 1.51; 1222. Other instances in Q are more IikeIy naditional" (ibid.. 69). N e i y c k  apparently ornitted Q 
I3:35b tiom this short l i s  (cf ibid.. 66). 



to his cus tomq Ù)ifiv 1É7w kpîv, ivhich is also fiequent in ~ a r k . '  Luke's use seems sornewhat 

more restrained. 

What is most significant about the formula is the fact that there seems to be a consistency 

in its application in Q. Obviously, the formula is characteristic of Jesus' speech. and so it is used 

in the context of an asseverative or pronouncement of Jesus. Schulz argued that the formula was 

typical of the later Q material and that its function was to introduce not independent sayings but 

rather interpretive ~ornrnents.~ In his study of the formula. Sato saw a prophetic origin and 

application of htyo t ~ ~ î v . ~  Klaus Berger noted that it never appean in a panenetic conrext.' 

Schuiz dso noted that a strictly introductory use of the formula in Q is rare. .Ali these 

observations are apt. Yèt it appears. to be somewhat more specific with respect to the application 

of the formula in Q. that Myw Yptv very frequently precedes a statement that either injects an 

element of the marvelous or a reversal of sorne aspect of the context. A few examples wiIl 

sufice. 

The first appearance of hÉyw i ipiv in Q occurs on the lips not of Jesus but of John. He 

says, "Do not [begin] to Say to yourselves, 'We have Abraham as Our father.' for i teIl you that 

God is able to raise up children for Abraham from these stones" (Q 33) .  John reverses the 

hearers' cIairn on ancestral privilege with the shocking statement that such privilege could be 

extended, God willing, to rocks and stones. Jesus' statement about the faith of the centurion (Q 

7:9) also contains an aspect of the maweIous (O 'Iqooûç ~ 8 a u p a o w )  and a r e v e d  of the 

' Matthew 3 1 times: Mark IJ times: Luke 6 times. 

' Sato, Q und Prophetie. 23 146. 

K. Berger, Die Amen- W m e  Jesur Eine Unrersuchung m n  Problem der Legitimation in apoka(vpctrcher Rcde 
@ZNW 29; Berlin: W. de Gnryter, 1970), 90. 



expected: "I tell you, 1 have not found such faith in Israel." Similady. Q 627 dso sipals  a 

reversai: the Beatitudes close with an emphasis on persecution (622-23, even apart tiorn what 

might be a later deuteronomistic addition in 6:23c), but the folIowing section on non-retaliation 

f 6:37-X.j Sc) begins with Jesus saying, "But I tell you [. . .], love your enemies . . ." (627). 

Statements of the marvelous or surprising often make use of comparative forms or figures 

of speech: "I tell you, among those bom of women none [is greater] than John: let the leas in 

the kingdom of [God] is greater than he" (Q 728); "I tell you. it will be more tolerable on that 

day [.. .] for Sodom [...] than for that city" (Q 10:12; see also Q IO:I4. Man 1124): "But I te11 

you. not even Solomon in a11 his glory was amyed like one of these" (Q 1 X ï ) :  -'1 tell you. there 

is more joy" over the one than over the ninety-nine (Q 15:7). 

The use of AÉyw 6pîv may be classified according to the way in which the stsitement it 

introduces is related to the preceding context. In the cases where the formula occurs within a 

major rextual unit. or to use Schulz's terminology. where it introduces an interpetive sraiement. 

IEyo Ypïv has a function analogous to that of a conjunction. either adversalive/ disjunctive or 

coordinatinpl copulative. It has an adversative use where it introduces a statement which reverses 

some aspect of the preceding context. and a coordinating use where it introduces a staternent 

which builds upon some aspect of the preceding context. In other instances. the contextual 

function of hkyo uplv  is better defined as introductory. where the formula begins a major 

textual unit. or as parentheticai. where it interrupts the flow of a sentence. For example. Aiyw 

UpTv signais a shifi from one type of matenai io another in Q 1222 (if Luke 12: 1 6 -  I was in Q): 

but in Q 7 2 6  ("Yes. I tell you. and more than a prophet") and 1 1 5  I b ("[Yeslhen], 1 tell you. it 

wiIl be [required] of that generation"), hkyo 6piv  introduces a parentheticai statement which 

ernphasizes or reiterates some aspect of the previous context. Nevertheless. it seems a 



characteristic of the materiai introduced by the k€yw upîv formula that it contains some 

surprising or unbelievable remark. As the following tables show. many of the uses of M.{w Upiv 

in Q-even some of those attested by only one of the evangelists-are adversative. introducing a 

statement of reversal, and most of its uses serve to highlight something unexpected or 

marvellous. often using comparative forms or figures of speech. 

Table 4A below shows the fourteen certain uses of ickp uplv in Q, and Table JB the 

other eighteen uses in Q material, dong with the additions of Matthew and Luke and a 

classification of the contextuai i l c t i on  of the formula (adversative, coordinating, introductory. 

reiterative. reorienting). The last colurnn in each table gives a desimation of the contents of the 

pronouncement which follows the formula: whether it contains a reversai (R). a marvellous or 

astounding statement (M), or a comparative form or figure (C). 

Table 4A: AÉyo 6pîv in Q 

It is inunediateiy apparent, given the varies. of additions to the formula that the saying was not 

fixed in Q, but could be adapted to the needs of the context with whatever conjunction. adverb. 

or prepositional phrase was most suitable. In four instances (those marked in boldface type) 

Lu ke 
;:Sb y a p  
627  a M à  
7:9b 
726 vai 
7:7Sa 
10:12 
10:3 qkp 
lI:5lb v a i  
1222 6 ia  soUto 
1227 62 
17:M alqfl* 
1759 aor 
1335b [6EI 
1S:T 

Q 3:8b 
Q 627 
Q 7:9b 
Q 7:26b 
Q7:& 

Contextual Function ! Contents olSaying 1 
( R M  advenative I 

1 
adversative/introduc~ R l 

advenative j R M C  1 
I 

parenthetical j C 
introductory 1 R M C  
coordinating 1 M C  
coordinating [ M C  1 

Matthew 
2:9b y a p  
5:U i'(0 61: 
8: lob ap iv  
1 1 :9 vai 
1 l : l l a a ~ j v  

parenthetical 
introductory 
advenative 
coordinating 

M 

M 1 I 
R M C  I 
LM 

Q 10:13 1 10:15 ap jv  

coordinating 1 M 
advenative 1 RM 
coordinating 1 M C  

Q1O:IJ 
QI1:jlb 
Q 12:22 
Q I2:27 
Q 12:44 
Q 1259 - 
Q 13:3Sb 
Q 157 

I3:l7apjv-{ap 
X : % a ~ i ' ~ v  
615 &ta rouro 
6:79 62 
74:U a p  j v  
5 2 6  tipqv ÀÉyw uot 
2329 yap 
18: 13 a ~ q v  
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Matthew and Luke agree in preserving Q's exact wording (htyo upîv with additions). [t will 

aIso be noted that in six of fourteen cases. E y o  6pîv introduces a statement which reverses 

some aspect of the previous context. and most of these reversais contain some element which 

could be considered surprising or rnarvellous. Of the other cases, most contain either a 

marvellous element (seven of eight) a comparative fom or figure (four of eight). or both {three 

of eight). A similar picture emerges from the Q material where only one evaqelist has the 

formula, one which at least might corroborate our assessrnent of the core fowteen. 

Table 4B: 1Eyw 5vîv in Q ~ o n t e x t s ~  

-- 

/Q19:26 12429 1 1936 1 adversative 1 R M C  ! 

I Matt 19:X 1 a p i v  1 - (cf. Luke 2224-30) / introductory i [formai shiiij 

Contextual Function 1 Contents of  Saying J 
coordinating j M C  ! 

coordinat in^ (hi) I M C  I 
introductory (L) I [formal shift] I 

Q IO: 14 
Matt 1 1 2 4  
Luke 1 1:9 

Q16:17 
Q 17:J 
Q 17:6 
Q 1734 

In the coiumn "Contextual Function." the lenen M and L whether the fimction of Â&(o Bpiv has been assessed in 
its Matthean or Lukan context. Those not rnarked have been assessed in the Q context. In the colurnn "Contents of 
Saying," the designations "[formal shitl]" and "[topical shiftr indicate uses of the formula to mark a shifi either 
fiom one type of rnatenal to another (e.g., m Luke 1 I:9. h m  parable to paraenesis), or fiom one topic to another 
(e.g., in Q 12:s [Luke], fiom a discussion appmpriate fear to one of confessingfdenying the Son of man). The 
designation "[reiteration]" indicates a use to reiterate (often with expansion) some aspect of the previous content. 

~Matthew 1 Luke 
1 I :73 x h j v  ! W  
1 1 2 4  X X ~ V  1 -(cf. Q l0:17+14) 
- j K~L'[o 

Q 124 

5:l lapi jv. lap 
18:11 aoi 
17:IOb a p j v  -1ap 
3 k W  

4448 1 174 SÈ t o i  cpiAorç pou 1 introductory ) [formal shift] 1 

4 4 4  
474 
4% 
1754 

coordinating (Ml 
inuoductory (M) 
coordinating (M) 

I 

coordinating (L) 1 [reiterationl I 

[cf. MtR antithesesl i 
[shifi in speaker] 
[reiteration J 

, 
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It is not surprishg that a f x  less consistent picture develops here, for where the formula is only 

attested by one of the evangelists, its addition is quite likely.' A few tentative observations may 

stiIl be made, however, in instances where there could be grounds for supposing chat the formula 

was original to Q. In Q 10: 14 (Matt 1 1:22), for instance, Aeo Spîv may have been in Q ; ~  iis use 

here is to inuoduce a comparative (not to mention astounding!) statement is consistent with the 

Q usage dernonstrated from the core fourteen uses. An adversative use of the formula ("No. [I 

teil you], but division") might have been present in Q LM 1 [Luke]. although the formula is 

typicdly not used in Q as an interjection. as it is here. Similady, Q 1926 [Lukej concludes the 

parable of the talents with the shocking saying. "[I tell ?ou that] e v e l  one who bas will be $en 

more: but from the one who has not. even what he has will be taken atvay." although the 

presence of AEyw Upiv in Q here is not certain. 

This briefexamination demonstrates a relatively consistent use of the h i y o  upîv formula 

where its presence in Q is certain. It should be noted that the formula does not typically introduce 

a change in speaker-with the exception. possibly. of its use in the Wisdom saying (Q I 1:jlb). It 

aimost dtvays. on the other hand. signais that the following asseverative contains either some 

reversal of a situation in the immediateIy previous context. or a statement of the marvelous or 

shocking, ofien (though not always) with a comparative. This is of great significance for Q 

13:Xb. for we now have more to Say about the precise nature of the Formula's use than only that 

it introduces a concluding comment on previous material! IÉyo Spîv in 13:Xb can be 

So Neirynck, .'Recent Developments." 69. 

%k because Q IO: IZ also contains E y o  Bplv in conjunction with a paraIIel structure (dative of indirect object - 
i v  [a fipipa [ u p i a ~ w  - av~mor~pov Eatar t comparative particle lj + dative of cornparison). Luke may have 
ornitted the formula here. Matt 10:13b-24 seems to be redactional, assimilating Q IO: 12 to Q IO: 13- 14. 
9 So SchuIr Spruchquelle. 348-9. 



reasonably expected to introduce a statement of reversal. or of something marvelous. or both. 

This does indeed seem to be the case. if, as we will consider in the next section, it is correct to 

see in verse 3Sb a reflection of assurnption theology as the logic of Jesus' post-mortem 

vindication and exaltation to his future eschatological role as the Son of man. 



4.4: The Assumption of Jesus: Post-Mortern Vindication, 

Exaltation, and Parousia 

Given the prominence of wisdom themes in Q 1354-35, it is not surprising that Steck 

found that Sir 15:7 offered a close parallel to the .you will not see me" sentence in verse 35b.' 

ïhat verse reads. "The fodish will not obtain her [Wisdom]. and simers wi1I not see her" (LXX: 

avtip~ç apaptokoi 06 p i  ï & ~ m v  ai)qv). The parallel is almost exact. What is most striking is 

the use of 06 pfi with the aorist subjunctive of bpao to convey an ernphatic negative future: 

"you/they ttill never see ...." The close verbal paralle! with Sir 15:7 confirmsd for Steck that 

Wisdom is the speaker throughout the Jemalem Larnent and thar verse 35b was not a Christian 

addition to the saying. in his opinion. it is a statement "worin sich das V.35a angekündigte 

Get-icht im Blick auf die Beziehung der Angeredeten zur Weisheit auswirken wird."' Thus the 

judgment announced in verse 32a-i6oB acpi~rat O okoç  bpc;iv-is connected with the 

"Ascensus-Moment" of the wisdom rnyth and expressed evplicitly in verse 35b: ..besteht das 

Gericht darin. dd3 es keinesfalls mehr moglich ist. die Weisheit ni sehen,-'j 

To a certain extent. the view argued above that Q Q3:Xa refers to the uithdrawal of 

Wisdom-and thus to the deuteronomistic view of the removal of the divine protection tvithout 

which Jerusalem (and IsraeI) would be open to divine punishrnent meted out by her enemies- 

depends upon a similar view of Q l3:35b. For if Jesus is speaking as Wisdom in the Jerusalem 

Larnent. then his disappearance is the disappearance of Wisdom. as seen in i Enoch 42. 

' Steck Israel. 235. 

' Ibid. 

' Ibid. 
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However, to Iimit the reading of the line 06 pfi 'i6q~E Ewq [%EL OTE] ~ ï k f i ~ ~  to a stnctly 

wisdom-oriented interpretation would, as  we saw above, Ieave us without an explanation for the 

r e m  of the speaker in (or with?) the person of the "Coming One." Further, it would require-as 

it did for Steck-understanding verse 35b as a reiteration of the judgment implied in verse Xa. 

which in turn would create prablems for the interpretation of the acclamation of blessing in the 

Ps 1 17% LXX citation. 

Despite the linguistic similarity, there is one important dil'ference between Sir 15:7 and Q 

13:35b. Within their respective contexts. the two te'tts refer to very different scenarios. Sir 157 

stresses the inability of the foolish (verse 7a). the sinhl (7b). the arrogant (Sa). and the untruthtiil 

(8b) to obtain wisdom. Thus OU p i  ï6oaiv atjzip expresses the imperceptibility of Wisdom to 

the wicked: they cannot see her now. and never will. To a certain extent a similar emphasis is 

also present in Q 13:34-35. where the references to the murdered prophets and the repeatsd 

rejection of Wisdom's (Jesus') appeals stress Jerusalem-s impenitence. However. since 

presurnably the speaker is still visible while the Lament is being uttered. OU ~ S ~ T E  FE KTÂ 

reflects not the imperceptibility of Jesus, but rather his disappearance: that is to Say. '>ou (the 

children of Jerusaiem) can see me now. but at some future poinr in time you will not see me. 

until you Say. 'Blessed is the Corning One in the name of the Lord."' 

It %vil1 be recdled that several of the assumption narratives discussed in Chapter Tluee 

made use of Ianguage of "not-seeing" to describe the disappearance of the subject. To be 

specific. the same language as f o n d  in Q 13:35b (a negated form of opum) also appears in 

assurnption narratives about Eiijah (2  Kgs 2: 12 LI=: mi o k  r&v aùrov ktJ). Xisouthros 

' 2 Kg 2: IO LXX also contains an expression very similar to ihat found in Q I335b: éàv i6gç FE 
avalap$awp~vov. 
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(Berossos: O ~ K  :TL h<pOqva~), Romulus (Plumh, Rom. 27.5: OÜTE pipoç cinpûq mkparoç . ..). 

and Proteus (Lucian, Peregr. 39: 06 pi(v éop&.ro y€). Such Ianguage Cunctions synonymously 

with the more typicai àqav -  disappearance language. 

Furthenriore. the reversa[ signdled by the introductory h & p  Gpiv in Q l3:35b is a post- 

mortem assurnption. because the rejection of lesus in Jenisalem (Q 13:34) culminated in his 

death. It was also seen in Chapter Three that post-mortem assumption was not unheard of in 

either Greco-Roman or in Jewish materids, even though assumption was typically considered an 

escape fiom death. in Greek literature. post-mortem assurnptions-the disappearance or removal 

of corpses. even from tombs or funerai pyres-were usualIy connected with the subsequent 

veneration of the assumed individual as an irnmortd. In Jewish literature. as seen in the striking 

examples fiom Wisdom 2-5 and Tesmmrnt ofyob 39, assumption language was applied to 

individuals who had clearly died. Wis 4: 10- 1 1 uses language drawn from the Enoch assumption 

note in Gen 5:22.24 LXX ( ~ u i x p ~ a ~ q  and p~~ariûf lp~),  and dso aplta(o. uncornmon in the 

Jewish assumption tradition. The author of the Book of Wisdom apparently combined ropoi from 

Greco-Roman consolation literature and the Jewish assumption tradition in order to express the 

post-mortem vindication and exaltation of the dikaios. 7'. Job 39: 1 1 uses Ianguage tiom the 

Elijah narrative: the comrnon assurnption verb a v a k a p ~ a v w .  dong with the motif of 

unsuccessful search (compare 2 Kgs 2:9.I 0.1 1 : 2: 16- 18 LXX). In both these cases. a post- 

mortem assurnption reversed the injustice of an untimeiy death and installed the individuai(s) in 

some sort of exalted position in heaven (Wis 5 :  1-5: T. Job 403). The disappearance language in 

Q 13:35b would therefore imply an assurnption-related vindication for Jesus. and there appear to 

be t h e  interrelated aspects to this vindication: assumption is a sign of divine favour. it is a 

means of heavenly exaltation; and it resuits in special eschatologicai firnction. 
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4.1.1. Assumption and Divine Favour 

First of ail, throughout the Jewish tradition (and even elsewhere in ancient literature) 

assumption is always understood as a sign of divine favour. As seen above in Chapter Three. 

Anu and Enlil "cherished" Ziusudra in the Sumerian flood story: Enoch was "pleasing" to God in 

Gen 5:22.24 Lm; according to Josephus (Am. 4.326). Moses suove to prohibit the speculation 

that he was assumed because of his "surpassing vinue"; and the dikaios was "beloved" of God 

(Wis 4: 1 1). But in particular. in the Greco-Roman consolation tradition and in Wis 4: 10-14. 

assumption language is used in conjunction with the therne of divine love in order to console 

those rnourning the loss of a young person. For this reason. Jesus' assumption. hinted at in Q 

13:jSb. would have been considered a sign of special divine favour or blessing. and would have 

provided a significant reversal of the sharne of his death by cmcifkion. implied in the 

imrnediately previous material about his rejection in Jerusalem (13:3). Or. to put it in more 

biblical language. assumption theology would have the effect of vindicating Jesus by reversing 

the curse of crucifixion. 

At this point we may return to Zeller's objection that resurrection. and not assumption. 

would have been the most appropriate divine vindication of the crucitied Jesus. with the result 

that the assumption reference in Q 13:35b intentiondly omits any reference to the death of 

  es us.' It has already been seen that the death of an individual was not an impediment to the use 

of assumption language to express divine intervention. More to the point. however. it appean 

that assumption would have been just as suitable a vindication as resurrection. especially given 

ti'ie way assumption Ianguage and the theme of divine love corne together in the Greco-Roman 

' Zeller, "Enniickung," 529.5 18. 
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consolation tradition and especially in Wisdom 4-5. In fact. stssumption may even have provided 

a more suitable a vindication than resurrection: whereas resurrection has the effect of reversing, 

by divine initiative, Jesus' wrongfd death. the emphasis on divine favour in the assurnption 

traditions has the effect of reversing the cuse associated with crucifixion (see Deut 2127-23: 

Gd 3:13). In addition, assumption theology also has the benetit ofsupplying the logic for Q's 

belief in an exalted post-mortem Jesus and for its expectation of his return as the Son of man. 

4.4.2. Assumption and Heavenly Exaltation 

The second aspect. then, of Jesus' vindication. expressed with rekrence to assurnption 

theology. is a belief in his exaitation. The exalted post-assumption status of the assumed person 

is a constant theme throughout ancient assurnption materials. In Q 13:jSb. Jesus as speaker 

identifies himself with the Coming One (O ép-~opavog). Naturally. the very title expresses a 

beIief in Jesus' retum. but this is to anticipate the third aspect. to be discussed below. of Jesus' 

vindication in Q l3:35b. Yet exaltation and eschatological function seem to go hand in hand in 

the Jewish tradition as results of assumption. particularly because those who had been assunied 

and were expected to r e m  either as eschatolo$cal mler or judge were thought of as being 

reserved in heaven until the proper time. The exalted stace of the dikaios in Wis 5: 1-5 is unusual 

because his fünction is in the heavenly court. so that his roie is not specifically eschatological. 

This seems to be a development fiom the more cornmon view that the heavenly exaltation of the 

assumed was specifically connected with a Future eschatologicai iùnction. 

Thus. assumption theology is able to express a belief in Jesus' exalted post-rnortem state 

in a manner quite different from resurrection theology. in Zeller's words. "Wenn Jesus dadurch 

[viz., by means of resurrection] zu besonderer Wiirde gelangt. so weil sich darnit ffüh . . . die 
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Überzeugung von seiner Inthronisation z m  Sohn Gottes (vgl Rom !.If) und m m  Kynos 

~ e r b a n d , ' ~  With resurrection theology, therefure, some intermediate step is required in order to 

express the view chat the risen Jesus is also the exalted Christ: nomally. the enthronement 

irnagery of Psalm 2 is either expressed or taken for grrinted (see. for example. Acts 2 5  1-36: Rom 

8:34).' in Luke. Jesus' ascension-wfiich is reaily a post-resurrection assumption. as Lohfink 

and Zwiep have argued so convincing~y~accomplishes the same purpose (Acts 253: 5:3 l).' 

With assumption theology. on the other hand. because according to Jewish beiief the one who 

was assumed was also expected to play some sort of speciai role in the eschaton. that person was 

considered to be waiting in heaven. in an exalted state. for that role to be inaugurated. 

As Haufe put it, "Tod und Auferstehung bilden nicht die Brücke zu einer himmlisch- 

eschatologischen ~onderfunktion."" Barnabas Lindars took note of this fac t. and tried to argue 

that assumption. not resurrection. was the heological impetus behind the early Christian belief in 

Jesus' post-mortem exaltation and Parousia, In his view. assumption  vas not technically 

necessary to Jesus' exaltation. for "the death of a supremely righteous man could be interpreted 

as the transition h m  eanhly life to a position in heaven appropriate to God's designated agent of 

Ibid., 529. 

'See B. Lindars. "The Apocalyptic Myth and the Death of Christ.- BJRL 57 (1975): 366-87. rsp. 379-80. who 
argues that "the resurrection was understood in ternis of exaltation from the very kit+- and that the tvpical (so 
Haufe, "Enutickung") connection between assumption and exaltatiodeschatological funcrion rvris rhe prirnap 
impetus behind this kind of understandin_p (Lindan. "Apocalyptic Myth." 375-8. 380-1). 

' Lohfink, Himmevahrr Jesu. 74-9 and passim: Zwiep. Ascemion. 80-1 17. insisting "that the biblical-Jewish npture- 
preservation paradigm provides a much more synematic resemblance to the ascension ofJesus han the Graeco- 
Roman r a p m  stories" (ibid., 1 16). Cf. van Tilborg & Counet .-îppearances and Disappeorances. 198-100. who 
argue for the imponance of the Greco-Roman assumption tradition to the ïPaderly possibilities" of the Lukan 
ascension srories (ibid.. 199). 

See Lohfink, Himmerfihrt Jenr, 172. 
IO Haufe, "Ennilckun&," 109. 
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judgment."" Lindars also argued that resurrection in the NT typically has this kind of exaltation 

scenario in view: .'the language is that of resurrection, but the meaning is exaltation."" What 

Lindars was missing, however. was a textuai bais  for the assumption of  esu us,'^ and clear 

examples of the use of assumption as a post-mortem divine rescue." 

At this point the question arises of the devance to Q I3:32b of the assumption of Enoch 

and his identification with 'rhat Son of man" in the Similitudes (1 Enoch 70-71). an exalted (but 

not apparently "returning") figure. In ZelIer's view. "DaB ein Entrückter m m  Menschensohn 

eingesetzt wird, hat irn a W e n  70f. eine ~nalo~ie." ' '  It was shown above in Chapter Three that 

while numerous problems attend the issue of Enoch's identification with the Son of man in 1 

Enoch 7 1-textual uncertainties. the possibility that the final chapter is a late addition. and the 

notorious dificulty in dating the Similitrldes wiih any certainty-it seems clear that the 

identification was in fact made. or at the very least that later texts understood that 1 Enoch 71 

had made the identification (3 Enoch. Tg. Px.-.-J. Gen 5 2 6 ) .  In any case. Zellrr is correct to speak 

only in terms of an andogy. For even if 1 En. 71 : 14 is excluded on one count or another. there 

are other texts which confinn the consistency of the correlation between assumption and exalted 

heavenly status and future eschatolo_eical fùnction.16 

II Lindars, "Apocalyptic Myth." 380. 

If Ibid. 

l3  Ibid.. 369. 
14 Ibid.. 378. Lindars argued not irnptausibly, that since Sheol is not ouuide God's power. "'the exaltation to the 
heavenly realm does not depend on avoidance ofdeath: particularly given the belief that "the souls of the righteous 
are commonly represented [he cites Wis 2 3 - 3 9  and J Maccabees. Mark 12: 18-27. and Luke 16: 19-3 1 1  as waiting 
in a Rate of comparative bliss until the geneml resurrection" (ibid). 
1s Zeller. "Enuückung," 5 If. 
16 The possibility is exarnined below, pp. 23867 that ksus' post-momm exalted status in Q rnay be seen in relation 
to the representative status accorded to heaveniy figures. particularly those like the dikatos in Wisdom 1-5 and, as 
VanderKarn ("Righteous Ontn 182-3) has queci,  the Chosen One' Son of man in the Similitudes of &noch (with 
whom the assumed Enach. in VanderKamrs view. has been identified-in the sense of incorporation). 
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4.4.3. Assumption and Special Eschatological Function 

The third aspect of Jesus' vindication in Q I3:35b is retlecttid in the expectation of his 

r e m .  As noted in Chapter Three. there existed a tàirly consistent connection in the Jewish 

tradition between assurnption and speciai eschatological Function. Here in Q I3:35b. the assumed 

Jesus is expected to return as 'rhe Coming One" (6 Èp~opevog). The title "Cuming One" is used 

k e  tirnes in Q as a designation of lesus. with particular emphasis on his escharological role. 

but also with reference to his emhly  career as demonstrative of his tùture ~ a ~ a c t t ~ . ' ~  However. 

in spite ofthe relative infrequency of the t i t k  in Q. i t  has still been understood as one of geat 

significance to Q's eschatologicai expectation. Ktoppenborg, for instance. understood the use of 

O E p ~ o p ~ v o ç  as occumng in a logical progression.'8 and Allison has seen ii as a signiticant 

marker of a unifieci compositional strategy in Q.'" 

First. O i p ~ o p ~ v o g  is the one announced by John (Q 3: 16). Q 3: 16- 17 presents several 

difficulties: it has a close Markan parallei (Mark 1:7: see also John 126-27.33b and Acts 1324- 

25). its original unity in Q is the subject of debate. and Matthew and Luke do not a p e  iri the 

using O épXop~voç.20 Nevertheless. because of the paraIlel use on the lips of John in Q 7: 19. the 

1: On ii i p ~ o p ~ v g  as a title in Q, see R, Laufen. Die Doppelüberliefenrngrn der Logienqtrellr und des 
~lf1uhevangeliunts ( B B B  54: Kanigstein and Bonn: HansteÏn. 1980). 407-9; Kloppenborg. Ercmuting Q. 270. 
1s Kloppenborg, Formation, 94: "This panicular logical progression begins and ends in the idiom of apocaiypticism. 
but makes a theological detour in rvhich the motif of the presence of the eschaton in Jesus' activity cornes to the 
fore." 
t9 Allison. Jesus Tradirion 6-7. Allison sees four stages of "development" in Q with respect to Jesus as the Coming 
One: "(1) John prophesies one who is to corne (3~16-I 7): (2) lesus implicitly associates hirnseif with lsaiah 6 1 
(620-23); (2) lesus. in answer to a question about the coming one. associates hirnself with [saiah 6 1 and other r em 
(7:18-23); (4)  Jesus calls hirnself 'the one who cornes' (1355)" (ibid., 7: enurneration added). He concludes. 'Surely 
this christological sequence is due to deliberate desiy. and it is n a m l  to arsign the four texb to die same 
tedacrional stage" (ibid.). 

?D For discussion see Kloppenborg, Formation. 106-7: H. Fleddermann. "John and the Coming One (Mau 3: I 1-1 2 ! I  
Luke 3:16-17);' in Socie- of Biblical Lirerarure 1984 Seminar Papers (ed. K .  H .  Richards: SBLSP 3: Chico. 
Calif.: Scholars. 1984), 377-84. esp. 378-9: Jacobsen. Firsr Gospel, 83-3; Tucken. Q. 1 16-35. 
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title here is Iikely original to Q." Here, the figure is one of future judgment." whose task it is to 

separate the wheat (for the granary) from the chaff(for the fire, Q 3: 17). Q does not make 

explicit the idea that Jesus is the future eschatological figure here, although-even if Matthew's 

oniaw pou was not origind to Q 3: 16-the elevated view of Jesus in the temptation (Q 3: 1-13: 

~i uioç ~i roc &OU. 4:3.9b) might point in that direction. The hvo other uses of the title (Q 

720, 1355b) make it clear that Jesus is the Coming One. 

The second use of the title occurs in co~ec t ion  with John's attempt to secure proof of 

Jesus' identity a s  the Coming One: his disciples ask. w ci O Èpnop~vo~ q [al lov]  

xpoa60~ôp~v;  (Q 7: l9)? Jesus' answer is not straightfonvard. but alludes to various themes 

that evoke Psalm 146 and Isaiah (Isa 26: 19: 29: 18-19: 355-6: 426-7: 6 1 : 1 ) in a manner closely 

pacaileled by the Qumran text 4~521." The etrect of the answer is to shift the focus h m  a 

(Future) eschatological figure-since. after all. John's question arises fmm an implied 

comparison between Jesus and the figure announced in Q 3:16-17-to Jesus' present 

(eschatological) ministry. The fact that Q has Jesus implying an affirmative. though reorienting, 

answer to John's question is confirmed in the concluding macarism:   ai p a ~ u p i o ç  Eanv ôç 

éav mavbahiaû$ Ev Epoi (Q 723). 

" Mart 3:I 1 reads O 6È olciaw pou épxopevq iqupotepiy poii. while Luke 3: I6 does not use the expression ii 
ipxopevoç. Luke was Iikely intluenced by Mark 1:7 (Ëpx~tat 6È o iqypot~p* ~ o u j .  
7, - The oniy finite verb in Q 3: 17 is future: ~ a ~ a ~ a ~ a e t .  The verb PalcTiaer (Q 3: 16) was likely also in Q. despite 
the Markan paraIlel (Mark 1 :8). 

The question has been duplicated in Luke 720. 

" See the discussion in Collins, Scepter andStur, 1\7-22, esp. 121-2. Collins concludes that .'it is quite possible lhat 
the author of the Sayings Source knew 44521; at the Ieast he drew on a common tnditioa" since the bct that both 
texts mention the resurrection of the dead cannot be put down to coïncidence. See aIso KIoppenbo-, Erc~vating @ 
405 n. 72: "It would appear [on the bais of5Q5211 that a synthesis of Isaian texts was already in circulation by the 
time of the composition of Q ... and that Q 722 reîlects this exegetical development." 
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The third use of the title occurs here in Q 13:35b. Most scholars, as atready seen. identifv 

the Corning One here with the Son of man; this is quite justifiable, not only because Q evidentIy 

refen to Jesus with both titles. but also because the future Son of man sayings in Q look ahead to 

his coming (Q 12:40; see also Man IO:?;) or his day (Luke) or parousia (Matt) (Q 

17:24,26.30).'~ But given the fact that the title 8 é p ~ o p e v o ~  is quite rare in Q. in cornparison 

with the expression "Son of man," the question arises why Q should express a belief in Jesus' 

assumption as the means of his post-mortern exaltation to await his future eschatological role 

with O ép~opevoç instead of O uioç zoû avûphlrou. It could be that the redactor was constrained 

by the wording of Ps 1 1796 L,W. which perhaps had suggested itself on other grounds: the 

positive associations in the context of a coming judgment, or maybe the lack of bIessing coming 

h m  Jenisalem's house (compare Q l3:35a with Ps 117:26b LXX).'~ On the other hand. it may 

dso be that Q l 3 3 b  uses assumption theology together with Ps 1 1826 in order to solidify the 

claim that Jesus was the "Coming One" announced by John. if the first use of the title \vas 

h o t h e r  possibility is that the Ps 1 1726 LXX citation was used here because of distant 

resonances it had ~ 4 t h  other materials. particularly those with afinities to Hab 2:3 -4 LI=. a text 

in which Ep;~apevo~ and O S i ~ a t o ç  occur in close proximity: 

?5 Another faaor is pmbably the (adverbiaüpenpiuastic) use of Èp~op~vog in conjuction with the .-son of man- 
expression in Dan 7: 15 LXX: rai i6où p ~ r a  rôv VE(PE&J TOU oupavoû (ilS ui% avûphuou é p ~ o p v q  (V (cf. 
Mark I4:64}. 

?6 See Alfison. Janrs Tradition. 194. 
27 See KIoppenbog Formation. 104-5. 1 16. 
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Because there is still a vision for the appointed time; it will arise at the end and it 
will not be in vain; if it should come late, wait for it, because it will surely come 
and it wiI1 not delay. 
4 If he should draw back in fear, my sou1 would not be pleased with him; but the 
righteous one will live by my faithfulness. 

Several aspects of Hab 2 3  LXX recommend the text as a parallel to Q 13:Xb: the reference to a 

timely vision (En opaaiç éiç ~a ipov .  reversed in Q l3:35b's negative use of opao  for the 

disappearance of Jesus), the use of ÈPXO~EVOÇ, and the use of iicéi in close proximity to 06 p i  

with the aorist subjunctive for an emphatic negative Future (ou vil xpoviag). It should also be 

noted that ÈmmvCryo occurs in both Q 1334 (Exiauva jai) and in Hab 3 LXX (Exisuva jci 

While the original referent of Èp~op~voç  in Hab 2 3  seems to have been a coming vision 

(as opposed to a coming figure). later uses of the text take it to refer to the "Coming One" (see 

Heb 10:37-38'~; Acts 752'7. Richard Hays has suggested that 5tephen-s reference to the 

eletisis of the Righteous One [in Acts 7521 may echo a well-established tradition of reading Hab 

23-4 as a messianic prophecy."'O Both August Strobel and Hays supposed that Hab 2 3  is the 

source of the use o f h p ~ o p ~ v o g  in Q 7:I9. though neither had rnuch to say about its use in the 

context of Q 12:3jb.~' However. Hays thought that ..once ho erchumenus carne to be understood 

'' The author of Hebrews added the definite article: f p ~ o p ~ v q  ï@i mi 06 pfi ~ p o v i q  (Hab 3 3 ) ;  O é p ~ a p ~ v g  
 ai OS ph ~ p o v i q  (Heb 10:37). 

y This latter text. which uses the title Si~atoç for the unjustly killed lesus. at least alludes ro Hab 2:14  since bath 
tex& could be taken to refer to the "coming of a "ri$ teous one" (Hab 3 4 :  Èp~apevag ... hcatg: Acrs 752: 
nrpi ri& Eiceua~q sol, Sucaiou ... ). For more on Acts 7. see pp. 3 17-73 below. on Stephen's vision of the rxalted 
Son of mm. 
30 R. B. Hays, "'The Righteous One' as Eschatological Deliverer: A Case Study in Paul's Apocalyptic 
tiermeneutics," in Apoca!vphc und the 'Vav Testament: f3.q~ in Honor of-J. Louis Mwiyn (ed. J .  Marcus and M. 
L. Soards; J M S u p  74; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1989), quotation h m  195. See also A. StrabeI. Unrersuchungen 
rn eschatologischen Ve~ogerungsprobfem: aufCrund der spaiiüdisch-wchrrirlichen Grschichte van Habahk 
I.Zff(NovTSup 2; Leiden/Kaln: Brill. I961), esp. 47-56; D.-A. Kach "Der Text von Hab 3.4b in der Septuaginta 
und im Neuen Testament." ZVW 76 (1985): 68-85, esp. 73 n. 25. 
j I Strobel, Ve~ogeningsprobfem. 765-77; Hays. "'Righteous One'," 196. 
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as a messianic title, a midrashic link between the Psalm text and Hab 2 3  tvould have been in any 

case virtually ine~itable."~' 

Hab 23-4 was an important text in eariy Christian literature, especially in the writings of 

Paul, but other sources, as is well known, use similar Ianguage to that of Hab 23-4 in their 

descriptions of exalted figures.j3 Most striking, of course. are Wisdom 2-5. where the .-righteous 

one" experiences post-mortem exaltation. and the Simihrdes ofEnoch. where the Chosen One 

m a t  Son of man") also goes by the designation Righteous Both these figures (as it turns 

out) expenence assumption and subsequent exaltation. importantly. in the passage where it 

becomes clear that the assurned Enoch has been identified as or with "that Son of man." it is that 

figure's righteousness which is emphasized: as the angel tells Enoch. '*Yeu. Son of man. who art 

born in righteousness and upon whom righteousness has dwelt. the righteousness of the 

Antecedent of Time will not forsake you" (1 En. 71:14}.j5 It would be ternpting to suggest that it 

was on the basis of exegetical connections such as those presupposed in Wisdom 2-5 and the 

Similitudes of Enoch-particularly because both these tex& deal with the assumption and 

exaltation of their principal figures-that Ps 11796 LXX. interpreted as rekmng to an 

eschatological figure. presented itself as an apt description of the future appearance of the 

assurned Jesus. Unfonunately. several key pieces of the puzzle are missing: neither the Book of 

" Kays. ."Righteous One': 2 13 n. 15. 

33 ibid.. 193-206 (non-Pauline texts); 206-1 1 (PauI), 

"The comection with Hab î:j -4 is clearest in f En. 39%. where the figure is called 'rhe Elect One of righteousness 
and of hith." 

" In addition, see 1 En 463 and especially 71:16-17. where it is ztressed that those who follow the path of the Son 
of man (now Enoch) are rtie righteous." 
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Wisdom nor the Similirudes of Enoch refer to the "coming" of the Righteous One. and whereas O 

i p ~ b p r v q  is an important titie in Q, dl language of righteousness is conspicuously ab~ent. '~ 

A few final remarks may be made concemhg the positive note struck by the use of Ps 

1 1726 LXX. As noted above in Chapter Two. many scholars have insisted thsit the acclamation 

of blessing will corne ~ o o  late'"' for the salvation of Jerusalem. Usuaily reference is made ro 

texts such as 1 En. 623-14 where it is said that. in the judgment, the wicked will recognize the 

Elect One (623-5) and then (try to) bless 'rhat Son of man" (W. 6.9) but will instead be 

annihilated (W. IO-i4).j8 However. the positive tone of the acclamation rnakes it more likely that 

Q 13:35b does not refer to an inevitable condemnation for Jerusalem at the judgment of the 

Corning One. In addition. a number of Q texts seem designed to elicit repentance: probably the 

most significant is Q 3: 17. tvhere the Coming One cornes to separate the wheat from the chan. 

At least the possibility wouId still exist that those to whom the saying was directed could align 

themselves with "the wheat." Therefore. it seems likeIy that. as with other deuteronomistic 

materials. the thernes olrejected prophetic appeals and threatened judgment in the lemsalem 

saying were meant to elicif a positive response of repentance and acceptance of the Q message- 

although it is aiso possible that the saying's primary use in Q was to console the comrnunity with 

the hope that those who rejected their appeals would be dealt with severely at the judgment. 

j6 With the exception ofé8r~arb0q (Q 7 3 ) .  Matthew uses aiitaioç in the context ofthe Woes (Q I I:W.47.50.5[) 
and other Q material (Man 545 [cf. Q 6351; Q IO:24); Luke uses the adjective twice in Q contexts (Luke 1257: 
15:7), The mosc sigificant uses are in the Wisdom saying, where Manhew's version emphasizes the innocence of 
the murdered righteous (Q I l:504l+but the fact that Luke does not suggests chat the adjective was not presenr in 
Q. particularly because Luke seerns ro have no avenion to the use of for the murdered innocent (see Luke 73:-!7: 
Acts 3:IJ-1 5; 752). 
37 So Manson, Sqings. 118; Steck, Israei. 237: Hoffmann. Siudien. 178: Schul~  Spruchquelle. 358-9 (strenuousiy): 
Polag, Chrtitologie. 94; Garland. In~ention. 207 (in Matthew, at least); Zeller, "Entrilckung* 5 17. 

3%ee, for instance, Hoffmann. Studien, 177-8; Zeller refen to I En 485. where however it is the Lord of the Spirits 
(and not the Elect OnelSon of man) who is blessed and praised by al1 human beings ("Entrtickung,-' 5 17). 
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At this point we may make some observations about the irnmediate implications ofseeing 

assumption theology as the means of Jesus' post-mortem vindication in Q 13:35b. 

3.4.4.1. The Structure of the Jerusalem Lament 

The first observation concerns how the whole of verse 35b-as sipalled by the 

introductory h.bo Upîv-provides a reversal for the situations present in verses 34 and Xa.  To 

be specific: verse 54 refers. aibeit obliquely. to the rejection of Jesus in Jerusalem. and verse 3% 

to the consequent abandonment of the "house." si@-ing the withdrawal of divine protection. 

But verse 35b retèrs to the assumption of Jesus as the means of his vindication. and also hints- 

by means of the Ps 1 1726 LXX citation. which can scarcely refer to an unqualified 

condemation at the coming of the Son of man-at the possible restoration of Icrusalsm (Israel) 

to divine favow. This first implication. because of the insight it provides into the relationship 

between Q I3:34-3Sa and l3:35b. is of great significance for oui- understanding of the uitdition- 

history of the Jemalem saying. This will be discussed in greater detaîI below. 

4.4.4.2. The Deuteronomistic Framework in Q 13:34-35 

The second implication arises out of the view that the acclamation of blessing signifies a 

possibility for the fina1 repentance and restontion of JenisaIem. and has to do with the way 

assumption theoloe functions withii the deuteronomistic fiamework of the saying. Zeller 

argued that the assumption Ianguage in verse 35b fits well with the deuteronomistic themes 

present in the rest of the Jerusalem saying. "Durch Entrückung bewahrt Gott nicht nur Menschen 

vor ihrer Ansteckung (Weish 4.1 1: syr Bar 48.29-30) und entzieht sie der endzeitlichen 
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Katastrophe (4 Esr 14,l 5)."39 By this Zeller meant that assumption. as an escape from death and 

preservation from harm, counterbalances the deuteronomistic ideas of prophetic rnurder and the 

final destruction of lerusalem present in Q 13:34-35a. 

Howeve. if the reference to the Coming One is not understood as a prediction of 

unqualified condemation for Jerusalem, the saying aiso fits very well within Steck's framework 

of the deuteronornistic "Prophetenaussage"-in fact, better than Steck himself thought. Steck. as 

is well known. discerned a seven-fold structure in the deuteronomistic staternents about the 

prophets: 

A. The whoIe history of Israel is depicted as one of persistent disobedience. 
B. Therefore. God makes repeated appeals to Isnel. through the prophets. in 

order to bring them to repentance. 
C, These appeals are met with persistent rejection. usudly meaning the 

petsecution or death of the prophets. 
D. Therefore. God has punished or will punish Israel. 
E. Now a new cal1 for repentance is being offered. 
F 1. A final restoration is eicpected for Israel. 
F2. The enemies of israel and the unfaithful will be judged.'" 

It is ciear [rom Steck's discussion of the "Scheltwon." or scolding saying. that elements A. B. 

and C come together in 1334." In addition. the desire of the speaker to sather together 

Jemalem's chiIdren signifies that at one point in time. there was a caH for repentance and a 

possibility of restoration  FI).^' The "Drohwort." or threatening saying (verse 354. predicts the 

abandonment of Jerusalem and the imminent destruction of the city. According to Steck. neither 

element D nor E appear here: there is no recollection of God's past efforts to correct his people. 

See Steck Israel, passim. See aIso Kloppenborg, Formation, 105; Jacobson, First Gaîpd 73. According to Steck. 
in the Jerusalem saying F2 appears "als definitives Gerïcht" chat is. oflerusalem's chikiren (haet'. 236). 

" Steck, Israel, 232-3. 

"I Ibid., 233. 



nor any present c d  for repentance. Instead, verse 35 as a wbole expresses element F2. rhe 

definitive and finai judgment of 1srael.J' 

i-iowever. on our reading of Q 1334-35. there is a greater conformity to the 

deuteronomistic frarnework. as the following table shows. 

Table JC: The Deuteronomistic Structure of Q 13:34-35 

A: disobedience 

1 D: punishment 1 - iBoB àcpiorai O o k o ~  6@v 
j - OU pi ï6qtÉ HE &Y  th 

E: cal1 for repentance ] - implicit in the use of the saying in the Q S k  im Leben 

- 4 ano~reivouaa soùç xpocpil.raç icai 
At0ofbkoûaa souç axoaralpÉvouç 

0: prophetic appeals 

C: rejected appeals 

- ~ o a a m ç  jûÉhqaa ...  ai O ~ I K  $~A.fioat~ 
i 

- toùç xpocp*aç  ai ... r o ù ~  alcoarahpÉvouç 
I 

- xoaamç iûÉkqaa I 
- ~ o a a m ç  jûÉAqoa ...  ai OUK fieeh joute I 

Up until Element D. this structure is basically the same as Steck's appraisal. The punishment for 

FI : restoration? 
F2: final judgment'? 

jerusalem's persistent rejection of the appeals of God. both through history and in Jesus. the 

- ~iAoyqpévoç O EPXO~EVOÇ EV O V O ~ ~ T L  icupiou 
- ~ B ~ o ~ ~ q j ~ É v o ç  O È ~ X O ~ E V O Ç  i v  ovopan mpiou 

emissary of Wisdompnr exce/itcnce. is the abandonment of the city to destruction and the 

disappearance of Jesus from their midst. Yet because verse 35b represents a wholescale reversai 

of the situation in verse 3 and i5a. as argued above. the appearance of the Coming One-and 

the acclamation of blessing-means that both Elements FI and F2 (restoration and judgment) are 

impIied in the temporaYconditionai clause. Element E. the present cd1 for repentance. is implicit 
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in the fact that the saying is being used in Q (or in the Q preaching). presumably in order to 

provoke repentance while there is still time.a 

4.4.4.3. The Christology of Q 

The third and final implication has to do with the Christology of Q. It was argued above 

that Q 13:34-35, with Jesus as its speaker in Q, presents an advanced Wisdom Christology dong 

the same lines as Q 10:21-22. It aiso appears that the Jemaiem Lament is the high point of Q's 

deuteronornistic theology, since it understands Jerusalem's rejection of Jesus as the culminating 

instance of impenitence. whose result is the abandonment of Serusaiem to destruction. Howevcr. 

it also appears that Q 13:35b makes use of assumption theology-on the bais of the typicaf 

association between assumption and cschatological function-in order to assirnilate the Wisdom 

Christology prominent in the Lament (and elsewhere in Q) to the Son of man Christology also 

prominent in Q. To find dl these themes coming together in one saying-fairly searnlessiy, it 

might be added-is remarkabIe. 

But what does the presence of asswnption theology teIl us about the origin of Q's 

christological expression? The tàct that other sources show evidence of the subsequent 

application of assumption theology to fi_pres who were expected to have a special heavenly or 

eschatological status indicates that the sarne rnay have happened in Q. In other words. it couid be 

that assumption theotogy "anived" in Q subsequent to the belief in Jesus as the Coming Son of 

man. so that assumption theology is the rneans whereby this belief is expressed or legitimated. 

u Allison dso has seen dl seven deuteronomistic elernents present in Q (Jesur Tradirion. IO3 n. 53). [n particular. 
Allison believes Q to contain the one deuteronornistic elernent that Jacobson (First Gospel. 73) thought was lacking: 
-If Israel repent% Yahweh wil[ restore her. githering those scattered amang the nations." Allison reads Q 132928 
as referrïng to the r e m  of diaspara lews and IH5b as refemng to Imel's repentance as the precondition for the 
Parousia (Jesu Tradition. 203). 
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To a certain extent, however, a definitive answer to the question of the original christological 

irnpetus in Q is attendant upon other issues, most particdarly that of the document's redaction or 

composition history. 

To be sure. the presence of assumption theoIogy as an alternative (using that term 

advisedly) mode of post-rnortem vindication means that "Eastei' per se-as an originating 

experience or expression of resurrection theology-is not to be regarded as the formative 

christological moment for Q. This corroborates the view. argued above. that there are no grounds 

for assuming that resurrection is the theological irnpetus for Q's beIief in an exalted or renuning 

Jesus. On the other hand. the possibility that assumption theology is being used as a means of 

expressing or legitimating the belief in Jesus as the Corning Son of man-as noted above. rnaybe 

even aniving in Q subsequent to that belief-does not allow rnuch to be said about the kind of 

formative experience or expression the Q community had. On the other hand. if sorne formative 

christological expression is to be imagined. assumption theoIogy is rit least a prime candidate. 

The use of assurnption theolom in the Jerusalem Lament indicates the level of 

theological creativity the Q community was engaged in. With reference to the deuteronornistic 

tradition. the rejection of Jesus (and the cormunity's proclamation) was given theological 

expression (Q 6:22c: 11:49-51: I3:j.C-35). and the prophetic power of Q's repentance preaching 

was heightened. Working in another direction. Q also elevated Jesus' status from that of 

Wisdom's emissary to the point where he speaks. as (or on behalf of) Sophia. as the mediator of 

revelation (Q 1021-33) and as the origin of prophetic appeaIs (12:24-3s'), Finaily. Q forged a 

correlation between the comrnunity's socerioIogicai hope in lesus' words and deeds as the locus 

of the kingdom (Q 6A6-49: 1 120) and their eschatological hope in his retum as the Coming One 

(Q 3: 16-1 7; 1334-35) who wodd. as the Son of man. execute judgment on the basis of faiff i l  
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allegiance to Jesus (Q 128-10,3940,4246). NI these cbristological streams converge in Q 

13:34-35 and find expression by meam of asmption theotogy: the rejected and cnicified Jesus 

is vindicated by assumption as a sign of divine favow, and Wisdom's departure is depicted as the 

removai, and preservation for a future rde, of Jesus the Coming One. 
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Erarrsrrs: The Posr-Morrrm .4sszimprion of Jesus and BOLSI-Sou1 Dualisrn in Q 

It seems fairly clear from Q 124-5 that Q has a typically Hellenistic body-sou1 

anthropology: this test distinguishes between those who are able only to kill the body and God 

who is able to destroy both sou1 and body in Gehenna 

And do not be &aid of those who kill the body, but cannot kill the soul. But fear 
.. the one who is able to destroy both the soul and body in ~ehenna ."~  

Though Q 125 suggests a destruction of both body and soul in Gehenna. it is clear from verse 4 

that death is understood as a separation of body and soul. since it presumes an ongoing life for 

the soul after the death of the body 

In some of the sources investigated in Chapter Three above. problems arose when death. 

viewed in this way. was follotved by the disappearance of the corpse. As seen above. Antoninus 

Liberalis norrnally seems to think thar it is the body of the rnetamorphosized person that 

experiences the change. even after death; but in one of his .Ifefamt-phoses at least. he thought 

that bodies and souls could share different fates in such situations. The bodies of the massacred 

Dorians disappeared. but their souIs were changed into birds ( A m  Lib.. .Clerum. 37.5)- A 

sirnilarly odd scenario was also seen in some of the narratives of Mary's assurnption: some tem 

described both the ascent of Mary's sou1 and the subsequent assurnption of her body. which led 

to the necessity of reuniting sou1 and body in heaven (for instance. Vat. Gr. 1982). 

"' Robinson, et al., Critical Edirion. 796-9. The preference of Manhew's wording, which alone retains the references 
to the sou1 (Matt 10:78). is generally accepted See SchuIz Spmchquelle. 157-8: Piper. CVLrdom. 52-3 and 771 n. 
709: Tucken Q, 3 15. 
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However, such difficulties are not encountered in some sources that use assumption 

language for dead people, because assumption in those cases was not understood realistically as 

the removal of the body. The Greco-Roman consolation materials, for instance. were able to use 

assumption language almost euphemisticaily for early death; the traditionai association of 

assumption with a divine agent allowed the grieving to use such Ianguage in order to blame the 

deity or entity thought responsible. As Anne-Marie Vérilhac commented. "La mort prematurée 

est un rapt."46 It is dificult to guess precisely how assumption language is used in Wis 4: 10- 1 1. 

There is an emphasis on the immortality of the sou1 (3: 14). and because the bodies of the 

ungodly suffer dishonour (4:19). the post-monem encounter in Wisdom 5 c m o t  be a bodily 

experience for them. There is no reason to think othenvise with the righteous man. despite the 

"standing" language in Wis 5:1 (TOTE arfiaerai Cv ~appqoia xoLLq O S i ~ a i o ç  ...). Therefore 

our conclusion above would appear to be contirrned. that here early death is equated with the 

divine blessing of assumption; this is a possibility at least because assumption is alluded to nther 

than narrated. 

This brings us to an admittedly conjectural problem concerning Q: how would Q have 

understood Jesus' assumption? At one level at least it is no problem at d l .  because Q maka no 

attempt to narrativize its assumption theology. For Q. the most important aspects of assumption 

theology are those spelled out above-divine favour. heavenly exaltation. and eschatologicai 

function-and the fate of the body of lesus is entirely beside the point. This would put Q's use of 

assumption theology somewhere in the neighbourhood of the ideas seen in the consolation 

materials and in the Wisdom of Solomon. 
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However. "l tell you, you will not see me" seems to be a vivid expression that suggests 

more than a euphernistic meaning. Additionally, there may be evidence that a belief in the 

assurnption or disappearance of Jesus had come to narrative expression in other early Christian 

writings. This \vil1 be discussed in Chapter Six below. If Q's understanding of the assumption of 

Jesus was not euphemistic. there is no reason to think that it would have sought to account for 

the fate of Jesus' sou1 at the point of death. This. after dl. is what led to the awkwardness 

perceived in some of the Mary traditions and in Antoninus' description of the metamorphosis of 

the Dorians; but some of the writings exarnined in Chapter Three seemed able to allow death and 

assurnption to coexist ivithout questioning the anthropologica1 derails (for instance. Chariton, 

Chaer. 3.3: Plutarch. Rom. 38.6 and h t .  Lib.. hletam. 33.34:  7'. Job 39:840:3: Prot. Jus. 33:1- 

9). It seems best to conjecture that Q would have thought of Jesus' post-mortem assumption in a 

similar way. thinking realistically o f a  millenium-old religious motif without letting 

contempomy anthropology get in the way. 



4.5: Tradition-historical Observations 

The view that Q 113:34-35 was onginally a Jewish judgment saying taken up by Q had its 

origins. as we have seen. in the supposition that as the concIusion of the Wisdom saying (Q 

1 199-5 1) it too was a quotation from an apocryphal wisdom text. Bultmann took this view over 

fiom his predecessors: and Steck. who insisted upon a pre-70 (but post-Q!) setting for the 

Jenisalem Lament. had no other recourse for the saying's origin than to Jewish tradition. While it 

would be impossibk to supply categoricd proof against a pre-Q. Jervish origin for the saying. if 

we are correct about the significance of the various elements of the Jerusalem saying. the 

following points become clear. 

First. verse 3%-93ehoId. your house is forsaken"-probably reflects a setting when the 

removal of divine protection seemed likely: before the First Revolt. although the necessq  

political conditions for such a view were present earlier than that. On the other hand. verse 35b 

also must reflect ri setting in which it stilI seemed that the destruction of Jerusakm could be 

avoided. if Jenisalem repented before the Coming One came. This aises from the necessity that 

the Psalrn 118 citation be interpreted with at least the potentiai of a positive outcome for 

Jenisalem (since the temporal clause reads. .zintiI yoti say . ..*7.' 

Such an observation allows an evaluation of the view that verse 35b is either a Christian 

addition to a Jewish. pre-Q Lament saying, or an addition by the Q redactor. Taking the latter 

possibility as the more likeiy of the two. it seems chat if Q 13 :35b is a redactional addition. the 

' As might be guessed. Q 1334-35 is a decisive text for the datïng of Q, but the conditions that the Jerusalem 
Lament suggests are not agreed upon. Some cecent discussions include: Hoffmann, "Redaction of Q," 191 (dating Q 
1334-35 during or towards the end of the F i  Revolt); MyIIykoski. "SociaI Hiktory," 198 Qust after 70); Tuckea 
Q, 362 ('%orne time before the Jewish revoit"); KIoppenborg, Ercavating Q. 80-7 (during Q's second redaction. late 
50s or eady 60s); Zeller, "Zukunfk he ls ,"  6 (the beginnmg of the War). 



seuings of the addition and the saying to which it has been appended are almost 

indistinguishable. In fact. seeing verse 35b as a redactiond addition requires understanding M.p 

i ipîv as "unnecessary" and "introductory," the result of a redactional seam. particularly if Jesus 

is, as we have argued the speaker throughout the saying.' While we have deliberately avoided 

the question of the relationship of the héyo iipiv formula to the redaction of Q. our examination 

of the formula's contextual hc t ion  has led to the conclusion that a purely "introductory" use of 

Aiyo Gpîv in Q is much more rare than the uses we have tenned "adversative" and 

'*coordinating." 

Second. it has been argued above that Q 13:34-35 on two counts shows a relativrly 

unitied structure: first. because verse 35b contains a parallel reversal of the situation in 1 3 3 -  

35a: and second. because of its overall consistency with the framework of the deuteronomistic 

natements about the prophets. If these observations are apt. it appears that if 13:jSb were a 

redactional addition. it would have the rffect of reorienting the first part of the Jenisalem saying 

(t3:34-25a). but in a practically seamless way. A11 this suggests that the saying \vas a unified 

composition. To cake this point one step M e r .  it could be added that since Jerusalem is not 

usually given as a perpetrator in deuteronomistic materials. '-Jerusalem" per se may have becn 

suggested by the specific case of Jesus. the rejected envoy of Wisdom pur r.rcrlience. to whose 

case were applied themes and ailusions drawn from the one t e s  where Jerusalem is singled out 

as perpetrator-2 Chron 24: 1 7 - ~ 4 . ~  This t e s  bas. as Robinson has noted. numerous other 

affrnities with Q 13:34-35. Al1 this points to a Q composition for the saying. with the primary 

' So Tucken Q, 175. 

' '-And wrath came upon kdah and Jemalem for this guiIt of thein" (v. 18); They [the army of Aram] came to 
Judah and Jerusalem. and desnoyed al1 the ofFïciaIs of the people fiom among them ..." (v. 23). 



purpose of (1) expressing a belief in Jesus' post-mortern vindication as the reversal of his 

rejection by Jenisalem, but aiso with the secondary purposes of (2) announcing the corning 

judgment on those who rejected Jesus, and (3) eliciting a response of repentance in view of the 

hastening end. 

This leads to a third point. one already argued above. If it is correct that assumption 

theology supplies the "logic" of Jesus' post-mortem vindication and exaltation-as the 

theologization of the belief in hirn as the corning Son of man-, it seerns possible that 

assumption theology may have anived in Q subsequent to the Son of man belief. To put it 

differently. it is possible that assumption theology is the legitimation of the conviction about 

Jesus' post-rnortern exaltation and future retum as judge. rather than the origin of such a belief. 

The parailels from later apocaiyptic literature confirm that asswnption could be credited to 

figures who on other grounds were already being expected as eschatological figures. in order 

both to elevate such figures and to account (in retrospect) for the origin of bclief in their special 

eschatological status. It does not seern out of the question, given the preponderance of Son of 

man material in Q (and the relative dearth of assumption theology), that this is what hm 

happened in Q 13:34-35. On this basis, then. it could be concluded that Q 13:34-35 as a whole 

was a relatively late composition by the Q redactor. That being said. however. it remains to be 

seen to what extent assumption theology or its impIications are present elsewhere in Q. 



Chapter Five: Implications of an Assumption Cbristology in Q 

The observation that Q 13 :35b alludes to the assumption of Jesus has braader 

implications for the study of Q. [n this chapter, four issues will be investigated. First. if Q shows 

evidence in a belief in Jesus' assumption, then the possibility arises that Q materials which 

describe an absent and retuming master, or an invisible and suddeniy appearing Son of man. 

couid be understood in relationship to the assumption of Jesus. Second. some Q texts appear to 

presume an exaited post-mortem Jesus, and others suggest that heavenly or eschatoIogica1 

vindication for the cornmunity is received as a reward for earthiy aIIegiance to Jesus. These 

views invite a comparison between the post-mortem Jesus in Q and orher exalted figures in 

ancient Judaism, particularly because such figures appear to have represented in their exaIted 

state the future blessedness of the communities that identified with hem.' Third. in Q Jesus both 

refers to a reception of divine revelation (Q t 0:2 1-23) and shows evidence of foreknowledge of 

his assumption (Q I3:Xb). In certain apocalyptic texts. such as I Enoch. 4 E x .  2 Brrrtrch. and 2 

Enoch, God reveaIs to the seer that he wiIl be taken up into heaven. and that in the time 

remaining to hirn on earth he should instnict the people of ~ o d . '  Certain formal and thematic 

sirnilarities with Q will be discussed. Findly. the fourth section will investigate Zeller's 

suggestion that the Sign of Jonah saying (Q 1 129-30) may be re-interpreted in Ii$t of the 

assumption belief in Q.' 

' See Collins. clpoca(vpiic Imagination, 106. 

' See Lohfink, Himrnerfahrt Jem. 60-1. 
3 ZeIIer. "EnMIckungw 5 19-27. 
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In a 1976 essay Crossan suggested that Mark created the "Empty Tomb" tradition (Mark 

16: 1-8) in opposition to the "Apparition tradition" (which appeared as a credal statement in 1 

Cor 153-7. and as credai stories in the narratives of the canonical ~ o s ~ e l s ) . '  Crossan used the 

phrase "Absent Lord" to express the idea that according to Mark 16: 1-8. "on carth there are no 

apparitions but only rhe harsh negative of the [Empiy Tomb] and the Lord who 3s not here."" 

More recently, Uro has argued that "Jesus' withdrawai [in Q 13:34-351 rnay represent a similar 

.absent Jesus' theology as that found in the Empty Tornb story known to ~ a r k . "  and thus mises 

the possibility of a cornparison between Q and Mark on the issue of Jesus' post-rnortem fate. 

This possibility will be discussed in Chapter Six below. For the present. however. our inquiry 

wiil be confrned to those texts in Q which are suggestive of an absent master. or an unseen or 

absent Son of man. particuIarly because they may be interpreted in light of the assumption of 

Jesus. In Q. an assumption-related absence is not so much the "harsh negative" which Crossan 

saw in Mark as a necessary implication of Jesus' post-mortem presence elsewhere until the time 

of his eschatological role. Thus. it will becorne apparent that the materials in Q chat display 

thernes Iike absence or invisibility have to do with the coming of the Son of man. 

I J. D. Cmssan. "Empty Tomb and Absent Lord (Mark 16:l-S)," in ne Passion in Mark: Shrdies on Mark 14-16 
(ed. W. H. KeIber. Philadelphia: Fortress. 19761, I35-52. esp. 152. Cmssan calls the Empty Tomb an "anti- 
tradition." 

' Ibid.. 152. 

' "Jeesuksen veuy'yminen voi edellyttZi samanlaisen 'poissaolevan Jeesuksen' teologian kuin Markuksen tuntema 
kertomus tyhjasta haudasta" (Uro, "Jeesus-Iiike ja yl6snousemus." 1 1 1). In this essay Uro suggests tfiût Q L3:Xb 
expresses something like the withd~awal of Wisdom. In a larer essay, he seems to follow Zeller in allowing for the 
possibility that i i  expresses something more Iike assumption as an "exaltation tradition" ("Apocalyptic Symbolism." 
1 I l  n. 127). 
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It has been argued above that Q made use of assumption theology in order to express a 

belief in Jesus7 post-mortem vindication, and to provide the theological rationale for a belief in 

his return as the Son of man. As already noted, Q 13:35b, as an assumption prediction, suggests a 

scenario of disappearance-absence-return: "1 tell you, you will not see me until [the timej 

cornes when you say, 'Blessed is the Coming One in the name of the Lord!"' Other texts in Q, 

which use the image of an absent and then returning rnaster (Q 12: 42-36 and Q 19: 12-1 3.15- 

24.26), or which refer to the invisibility and sudden appearance of the Son of man (Q 12:39-40. 

Q? 1722. and Q 1723-24), may be re-examined in light of this result. Either absence or 

invisibility suggests a removal. a becorning absent, one way or another. The fact that both these 

sets of texts describe an expected coming or appearance of the master or the Son of man. afier a 

period of absence. suggests that the twofold belief in assumption and parousia ma! be lurking in 

the background. Such texts may be considered circumstantial evidence for a b e k f  in the 

assumption and Parousia of Jesus the Son of man. 

5.1.1. The Absent and Returning Master 

Two Q parables use the image- of an absent and returning master: the Parable of the 

Faithful and UnfaithfÙl Slaves (Q 12:42-46), and the Parable of the Envusted Money (Q 19:I2- 

13.15-2426). Aside frorn the differences between Luke l2:U and Man 24:4L4 the former 

parable's reconstruction is not problematic. On the other hand. as Kloppenborg notes. 'rhe 

substantial disagreements between Matthew and Luke [in Q 191, as well as the somewhat 

'' See Robinson. et al.. Critical Edirion. 366-7. 
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different narrative Iines, account for serious source criticai disputes."5 Because of these 

difficulties, Q 124246 will be the more important text to be exarnined here. That said, there is 

no substantial disagreement between Matthew and Luke with respect to the master's departure 

and rem in Q 19, despite the different vocabulary used. It will be assurned that Q 19 contained 

a parable which made use of the theme of an absent and returning master, but the examination of 

the Parable of the Entnisted Money wil1 be iimited here to more general observations and to 

contextual considerations. 

In Q 124246, there is no direct reference to the departure of the master (O iciipiog),6 but 

his absence is clear, for he appoints (icaûiarqpi, 12:42: also v. 44) beforehand one of his sIaves 

to feed the household in a timely fashion (1242). Furthemore. the fact that the master's coming 

is referred to in the following verses (1243.45.46) makes it clear that he has been absent. During 

that absence, the behaviour of the appointed slave during the delay is the focal point: èither it 

will establish hirn as blessed (paicapiog, 1243) and deserving of greater responsibility (1244). 

or it will prove him faithless (70 pÉpoç a k o u  p ~ t a  tôv  àmarov) and deserving of a gruesome 

punishment (St~o~opijaei  aiirov. l2:46). Judgment is rendered at the master's coming 

(1 2:43,46). 

The vocabulary of the coming of the master is strikingly sirnilar to that of the corning of 

the Son of man or the Coming One elsewhere in Q. In particular. there are imporiant echoes with 

the Ianguage used in Q 13 :35b for the post-assurnption retum of the Coming One. as argued 

* KIoppenborg, Q ParaflelsS 200. Sorne have doubted its presence in Q, including Hamack S-gs of Jesus. 122-6; 
Manson, Suyings. 245; P. Vassiliadis. "The Nature and Extent of the Q Document" YovT 20 ( 1978): 49-75. esp. 69: 
Jacobson, First Grnipel, 244. 
6 iriipig occurs Four tirnes in this parable. 
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above. Q 1242-46 uses both ipxopai (1243, EÂBc;iv 6 KVpioç aii70~') and f i ~ w  (fi& 6 KVp~oç 

roû GoUhou ÊKE~VOU, 12:46) to describe the coming of the master. It is not remarkable, of 

course, that Q uses Ëpxopa~ for the master's return, but two observations rnay be made with 

respect to its use elsewhere in Q. First, as argued above, the pivota1 text Q 13:35b uses O 

Epxop~vq as the title of Jesus who returns afier a penod of absence that begins with assurnption. 

Second. in the preceding pencope, the coming of the Son of man is likened to the coming of a 

thief(o ~AÉmqç EPXEMI. Q 1239; O uioç TOU avûphlcou Ë ~ X E T ~ L .  12:4O), emphasizing 

unexpectedness. Clearly Q 1242-46 Lùnctions as an interpretive addition to 1259-40. and the 

master of the parable should be identified with the Son of man of verse 40.' If this is correct. it 

must be pointed out that. on Kloppenborg's consmal of the composition of Q at least. this 

parable about an absent master was composed as part of the same redactional stratum as Q 

13:34-X9 

It is also striking that the verb +KW appears here. It is used three times in Q. in the future 

tense a11 three times: Q 1246. 1329. and 13:35b." Here in 1246. the future verb refers ro the 

coming of the master to find the unfaithfùl slave. In Q 1329-28, "many will come (ii@uaiv) 

from east and West and recline with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of God." Q 

' Luke 1245 adds the complementary infmitive Ëpx~aûai to clari. that it is the rnaster's coming which is delriyed: 
~ p o v i r ~ t  O mipiiy pou Ë p x ~ a k i  (Luke 12:45). Similar additions. but with the aorist infinitive éA0eîv. rnay be 
found in variant readings of Man 24:48 (O icOpi* pou éA0eiv. W O 133 2RfiL l 3  lan sy mae bo-: pou 9 mjpioç 
éA8eiv. C D L 8 067 1010 1424 of). 
S See Kloppenborg, "Jesus and the Parables of Jesus in Q," in The Gospel Behind rhe Gospels: Current Studies on Q 
(ed. R Piper; NovTSup 75; Leiden: Brill. 1995). 275-3 19; here. 193 4. 

' Kloppenborg, Formation. 150-1.779- See also D. C. Allison, Jr.. The Interrarual Jesus: Scripture in Q 
(Harrisburg, Penn.: Trînity Press International. 2000). 87-92 for the view that Q 17:4246 is dependent upon the 
story of Joseph in Genesis 39. 

'O The Critical Edition of Q gives the following reading for Q 13;35b: OB pq Zi8q-ti FE E q  ( r i i j ~ ~  O ~ E U  E ~ I ~ T E -  

(Robinson et al.. Critical Edition, 42). The double brackets signifi a reconstruction at {C). The reconstruction of Q 
1354-35 given in Chapter Four above included the words GEL Ga. 
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13:35b reads, "1 tell you, you will not see me untiI [the time] will come (fieet) when you say. 

'Blessed is the Coming One in the name of the Lord!" Akhough the verb f i ~ o  appears relatively 

infkequently in Q, its use is consistently Iimited to references to the eschatological future. The 

expression "eschatological future" seems to apply equalIy to Q 1246. For the preceding context 

(Q 123940) refers to the unexpected coming of the Son of man;" Funhemiore, within the 

confines of the parable itself, the coming of the master represents both judgment and the 

dispensation of reward or punishment appropriate to the behaviour of the slave ( 133.46). The 

eschatologicai significance of the parable is quite clear." 

The Parable of the Entmted Money (Q 19: 12-1 3.1 5-2426) deais with similar thernes. 

Although in Q 19 the differences between Matthew and Luke make a detailed study of the Q 

parable impossible.13 a few observations may be made. A certain person. called *'Master" Iater in 

the parable by the slaves (Q 19:16.1820: dso  v. 15). p e s  away on a journey," and cailing his 

slaves entrusts money to them (19: 12-13). After a prolonged absence-which is not as decisive 

an issue as in Q 12A2-46-he retums and senles accounts with them (19:l 5).15 As the accounts 

are settled, the slaves are either rewarded (19:I7.19) or castigated (1922-24) for how they 

handled the responsibility. 

.4s with Q 124246. the context makes the eschatological significance of the parable 

clear. The Q 19 parable cornes between the matenai in Q 17 about the corning of the Son of man 

" See Kloppenborg, Formation, 150. 

" [n Uro's opinion, this interpretation is "inescapable" (Uro. "Apocalyptic Symbolism." 94). 

l3  See Robinson et al.. Critical Edition 524-57. 

" The Critical Edition reconmcts 19: 12 as follows. adopting the wordimg of Man 15: lJa: - Üvepwnog nç 
àxdqpôv (ibid., 524). 

'' The Critical Edition adopts the wording of Man 25: 19: - I Ip~zall  .. I[noAGv ~povovu Ë p x ~ ~ a t  3 iciip~q sov 
GoUhv ÈKE~VUV   ai w v a i p ~ i  Aoyov PET' aGtO>v (ibid, 532). 
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and the promise in Q 22:28,30 that Jesus' followers tvould be assigned the task of "judging the 

twelve tribes." The material in Q 17 on the day of the Son of man, which will be discussed in 

somewhat more detail below, has in view a sudden appearance of the Son of man after a time of 

invisibility or absence (Q 1793-24.37b,26-30'34-35). The corning of the Son of man is a time of 

.~eschatological separation" (1 734-35),'"ust as the coming of the mater in the Parable of the 

Entmted Money is a time of the settling of accounts and the dispensation of reward or 

chastisement to either the good (&yole&, Q 19: I7.19?) or the wicked (noqp@, l9:22) slaves. 

In Luke's version of the pmble. the master (who goes away in order to receive a 

kingdom, Luke 19:12.15) puts in charge of cities the slaves who did weIl with the money (W. 

17.19); in Matthew's version. the master gives them more responsibility (€xi xohhcSv aE 

icuraorfim. Matt 24:21.23). Either way." the reward for faithfulness to the absent master is the 

same as in Q 12:G. and this is particularly significant in light of the folIowing pericope on 

Judging the Twelve Tribes of Israel. The fact that those who folIow Jesus are p t e d  the 

authority to sit on thrones and judge the twelve tribes adds M e r  eschatological weight to the 

reward theme in Q 1 9 . ' ~  So again. as with Q 12:42-46. this parable evokes the idea of the 

absence and retum-in order to dispense judgment. reward. and punishment-of the Son of man. 

IO Kloppenborg Formation. 163 (with literature. n. 274). 

"The Critical Edition op& for Manhew's wording here: é m  xoMOv aE ramaioo, Q 19:17,19 (Robinson et al.. 
Critical Edition, 536,540). 

" See Kirk Composition, 197 -8. 
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5.1.2. The Suddenly Apperring Son of Man 

Q 1259-40 likens the coming of the Son of man to the arriva1 of a thief to break into a 

house. As Heinz Schürmann noted, '-the discrepancy between the metaphor. which portrays a 

calamitous event, and its application to the coming Son of Man probably points to a secondary 

expansion."'g It is also Ukely, as Schürmann went on to suggest, that '.the composition in Q 

l2:3j J O  continued to grow recondarily" thmugh the addition of 12:4146.'~ .As argued above. 

this puts 12:424&a parable which, by rneans of its contextua1 placement. likens the coming of 

the Son of man to the return of an absent master to adminster judgment-in the sarne redactionai 

vicinity as Q 13:34-35. which predicts the absence of Jesus. 

Despite the probable redaction history of Q 1239-40. there still appears to be a way to 

read this unit in such a way as to have verse 40 a reasonable interpretation of verse 39. Verse 39 

States that one way to prevent a robbery (that is. the misfortune of an unforeseen break-in) is for 

the householder to know the time at which the robber will come. It seems to be implied here. 

additionally, that a second way to prevent a robbery is not to leave the house unguarded (OUK âv 

eiaoev S ~ o p u ~ 0 ~ v a i  rov oiaov." I239F tha t  is. to stay home and stay watchful at all times. 

Obviously, it is impossible to know the tirne of a thief s coming. The interpretation of the parable 

(1240) seizes upon this, and warns that because the tirne of the Son of rnan's coming is 

unknowable. those expecting his coming should be ready (Ezoipoi) always. This also has 

l9 Schûrmann, "Son of Man Title," 87-8- See also Kioppenborg, Formation. 149. who argues that the two halves of 
the sayings demonstrate an inconsistency in logic: the parable advacates watchhhess in order to prevent a the& 
while the interpretation suggests that the coming of the Son of man can be neither foreseen nor prevenred. Cf. 
Schulz, Spruchquelle, 768; Lührmann. Redakfion, 70. 

'O Schllrmann. "Son o f  Man TitIe," 88. 

" Reconstructed according to Robinson, et al., Critical Edition 360-1. Either E ~ ~ G E V  (Man I4:Ji) or Cr-(fj~ev (Luke 
1239) could mean "Ieave alonew or "allown the house to be dug into. 
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implications for the following parable (12:42-46): the choice is between being faim atways 

(that is, ready to be 'Yound so doing"). or being unfaitiûul (and caught unawares). The wicked 

slave's undoing was his presurnption about the timing of the master's return: had he known when 

the master would retum, he wouid not have begun his rnisbehaviour (1245). The admonitory 

point of boîh 12:39-40 and 12:42-46 is, "Since the time is unknowable, be ready at al1 times." In 

any case, our interest in Q 123940 has to do with the idea that the Son of man's absence 

becomes presence at his coming. 

The idea of the absence of the Son of man is clearer in Luke l7:22. a text that has 

sornetimes k e n  assigned to Q. Allison has suggested that the reference to the invisibility of 

Jesus in Q 13:35b "recalls Q 1722. according to which people will long to see one olthe days of 

the Son of man but will not see it. In both places the present is marked by the Son of man-s 

absence."" The .'net-seeing" language is certainIy sirnilar: 06 p i  ï 6 v É  p (I3:35b); 

éxr0upfior.e~ . . . i 6 ~ î v   ai oUtc i i w ~ o 0 ~  ( 1  723). [t would be tempting to find a parailel between 

these hvo texts. since both refer to a pre-parousia absence of the Coming One/ Son of man, and 

both use the %ot-seeing" language typical of assurnption reports.?-' However. there are 

insuficient grounds for assigning this verse. which appears only in Luke. to Q."' On the other 

hand. the idea of absence or invisibility is present also in Q materid which follows in Luke (Q 

1723-241; perhaps this prornpted Luke to make the addition here. 

Allison. Jesus Tradition, ,703. 

" "Luke I7:E ... couid be a reminiscence of Q 1 3 3 ' '  (Uro. "Apocalyptic Symbolism," 97 n. 83). 

'" Kloppenborg argues that "linguistic features- as well as the presence of the Lucan agenda of expIaining that the 
contemporaries of lesus will not witness the Parousia, identify Luke 1722 as a Lucan addition (Formation. 153). 
See also Schulz Sprrrchquel[e, 278 n. 90: Robinson, et al., Critical Edirion 500-0 1 .  Allison gives no ntionale for 
his inclusion o f  Luke 17:12 in Q ( J w  Tradition, 203). 
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Q l7:23-24 warns against following false announcements of the coming of the Son of 

manez in contrast with Q 123940, which stresses that the Son of man's coming will be 

unforeseeable, these verses stress its sudden and public nature, Originally, verses 23 and 24 

probably did not belong together, for the former refers to the probIern of messianic pretenders 

and the latter to the problem of eschatological speculation concerning the Son of man.26 

Kloppenborg suggests that pIacing the two sayings together results in something like, "Do not 

attend to earthly messianic figures; the Son of man will come as a heavenly figure!"" However. 

as they stand together now in Q (yàp, 17:24), the effect is that those who say "Behold daim to 

have knowledge of the location of the Son of man (iâoi, Èv r j  Èpipq iativ. . .. iGoB év toîç 

~ a p ~ i o i ~ ~ ~  1 7:23). Those making such pronouncements will be mistaken. for the Son of man's 

coming will not take place imperceptiblp:'P it will happen ..as the Iightning streaks from the east 

and flashes as far as the west" (17:2J). The implication of the prohibitions is that following d e r  

such pronouncements will be fniitless: the Son of man will not be there; he will ni11 be absent. 

Those who know how the Son of man wili appear wiI1 not be rnisled. Thus. Uro is correct that 

.'Q 1723 reflects the idea of the absence of Jesus." rather than the idea of false prophetç.'O 

15 It is likely that Luke 1720-21. on the presence of the kingdom. is not Q matenal. But if it is. the possibility arises 
that the indirect 308 statements refer to the presence not of Son of man but of the kingdom. However, given the fact 
that the following correlative has to do with the Son of mm. it seems besr to take the false announcements as 
ceferring to that figure rather than the kingdom. 

'' Kloppenborg, Formation. I59-60. 

ibid., 16 1 : emphasis original. 

2a The reconmction is that of Robinson. et ai, Critical Edition. 502-3. 
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"SpatiaI rather than temporal language" dominates the description of the coming of the 

Son of man in Q 1 7:23-24.31 Q 17:37 (Wherever the corpse is, there the vultures will gathei'). 

which likely originalIy followed 17:23-24.~' also describes a visible sign of the Son of man's 

coming. It has sometimes been suggested that a shift in emphasis occurs at this point in Q 17, 

%om geographicai to temporal concernsT"" because of the theme of the suddenness of the Son 

of man's appearance which dominates Q 17. Both the Noah saying ( l7:26-27) and the Lot saying 

(W. 28-29)3J emphasize the sudden intrusion of the Son of man's coming into everyday life. .A 

distinct shift between perspectives on the Son of man's appearance does not seem to be present 

in Q 17. however. For ahhough the idea of suddemess is not present in the "Behold" 

pronouncements in 17:23. it is certainly suggested by the lightning rnetaphor in 172.1. and the 

eschatological separation described in 17:34-35 has more to do with the decisive. even 

catastrophic. results of the Son of man's coming than with its suddenness. 

Nevertheless. the spatial aspects of these descriptions are of particular interest here. 

because the consequence of the sudden appearing of the Son of man is that onetime absence 

becomes presence. unexpectedty and undeniably. In Uro's words, '-It is obvious that both 1335b 

and 17:Xff express the same conviction of the author. Jesus remains unseen until the day of his 

public manifestation.'"' The theme of open revelation is also present in Q 122-3. which perhaps 

" Ibid., 1 14. 
32 So Robinson, et al.. Crirical Edifion. 508-13: for Iitenture. see Kloppenborg, Q Paraflels, 194. 
'3 So Tuckea. Q. 159: see aiso Catchpole. Quesr. 354: Piper. Wisdom. 1 41; Um. -'Apocalyptic Symbolism." 1 14. 

'' This could be Q material: see the discussion in Kloppenborg Q Pmaife l~~ 19%: see aiso Catchpole. Queirt. 148: 
Tuckett. Q, 159. The Criticai Edition is undecided (Robinson. et al., Critical &dition. 5 16- 17). Lüiumann showed 
that references to Noah and Lot ofien came together in announcements of judgment (Redaktion 75-83), and 
Kloppenborg points out that because Luke's redactional themes appearin W. 3 1-27. and not vv. 23-29. there 
probably was "a reference to Genesis 19 in his sourcen (Kloppenborg, Formacion. 157). See also Allison. 
Intertestual Jesus. 95-8. 

'' Uro, 'LApocaiyptic Symbolism," 115. 
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looks ahead to a future tirne of revelation and knowledge of hidden rhings ( ù x o ~ a k i ~ p û ~ ~ a i ,  

y v o a 9 f p ~ ~ a ~ ) . ' 6  in light of the foliowing context. howevec. 123 IikeIy refers to a coming 

judgment (rather than the revelation of the Son ocman at his coming): what folIows in Q serves 

to adrnonish the community to faithhlness and fearlessness. with a view to a future vindication 

and re~ard.3~  in Q 1723-24, public manifestation of the Son of man is the point ofjuxtaposing 

the warnings against those who say 306 (v. 23) with the cornparison of the Son of man's coming 

with lighuiing (v. 74). This kind of manifestation is what Q expected to mark the end of Jesus' 

assumption-related absence. as the acclamation of the Coming One in I3:35b suggests. Uro 

conjectures. hesitantiy but apparently on the basis of these thematic similarities alone. chat Q 

I3:34-35 may have originally served as the introduction to the Q 17 material." Catchpole thinks 

similady. but also holds to an originai co~ec t ion  of the Larnent with the Woes. and a placement 

of Q 123946 afier the Q 17 materiai. giving an order "Q 1 137-52; 13:j-C-35: 173-37: 1259- 

46."'39 AS discussed above. a similar position was held by Michael. who thought however that 

only verse 35b origindly belonged to the Q section on the &y of the Son of man as its 

introd~ction."~ Thematic proximity need not require contextual proximity. howver. 

'' In 123. the Critical Edition prefers Manhew's hperatives to Luke's future passives (Robinson. et al.. Criricai 
Erlition. 292-2). Recently Scot McKni@t ha argued persuasively rhat blatthew's missionap context for [hese 
sayings is secondary. so rhac it is more IikeIy that the saying ori$naIly Iooked ahead to a fina1 judgment (McKni$t. 
"Public Declaration or Final Judgment? Manhew 1026-27 = Luke I 2 1 3  as a Case ofcreacive Redaction." 
..luthenttcating~he Words offesus [ed. B. Chilton and C. Evans; NITS 2811: Leiden: Brill. 19991,362-83. esp. 572- 
7; reconsuuction, 377). 
ji The perïcopae that follow deal with appropriate fear of divine judgment (Q 1W-5), divine knowledge ofthe elect 
(125-7). celestid acknowledgment of earthiy alIqimce to lesus ( t 7:s-9). and mal before earthly courts ( 12: IO- II). 
:a Uro. "Apocalyptic Symbolism," 97. 1 f 4. 
j9 Catchpole. Quest, 759. 
UI Michael. "Lament over lemalem," 109-12. 
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5.13. Impiicatioas 

To sum up, it appears that there are both linguistic connections (Ëp~opa~ .  i i m )  and 

similarities in motif (disappearancef departure-invisibilityl absence-appearancel presence) 

between the assumption and Parousia prediction in Q t3:35b and other Q material conceming an 

absent and suddeniy returning master or Son of man. What is to be made of this? In other 

streams of early Christianity. the ideas of the absence and sudden appearance or return of Jesus 

are not wanting. For instance. 1 Thess 1: 10. our earliest source. speaks of waiting for the Lord 

Jesus (to appear) from heaven. seems to presume a scenario of resurrection (Ôv 3eipev ÈK [tôv] 

VEK~ÔV) followed by heavenly enthronement or exaltation (ÈK tôv  oupavôv). The author of 

Luke-Acts makes this explicit. and goes a step m e r .  using assumption (Luke 2450-53: Acts 

1 :9-10) and its theological baggage in order to explain both Jesus' enthronsmsnt and exaltation 

(Acts 233-34) and his being resewed in heaven until his eschatological appearance 

(interestingly. described as the reverse of an assurnption in Acts 1 : 1 1 ). However. a scenario of 

resurrection-exaltation-parousia is. as argued above. lacking in Q. 

Since in Q the expression "Son of mans-whatever its origin or history-is consistently a 

way of refemng to Jesus. those materials which refer to a coming Son of man have Jesus. apart 

from his earthly career. in mind. Even though "disappearance" or "invisibility." which as seen in 

Chapter Three above ofien expresses the idea of assumption. is lacking in most of these texts (the 

possible exception being Luke 1722, which likely was not in Q). a period the physical absence 

of Jesus the Son of man is aiways presumed. In the absence of any other theological rationale for 

the identification of the post-mortem Jesus with the heavedy or eschatological Son of man. it 

c m  oniy be concluded that the idea of assumption-particularly because of its typicai connection 

with special eschatologicai Function-lies behind these texts as the christological basis for the 
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expectation that the absent Jesus would return as the Son of man. Additionally, it is important 

that the parable Q 124246 was Iikely appended to 123940, on the coming of the Son of man, 

as an interpretive addition during the same redactional phase in which Q 13 :34-35 was 

composed. This suggests that the emphasis on the absence of Jesus as coordinated to bis return as 

the Son of man was part of the redactor's program in not one but two instances. 



5.2: A Christological Basis for Corporate Vindication in Q 

In Liis 1990 article on "Easter Faith" and Q, Kloppenborg suggested that the main themes 

isolated by Nickeisburg in his smdy of the ' ~ i s d o m  tale'" are also present in Q: trial. ordeal. 

condemnation, divine assistance, vindication, exaltation, acclamation. and the punishrnent of 

persecutors.' Kloppenborg noted that these elements are "[deployed] in relation to the collective 

evperience of the ~ommunit~.'" His observations concerning the corporate vindication. 

exaltation, and acclamation expected by the Q cornmunity are worth citing in their entirety. 

Vindicarion is expressed variously: the persecuted are, paradoxically. blessed 
(622-23b) and are included in the cornpany of God's prophets (6:23c; 1 1 :49-5 1; 
12:34-35). In spite of opposition. they speak with the voice of Jesus and 
ultirnately, God (IO:l6). and are the ones who may clairn knowledge of God 
( 102 1-22). Both the promise of '*reward in heaven" (6:32b: cf. 6:3 5b) and the 
promise that Jesus' followers wiII sit on thones. judging IsraeI imply vindication 
and exul~ation (22:28-30: cf. 1338-29). Various ncclamarions are present: Iosus 
and John are identitïed as Sophia's children (7:35): Jesus' followers are set above 
the sages because of their supenor g m p  ofrevelation (102 1-22): and they are 
pronounced more blessed rtian prophets and king because of what they have 
wiuiessed ( 1 o:Z-X)." 

Kioppenborg's point. dm1411 out with reference to Nickelsburg's application of his "wisdom cale" 

findings to the Markan passion narrative? was that aIthough the individual rlements of the stary 

of Jesus' rejection. death. and vindication are present in Q, they corne to expression neither in 

narrative fashion nor individualized with respect to   es us.^ The question of the theological (or 

christologicai) basis of the Q community's hope for vindication or reward in heaven did not 

I Nickelsburg, Reswrecrion, Immorraliv and Etenai Life. 

' KIoppenborg. "Eascer Fairh." 79. 
j Ibid.. emphasis original. 

Ibid., emphasis orijinaL 

G. W. E. Nickeisburg, T h e  Genre and Functionofthe Markan Passion Niurative." HTR 73 (1980): 153-84. 

Kloppenborg, "Easter Faith+- 81-2. 
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corne into the picture. Following Kloppenborg, John Dominic Crossan recently wote that 'rhe Q 

Gospel forces us to imagine such an alternative theology. one in which Jesus. however exalted. is 

never isolated.." but again the question of the hope of corporate exaltation or its rationale is not 

entertained. It is worth pointing out that in Q the hope in corporate vindication is always 

predicated upon identification with Jesus. This observation, especially when considered in light 

of the fact that Q had, in assumption. a theological rationale for Jesus' own post-mortem 

vindication suggests the possibility that the vindicated and exalted Jesus for Q served to 

symbolize or represent the community's hope in a future vindication of their allegiancz to Jesus. 

A nurnber of exalted figures in the litenture of ancient Judnism appear to have played 

such a representative function vis-à-vis the community of the faithhl. Two such figures have 

already been discussed here. because of the role which assumption played as the bais  of their 

exaltation: the 6 i ~ a i 0 ~  of Wisdoin 2-5. and the exalted figure in the Similitudes ofEnoch ('rhat 

Son of man." who is identified as the assurned Enoch). To be sure. it cannot be said of ail 

protagonists in assumption narratives. or even of ail eschatological figures who were thought to 

have expetienced assumption. that they had the function of representing a (hoped-for) communal 

destiny. Furthemore. even if Q expresses a belief in Jesus* post-rnortern vindication and 

exaltation in terrns of assumption. the document nowhere depicts Jesus as a figure exalted in 

heaven. Xevertheless. there are a nurnber of things which suggest that a correlation between 

Jesus' post-rnortem vindication and exaltation and the expectations of the Q community may 

find an illuzitrative analogy in the representative function of other exalted figures in ancient 

Judaism. 

' J. D. Crossan, The Birth of Christianity: Discovering What Happened in the Years Immediate(v .-ijer rhr Erecririon 
of Jenrs (San Francisco: HarperSanFtancisco, 1998), 503. 



Such a cornparison is suggested first of al1 by the corporate view of persecution in Q. As 

argued above, the Q people understood their own rejection, dong with the rejection of John and 

Jesus, within the deuteronomistic paradigm; it appears, moreover. that they also saw the rejection 

and death of lesus as the cuiminating instance of prophetic persecution, preciseiy because Jesus 

represented for them the ernissary of Wisdom pur exce/lence. Q had in view a continuum of 

prophetic persecution which stretched fiom the prophets of biblical times to heir own day. and 

which included not only John and Jesus but their own missionaries. In addition. discipleship and 

mission in Q are understood as identification with Jesus (Q 1 J:Y: IO: 16). Therefore. the 

possibility that the Q people also understood their own vindication and exaltation as being 

encapsulated in the vindication and exaltation of Jesus should be investigated. The apocalyptic 

tenor of Jesus' post-rnortem vindication in Q l3:35b (assurnption and parousia) invites a 

cornparison between Q's post-mortem Jesus and the exalted figures in apocalyptic iiterature. For 

because in Jewish litenture one who is assurned typically awaits an eschatological role in an 

exalted state in heaven. it seems likely that Q's expectation of a heavenly reward is predicated on 

Jesus' post-monem exaltation. 

This becames clear when it is observed that the main texts predicting heavenly or 

eschato[ogicai vindication or exaitation for the Q comrnunity connect such vindication w-ith this- 

worldly identification with Jesud the Son of man. Conversely. Q texts that predict other-worldly 

or eschatological punishment suggest rhat such punishment is meted out becâuse of non- 

repentance or because of the rejection of God's m e s ~ e n ~ e r s . ~  The notion of heavenly vindication 

II The idea of eschatological or other-worldly punishment is a common theme in Q. expressed in terms of destruction 
by buming [Q 3:7-9.16-17; by allusion to the Lot stop. 17:34-1-35). consignment to Hades (1  O: i 5) or Gehema ( 125). 
heavenly deniai (129).  or exclusion fiom e n q  (1327) or fiom the eschatological banquet ( 1328). The criteria for 
such tecornpense are not atways stated but non-repentance figures at least twice (33-9: 10: 13). 
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is present not only in the macarism Q 622-23% as Kloppenborg noted. but aIso elsewhere in Q. 

In Q 10: 15, Jesus decIares that Capernaum 'WI be brougiit down to Hades'' ( E q  TOC a60u 

rtampfiq). The hunediate context suggests, first of d l ,  that as with Chorazin and Bethsaida 

the issue is non-repentance despite miracdous signs (lO:I3-14); in addition. however. the text 

implies that repentance would have resulted in heavenIy exaltation (pj E q  oupavoû 

Ùyaûip~;). Q 1233-34 advises the hearer to "store up masures in heaven." but it is not clear 

h m  the context what precisely that entails. Q 14: 1 1. wfiose presence in Q is disputed.' refen 

(somewhat obliquely) to the exaltation of the humble. and the humiIiation of the exalted. Q 173; 

speaks of "saving" and 9osing" one's life: in what is probably its original context. between 

1426-27 and 14:3L35.'O it clearly has to do ~ j t i i  the costs and rewards of associating oneself 

with  esu us.' ' 
Other Q materials make it c h e r  that identification with Jesus/ the Son of man is the 

criterion for heavenly or eschatologicd reward. First. Q 622-23a connects a great heavenly 

reward with suffiring revilement and persecution "because of the Son of man" (ËVEKEV TOU 

uioû TOU ÙvOphnou). Second. in Q t 2:s-9 there is a correlation berween the earthIy 

acknowledgement of Jesus by the faitbful and the heavedy acknowiedgement of the faithful by 

Jesus, the Son of man. Third, the hope of eschacoIogica1 vindication for the comrnunity is present 

9 See KIoppenborg, Q Parallels. 162. 

'O Robinson, et al.. Critical Edirion, 456-7. 

" Two ofher te- rnay be noted: First. Q 635b ("so bat  you rnay become sons ofyour Father"), which 
Kloppenbarg noted as a text predicting heavenly reward ("Easter Faith," 79), seems nther to suggest onIy similarity 
in charmer becween the Father. who sends sun and rain on boih goad and bad people. and the hearen. who shouid 
Iove their enemies (Q 627). 

Second, it has sometimes been suggsted that the eschatological separation of the elect in Q I7:34-35 means an 
eqmtation of an assumption ofthe hiaithhl as in 1 Thess 4 1348  (so Plevnik "Taking Up,- 281). It seerns likely. 
however, that the use ofxapalccp$avai in Q 1T34-35 signifies not the Ming away of the faithful but the srveeping 
away of the restas in Genesis 19. For discussion, see Kloppenborg, Symbolic EschatoIog and the ApocaIypticisrn 
of Q," HTR 80 (1987): 787-306, esp. 302-3. 
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both in the expectation of saivation on the day of the Son of man (Q 17 passim) and, more 

specifically, in the promise to discipIes of a forensic or goveming role over IsraeI (Q 22:2830), 

where, again, allegiance to Jesus is the decisive factor. 

5.2.1. Representative Figures in Jewish Literature 

Exalted figures in antiquity ofien served to represent îhe nations or communities which 

owed them allegiance. Whether patron deities. king. or redeemer figures. such exalted 

representatives embodied the fate (or the hopes) of the people. Scholars such as Nickelsburg and 

John J. Collins have s h o w  persuasively that the exalted tigures in several iate Jewish texts- 

Wisdom 2-5. Daniel 7, the Similitzrdes oj'Enoch. and 4 E-ra-play such a role as rnythological 

expressions of communal hopes." Collins in particular has emphasized. with refrrencr both ro 

Daniel and to the Similitudes of'Emch. the priority in ancient thought of the heavenly world to 

the earthly. both in terms of reality and permanence.'3 Yet there is a "hornology" behveen these 

worlds: as with the patron deities of Near Eastern nations in ancient tirnes. there is on the one 

hand a representative unity and on the other a reaf distinction between the exalted figure and the 

co rn rn~n i t~ . ' ~  in the Book of Daniel this is ciearest in Chapter IO. where the suvggle between 

Jews and Greeks is viewed as a battie between their angelic panons."'5 X cornparison between 

Dan 7: 18. where the "holy ones" receive the kingdom. and Dan 727. where '-the people of the 

'' Collins al50 suggests that "Melchizedek in 1 IQMeich, ... the man tom the sea in 4 k r a  13. and the Son of Man 
in the New Tesament" al1 function as heavenly saviour figures who represent the righteous community on the 
supernatural leveI (Collins, .-ipocaiyptic imagindon. 106). 

'j Ibid.. 1056. 187. 
14 Ibid., 186. 

" lbid., 1056. 
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holy ones" receive the kingdom, uncovers a similar idea.I6 Collins sees the hornolojg benveen 

the e d y  and heavenly worlds in the Similitzrdes of Enoch as coming to expression chiefly in 

the "Son of man" figure, whom he calls the "heavenly Doppelganger" of the righteous 

comrnunity." 

In Wisdorn 2-5. and also in the Similitudes, the parallel narnes for the exaited figure and 

the community substantiate the representative relationship. In the Book of Wisdom. the righteous 

man (9 Gi~aioç) who suffers injustice and murder. whose ignorninious and untimely death is 

reversed through divine favour. and who stands as an exalted figure in the heavenly court. is 

apparently the representative and archetype of the righteous comrnunity (oi 6 i ~ a t o i ) . ' ~  Dieter 

Georgi thought. in fact. that the character of the righteous one has lost al1 the traits which may 

have distinguished him as an individuai. so that "es is nicht mehr eine bestimmte Person. sondern 

es ist der Typ des ~erechten." '~ 

Probably the clearest point of contact between the fate of the dikaios and the hope of the 

dikaioi has to do with a role in the judgment. The dikaios who has died will condemn the 

ungodly who are dive (icmaicpivà 6È  Giicatoç icapbv to8ç (ôvraç ixa@~îç. Wis 4: 161. and 

although the precise nature of his exdted role in Wisdom 5 is not clear. his presence has the 

effect of condemnation at the reckoning (h aukkoyiap@ a p a p q p a ~ w v  aUz6v. -!:?O) of his 

'' tbid.. 106. 

" [bid.. 187. 

l8 The dikaios is e.xplicitly named in Wis 2:10.12.18: 3: 10: 4:7.16; 5: 1 .  The dikator are named in 2: 16: 3: I (but are 
clearIy in view in 31-9); 5:IS. 

'' Georgi, "Varpaulinische Hpnus," 272: NickeIsbq aIso called the dikatos a -Type" of the righteous 
(Resurrecrion. fmmortaliiy and Eiernal Lif,  6 1). 
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onetiae oppresson, since they are confionted with their own lawlessness (4:70-3:5).'0 -4-i 

eternal role in judgment is also expressed as a hope of the dikaioi: although as the viceregents of 

the Lord their role seems less forensic than judicial (~pivoûlcnv Eûq  ai ~pat f icownv Xahv 

 ai paaih~iia~~ cxii~hv ~ p t o ç  E ~ Ç  roùç aiôvaç, 3:8), a judicial role might imply the 

dispensing ofjustice anyay .  A similar correlation behhreen an exalted figure and a cornmunity. 

in terms of a governing role, is probably present in Daniel 7; there. the one like a son of man 

receives dominion and glory and kingship (Dan 7:14). and the "holy ones of the Most High 

likewise come to possess the kingdom (7:l ~ , 2 î , î 7 ) . ~  

The hope of the dikaioi in immonality also appears to be paraileled in the rescue of the 

dikuios fiom death (or, more precisely, afier death). With both the community and the individual. 

death is an apparent undoing of their hope in God. Concerning the righteous community. Wis 

3 2 - 4  says that in the view of the foolish. their death seems to be a disaster (ehoyiaûq i c a ~ w a i ~  

fi 650605 aur6v), their desuuction (fi àq' mpeia hvrptppa) ,  and divine punishment 

(iv OWEL avûpI;)xw EUV ~ohac~0Ômv). Yet their death is only seeming (EGO jav  . .. t~0vkvar. 

3 2 ) .  for their souk are in God's hands ( i k a i o v  6È yrqa i  i v  ~ e i p i  8~05.3: 1 ) and rheir hope is 

irnmortality (fi h i ç  ain0v aûavaaiaç ~Aipqç. 3:4). Similarly with the dikaios. the apparent 

stigma of early death is reversed by assumption. The unrighteous see his end and have contempt 

for him. but do not understand that the dikaios was the recipient of divine preservation (4: 15-1 8). 

It should also be noted that the refrain, "God's grace and mercy are with his elect 1 and he 

watches over his holy ones" ( ~ a p r ç  o ai Èheog rois E K A E K T O ~ ~ ,   ai €rcimoM f v ~ o î ç  8aioiç 

20 Georgi thought that the role of the dikaios in Wisdom 5 is to judge the ungodiy, and drew attention io the parallel 
expectation that the righteous would also have a role in judgrnent-7vennglrich in deutlicher Subordination unter 
den Kyrios" ("Vorpaulinische Hymnus." 774). 

" So Collins, .4pocafypiic Imaginarion. 106. See also Sir 4: 15. where it says that .Those who obey her [WisdomI 
witl judg the nations." although this reference is probably not eschatological, 
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aUtoû) is applied to both the righteous community and the righteous man (3:9; 4:15), though the 

presence of the second line in Wisd 5:9 is telttudly uncertain. 

Something similar is at work in the Similitirdes of Enoch, where the exalted figure 

(sometimes called "Righteous One" or '*Anointed One," but more frequently 'rhat Son of man" 

or Thosen one"-') appears to ernbody the defining chmcteristic of the community, namely, 

righteousness (or, depending upon the context. holiness or election). In his 1980 essay on "The 

Heavenly ~e~resentat ive, ' '~~ Collins noted that the tides .'Righteous One and Chosen One are 

used in association with the broader categories of .the righteous* and -the chosen.-"" In contnst 

with the Book of Wisdom. in the Similitrides there is a cornpIex set of associations between the 

earthly and the heavenly worlds? Collins argued that the close co~ec t ion  between the exalted 

tigure and the righteous community should be understood not in terms of "corporate 

personality."'b but rather. as Sigmund Mowinckel described the relationship between the king 

and the people. ..representative unity.*'" in addition. because *Thar Son of man" is a heavenly 

figure. the relationship in Collins' opinion finds a closer mdogy in patron deities in Ancient 

Near Eastern rnythology than in the ancient conception of die king as a representative figure.'8 

" VanderKarn ("Righreous One") has dernonmatecf the intercbangeability and contemal Function of the Four 
epithets for ihe exalted figure in the Sirnilinides. See aIso I. J. Coliins, "The Heavenly Representative: The 'Son of 
Man' in the SimiIitudes of Enoch" in ideal Figures in .-hient Juduism: Profiles and Paradigms (ed. J.  Coilins and 
G. Nickelsburg; SBLSCS Il: Missoula Mont.: Scholars Press. 1980). 1 11-33. esp. 1 I l .  

The article also appem (in an adapted tom) in Collins. The ..lpocai~pric Imaginarion. 177-93. 

'' CoIlins. "Heavenly Representative." 1 13. 

For exmple, Collins sugested h t  the .'hoIf' and the "chosenu on earth have heavenly counterparts (the angelic 
host whom one day they will join, 1 En. 395: 51:J; 6 I:J), as well as a heavenly represenmtive in the -Son of man" 
figure ("Heavenl y Representative." I l i ) .  

Such an idea rests on outdatecl discredited anthropological theories, says CoIIins (ibid.. 1 13-1 4): he cites, among 
othen, T. W. Manson, "The Son of Man in Daniel. Enoch. and the Gospeis." SJRL 33 (1949-1950): 171-93 = 
Studier rn the Gospels and the Epirrie~ (Manchester: Manchester Universi.. t962). 1345.  

S. Mowinckel, He That Comeih (NashviIle: Abingdon. 1953,381- 

CoIlins, "Heavenly Representarive." 1 14. 
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But the connection between the Chosen One and the community does not comist entirely 

in their shared quaiities: Collins aiso argued that %is entire function is defined in relation to the 

hurnan righteous ones" (see 1 En. 48:J-5: 62:14) .~  There is dso a parallelism of action or. in the 

words of Gerd Theissen. a '.structural homo~ogue '~~~  between the earthly and heavenly 

counterparts, especidly with respect to the hiddenness and revelation of both the Chosen One 

and the comm~nity.~' The important distinction, however. is the power and exalted statu of 

'rhat Son of man." 

Although he does not share their suffering, the pattern of hiddenness and 
revelation is cornmon to both. The fact that he is preserved from their sufferings 
makes him a figure of pure power and glory and an ideal embodiment of the 
hopes of the persecuted righteous. The eficaciousness of the "Son of Man" figure 
requires that he be conceived as other than the community. since he must possess 
the power and exaltation which they ~ack.~' 

This description of the function of the "Son of man" tigure in 1 Enoch is strikingly similar to the 

scenarîo we find in Q: the community sees itself as undergoing suffering or persecution- 

whatever form that may actually have taken-, but Jesus has experienced. by means of his 

assurnption. vindication and exaltation which will soon be made manifest at his coming as Son of 

man. The community's hope to share in this vindication and exaltation is predicated on their 

continued allegiance to Jesus. Q does not o%en depict Jesus as an exalted heavenly tigure. 

however. but a hint of a beIief in him as such a figure appears in Q 128-9. and possibly Q 

" ibid., 1 13. 

'O G. Theissen. Sociolog), of Eadv Palesfinian Chrirtianip (PhiIadelphia: Foruess. 1978). 12 1: cited by Collins. 
"Heavenly Representative." 1 15. 
; 1 ColIins. "Heavenly Representative." 1 15. 

j' Ibid.. 1 15-16; Collins, rlpoca[vpfic Imaginarion 187. 



17:24?~ In addition, the acclamation of the Coming One (Q l3:35b) may indicate a belief in 

Jesus retuming as a celestiai figure. If it is correct that Q uses assumption in order to express its 

belief in Jesus' post-mortem vindication and Parousia. there are grounds at Ieast for seeing the 

post-mortem Jesus in Q as the locus (or even archetype) of the soteriologica1 hope of the Q 

community, in analogy with the tùnction of the representative exalted figures in materials such 

as Wisdom 2-5 and the Similitirdes of Enoch. 

As already noted, there are three main texts in Q which correlate heavenly or 

eschatological reward for the community with earthly allegiance to Jesus/ the Son of man: Q 

632-23a 128-9. and 2228.30. These will be discussed in tum. 

5.2.2. Q 6:22-23a: Great is Your Reward in Heaven 

The Q Sermon's fourth macarism. despite the difficulties in reconsuucting the original 

wording, clearly connects allegiance to Jesus (the Son of man). as shown by being persecuted for 

his sake, with a heavenly reward. Q 622-23 reads as follows in the Crifical Edition of@ 

pa~&pioi é a r ~  ooav o v ~ i b i a m v  Upâq tcai E [Gtmmv  ai [Leïx~warv 
[Ilrâv]] xovqpov [[tcaû?J Upôv EVEKEV roû ~ i o û  TOG Ù V ~ ~ ~ W R O U .  

~ a i p ~ r ê    ai [IayaAîciâaû~I, o n  O p i a û o ~  Upôv scoAùg EV TC$ oupav@- 
oGouy yàp E[éGieavI1 TOUÇ xpocpil.ra~ soi15 scpo Upôv. 

'j See D. R. Catchpole. -'The Angelic Son of Man in Luke 128," "hvTZ4 (1987): 33-63 for a discussion of "Son 
of man- in 129-9 as a designation of a heavenly figure. whom however in Catchpole's view the saying-and the Q 
17 rnateriaI4istinguishes from Sesus (ibid., 161). Uro thinks 128-9 refers to Jesus as an exalted heavenly fipre, 
and ad& that the liphming imagery used to describe the Son of man's coming in Q 1734 confinns that "Son of man 
Ianguage seems to be the major way to express Jesus as a celestial figuren ("Apocalyptic Syrnbolism." IO;). The 
difference is apparently one of perspective: a distinction between Jesus and the Son of man in 123-9 ma! be 
suppomble in a tradition-histocïcal discussion of the saying, but the distinction disappears when the saying's 
function in the context of final Q is the goal of the investisation. 
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Blessed are you when they insult and [[persecute]] you, and [[say every kind ofl] 
evil [[against]] you because of the son of humanity. 
Be gIad and [[exult]], for vast is your reward in heaven. 
For this is how they [[penecuted]] the propheis who were before you." 

AIthough Matthew and Luke differ on the verbs for the exact kinds of ostracism or persecution to 

be expected, in the minimal text of Q 622, Jesus announces the blessedness of the hearers 

'whenever they reproach you . . ." ( o ~ a v  bpâç ~ V E L ~ ~ U O ~ V  . . .). The community of Q also 

expected to be anathematized, though again Matthew and Luke do not agree in wording beyond 

the adjective novqpoç. Ostracism. persecution. and anathematization were expected '*on account 

of' ( E V E K E V )  the Son of man. The reference to the Son of man is probably original to Q because 

Luke tends not to add the expression where it was not found in his sources. and Matthew 

sometimer will change "Son of man" to a Bnt penon pronoun." 

Q 6:Xa continues with an exhortation to rejoice. which hearkens back to the first line of 

the macarism. and a reason: "because your reward is great in heaven" ( o n  O ptaeoç Opôv 

rrokiq év t e  ocpave). The effect of the o n  is to connect the idea of heavenly reward with 

earthly suffering for the sake of the Son of man. The use of "Son of man" here indicates that 

Jesus is centrai CO the dispensation of the reward. either as criterion or actual giver. The former 

possibiIity is more probable in 622-since suffering ostracism and persecution for rhe sake of 

the corning Son of man would make no sense-. although the latter view. that an exalted Son of 

man dispenses heavenly reward. seems to be in evidence in other texts. especially 128-9.j6 That 

3 Robinson. et ai.. Critical Edition. 50-3. 

'' See Schulz. Spruchquelle. 453; J. S. Kloppenborg, "Blessing and Marginal@: The 'Penecution Beatitude' in Q. 
Thomas, and Early Christianity.' Forum 2 (1986): 36-56. esp. J I :  H. Fleddermann. T h e  Q Saying on Confessing 
and Denying," Socieg of Biblical Literature 1987 Seminur Papers (ed. D. J. Lull: SB LSP 26: Atlanta: Schofars. 
1988), 606-16, esp. 6 IO: Tuckea Q. 180 n. 50. 

" In addition, the "day* or the "corningw of the Son of man is. in Q1 the occasion oijudgment and the dispensation 
ofreward and punishment (12:3940.42-16; Q 17passim; Q 19 passim). 



text coordinates heavedy or eschatologicai reward wiih aifegiance to the earthIy Jesus. with the 

remit that -'Son of mann in 6 2 2  should not be taken to refer to the heavenly or coming Son of 

man (the same is tme of Q 754: 958; I l  :30, probably; 12: 10. possibly). Yet its use here is not 

insipificant if other texts in Q associate "Son of man" with coming judgment and the 

dispensation of other-worldly recompense. 

Many scholars consider that the reference to the historicd mistreatrnent of prophets 

constitutes a deuteronomistic addition?' It is often asked why the reference ro prophets was 

added precisely here. since verse 23b .-aiready provides an adequate motive clause for v. 23a."j8 

Likely it was prompted by the reference to persecution in 6:33. but here may be another 

dimension to the redactional addition. If-and this is to anticipate somewhat the resuits of the 

investigation of these three cexts-it is correct that the hope of corponte vindication in Q is 

based on a conviction about Jesus' vindication. the addition was perhaps prompted by the fact 

that bo t .  persecution (as the deuteronomistic materials suggest) and vindication were understood 

corporately by those who Framed Q. Or. to put it differendy. Q understood there to be a direct 

correlation between Jesus' ntin fate of rejection and vindication. and a similar hte for the 

community. 

j7 See Steck, Isracf. 257-60; Klappenborg, Formarion 173; Iacobson Firsr Gospel. 100-1: Tuckett Q. 180. 

38 Kloppenbog, Formation. 173. 
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5.2.3. Q 12:8-9: Confessing Jesus Publicly 

This difftcult text has generated a great deal of discussion. The Critical Edifion 

Anyone who [[may]] speak out for me in public, [[the son of humanity]] will aIso 
speak out for hm before the angels .. . 
But whoever may deny me in public [[will bel3 den[[ied]]before the angels .. . ;9 

Again. as with Q 6 2 2 .  the Son of man expression is lacking in Matthew. but there appear to be 

good grounds for considering that it was in Q. Probably the most significant is the apparent 

distinction between Jesus ("me") and the "Son of man.""o In addition. the expression also occurs 

in the overiap text Mark 858. which may be s h o w  on other grounds to be independent of the Q 

version OF the ~ a ~ i n g . ~ '  Furthemore. Matthew's tendency to substiture the tirst prrson pronoun 

for .'Son of man" has already been noted:' but other Matthean redactional work on the saying 

j9 Robinson. et al.. Critical Edition. 304-7. The fact that the Crrticul Edition bnckets O uiog toi5 av0pOnou as 
'probable but uncenain. {Cl" (ibid.. Ixxxii) owes at l e s t  in part to the views of Paul H o h a n n  (ibid.. 334-7). who 
argues for the Manhean wording. See aiso P. Hoffmann. "lesus versus Menschensohn: Manhrus lO.i?f und die 
synoptische Menschensohn-i-aberlieferung," in Sak der Erdr-Licht der Welt: Eregetische Smiien :um 
itl~tthmwangeliilm. Festschrifi~r '4. Fsgrle (ed. P. Fiedler and L. Oberlinner. Stuttgart: 199 1). 165-203: P. 
H o h a m .  with J. E. Amon, U. Brauner. and T. Hieke. "Confessing or Denying," in Q 12:8-i2: Confessing or 
Denying; Speaking aguinst the Ho- Spirit: Heurings before Svnagogrm (ed, C. Heil; Documenta Q; Leuven: 
Peeters, 1997). 1425, esp. 210-38: P. Hoffmann- "Der Menschensohn in Lukas 12:S:' Y73  W ( 1998): 357-79. esp. 
366-70. However, Robinson voted for the Lukan wording at {Cl (Robinson. "Evaluation:' in Hoffmann. et ai.. 
"Confessing or Denying." 200-IO.US-47). 
UJ So Catchpole. "Angelic Son of Man." 755. 

" See in particular H. J. de longe, T h e  Sayings on Confessing and Denying Jesus in Q I2:S-9 and Mark 8:38." in 
Sayings of J m :  Canonical and Non-canonicai. Essws in Honour of v ice  Baarda (ed. W. L. Petersen et al.: 
Leiden: BdI, 1997), 105-31, esp. 1 15-17: Pace J. Lambrechf "QInfluence on Mark 8.34-9.1," in Logia: Les 
paroles de Jésus-The Sqings of Jmts (ed. J. DeIobel: BETL 59: Leuven: Leuven University Press and Peeten. 
1982). 277-304. esp. 185-8. See also H. Fleddermann. Mark and Qr .4 Sm& of the OverIap Terrs. With an 
.heirsment & F. Neiwnck (BETL 1 17: Leuven: Leuven University Press and Peeters. 1995). esp. 145-5 1. 

'"ee FIeddermann, "Confessing and Denying," 6 10. 
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would probably have prompted the removai of the expression. As Robinson puts it, "Once he 

decided to replace the angels with his standard circumlocution for God, 'my father in heaven.' 

the third person synrau of 'the son of man' no longer fitted the first person synta.. . and so was 

9 743 replaced with '1 . Also, a s  David Catchpole remarb, "a reference to the Father of the Son of 

man overloads the saying and is concepnially odd.& 

Even more complex than the question of the onginality of the expression in Q 12:8 is that 

of its meaning. The traditional interpretation presumed a wide[y disseminated idea about an 

exalted ..Son of man' figure." to which Jesus himself referred. ï h e  authenticity of this particular 

saying is shown in the distinction between knis and the .*Son of man.'J6 As discussed above. 

scholars such as Todt maintained that this "Son of man" came to be identified with Jesus on the 

basis of the Easter experience of the early Christian c ~ m r n ~ . " ~  This line of interpretation has 

rightly fallen out of favour. with rnost discussions of the '-Son of man" question nowadays 

beginning not from a presumed religious-historicaI background for the expression. but rather 

from idiornatic Aramaic usage.'* However, CoIlins has argued persuasively that whereas there 

may not have been an estabiished and widely disseminated Son of man "idea" in circulation 

before or by the turn of the era  there are indications that by the first century C.E. there were 

.-cornmon assumptions" about the meaning of the "one like a son of man" in Daniel 7.J9 

4; Robinson. "Evaluation." in Ho€finann,et al.. "Confessing or Denying;" 210. 
.u Catchpole. "Angetic Son of Man." 156. 

Sec the bief discussion in Collins, Scepter andSfur, 173-5- Robinson suggests that Cmen Colpe's 1969 article 
in the Theologische Worrerbuch ("o uibç roc avûpcDxoou" T?WT 8.503-8 1) rnarked the end of such a vietv 
(Robinson, "Son of Man? 325). 
36 See Bultmann. H h w ,  1 12. If 8.1512. 

" TOdt Son of Man. 56-7 (with reference to Q 128-9), 32-3 (generaliy). See the discussion in Robinson. -Son of 
Mm" 325-7. 

a See Hare, Son of Man Tradition. 256-9. 
19 Collins. Scepter and Star, 175. 
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Perhaps the saying did mean to distinguish between Jesus and the Son of man at an early 

stage in its tradition history, whether or not it is an authentic saying. Jacobson. for instance, 

suggests that in both 128-9 and 12: 10 the Son of man "is simply the heavenly prosecutor who 

argues the case before the divine judge. But neither in Q 128-9 nor 12: 1O is Jesus identified with 

this heavenly prosecutor figure."5o For Jacobson, this distinction is evidence that these verses are 

-relatively early" in cornparison ~4th other Q materials that make the identification." Sirnilarly. 

Catchpole sees the distinction between Jesus and the Son of man as evidence for the saying's 

primitivity (even authenticity).'%1e tradition-historically it may be apt to observe such a 

distinction, the fact that for (final) Q Jesus is the Son of man alters the way the saying must be 

interpreted. from our perspective at least. How can an idenrification between Jesus and the Son 

of man of Q 12:8-9 be understood? 

For Robinson, who sees no distinction at al1 between the speaker and the Son of man in Q 

128-9. the self-referentiai use of the "son of man" expression in Q is cntical. He thinks that the 

expression is used self-referentially here as in other Q sayings (Q 6 2 2 :  754: 958; 1 150: even 

12: 10). In his view. 

Those who confess the "human," understood as a f'amiliar reference to Jesus 
perhaps going back to Jesus himself. will find him there at the judgment as their 
character witness. whereas those who deny hirn \vil1 be denounced by him at the 
judgment (as in Q 1325-27). ïhis role of the "son of man." Jesus. engendered 

'O Jacobson, Firxt Gospel. 188. The distinction between Jesus and the Son of man which Jacobson perceives here. 
coupled with the faa  that he sees the Son of man figure as taking a subardinate roie in the heavenly judynent. 
allows iacobson to rnake sense of the subordination of the Son of man to the HoIy Spirit in 17: IO: 'lthe point seems 
to be that the holy spirit is constitutive for the community in a way that the heavenly prosecutor. the son of man 
(128-9). is not" (ibid.). 

" Ibid., 189. 

" Catchpole. "Angelic Son of Man." 59-60. 
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other "son of man" sayings associated with the eschatoIogical judgment, . . . the 
eschatological or prophetic [correlatives] (Q 17:24,26,30).'~ 

While this might (arguably!) suftice to explain the development of the eschatological Son of man 

sayings in Q, such a view of the Son of man in 128-9-not as judge but as character witness- 

does not make sense. given the fact that elsewhere in Q the coming of the Son of man brings 

judgment (including Q 12:39-40.4236; 17:24.26,30; and possibly. with Jesus as O ép~opevoç. 

1335). As Douglas Hare insists. There is . .. no basis for the suggestion that this saying 

'demotes' Jesus to the role of an ordinary witness," although his assumption that the tradents of 

this saying must have acknowiedged 'The risen Jesus as  the Christ. the eschatological king.' does 

not. in our view. apply to Q." Nevertheless. since materials such as Q 1 M9dO.42-46 and Q 17 

and 19 seem to ascribe a role in judgment to Jesus the Son of man. Hare's conclusion is justified 

even if his rationale is not. 

It seems fairly clear that in Q 128-9 the Son of man is some kind of heavenly figure. 

given the prexnce of angels as those before whom he would confess or deny." How then is the 

relationship between the "Son of man" and '-me" to be understood? Here Q 622  ot'fers some 

help. There, '-Son of man" refers to Jesus as an earthiy figure, aIIegiance to whom in the face of 

persecution was the criterion for heavenly reward. In Q 12:8-9. there is a similar correlation 

'3 Robinson. "Evaluation." in Hoffmann. et al., "Confessing or Denying," 209. Robinson seems particularly 
convinced by the faa that Manhew flexibIy replaces "Son of man" in Mark or Q with a direct reference to lesus. or 
vice versa so that he clearly undentanris the expression-including its use in Q 123-9-"idiomatically" (Robinson. 
"Son of Man." 33 1-2). Robinson's understanding of "Son afman' in Q 123-9 does have a certain econorny: its 
decisive advantage is that it can elirninate the problem of the seemingly low view of the Son of man in Q 12: I O  
(bhspherny against the Son of man [= me], but not aga& the HoIy Spirit. wiIl be forgiven). 

" Hare, Son ofMan Tradition, 223. 

" So Uro. "Apocalyptic Symbolism," 103. 
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between allegiancej6 to the earthiy figure ('.meT'), and reward which cornes by means of the 

heavenly figure ('iSon of man"), whether as judge or advocate. Thus the distinction need not be 

between Jesus and the Son of man as two different persons, whether or noL such a distinction was 

ever made during the tradition history of the saying, but rather between different functions or 

phases of Jesus' existence.j7 

In a 1982 article. Catchpole offered an interesting suggestion concerning the nature of the 

celestial status of the Son of man in Q 12:8-9. Investigating the saying's rneaning at the most 

primitive level of its tradition history, rather than its rneaning in its Q context. he presumed a 

distinction between Jesus and the Son of man. Catchpole suggested that the Son of man figure in 

this saying is the "heavenly guarantor" of the earthly Jesus. an angelic being acting as the 

heavenly counterpart or sponsor: this idea is present. he argued. in texts such as Tob 12: 15. 1 En. 

104: 1. and Luke 1 : 19. and represents "an individualising of the old idea of an angelic d e r  for 

each nation (cf. Dan 10: 12: 12: 1: Sir 17: I 71."" Catchpoie considers that Daniel 7 and Xlatt 18: 1 O 

Catchpole seems justified in his insisrence that the vocabulary of confessing and denying implies "open verbal 
acknowledgement of fundamental religious mth" rather than a legal sening for the community's allegiance. even 
though that seems to be the case with Q 11: I I - 11. Thus discipleship is the fundamental issue (Catchpole. -'Angelic 
Son of Man." 257-9: citation from 258). 
57 So A. Polag. Die Christologie der Logienpelle (WMANT 45: Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag. 1977). 

1 14; Schult Spruchquellr. 68: Hoffmann. Studien. 155-6: see Catchpole. "Angelic Son of Man." 255-6 and nn. 5-6: 
see also de Jonge, "Confessing and Denying" 1 18. 

Catchpole, .'Angelic Son of Man," 160. Catchpole gives siu reasons (ibid.. 260-2) why this incerpretation of the 
relationship between Jesus and the Son of man commends i w l t  (1) it rnakes the saying comprehensible on the Iips 
of Jesus; ( 2 )  "confessing" and "denying" signify community awareness. and it has been suspected that "some kind 
of community dimension is involved in the Son of man concept" (ibid.. 26 1): (3) it correctly maintains soceriolog'. 
not Christology. as the thmt  of the saying; (4) it Fits wirh the use of the "Son of man" expression to connote a 
celestial figure distinct from Jesus elsewhere in the Q material (agiin. Catchpole is working at the most primitive 
level of the tradition): (5) the attempt in Q CO identib Jesus with the Coming One requires the supposition that 
"some earlier tradition(s)," which made no such identification, called forth such an effort; and (6) the hnction of the 
"one like a son of man" in Daniel 7, as a heavenly counterpart for the eanhly community, at least one background 
passage supports the interpretation. 
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both suggest this kind of relationship benveen angelic figures and human beings or 

comm~ni t ies .~~ 

It is impossible to engage here Catchpole's arguments concerning the question of 

authenticity, and the saying's meaning at this stage of its tradition history; they faIl outside the 

scope of the present investigation.60 The suggestion about the Son of man's function as a 

representative figure here is not without ment. although some adjustments of Catchpole's 

perspective are necessary for the suggestion to do justice to the saying's rneaning in Q. Two 

adjustrnents must be made: ficst. concerning the distinction between Jesus and the Son of man in 

Q 128-9; and second. conceming the h c t i o n  of the Son of man in the saying. 

The first point need not be belaboured. It has already been argued that Q considers Jesus 

as both earthly teacher and heavenly figure. and uses "Son of man" freely for both phases of his 

existence. The second point requires some clarification. even apart fiom this observation. 

Catchpole suggested, relying mainly on Man 18: 10. that the representative relationship is 

between Jesus and the Son of man as his heavenly counterpart or sponsor. and that this 

relationship is extended to the "confessing group who together [with lesus] constitute the 

community for whose intetests and security the Son of man vouches in hea~en."~'  Matt 18: 10 

does indeed appear to be evidence for a belief in angelic representatives for individual hurnan~.~' 

59 Ibid., 76 14764 ,  and 160. respectiveIy. 

* This is. of corne. Catchpole's concern (ibid.. 39-60). 
61 ibid, 76 1. 

" See the discussion in W. D. Davies and D. C. Allison, The Gospel rlccording ro Sainr lkfotthew (3 vols.; [CC; 
Ediiburgh: T. & T. Clark. 1988-1997), 2.770-7. 
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However, the other main text adduced by Catchpole is Daniel 7, where the "one like a son of 

man" is representative of a group, .'the holy ones of the Most ~ i ~ h . " "  

The question here is thus whether Matt 18:lO or Daniel 7 is the more apt text for the 

cornparison: is the Son of man's b c t i o n  in confessing and denying directed towards Jesus or 

the community? As Catchpole rightly argues. 'rhe opo3coydvl apveiaûai complex of ideas . . . 

kquently included a comrnunity a ~ a r e n e s s . " ~  in addition. he notes that the point of the saying 

is soteriological. with response to Jesus being the key issue. and that this conforms welI with 

other Q materials. especially Houses Built On Rock or Sand (6:~7-49).~' ï h e  sasaying. then. is 

about community salvation at the judgment. and the criterion is allegiance to Jesus. expressed by 

means of confession. IikeIy in some kind of public forum (Q 12: 1 1-12). Because of the 

comrnunity smphasis in Q 128-9. seeing the Son of man as 'The angelic counterpart of Jesus 

and. by extension. of those attached to him in d i s ~ i ~ l e s h i ~ . " ~ ~  makes for an odd arrangement. It 

either introduces a mediary into the usual relationship between representative figure and 

community. if the Daniel 7 model is preferred. or it adds a comrnunity aspect not consistent with 

the idea of a personal heavenly representative. if the Matt 18: 10 model is preferred. Even chough. 

on Catchpole's construai of Q 128-9, earthiy confession of Jesus is the criterion for the heavenly 

acknowiedgement of the comrnunity by the Son of man. it is still not clear why the Son of man is 

On the relationship between the "one like a son of man" and the "holy ones" in Daniel 7. see Collins. .-ipoca&pric 
Imagination, 1 O 1-7; idem, Daniel: .4 Commenrary on the Book of Daniel (Hermeneia: Minneapolis: Fomss. 1993). 
304-10,3 13-17. Collins q u e s  that the "one Iike a son of man" is less a corponte symbol than a realistic mythic 
figure who apparently was thought ro exist outside the vision, and whose "exaltation ... represents in some way the 
mumph of the Jewish people" (Collins. Daniel. 305.309-10: citation h m  309). Catchpole thinks sirnilady that "the 
-one like a son of man' is most likely an angelic figure and a heavenly counterpart of the eardily community" 
("Angelic Son of Man, 761). 
M Catchpole. "Angelic Son of Man." 260-1. 

* ibid., 26 1. As aiready noted. several other Q te- show that allegiance to Jesus is the criterion for salvation (or 
condemation): Q 622-23a; 10: 13-15: 1426-27. 1753; 13:34-35. 

66 Ibid.. 265. 
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the heavenly representative of Jesus. The function of representative figures in the texts discussed 

above is to provide an othenvorldly foundation for the hopes of the cornmunity, and there does 

not seem to be anything in Q which suggests chat an analogous relationship between Jesus and 

the Son of man is assurned in Q 128-9. These observations, coupled with the fact that for Q 

Jesus is the heavenly or coming Son of man. point us in tbe direction of taking the Son of man as 

the heavenly figure who represents the comrnunity whose allegiance to (the earthly) Jesus is 

being tested (Q 122-12). The representative h c t i o n  of Jesus the Son of man is clearest. 

however. in the concluding saying of Q. Because the disciples are promised an important role in 

judging Israel. here the "parallelism of action" Collins saw as a characteristic of the relationship 

between the representative tigure and the community becomes apparent. 

5.2.4. Q 22:28,30: Judging the Twelve Tribes 

The presence of this pericope in Q has sometimes been questioned." 7 has its location.68 

though most scholars believe it to have been che concluding ~ a y i n ~ . ' ~  Matthetv and Lukr differ 

considerably in both wording and context. Tne Criticul Edifion reconstructs the saying as 

follows: 

'' For w e y  of scholarship and discussion see P. Hoffmann. wirh S. H. Brandenburger. U. Brauner. and T. Hieke. 
Q X:28,30: You Will Judge the Twelve Tribes offsraef (ed. C .  Heil: Documenta Q: Leuven: Peeters. 1998). 4-68. 

a Ibid.. 69-141. kcobson thinks the saying's location in Q cannot be determined (Firsr Gospd 245). 

* See, for instance, Lührmann, Redahion 75: Kloppenbos Formation, 95: H. Fleddermann. "The End of Q," 
Society of Biblical Literamre 1990 Senrinar Papers (4. D. I. Lull: SBLSP 29; Atlanta: Scholars. 1990), 1-10: Kirk. 
Composition, 294-5; Zeller, "Zukunft Israels," 9. 



.. You who have followed me 
will sit .. on thrones judging the twelve tribes of ~ s r a e l ? ~  

Matthew and Luke agree on the words ~ a û ~ e a û e  È m  Bpovaoua ~ p i v o v r q  ~ a ç  606~1ca 

cpu3cà~ toc  'IapafiA.. There are. however. many questions conceming this t e~ t ' s  reconstruction. 

most of which lie outside the purview of the present investigation. One of the central issues is 

whether Q origindly contained the "Son of man" expression (so Matt 19:28b). The presence of a 

Matthean doublet. which similarly describes the Son of man sitting "upon the throne of his 

glory" ( 2 5 5  1). has led most scholars to think that Matthean redaction is responsible for 19:18b." 

Yet because the two other texts under investigation here, Q 622-23a and 128-9. both use the 

"Son of man" expression in conjunction with the idea of a îütwe or otherworldly corporate 

vindication of the communi'f's allegiance to lesus. Matthew's addition of "Son of man" here. if 

it is indeed an addition. is certainly apt. Many scholars also think that Luke. who uses the say ing 

in his Last Supper account (Luke 22: 14-38). is also responsible for the reference to "eating and 

drinking in my kingdom."" Matthew and Luke contain the preposition Èv. and although the 

objects are different (Matthew: tfj ~aAiyysve&a: Luke: pamkia pou), both use the Èv- 

phrase to give the context in which the judging would take place. However. it c m o t  be 

determined with certainty whether this is the result of coincidentai redactiond activity or the 

presence o f a  prepositional phrase in Q . ~  

For the present purposes. however. the condition for receiving the judging role ( Q  2 2 2 8 )  

is of the most importance. The question here is whether the wording of Matthew ( i )p~iç oi 

70 Robinson, et al.. Crirical Edition. 558-6 1 .  
71 See the discussion in Hoffmann. et. al., Q 72r28.30.336-79. 
2 But see Kirk. Composition, 290-1. who mounts a convincing argument a-@nst the commonly held view that 
eating and judging are dissonant motifs. 

'3 See the discussion in Hoffmann, et al.. Q 22:28.30,324-35. 
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a~ohou0fpavsÉç POL) or Luke ($&îç 6É  TE oi 8 ~ a p ~ p ~ ~ f l k o ~ ~ q  PET' ÈpoU ÈV TOI< 

mpaapoïq  pou) is closer to that of Q.~' Issues of vocabulary suggest that Luk's version is 

redactiona~;'~ further. as Hamy Fleddermann suggests, "something like 1i~ohou0~aav~Éç p o ~  

must have stood in Q because Luke's ~ Z ~ ~ E ~ E ~ ~ K O T E S  PET' ip05 expresses more or less the 

same idea."76 If Matthewqs wording is to be preferred, Q 22:28,30, like Q 622-23 and 1 XI-9. 

also considers vindication for the community to be a reward for unwavering allegiance to Jesus. 

One point of uncertainty is the rneaning of the verb ~ p i v o  in Q 2230.  Most have argued 

for the usual sense of determining guilt at the final judgrnent." though some have suggested that 

"eoveming" - is more apt here." In favour of the latter solution are materials such as P.w. Sol. 

1726. which looks ahead the Messiah restoring and judging (that is. mling) the tribes of the 

people. Jacobson also suggests that texts predicting a sirnilar role for the hithful (Rev 3 2 1 :  Dan 

7: 13- 14.18.22: 1 En. 62: 1.14: and others) focus -'on a ruling function nther than the 

administration of justice."79 In addition. some think that 'rhrones"-not to mention whatever 

stood as the object in 2228-suggests the establishment of a kingdorn. rather than a judgment 

'4 ibid.. 154-95. 

7' See Fleddermann, "End ofQ." 2-3. Fleddermann notes Luke's preference for pÉvw and its compounds. and for 
compounds formed with 6ia; neipaopoî~ is also Lukan. 
fa Ibid.. 3. See also Hoffmann. "Evaluation." in Q 72:28.30, 191-5. 
'7 Boring, Sayings, 178: Fleddermann, "End of Q," 8; P. Hoffmann. "Hemcher oder Richter Uber isnel?." in Ja und 
Nein: ChrLrrliche Theologie im .-ingesicht Israek. FS CY. Schroge (ed, G. Sass and K. Wengst: Neukirchen-Vluyn: 
Neukichener. 1998). 253-64, esp. 263: Kloppenborg Ercavating Q, 192: Zeller ("Zukunft Israels." 9) seems to 
prefer the meaning "condemn." 
3 See in particular Jacobson. FÎrst Gospel. 248; R Honley, "Social Conflict in the Synoptic Sayings Source Q," in 
Codict and Invention: L i f e r a ~  Rhetorical and Social Studies on the Seings Gospel Q (ed. J. S. Kloppenborg: 
Valley Forge, Pa: Trinity Press International. 1995). 37-52, esp. 44-5 1. 
79 Jacobson, First Gospel. 748. Contrary to lacobson's view here, 1 Enoch 62 deals with the condemnation of the 
wicked rulers and their annihilation (1 En 62: 11-13); references to the exaltation of theFrighteous and elect" (W. 

14-16) clearly do not have a mling hinction in view. 
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s~enario.'~ Two important factors make this interpretation dificuIt, however. First, nowhere else 

in the New Testament is the verb rpivcu or its cognates used in this s en~e ,~ '  and K ~ L *  is always 

uxd  in Q in a context where there is a negative outcome for the one(s) being judged." Second. 

Fleddermann is correct to note that the '-ruling" or "-goveming" interpretation of ~ p i v o v ~ q  

requires a reconstituted Israel." a concept that appears to be foreign to Q." Although we have 

argued above that Q's use of deuteronomistic ihemes may have been intended to inspire 

repentance before the coming of the Son of man. there appear to be no grounds in Q for the view 

that in the eschaton Israel would be restored. Thus, it seems best to view the reference to the 

twelve tribes as synonymous for al! IsneI as those coming under the judgment of the followen 

of Jesus, whose earthly allegiance to Jesus was tested in the synagogues (Q 12: 1 1 - 12). 

The theme of eschatological reversal. which some scholars see as the central idea of the 

kingdom language in Q:" would appear to confirm this view. and also offers a clue to the 

significance of the Thrones saying as the concluding pencope of Q. Fleddermann rightly pointed 

to three themes which corne together in Q 2228.30: judgment. identification of Jesus with the 

disciples. and eschatologicai reversal. "Before the end tirne the disciples rnust not judge (Q 

6:37). and they are subject to judgment in the court of their adversaries (Q 17: 1 1 - 1 z),'~ but in the 

'O Jacobson. Firsr Gospel. 248. 

" So J. Dupont, "Le Logion de douze trônes (Mt 1928; Lc 22.28-30)." Bib 45 (1964): 355-92. esp. 372: 
Kloppenborg, Ercavating Q, 192. See Q 6:3? 1257; 1 1 :3 1-32. 

Zeller. .'Zukunfl Israels." 9. See Q 1 1: 19; 1258. 
93 Fleddermann. "End of Q," 8: Zeller. "Zukunfi 1sraels.-passim. 

Kloppenborg, Ercavaring Q. 387: .'[QI assumes the coming of God's reign. which will transform and inven the 
c m n t  order of thing (Q 6:20b-23) and in which Jesus' foi1owen will assume positions of privilege (Q 238-30)." 
See also Tucken Q, 14 1-2 (on the Q beatitudes); Fleddermann. "End of Q,- l O. 

* Zeller rightly notes the possibility that é~@&lw in Luke 6 2 2  is a Q reference to expulsion from the synagogues. 
which presumably would involve judicial action, " h a g  von der hier besonden schwierigen Te~trekonstru~ion ab" 
("Zukunil Israels." 10). 
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end time the disciples will judge the twelve tribes of Israel, sharing in the judging role of 

  es us."^^ Kirk also sees eschatological reversal as the prominent theme of the major 

compositional unit he identifies as Q's ..Eschatological Discome" (Q 12-22).~' Kloppenborg 

also emphasized the eschatoIogica1 reversal suggested by Q 2228.30: the saying predicts that 

'rhe followers of Jesus will themselves dispense the judgment which Jesus and John threatened 

over ~s rae l . "~~  If we are correct to understand ~ p i v w  in 2230 as meaning "judge." rather than 

"govern," then the characteristic that Coltins discerned in the relationship between exaltrd 

figures and the communities w hose fates they represent-.'parailelism of actions'"-is also 

present in Q. in the parailel judging roles expected for Jesus the Son of man and the cornmunity. 

Something similar is expected in the Similiiiidrs for the cornmunity of the righteous (1 Enoch 

38). There. the judgment of simers is comected with the appearance of the righteous and the 

Righteous One (38: 1-2: judgment is decIared by the Righteous One but executed by the righteous 

(38:3-6). 

In Q. however. the "parallelism of action" between Jesus and the cornmunity goes 

beyond a shared role in judgment. To cite Kloppenborg again. Q 22:2S.30 and Q 10: 16 "establish 

a continuity between the activity of Jesus and that of his folfowers." To take this observation a 

few steps further. this continuity begins in mission (Q 10: 16). and includes not only persecution 

and rejection (Q 622-23: 10: 10-1 1. L6: 1 1 :49-5 1 : 122-3. 1 1-12 1354-25). but also revelation 

a Fleddemann. .'End of Q." IO. 
87 Kirk. Composition, 289-308. 

'' Kloppenborg Formation. 95. 

ColIins, "Heavenly Representative." 1 15. 
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(1021-22.23-24) and heavenly or eschatological vindication ( 6 2 ;  128-9; 77:78,30)?~ Thus, 

though we do not have in Q the same kind of parallel designations for the exalted figure and the 

communiîy as are present in Wisdom 2-5 or the Similitudes of Enoch. the paraIIels in earthly 

activity and otherworldly vindication between Jesus and the Q community are clear. The 

exdtation and vindication which the Q people hoped for as the reward for their earthly allegiance 

to Jesus would be impossible without his own exaltation and vindication, as both its precedent 

and its christological basis; and this we have aIready found in the decisive text. the Jerusalem 

Lament (Q I3:34-35). 

M Kloppenbarg, Formation 95. Fledderrnann has a simiIar view: "Q works continuously to clarifi the relationships 
between Jesus. the disciples. and Isnel. With the theme oldîscipIeship Q identifies the disciple closeIy wiih Jesus 
both in his pment homelessness and suffering and in his eschatologcal triumph" ("End of Q." 10). 



5.3: Q 10:21-22, Q 13:34-35, and Q's Eschatological Instruction 

It was noted above in Chapter Three that Lohfink, in his study of assumption in Jewish 

Iitemture. isolated in severai texts what he called '-ein festes Schema" according to which the 

sage wouid receive divine revelation ("Offenbarungsempfang") concerning both the events of 

the end and his own assumption, and would make use of the intervening time ("Zwischenzeit") 

between the reception of revelation and his assurnption ("Entrückun$') to instmct the people of 

~ o d . '  According to Lohtink. the sources displaying this pattern are 1 En. 8 156.4 Ezra 14.2 

Buruch 76. and 2 b no ch.' There may be a literaty relationship between 4 Ezm and 2 ~aruch.' 

whether direct or indirect; nevertheless. because these two writings differ considerably in their 

use of the schema. we still appear to have four independent sources that make use of this pattern. 

The schema likely originated in the view. seen earliest and most clearly in 2 Kings 2. that 

peopIe who are to be assumed sometimes receive foreknowledge of their end. Elijah knows. and 

so do al1 the other characters in the story of his assurnption. that he will be taken into heaven (2 

Kgs 23.5.10). although how he received this knowledge is not explained. The natural conclusion 

would be that the sage received foreknowledge of his assumption From God. and it would be a 

small step from this concIusion to the view that God would at the sarne time reveal a geat deaI 

more to the sage. In addition. as Lohfink suggests. the schema may have been derived From Iater 

treatments of Moses' time on Mount Sinai. and his subsequent revelation of divine things to the 

I Lohfink. Himmelfcrhrrt Jesu. 60- 1 .  

' Ibid. 
5 See A. F. J. Klijn. "2 (Syriac Apocalypse of) Baruch," in OTP, 1.6 15-52. esp. 620: "The parallels with 4 Ezra are 
amibuted by many scholars to a dependence by 7 Baruch on 4 Eaa; but since the theolopica1 ideas of the nvo 
writings differ widely, a common source is also more likely here." See also A. F. 1. Klijn. T h e  Sources and the 
Redaction of the Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch," JJS I (1970): 65-76. 
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tsraelites? This co~ec t ion  is made explicit in 4  ET^ 14, where God speaks to Ezra from a bush 

(14:2), describes to him the revelation to Moses (W. 3-6). and allows Ezra forty days to wrïte 

down this revelation (W. 23-26-3748). Ezra becomes a new Moses. receiving revelation and 

writing books, some for public consurnption and others remaining secret wisdom.' 

The purpose of the schema may be to emphasize that, or to explain how. the community 

of the elect has corne into the possession of divinely revealed secrets. passed on to them by a 

sage who has a direct relationship to them. in the parts of 1 Enoch discussed below. and in 2 

Enoch. this relationship between the sage and the people is. as is typical for testamentary 

literature. mediated by means of the sage's own children. A different literary device is used to 

the sarne end in 4 Ezra and 7 Banrch. where the sages write down the revelation ( 4  Ezra I4: 19- 

22.37-48. in which Ezra writes down both the twenty-four books of the Hebreu Bible and 

seventy books of secret things: 7 Baruch 77-87. Bmch's letters to the exiles and to the nine and 

a half t r i be~) .~  

The most important of these te.- is 1 En. 8 15-6, because it probably is the oldest. It is 

part of what appears to be a testamentary addition ( I  En. 81: 1-823) to the Book oj'ffruveniy 

Lutninaries (1 Enoch 72-82).' Nickelsburg suggests that this addition. dong with ! Enoch 9 1 .  

was composed at about the same tirne as the Epistk ofEnoch (chs. 9 1-1  05). Jttb. 4: 18- 19 seems 

Lohfink. Himnrrlfhrt J m .  6 1 : "Vorbild war lemen Endes die klosesgeschichte. der zufolge Moses auf dem Berg 
die gottlichen Offenbarungen empfing und dam hinunterstieg, um sie dem Volke mitzuteilen. Sein langes WeiIen 
au€ dem Berg wurde von der Apokalyptik auf den Empfang ~eheimer Offenbarungen gedeutet aus seinem Aufstieg 
au€ den Offenbarungsbeg wurde e h  Art Hirnmeisreise." 

' See Stone. Fourth &-ru. J I l .  

On the ninety-four books in 4 E=ro 15. see Stone. Fomh Ezra. 44 1. Enoch also does sorne writing in 7 Enoch. but 
before he r e m s  to earth to inshvct his chiIdren ( 2  En 22: 1 1: 3:3-6). 
7 See G. N i c k e l s b ~ ~ ,  "Enoch. Fint Book OC' in Anchor Bible Dicrionac (ed. D.  Freedman: 6 vols.: New York: 
Doubleday, 1992). 3.508-16; here. 509. SI 1. At I En 82:4 the topic r e m s  to calendrical concerns. 



to allude to 1 En. 8 1 : 1-823, and the .4pocalypse of W e e t  (1 En. 93 + 9 1 : 12- 17), on which 

grounds Nickelsburg dates the testamentary addition to the early second centuq BCE.' 

In 1 Enoch 8 1 ,  Enoch is told (presurnably by Uriel; see I En. 80: 1 )  to examine the tablets 

of heaven. on which are written "al1 the deeds of hurnanity and ail the children of the flesh upon 

the earth" (1 En. 8 12). Then the seven holy ones deposit Enoch back on rarth at his house, and 

Say, 

"Make everything known to your son. Methuseleh. and show to ail your children 
that no one of the flesh can be just before the Lord; for they are merely his ow-n 
creation. We shall let you stay with your own son for one year. so that you may 
teach your children another law and write it down for them and give al1 of them a 
warning; and in the second year, you shdl be taken atvay from (arnong) al1 of 
them. (1 En. 8 1 5-6) 

What Enoch begins to recount. however. in the Book of Dreams (1  Enoch 83-90), are two 

visions. one of the Flood (chs. 83-84) and the othrr. the .-himal t lpo~dypsr  (chs. 85-90). The 

testamentary-style address to Enoch's children resumes in 1 Enoch 9 1 .  the beginning of the 

Epistle of Enoch. I En. 9 1 : 12- 17. the conclusion of the Apocalypse of- Weeks. apparently 

intempts Enoch's address to his children. and Chapter 92 seems to have been cornposed as the 

introduction to the Episrle ofEnoch. but apparently does not belong where it has been put by the 

compiler. If this is correct. then the following f o n s  part of Enoch's introduction to the 

"Now 1 shall speak to you. my children. and show you the ways of righteousness 
and the ways of wickedness. Moreover. I shall make a revelation to you so that 
you may know what is going to take place." (1 En. 9 1 : 13) 



Because of the problems in d e c i p h e ~ g  the relationships among these various parts of f  Enoch, 

it is not entirely clea. to what eaent the "Offenbarungsempfang-Zwischenzeit-Entrückung" 

schema has had any effect on the organization or depiction of the materiai which foIlows. 

However, the introducto~ h c t i o n  of the direct address of Enoch to his children in I En. 

8 1 : 1-823; 9 1 : 1-10.18-1 9; 93: 1-3 seerns to suggest that the instruction commanded by the '-seven 

holy ones" might include the Flood Vision, the Animal Apocalypse. and the .-ipocalypse of' 

Weekr. along with the other materials (as Nickelsburg has s h o ~ n . ~  woes. admonitions. and 

eschatological predictions) that comprise the Epistle ofEnoch. ï h e  material in the Episrlr is the 

most like the kind of instruction Enoch is commanded to give: 'reach your children another law 

and wite  it down for them and give ail of hem a warning" ( I  En. 8 1 :6). OnIy the .lpocu[vpse of 

GVrrks. however. is introduced as revelation Enoch received by reading the heavenly rabiets ( 1  

En. 9 1 : 1 -3: recall 8 1 : 1-2). The important points here. however. are ( 1)  that Enoch is able to givr 

eschatological instruction to his children because he has received heavenly revelation (81 : 1-2). 

(2) that he discloses these things to them because he h a  been commanded to do so by the "seven 

holy ones" (8 15-6). and (3)  that the instruction itself is o f a  rather disparate nature, containing 

materid fiom apocalyptic tirnetables to paraenesis. but al[ cleady conditioned by the imminent 

expectation of the end.'' A cursory examination of 4 Ezra. 2 Band. and 2 Enoch confirms that 

these three points apply there as well. 

Although 4 Ezra and 2 Bunich both use the revelation-instruction-assumption schema. 

oniy the latter includes (for the readerJ hearer) any sigificant amount of instruction in what 

follows the reception ofrevelation. in 4 L7a 14. as just mentioned. Ezra in the intervenins time 

9 G. W. E. Nickelsburg "The Apocalyptic Messaze of I Enoch 91-[OS." CBQ 39 (1977): 309-78. 

'O  The Ephtle oj-Enoch does not contain a narration of Enoch's assumption as rhe concIusion ofthe intervenins time 
for insmction. 



benveen God's revelation and his assumption ( m t e d  ody  in the conclusions of the non-latin 

versions of the writing) writes down the contents of the revelation. God warns Ena of his 

coming assumption (4 Ezra 14:9), and of the imminence of the end (W. IO- t 2.14-1 8). and 

commands him to reprove his people, to cornfort the lowly, and to instruct the wise (v. 13).  After 

asking God's permission. and receiving special instructions. Ezra writes down e v e ~ h i n g  

revealed to him; and. as with Moses before him. some of the books-the Scriptures-are 

designated for public consumption. white others are set a ide  as secrets for the wise ( 4  Ezra 

14: I9-26.27i18; on Moses, W. 3-6). The only direct instruction to the people of God is the 

address of Ezra in 1427-36. in which he admonishes them to rule their minds and discipline their 

hearts. so that d e r  death they may obtain mercy at the judgment (W. 34-35). 

.A significantly greater amount of instruction is tound d e r  Baruch's reception of 

revelation in 2 Burirch. -\fier rorty dqs. Baruch is told by the Lord. he will be taken to the top of 

a mountain. fiom which he will see what he is leaving behind and where hr is going. "For you 

will surely depart this world." the Lord t e k  him. "nevertheless not to death but to be kept until 

the end of times" (2 Bar. 7 6 2 4 ) .  The purpose of Baruch's instruction to the people is so that 

they "may Ieam so that they may live in the Iast cimes" (v. 5 ) .  As Ezra also did. Baruch addresses 

the whole assembly of the people. warning them to make straight their ways (77: 1-10).'' At their 

request. he writes "a Ietter of doctrine and a roll of hope" (77:I 2) to send to those in exile and to 

the lost nine and a half tribes. The letter (7 Banrch 78-86) serves mainly to consoIe the people 

with the thought that an eschatologicai reversal is n e z  (for example. 7 Bar. 81-82: 82 : 9 2 3  

" Thou& the purpose ofthe instruction is ostensibly for the survival of God's people in ihe end times ( 2  Bor. 765). 
the motive for the people tumïng to righteousness is not (ostensibly. at least) eschatological. Because of the fictive 
settïng of 2 B m c M e  time ofthe exile-Baruch says that if the people make strai-t their ways. the other tribes 
wiil r e m .  
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85:lO-15) and to warn them of the necessity of being ready, not forsaking the comrnandments 

(83:8; 84:l-11; 85:4,9,11) because they will be subject to judgrnent as well(83:4-8; 85:9).12 So. 

because ofthe letter. the instruction of Baruch to the people survives for the benefit of the readerl 

hearer. 

The schema "Offenbarungsemphng-Zwischenzeit-Entrückq" comes to a 

compositional expression in 2 (Slavonic) Enoch. whose whole structure is pattemed after this 

motif. According to Lohfink. the reception of revelation occurs in 2 Enoch 3-38: the rest of the 

book is the intewening tirne in which Enoch instructs his children. and his assumption occurs in 

2 Enoch 67.13 Enoch describes to his children the scape of the revelation he has received: ..I 

know everything" (2 En. 40: l.?)." The instruction delivered by Enoch to his children is of a 

tmly disparate nature. some of it descnbing visions of celestid phenomena (40: 1-1 2) or heaven 

and hell(40:13-12:2). and some dealing rvith predictions of a final judgment (49: 1-50: 1 ) or the 

eschatological blessedness of the righteous ( 6 5 6 1  1). Much of it. however. is othical instruction 

of various types. including macarisms and woes (426-14: 52: 1-14) and admonitions (53: 14). al1 

of which looks ahead to the final judgment (see especially 502-515: 621-63:4: 66:1-8).'" 

A nurnber of results having implications for Q arise fiom this brief sunrey. First. these 

writings make an explicit comection between foreknowledge of assumption and special divine 

revelation for the eschatological instruction of the peopIe of God. Second. because of the 

" The letter of Baruch also describes. in typical deuteronomistic fashion. how the fail of Jerusalem and the 
Babylonian exile were caused by the sin ofthe people (1 Baruch 78-80: 842-5). 

l 3  Lohfink, Himmerfahrt J m .  61. The concluding chaptes describe revelation to Methuseleh. the episode 
concerning the infant Meichizedek, and the flood (chapters 68-70: 71-72: 73). 

'' The citations used here are general and apply to both the shorter and the longer recensions. It is the opinion of 
Bamich that there are -munds for considering the Longer recension of 2 Enoch the more original, and the shorter the 
result of editing done at a later stage in the Slavonic temal nadition (Battrich. "Recent Studies." JO). 

'' For instance. 7 En 405 [JI: ^Let each one of you put up with the Loss of[his] gold and siiver on account of a 
brother, so that he rnay receive a full treasuq in that age." 



significant moment of revelation, the instruction which the sage gives to the people is ofien 

characterized as "revelation" or "wisdorn" or "secret," or as of divine ongin.l6 Third, the 

instruction which is offered to the peopIe of God in the intervening period is usually of 

eschatological significance. but is cornprised of a variety of formally disparate materials. 

inciuding apocalyptic tirnetables, admonitions to right conduct in view of the coming judgment. 

and macarisms and woes. Fourth. there may have occurred something of a deveiopment in the 

use of the schema: 1 Etroch and 4 Ezra apparently use it to explain the publication of esoteric 

wisdom, or to reinforce paraenesis by creating a sense of urgency. but appear to make no use of 

the schema as an organizing principle; 2 Baruch introduces the litenry device of an open letter to 

convey eschatological teaching and paraenesis; and, if Lohfink was correct. the Iater 2 Enuch 

apparentiy uses the schema to shape the entire book. 

There appear to be limited similarities between Q and these writings. because they al1 

describe a scenario in which a seer with foreknowledge of his assurnption is also the recipient of 

specid revelation for the instruction of the community. Given that Q uses assumption theology 

in order to express beliefs about Jesus' post-mortem vindication and return. Q clearly thought 

that he had received foreknowledge of his assumption. since it is predicted in the Jerusalem 

Larnent (Q 1354-35). In addition. in Q 10:2I-22 Jesus describes himseIf. in exctusive tems. as 

both recipient and mediator of divine revelation. 

In Q 102  1-23. Matthew and Luke display very close verbal agreement. so that very few 

details of reconstruction are posed to the interpreter. 

l6 I En. 82: 1-3; 9 1: 18: -1 f i a  14:26.40,4548; 2 En. 392-3 



At «that tirne)) he said: 1 thank you. Father. Lord of heaven and earth. for you hid 
these things from sages and the learned. and disclosed them to children. Yes. 
Father. for that is what it has pleased you to do. 

Everything has been entrusted to me by my Father. and no one knows the Son 
except the Father, nor [[does anyone know the Father except the Son. and to 
whomever the Son chooses to reveal him.' 1' 

Likely these sayings did not originate together. because they differ formally, and because Y. 22 

shifts From being an address to God to being a self-recommendation of the revealer and discusses 

the mediation of reve~ation."'~ The verbal sirnilarities between the two sayings (xarqp/ uio~; 

a n o ~ a h . U ~ r o :  taGta1 aUrà/ rav~a) suggest that 10 :2  was composed as a christoIogical 

comment on verse 2 1. 19 

One issue which has attracted the attention of commentators is the wisdom Christology of 

Q 102 1-22. Does Q 102 1-22 identify Jesus with Wisdom? Such an identification cannot be 

presurned f a c i l e ~ y . ~  The idea that the Father hands al1 things over to the Son has. as many have 

noted- closer parallels to apocalyptic literature (Dan 7: 14. for example) than to wisdom 

l 7  Robinson. et al.. Critical Edirion, 190-3. For discussions of the reconstruction see Schulz Sprtrchqirefic. 213-14: 
I. S. Kloppenborg, "Wisdom Christolog in Q." LTP 34 (1978): 119-17. esp. 132-5: Hoffmann, Siudien. 104-6: A. 
Denaux "The Q-Logion Mt 1 137 Lk 1072 and the Gospel of John." in John nndthe Svrroptrcs (ed.  .A. Denaux: 
BETL 10 1; Leuven: Leuven University Press and Peeters. 1992), 163-99. esp. 168. 

Tuckett. Q, 177. See also Bultmann. History, 15960: Schulr Spmchquelle. 715; Kloppenbo~, "Wisdom 
Chnstology." 137; Hoffinann. Studien, 109: Jacobson. Fust Gospel. 150: Denaux "Q-Logion. 170. 
19 Schulz Spmchquelle, 115: KIoppenborg, "Wiidom Christology," 137; Hoffmann. Studien. 109: Tucken. Q. 777. 

'O Christ Jesur Sophicr, 88-9. 
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rnaterials." Hoivever, the fact that the Son here is the unique mediator of the Father's revelation 

is suggestive of the role of divine Wisdom, at least." in addition, while sorne Q materials clearly 

designate Jesus as an emissary of Wisdom (Q 7:35), others go rnuch further in associating Jesus 

and Wisdom: as argued in the previous chapter, Q 1 1:49 and I3:34 appear to have Jesus 

speaking on Wisdom's behalf. and 13:35 appears to equate his assumption with the withdrawal 

of Wisdom's presence (and of divine protection for the people of God). As the sole mediator of 

the revelation of the Father, Jesus is perhaps .%nctionally equivaient with ~ o ~ h i a . " ~  but 

remains an earthly figure." like the other sages whose revelation-mediating relationships with 

their communities continued until their assumption. 

Jacobson suggested that Q 10:21-22 is anomalous in Q because it seems to avoid making 

those who rejected Jesus' message responsible for their actions. This is inconsistent with the 

deuteronomistic view. and with the ..bitter denunciations" of Q 10: 13-15." However. the fact 

that "these things" have been hidden from the wise and reveded to infants ( IO:?!) suggests. as 

Catchpole observes. ..an implicit iebuke. which in tum m u t  imply a degree of c ~ l ~ a b i l i t ~ . ' ~ ' ~  

Catchpole also notes that 'rhe language of the hiddemess of revelation is found also in 

apocaiyptic traditions where the withdrawal of Wisdorn before unrighteous men is a sign of the 

eschatological age (cf. 4 EXJ 59- 1 O: I Enorh 42)."" 

II Schulr Spruchqueile. 172: Kloppenborg, "Wisdom Ch+.tolog.- 14 1-2: Hoffmann. Studilirn. 12 1-1; Uro. Sheep. 
736: Tucken Q. 779. 

For literature see Kloppenborg, "Wisdom Chrïstolory." 144. 

'3 Kloppenborg, "Easter Faith." 88. 

'' Pace Hoffmann. Studkn. 140-1. who sees Q 10:21-22 as presuming a scenario similar to Matt 78: 16. 

" Jacobson, First Gospel. 149. In Jacobsen's view this signais "a reinterpretation of the failure of the mission." 
because "we now have the view that God intended this failure, that the Iight was delibentely withheld from al1 but 
the lirtle fellowship of babes" (ibid.). See also Uro, Sheep, '39,732. 

'6 Catchpole. Wkdom, 171; see also Tucken Q. 277. 

" Catchpole. Wkdom, 171. 



Q 102 1-22 differs significantly from the accounts of revelation found in the ~vx-ihgs chat 

make use of the revelation-instruction-assumption schema because it does not expiicitly 

connect this divine revelation with a foreknowledge of assumption. There are. however. some 

important aspects relating Q 1021-22 and I3:3Sb which may suggest such a connection. As 

suggested in Chapter Four above, Jesus' disappearance in Q l3:35b may be equated with the 

withdrawai of Wisdom. because Jesus is associatecl with divine Wisdom in Q as her emissary par 

e.x~ellence.'~ In addition, the Jerusalem Lment also rebukes those who should have been 

receptive to the appeals of Wisdom. Both Q 10:31-22 and 13:34-35. which may identify Jesus 

with divine Wisdom. suggest that Jesus is the mediator ofrevelation whose rejection has caused 

direct access to revelation first to be restricted. and finaIly brought to an end. Yet this is not 

unequivocal: revelation remains present in those who receive the Son's revelation of the Father. 

As recipients of Jesus' revelation. the community members themselves are its bearers. as Q 

10:2 suggests (c poiihpai O uioç axo~ahiiiyar [rov ~arkpa]) and as the community's self- 

identification with Jesus and John as ernissaries of Wisdom confirms. Revelation is still 

accessible to those who adopt the attitude of acceptance typified by the  infant^."'^ those who by 

their response to Jesus show themselves CO be children of Wisdom (Q 7 5  5).j0 

Wnat of the content of this revelation? .4dmittedly. Q 1021-77 is somewhat vague: 

'rhese things" ( ~ a 8 r d  aha) have been hidden €rom the wise and learned and reveakd to 

children (1021); "dl things" (xavra)  have been handed over to the Son by the Father. and the 

Son reveals the Father to whomever he chooses (v. 22). A nurnber of different suggestions 

Catchpole guesses at "some parailelism of thought ... with Lk l 3 : X  par." (ibid.. 765 n. 85). 

Ibid.. 178. 

'O Uro. Sheep, 233-4. 



conceniing the rneaning of ~criisrr have been entertained by scholars," including eschatological 

knowledge~' The navra in 1022 seems not to refer to the content of revelation as to the lÜ1lness 

of authority delegated to Jesus by the Father, particularly the authority to communicate 

~evelat ion.~~ This is implied in the mutual and exciusive knowledge of the Father and Son in 

iO:Zb. It is. however, unclear how the revelation of the Father in verse 22 is related to the 

'*things" hidden and revealed in verse 11. at least in terrns of content. Nevertheiess. the fact that 

this revelation receives lirnited mediation by Jesus suggests that this revelation consists in his 

instruction to the community (rather han his public proclamation). 

There rnay be a distinction here. as there was in 4 Ezra between chose things meant for 

public knowledge and those meant for the community alone. The hiddenness of "these things" 

fiom the wise in Q 1021 implies a rejection of Jesus' proclamation by the wise and Iearned: 

canversely, the revelation to infants implies acceptance. as other uses of *xtoç suggest (sec 

Wisd 102 1 : Sir 3: 19).~' The contrast between the wise and the infants turns on the issue of the 

acceptance or rejection of Jesus: this is coniirmed by the preceding context: "Whoever receives 

you receives me. and whoever receives me receives the one who sent me" (Q IO: 16: compare 

10: 13- 15). Thus. whether one is qualified to receive the revelation of "these things" apparently 

depends, as other things do in Q. on one's response to Jesus. 

This distinction appears to apply to the contents of Q after 1021 -72. The material before 

Q 102 1-22 deals with the ministry of Jesus per se-its nature and context (Q 3 - 4 7 ) ,  and the 

" Bultmann thought the pronouns refer to a Iost antecedent in the immediately preceding context: -1  aIso think it 
possible that it cornes fiom a Iost Jewish wntinp; it seems to be tom out of some context fto what does sausa 
refer?)" (Histow I60), Lirhrmann thought it was meant only in a genenl way (RedaktÎon. 65). 

" Schulz. Spnrchquelle, 2 17-1 8;  Kloppenbo-, Tisdom Chn'stoiogy," 136. 

3 Compare Uro. Sheep, 237-3. 



contents of his proclamation (Q 6 )-and with reactions to him and his emissaries (Q 7. 10). Tne 

material afier 102 1-22 may be divided between ethical and admonitory instruction for the 

community and condemnatory proclamation aimed at outsiders. Q 1021-22. with its dichocomy 

behveen those qualified for the reception of revelation through Jesus and those unquaiified for 

such revelation. serves on the one hand to highlight the revelatory nature O f the communil 

instruction that foIlows. and on the other to rationalize the failure of the mission and ta reinforce 

the polemic against those who reject Q's message. 

This c m  be clarified by means of a bnef ovewiew of the contents of the second half of Q. 

Most of this material is directed to the community. but what is ostensibly addressed to a broader 

audience is sharply condemnatory. Irnrnediately following Q 1021-12 is a macarism blessing the 

eyewitnesses of *-these things" ( 1  0%-23). The repeated neuter relative pronoun (â. three times 

in 1023-24) seems to refer to the revelation designated in the previous pericope only by t u û ~ u  

and aixù (Q 102 1). This repeats the theme of esoteric knowledge and the privilegeci position of 

those who receive it. and reinforces the boundq  between those within and those without: the 

prophets and kings neither saw nor heard the things seen and heard by the community ( 1023). It 

aIso parallels IO:? 1 in a reversal of status. since just as the wise and learned do noc receive 

reveiation. prophets and kings do not see what they long for. Other materials admonish the 

community to remain Ioyal to Jesus. with both threats of punishment and promises of reward (Q 

122-1 2.3 ;-N.Ni10.42-i16). 

Matenai directed at outsiders includes the controversy material of Q 1 1. .As Kirk has 

shoim. the BeelzebuI accusation (1 1: 14-33) and the request for a sign ( 1  1 :16.79-32) begin as 

"public stigmatization attempts," but end in Q's Tounter-stipatization" of Jesus' ~ ~ ~ o n e n t s . ~ ~  

jS Kirk "Without Passion?". 44.  



The Woes against the Pharisees (1 1:39-52) escalate to a condemnation of 'rhis generation"- 

elsewhere in Q criticized for its rejection ofJohn and Jesus (731-3SFfor its murder of 

prophets. The Beelzebul pericope cioses with a saying which divides people on the basis of their 

ailegiance to Jesus, just as 10:21-22 and 1023-24 do: 'Whoever is not with me is against me. 

and whoever does not gather with me scatters" (1 1:23). This theme of division is repeated in 

1 2 5  1-53. The mustard and leaven parables (1 3: 18-2 1) combine with the following material on 

exclusion fiom the kingdom ( 1  3:24-27.29-28) to rmphasize the hiddenness or imperceptibiiity of 

the kingdom and the woehl consequences for those who find themselves excluded fiom it. 

A new emphasis in community instruction appears with the Jerusalem Larnent (Q 1354- 

35). which appears to be directed to outsiders because of its condemnation of those who reject 

Jesus. The predicted assumption draws to a close the time for the instruction of the community: 

in some of the tvritings examined above. the seer refers to his impending assumption as the 

conclusion of his instniction to the people (see especially 7 En. 55: 1-3: compare 2 Bu- 785:  

84: 1 36). The assumption prediction in Q lj:35b may have been used to a sirnilar etyect. The 

materiai which follows the Jerusalem Lament receives a certain urgency. and patently 

eschatologicai issues come to the fore. 

Another reference to the division of humaîty appears immediately following the 

Lament: "Al1 who exalt themselves tvdl be humbled. and al1 who humble themselves will be 

exaitep (14: 1 1). Again. those who accept Jesus' message eexperîence a status reversal. for jus as 

the uifants receive reveiation. the humble receive exaltation. The following parable of the supper 

36 These texts and othen in 2 Baruch refer to the seer's death (see also 7 Bar. ;W:l and 46: 1. which however uses 
language of "taking away'). Other teus refer ro his being'preserved until die end of times" (13:3: 75: 1 : 762).  But 
note that the former tem occur in the public insnuciion of Baruch, and that according to 7 Bat J6:7. Baruch kept 
the foreknowledge of his assumption secret ("But with rem to that word that I shall be taken up. 1 did not let it be 
known to them at that time, not even to my son"). 



shows that acceptance of Jesus is the issue, for those who refuse the host's invitation will be 

excluded from the supper (14:16-24; compare 1329-28). The remaining material is community 

instruction whose eschatological emphasis becomes more clear as Q cornes to a close. 

Admonitions to loyal discipleship are found in the foIIowing section (1426-27. 17:33. 14:34-35) 

and in 16:13. The final three sections-the material on the day of the Son of man (Q 1723-j7 

passim), the parable of the entrusted money (Q 191, and the promise that Jesus' t'ollowers would 

judge the twelve tribes (33:78.30)-combine to wam the community of the nearness of the end 

and to encourage them in their faithfulness with a promise of reward. 

As Kirk has recentIy pointed out. scholars have sornetimes been at a loss-or even 

unwilling-to account for the organization of the second halfof the Q document.'' Lohfink's 

schema does not apply directly to Q. and so does not shed any new light on its final shape: 

however. in light of the observation that Q contains both a description of Jesus as the recipient 

and sole mediator of divine revelation and a prediceion of Jesus' assumption. certain thematic 

emphases of Q's cornmunis. instruction and polemical materials corne into focus. 

j7 Kirk. Composition, 189. cithg H. Schürmann. "Das Zeugnis der Redenqueile îùr die Basiieia-Verkündigung 
lesu." in Logta: Les Paroles de Jésus-fie Swngs of Jesus. 1111-200. esp. 160: Zrller. Kommenrur. 15: R. Horsley. 
"Q and Jesus: Assumptions, Approaches. and Anaiyses." in E d v  Chrisrianip. Q and Jesus. 173-109. esp. 195: 
lacobson. Firsr Gospel, 184: Sato. Q und Propheric 4 3  KIoppenborg. Formation, 148-9. 1 53.120 n. 10 1 ; C.-P. 
M W  "... lu#t eure Lampen brennen! " Studien zur Q- Vorlage von Lk l2.3ï-I-l.t4 (ETS 10: Leipzig: St Benno. 
1991),81. 

Kitk himself provides extensive qumentation for the compositional strategies at work in what he calls the 
"Eschatological Discourse" (Q l t : L Z : 3 O )  and the "Controversy Discourse" (Q 10:13-1152 - l3:jJ-35) 
(Composition 189-308 and 309-36. respectively). 



5.4: Q ll:29-30: The Sign of Jonah 

In his 1985 essay "Entrückung zur Ankunft ais Menschensohn," Zeller suggested some 

connections between the Sign of Jonah saying (Q 1 129-30) and the Jerusalem Lament. The 

article, in fact. devoted more space to Q 1129-30 than to Q 13:34-35. In this section we will 

examine his proposal, according to which the "Sign of Jonah refers to both rescue from death 

and coming judgment, aithough he tried to show that assumption, rather than resurrection, is the 

point of the comparison benveen Jonah and the Son of man. As reconstructed in the Crirical 

Edition, the Sign of Jonah saying reads as follows: 

But .. [[he said]] ..: This generation is an evil .. generation: it demands a sign. but 
a sign will not be given to it-except the sign of Jonah! 
For as Jonah became to the Ninevites a sign. so [[also]] will the son of humanity 
be to this genention.' 

The saying is notoriously dificult to interpret. and has given rise to a large body of secondary 

litenture.' Tradition histoncal questions aiso exacerbate the issue. with widely diverging 

opinions concerning the onginai form of the saying and the order in which interpretive additions 

were made.3 Most discussions of the saying in Q tend to go one of two ways. Son2 see the ..Son 

of man" ceference as present. and the future verbs in 1 1:29.30 as Iogical or gnomic futures. On 

' Robinson et al.. Critical Edition. 748-25 1 .  

For surveys of scholarship, see A. VogtIe, "Der Spruch vom Jonaszeichen.' in Dar Evangelium und die Evangelien 
Dûsseldorf: Patmos, 197 1 ), 103-36: Edwards, Sign of Jonah, 6-24; S. Chow, The Sign of Jonah Recomrdered: .4 
Stu& of lts Meaning in the Gospel Traditions (ConBNT 27: Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1995). 

Sec Uhmann, Redaktion, 3 4 3 :  Schûnnann, "Son of Man Title,' 83-84; Kloppenborg, Formation. 133: Tuckett. 
Q, 260 (who diinks in the final analysis that "any fine distinctions between tradition and redaction are otiose" 
[ibid.]). 
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suggested that repentance pmclamation~ or at leest judgment pmclamation? is the terriirrn 

comparationis. Others think both the future verbs and the reference to the Son of man are 

eschatological. looking ahead to the Parousia and j~dgment .~  The .*sign of Jonah is the Son of 

man coming in judgment.' in 1971. for instance. Richard Edwards argued for an eschatological 

interpretation and suggested that a "sign of Jonah" made sense to Q because of three similarities 

between Jonah and Jesus (resurrection. preaching, and j~dgrnent).~ 

In his 1985 essay. Zeller took as his starting point a few direct observations conceming 

the text. First. he noted that the saying does not amount to a complete refusal of a sign. but in 

fact promises a sign given by ~ o d . '  Zeller insisted that the sign was to be %n wirkliches 

Zeichen"; as a result. he mled out those solutions which have the sign. on the basis of 1 152 

("they repented at the preaching of Jonah). consisting in Jesus' repcntance-preaching. Zeller 

also insisted that the hture verbs in 1 129-30 (600ip~rai .  Emar) must be taken as temporal. 

So. for instance. Tuckett, Q. 166. 

' See Kloppenborg, Forrna~mn. I3Z-I: lacobson. Fkst Gospk 165. 

Lahrmann. Redakrion. 40: Sato. Q und Prophetie. 283; Catchpole. Qriesr. 246 take the verbs as strict 
(eschatological) futures. 

Bultmann thought the point of rhe cornparison was the distance that Jonah and the Son of man would corne: ..Just 
as Jonah came to the Ninevites h m  a distant country. so will the Son of Man corne to this genention tiom heaven; 
i.e. the sign asked for the preaching of lesus is the Son of Man hirnself. when he cornes to judgment" (HLrtory. 1 18). 
See also Todt, Son of Mm. 270- 1 : Lührmann. Redakrion 40-2: Hofiann. Sfudien, 1 57, 18 1. 

' Edwards. Sign ofJonah. 57- "Resurrection" appears here pnmarily because Edwards followed Ti3dt in considering 
the resurrection as the ongin of the confession of Jesus as the coming Son of man (ibid.. 54-5: Todt, Son of Man. 
23 1 and elsewhere). See similady Schiirmann. "Son of Man Title." 83. More recent scholarship. however. has 
rightly avoided interpretations which understand Q 1 129-30 as cornparine Jonah's experience with the "yeat tish" 
to the resurrection of Jesus: see in particular Chow. Sign of Jonah Reconsidered. 167-74 who sees the Sign of Jonah 
in Q as referring to the Parousia of Jesus the Son of man. but avoids 'tescue h m  death" (and thus the question of 
resurrection theoIogy in Q) as the gounds of the cornparison. 
9 ZelIer, "Entriickung,- 510. Compare Catchpoie, Quesr, 245-7, who thinks that since Jonah could not have 
personally been a "sip3 (as Isaiah. for example. was in Isa ?OS), the "si@ of Jonafi' amounts to a refüsal of a sign 
to warn "this generation" in advance of the Son of man's coming (ibid.. 247). 
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rather than as gnomic or logical. Thus "es muO sich also um e h  M g e s  Zeichen handeln."10 

Although he noted conectly that the saying does promise a divine sign, Zeller's views about the 

nature of the sign do not appear to be substantiated by the text. There is no reason why the sign 

m u t  be '.wirklich"; in addition, what ZelIer seems to see as an implication of this-the future 

verbs must be taken eschatologically-would need to be s h o w  on other grounds. 

Edwards dso  argued that the future verbs in Q 1129-30 should be taken eschatologically. 

on the basis of the '.eschatological correlative" fom" he identified as ..a specific Q cornmunity 

creation."" In his view. the eschatological correlative in Q "compares the coming of the Son of 

man with the judgment which fell upon the contemporaries of Noah. Lot and Jonah .... In every 

case, the coming of the Son of man is prociaimed because of the judgment to be expected on his 

Subsequent work by Daryl ~chmidt." however. confirmed that the correlative tom 

occurs frequently in the Septuagint: furthemore. the hture verbs in the correlatives isoiated by 

Schmidt do not al1 refer to action in the distant or eschatologicai hture. as appears to be the case 

in Q 17:74.76,30." In addition, the sense seems to be different in Q 17: H. F. Bayer pointed out 

that whereas the Noah and Lot correlatives have the emphasis on finality. the Jonah correlative 

has an emphasis on urgency.16 Kloppenborg is probably correct that here in Q 1 129-30. .-rhe 

" "In summary form. the eschatological correlative is: Protasis: icaq (6ax~p .  ig-verb in pas or present tense: 
Apodosis: oGtq  (icata ta airru)-Emur-i, ui& soû irveprirou" (Edwards. Sign of Jonah. 49). 

" lbid.. 55. 

l 3  Lbid., 53. 

'' D. Schmidt. "The LXX G a m g  'Pmphetic Correlative.'" JBL 96 ( 1977): 517-22. 

'' Kloppenborg, Formation, 132; so also Tuckerc, 16 1 .  

l6 H. F. Bayer. Jesus ' Predictions of Findication und Resurrecrion (WUNT 220. Tiibingen: 1. C. B. Mohr [Paul 
Siebeck], 1986), 123. 
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immediate context suggests [that] the future in 1 1:30 is parallel to où Soû+ssai in 1 129, which 

means .Gad will give you no sign. now or later."'" 

Second, Zeller argued that the genitive construction t o  q p î o v  'Iwvâ in 1 129  is 

appositional. so that the sign is Jonah himself, and not some sign given by Jonah to the 

~inevites." This is probably correct. given that 1 130 indicates that Jonah becarne (Ê.&mo). 

rather than gave (compare où 600fiae~ai. 1 129). a sign to the Ninevites. On this basis. the 

following verse correlates the Son of man to the sign of (that is, consisting in) Jonah: o k q  

Ëarai   ai O uioç TOÛ Q V ~ ~ O X O U  tfj ~ E V E ~  taIjrg. Thus. -'dieses Zeichen wird der 

Menschensohn selber ~ein." '~  

Third. Zeller observed that verse 29 is fomulated as a jud-ment saying. with both an 

accusation (Anklage) and a threat (Drohting): the threat is developed in verse 30. It is odd that 

"îhis genention" is criticized for demanding a sign. and then told it would be given one as an 

exception. On this basis. then. ZeIIer argued that "das Zeichen. das Jesus legitimiert. bedeutet fir  

das *b6se Geschlect' ~ericht."" The sign. then. is the Son of man coming in eschatological 

judgment. Jacobson sirnilady observed that the sign of Jonah is a punitive response to the 

dernand for a legitimating s ip .  but concluded that the formulation of the saying as a word of 

judgment means that the sign given will not legitimate Jesus. but will condernn % i s  

generation."" The form-critical observation is vaiid. but the judgrnent-saying formulation may 

be expIained on a reading which hoids that Jonah and Jesus both proclaimed an imminent 

17 Kloppenboq, Formation. 132. 
I I  Zelier, "EnMickung,' 570; so also Schürmann. "Son of  Man Title." 83 n. 49. 
19 ZelIer. -Entrtickung," 520. 

'O Ibid.. 521. 

'' lacobson, Fim Gospel, 165. 
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judgment. Thus, Zeller's view does not necessady follow that the sign promised will occur at 

the final judgment; this depends upon an eschatological understanding of the future verb Eara~ 

(v. 30). 

In order to daim that the S i g  of Jonah is "das Zeichen der zur Ankunft als 

Menschensohn entrückte,"" that is, that the assumed Jesus wouid becorneas the Son of man 

who comes in judgrnent-the sign of this generation's condemnation. Zeller first establishes that 

the assumed Enoch in Jubilees 4 and elsewhere is depicted as a sign related to judgment. If. a 

Zeller suggests. the Son of man is a sign of judgment in Q 1 129-30. the assumption of Jesus and 

his installation as an exalted and eschatological figure may be lurking in the background. 

The Son of man in the Sayings Source is more of a witness in the judgment: his 
word is the basis of decision in the heaveniy court. But if hc should become to 
"this generation" a sign with the power to convict. the example of Enoch leads us 
to suppose that Jesus reaches this office by means of his as~urn~tion. '~  

There is no question that in certain traditions Enoch was held to signify judgment in some 

respect. The problem with Zeller's reading is this: " W a m  venveist das Wort dam aber nicht 

gleich auf das .Zeichen ~enochs'?"" 

Zeller suggests that elements in the Iate Jewish traditions about Jonah. which express the 

prophet's rescue from the sea as an ascent (Jon 27"). or which held that he entered the Garden 

of Eden dive (Midr. Ps. ~6.7'~). explain why Jonah. not Enoch. is the figure to whom the Son of 

'j Ibid., 574: "Der Menschensohn der Logienquelle ist mehr ais Gerichtszeuge: sein Won gibt vor drm himmlischen 
Forum den Ausschlag. Aber wenn er diesem Geschlecht ein übertùhrendes Zeichen sein soll. l u t  das Beispiel 
Henochs vermuten, daI3 Jesus durch Entrückung in dieses Amt gelangt ist." 

=* bid. 

?6 T h e  son of the widow of Zarephath, that is to say, Jonah the son of Amiaai. was a completely righteous man. He 
was tned when the fish swallowed him and was med again in the depths of the sea. but he did not die: The Lord 
spoke unto the f ~ h .  and it vomited Jonah upon the dry land (Jonah 21 I), so that Jonah. while still alive. entered into 
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man is compared. The evidence is slender, but even if Zeller's evidence were suficient. the 

insurmountable dificulty is the fact that nowhere is Jonah depicted as an eschatological figure of 

judgrnent as is the Son of mani Corning One OCQ." AS Tuckett says, 

The structure of v. 30 as a whole asserts that there is a close parallel between the 
way in which Jonah was a sign to the Ninevites and the way in which the SM will 
be (a sign) to this generation. If the Iatter is a reference to the SM coming in 
judgement at the Eschaton. there is no r d  comparison. Jonah's preaching kvas 
intended to avert judgement; the SM wiII bring judgement." 

The fact that both Jesus and Jonah announced judpent-and invited repentance to aven it- 

does not suffice for Zeller's understanding of the comparison. for he insisted that the future verbs 

be taken eschatologically. As seen above, this position causes other diffïculties. On Zeller's 

reading, Enoch would indeed be the more apt figure to be compared to the Son of man. The sign 

of Jonah cannot be .'da Zeichen der zur Ankunft aIs Menschensohn sntrü~kte."'~ 

The results of this brief discussion of Zeller's position are four. First. it seems likely that 

the sign of Jonah is the Son of man. as opposed to some s i p  given by him. Second. the sign of 

Jonah need not be eschatological (at least. the text does not seem to press us in that direction). 

Third. the saying is fomulated as an announcement ofjudgrnent. Founh. there does not seem to 

be strong evidentiary grounds for supposing that assumption as the grounds for eschatological 

h c t i o n  is the tertitrm compurdonis between Jonah and the Son of man. 

his giory. into the Garden of Eden" (ans. W. G. Braude. The .\fi&ash on Praims [2 vol.: New Haven. Conn.: Yale 
University Press. 19591, 1.363- The context compares the Shunarnmite's son. nised hvice by Elisha ( 2  K g  3: 18- 
70: I32l) ,  with Jonah, raised once by the -mat fish (lon 27) and a second time by Elijah ( 1 K g  17: 17-73: the 
tradition identiQing Jonah and the Zarephathite's son is Fairly common, as seen below. p. 789): the former 
eventually died and stayed dead because he was a sinner. but not so with Jonah. 

" So Tuckett. Q, 264 n. 86. 

?9 Ibid. 263. 

?9 ZeIler, "Entriickung," 5 2 .  See the objections raised by Tuckett (Q, 263 -4 n. 86). 
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Of these four results. the first is probably the most significant: the Son of man will be a 

sign to this generation as Jonah became a sign to the Ninevites. Interpretive proposals which 

focus on one point of sirnilarity, to the exchsion of other possible reverberances between Jonah 

and Q's Jesus. may in fact limit the breadth of the significatory significance of Jonah for Q 

without due cause. For this reason it is possible that multiple aspects of the careers of Jonah and 

Q's Jesus1 Son of man may be taken up in the idea of the "sign of Jonah." Perhaps the best way 

fonvard is to compare what we knaw about Q's view of Jesus, with the traditions about Jonah. 

Of particular interest will be those traditions which refer to Jonah or to his expenences as 

significatory. although it will not always be possible to judge how widely diffused some of the 

Jonah traditions were." Three obvious points of contact benveen Jonah and QVs Jesus become 

apparent: both proclaim jud-ment. which provokes repentance: both see the positive response of 

Gentiles: and both. apparently. c'tperienced rescue(s) from death. 

5.4.1. Repentance and the Proclamation of Judgment 

Most discussions of the Sign of Jonah saying focus on repentance proclamation ris the 

cornmon ground benveen these two figures. and certainly Q itself presses the interpreter in this 

direction. Q 1 1:32 refers to 'rhe proclamation ofJonah" (to iriipuypa 'Iovâ). which provoked 

the repentance of Nineveh ( p ~ r ~ v o q d a v ) :  '-this generation" will be condemned at the judgrnent 

because "something greater than Jonah is here" (mi iGoB irkiov 'Iovâ 66~). As noted above. 

Zeller excluded this option as a possibility because he insisted that the "sign" be "kunftig."" Q 

i0 For a detailed discussion ot'Jonah in Jewish traditions. see Chow. Sign of Jonuh Reçonsiderrd 27-44; see 
especially his sumrnaq rernarks on Jonah as "sig," 43. 

" Zeller, "Entrûckung," 520. 
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1 1 :31 has been considered a subsequent addition to the ~ a ~ i n ~ , ~ '  but even understood as an 

addition its significance as a redactional interpretation of 1 129-30 cannot be underestimated. It 

suggests a parallel between the proclamation of Jonah and that of Jesus. and draws a contrast 

between the response of the Ninevites and 'rhis generation's" failure to respond. The contrast 

between the Ninevites and 'rhis generation" will be discussed in greater detail below. 

It rnust be ernphasized. however, that neither Jonah nor the Jesus of Q preach repentance 

perse: rather. both preach coming judgrnent. In both cases it is left to the hearers to understand 

that repentance is the appropriate response. Jonah's message in Nineveh was quite terse: "Forty 

days more. and Nineveh shall be overthrown" (LXX: ËTL T ~ E ~ Ç  fipÉpa~  ai Niv~uq 

~ a ~ a o i p a c p ~ ~ z a ~ ) "  (Jon 3:;t). Other Jewish sources that refer to Jonah's proclamation in 

Nineveh similarly suggest that the coming destruction or overthrow of Nineveh comprised his 

whole message (Jos. .-lm 9.714: d e h n u  103-4'~: Liv. Pro. i0:3jJ). Similarly. in Q. Jesus does 

very little outright repentance preaching. In fact. the vocabulary of repentance (p~ravoÉw. 

p~uvota)  is rather infiequently used in Q. In rnaterial that rnay safely be ascribed to Q. it 

appears only in the preaching of John (Q 33). and in nvo sayings that suggest that Gentiles 

would have responded properly to Jesus' message by repenting (Q 1 1 3 2  offers the Ninevites as 

a biblical example. and Q IO:I3 offers Tyre and Sidon hypothetically). A good deaI of the 

j' See Catchpole. Quesr. 2 4 .  

33 This Hellenistic Jewish homiIy survives only in Armenian; it probably was wrinen around the mm of the en .  See 
F. Siegen, Drei hellenistisch-judische Predigten (WUNT 10; Tiibingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1980). 2. In 
De Jona 1034, Jonah does not invite repentance, though he does counsel the Ninevites to put away luvurious things 
("Zieht den Brautigamen (ihren) Feststaat aus, werft (allen) Schmuck weg! Beklagt keine Toten, sondern 
Lebende!") before he offen the news of impending doom ("Dies Stadt hat (noch) drei Tage!"). 
34 Here Jonah bernoans his prophecy against Nineveh as having been false. so that his message must have been one 
of impending doom only. 
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sayings materia! directed (ostensibly, at least) to outsiders takes the fom either of woes or of 

judgment sayings, as is the case here in Q 1 129-30. 

This is not to suggest. however, that the repentance of 'rhis genention" (however these 

opponents are envisaged) was not desired; as outiined above. the use of the deuteronomistic 

themes of the rejection and murder of prophets in Q, as in other materiais. was probably intended 

to provoke repentance. Nevertheless, it must be affirmed that Jesus is not depicted in Q as a 

preacher who invited repentance, as John is; and the same is m e  with the biblical materials and 

Jewish traditions about Jonah. 

Q's Jesus and Jonah of the biblical traditions both foretold the destruction of cities. 

According to our reading of Q 1354-33. Jesus announces in Q the pending destruction of 

Jenisalem; and Jonah of course announced the destruction of Nineveh. A tradition survives. 

interestingly. conceming an omen given by Jonah against Jerusalem some time rifter his 

preaching in Nineveh. In the chapter of the Lives of the Prophets devoted to the life of' Jonah. he 

gives a sign or wonder ( ~ é p a ~ )  concerning the destruction of Jerusalem: 

And he gave a portent concerning Jenisalem (mi Ë ~ ~ K E  tÉpaç Èlci 

'I~pouaalfip) and the whole land. that whenever they should see a Stone crying 
out piteously the end was at hand. And whenever they should see al1 the Gentiles 
in Jerusalem. the entire city would be razed to the ground. (Liv. Pro. 10: 10-1 1 ]" 

A similar tradition also appears in the proem to Lamentufions ~ubbtzh.'~ In 1978 G. Schmitt 

suggested that this is the common ground between Jesus and Jonah necessary for the sign of 

Jonah to make sense: both gave an oracle against ~eniçalern.~' Given the likely date of the L i ~ w  

" Translation h m  D. 
Lives of the Prophers: 
Exegesis. 1946). 

, Hare, "The Lives of the Prophets." in OTP, 2.379-99. Greek text h m  C. C. Torrey. The 
Greek Tm and ïramla~ion (SBLMS 1 : Philadelphia: Society of Biblical Litenture and 

56 KIoppenbor& Formation, 133. 
;7 In Schmitt's view. Q refen to this sign given by Jonah (G. Schmitt, "Das Zeichen des lona." ZVCC' 69 [1978[: 
123 -9). 
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of rhe Prophers (first century  CE),)^ this is an intrïguing possibility. One difficulty remains. 

however: as suggested above, the "sign of Jonah" appears not to refer to a sign given by the 

prophet. but to the prophet as sign. 

5.4.2. The Piety and Repentance of Centiles as Condemnatory to Israel 

The material which follows the Sign of lonah saying in Q draws attention, with reference 

to the Queen of the South (Q I 1 5  1) as well as the Ninevites (1 1:32). to the fact that the 

ministries of Jonah and Jesus borh resulted in Gentiles responding positively to God. According 

to Jon 3: IO. God saw how the Ninevites had ' ' tmed fiom their wicked ways" (LXX: 

ÙxÉa~p~yrav a x o  rôv oSôv d ~ c û v  rôv rovqpr;iv), so that he "repented    ai p~.sevor(a~v O 

&oç) from the catastrophe he had planned to brinp upon the city. Jonah's rcaction in both 

bililical and non-biblical materiais is Iess than joyfuI. however: Jonah 4 tells of the prophet's 

anger at God's relenting, and how God reproves hm: in the Lives of rhr Prophers lonah Jiinks 

he has given a faIse prophecy and Zoes into exile (Liv. Pro. 10:2-2): and in de Jonu the prophet 

complains to God that the city was not destroyed (de Jonu 157-8 1 ;  God's answer. 182-96). 

Nevertheless. the central message of the book of Jonah, and a rheme reflected in early exegesis 

and rewritings of the story. is that God's mercy extends to both Jew and non-Jew. 

The sarne message is also present in Q in several sayings besides Q 1 1:; 1-32. Concerning 

the centurion. Jesus says. .'I tell you not even in Israel have I found such faith (Q 7:9).j9 As 

noted above. Q 10:13-14 mises Tyre and Sidon as a positive (though hypothetical) example of 

jS  So Hare, "Lives of the Prophets,' 380. 
59 Robinson et al.. Critical Edition, I 14. 
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how Gentiles would have repented in view of the "wonders performed" in the Galiiean towns. 

Q 13:28-N foresees the inclusion of GentiIes and the exclusion of Jews fiom the kingdom.' n i e  

theme of the positive response of Gentiles in Q seems intended to inspire the repentance of 

Jewish hearers of Q's message. This is apparent in the fact that the teas which introduce this 

theme consistently do so by way of contrast with the non-response of the Jetlish hearers. 

According to Kloppenborg, moreover. "eariy Jewish exegesis . . . interpreted Nineveh's 

repentance as an Linheilszeichen for ~srael .?~ '  

5.43. Rescue from Death? 

In his recent study of the Sign of Jonah saying, Simon Chow concludes with respect to 

the meaning of the saying in Q as follows: 

Thus. there are reasons to assume that the sign of Jonah in Q refers to Jesus' death 
and resurrection. which is taken as a confirmation of his messiahship and a 
judgment on his opponents. The greatest difficulty with this interpretation is the 
fact that the resurrection of Jesus is not found in the proclamation of Q. The Son 
of Man and the resurrection of Jesus are never comected.'" 

The -reasons" Chow refers to are mainly traditions from early Jewish sources that focussed on 

Jonah's escape from the tish as divine intervention. as a rescue fiom Sheol. and as a sign of 

regeneration (de Jona 95); such traditions "[strengthen] the possibility that Q tvould have 

U> For the view that the "manyu who corne fiorn East and West are diaspora Jews. see Horde?. "SociaI Conflict.'- 38. 
and AIIison, Jeirus Tradition, 176-9 1. 
I I  KIoppenbors Formation. 133 (refemng to Lam. Rab. Proem 5 1 : Mek Pisha 1.10-2. 103-3. 1 12- 11:~. Sanh 1 1.5 
?a)- 

" Chow. Sign of'Jonah Reconsidcred 163. Chow thinks the sign of Ionah in Q refers ro "Jesus. as the Son o f  Man. 
caming in die parouia. It is a sign of  the coming destruction" (ibid., 167. with aymentation and implications 167- 
74). 
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associated death and resurrection with the sign of  ona ah.'^^ Chow's reticence with respect to Q 

and resurrection theology is, of course, justified; but the presence of assumption theology in Q at 

least allows for the possibility that, in addition to suggesting a correlation between their 

ministries and proclamations, the Sign of Jonah saying may also have suggested a common 

ground between Jonah and Jesus in terms oltheir rescue from death. 

The materials Chow discusses may be bkf ly  reviewed here. First. and this was aIso 

noted by Zeller. Jonah's rescue by the fish is a rescue from Sheol (Jon 2 2 ;  Tg. Neof* Deut 30: 17- 

13). In the homily de Jona, a relatively early Hellenistic Jewish work which survives only in an 

Armenian ~ersion."~ Jonah likens his time in the belly of the fish to being in a tomb (de Jonu 71). 

or in the womb (63.98), so that when he finally cornes out. he is said to have been reborn (99). 

De Jona also calls the deliverance from the tish "sign of regeneration" (95): 

1 must be reçarded as a witness to dl this: 1 was taken out of sleep as a symbol 
[Wahrzeichen] of rebirth. so that I have become CO everyone a guarantor of thcir 
own lives. The sign [Sinnbild] of truth \vil) be understood. and even if it is only 
perceived in part. people wil1 believe in you wholly."' 

Presumably the "sleep" Jonah refers to here is the sleep of death. As a rescue from physical 

death. Jonah's deIiverance from the fish is symbolic of the spiritual rebirth or regeneration of the 

Ninevites ( 1 8 i ~ ) . ' ~  

13 Ibid., 162-3. Chow actually enumentes this argument into tive "reasons," adding that the Future verb Ëarat rnay 
be undentood as looking ahead to Jesus' death and resurrection. 
u See Siegeh Drei hellen~stïsch-jzidîrche Predigten. 
JS "Ais Zeugen Rlr (ail) dies (braucht man nur) mich anzusehen: Ich. der ich aus dem Schlaf zurn Wahneichen der 
Wiedergeburt herausgeholt wurde. werde Qedem) ein Bürge sein Ru- sein eignes Leben. Man wird das Sinnbild der 
Wahrzeit verstehen und, auch wenn man nur einen TeiI sieht. in allem an dich glauben" (Siegen Drei heilenk~ïsch- 
jüdische Predigren, 75). See also Chorv. Sigrr ofJomh Reconridered, 36. who likewise gives an English tmsIation 
of Siegen's Genan. 
4.5 See the discussion in Chow, Sign of Jonah Reconsidered, 36. 
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Second, a fairly widespread tradition about lonah was that he was the widow's son raised 

by Elijah (1 Kgs 17: 17-24);'' although it is irnpossibk to guess whether such a tradition could 

have been known to Q. According to Liv. Pro. 102-6, Jonah after his mission to Nineveh went 

into exile amongst the Gentiles with his mother: Elijah in his flight came to stay with them. for 

he could not stay with Gentiles. When the widow's son died. "God raised him from the dead 

again (lr0r3ctv ~ E L P E V  EK VEKPÔV O CIEOS) through Elijah, for he wanted to show hirn that it is 

not possible to nin away from God" (10:6).'* Interestingly. From our perspective. the Lives of rhe 

Prophers includes the raising of the widow's son (Liv. Pro. 21 :7) m o n g  the "signs" done by 

Elijah (rà 6È aqpoîa & Èxoiqu~v. 21:#4, although this passage does not identib the widow's 

son with Jonah. 

However these traditions ma. be judged. it may be safely concluded that Jonah would 

have been widely considercd to be somrone who had been rescued from death (at least once. and 

possibly twice). In addition. if Q understood Jesus' post-mortem vindication in terms of 

assumption-normally seen as an escape from death. and. if it is not exactly viewed as an escape 

in Q. at least it is viewed as a reversai of sorts-. this allows for the possibility of this third point 

of contact benveen Jonah and the Jesus of Q. On this possibility. the sense of the sign of Jonah 

wouid be as follows: the sign that condernns this generation is the Son of man whose post- 

47 LN. Pro. 102-6; Gen. Rab. 98.1 1; Midr. Ps. 26:T Pirqe R El. 33. 

" Some manuscripts adjust the story so that the raising olthe boy occun before Jonah's t h e  in Nineveh (Torrey. 
Lives of the Prophets, 27 n. 4). 
49 See D. S a m .  Biblical Prophets in &=anrine Palestine: Reassessing the Lives of the Prophers. ( S m  1 1 : 
Leiden: BriIt 1995). 65. This section ( I l  :4-i5) is only preserved in the sis Q (Codex Marchalianus. Vat. Gr. 2125). 
Torrey's Greek edition does not include this section, since the most reliable manuscripts (D. E'. E') do not contain 
this material (Torrey. Lives of the Prophets. 8.32). Hare suggests that "Torrey is probably correct in regding this 
matenat as secondary," and considers it possible even that the whoIe Elijah section is "a later addition. since it does 
not conform to the document's general purpose of encouraging veneration of the prophets' graves" (Hare, "Lives of 
the Prophets," 396 n. g). S a m  also suggests that the terminolog (uqp~îa) of this section and the one on Elisha is 
unusual for the Liveir ofthe Prophets, wtiich prefers tÉpaç; in addition, the material in this section recounts not 
prophetic omens (as elsewhere in the LNes) but biblical nanative (Biblicaf Prophets in Byantine Palestine. 65). 
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mortem exaltation vindicates and demonstrates him as the emissary of God. It would be wise not 

to press this too far and suggest, as Zeller did, that "Son of man" here refers to Jesus as the 

assumed and returning judge, particularly since Q itself seems to think of "Son of man" here as 

Jesus the emissary oPGod whose proclamation should inspire repentance (1  132). 

A practically insurmountable difficulty with this possibility. however. is the tàct that the 

Ninevites were not witnesses to Jonah's rescue from the tish. so that it is unclear how Jonah's 

rescue from death would be a sign ro the Ninevites (Q 1 1 :30).j0 It may be concludrd. then. that 

although the Q community may have understood Jesus as having been rescued from death. and 

aIthough the reference to Jonah in Q 1 129-30 may have evoked images of the prophet's 

experience with the fish. an interpretation with rescue from death as the rertitrm compurutionis 

should probably be excluded because of the wording of the saying itself. 

50 Kloppenborg, Formation, 13 1-2; Tucken, Q, 263 n. 86. 



5.5: Implications 

The results of the investigations in this chapter may now be sumrnarized briefly. First, 

and most significant. Q contains two parables about an absent and returning master (Q 12:43-46; 

19 passim). both of which occur in close proxirnity to rnaterial about a suddenly retuming Son of 

man (12:3940; 1723-37 passim, respectively). Al1 this material is suggestive of the absence or 

invisibility normaILy associated with assumption in Hellenistic literature. and also of the 

eschatological role (here. forensic) usually credited to assumed figures in Jewish writings. What 

is more. the final shape of this material is Iikely the work of the same redactional effort which 

composed the Jerusalem Lament (I3:M-35). which. of course. we have argued contains a 

reference to assumption theology. This provides important substantiation of our main thesis. 

Second. Q seems to consider the exdted post-rnortem Jesus as the paradigm or locus of 

cornrnunity hopes of heavenly or eschatological vindication rnuch the sarne way as some post- 

biblical Jewish writings comected community hopes to e~alted tigures. The hope of corporate 

vindication and exaltation. which in Q is based upon allegiance to Jesus/ the Son of man (Q 623- 

23; 12:8-9; 2228.30). would be impossible unless Q had some kind of strategy for understanding 

Jesus' own vindication and exaitation. Third. some Iimited similarities of a thematic but not 

necessarily structural nature were seen between Q and certain Jewish apocalyptic writings. those 

in which Lohfink perceived a scherna of revelation-instruction-assumption. While Q 

considered Jesus as a special recipient (and mediator) of divine revehtion-which included a 

foreknotvledge of his assumption-Lohfink's schema does no[ appIy directly to Q. However. a 

brief consideration of relevant te- showed that certain instructiond themes. in particular an 

ernphasis on the esoteric nature of community instruction. are evident in both Q and the 

apocalyptic writings discussed. Finally, the "Sign of Jonah" saying, which Zeller thought showed 
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evidence of Q's assumption theology. was investigated briefly. In the final analysis. it was 

decided that although Jesus and Jonah were Iikely both understood by the Q people as having 

been rescued from death, assurnption was probably not the rerrium compararionis of the saying. 



Chapter Six: The Assumption of Jesus in Q and Eariy Christianity 

Aithough resurrection is the usual New Testament category for understanding the post- 

mortem vindication and exaltation of Jesus. certain materials rather conspicuously refer to Jesus' 

death and exaltation without explicitiy mentioning the resurrection. in not al1 cases is it 

appropriate to argue that the resurrection is assumed but not stated. For instance. the pre-Pauline 

hymn that appears in Phi1 26-1 1 moves directly fiom Jesus' death ro his exaltation: 

... he humbled himself. becoming obedient unto death. the death of the cross. 
Therefore God has highly exalted him .... (Phil 2 8 - 9 )  

Of course. for Paul the resurrection is the means of Christ's exaltation (see Rom 8 : 3 4  for 

instance). but soms have presurned a similar view for the original context of the hymn. Ernst 

Lohmeyer. for instance. saw here a primitive. non-Pauline way of interpreting the "fact" of the 

resunecûon.[ On the other hand. Georgi thought assurnption may have been the mode of 

exaltation at work in the pre-pauline hF.' 

' "So tria uns hier eine ererbte. nichfpaulinische Deutung der Auferstehungstatsache entgegen" (E. Lohmeyer. 
m i o s  Jesus: Eine Untersuchmg ,u Phtl. 75-1 1 [t. AufI .: Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft 196 1). 
19). See also R P. Martin, .-t &mn of Chrirf: Philippiam 2.5-il in Recenf frrferprefafion di in fhe Setting ofEariv 
Chrirrian Vorshtp (3rd ed.: Domers Grove. III.: intervarsity. 1997,239: 'rhe act of Resurrection is included. but 
passed over in favour o f a  hi1 emphasis upon the victa. of Christ and his installation in the seat of power and 
might.' 

' "Das Aufentehungrnotiv, das f3r Paulus seIbsaerstZndlich ist und zur Zeit der Abfassung seiner Briefe wohl auch 
ziemlich zur Ailgemeingeltung glangt kt, fehit in Phil 2.8. Sian dessen findet sich das Erhdhungsmotiv. das in der 
Vorlage des Textes mit dem Entnickungmotiv konform geht. Die Encrilckungvorstellung diide aber alteste 
chnstologische Tradition sein. und nvar nicht in Er@mng der Auferstehungvorstellung, sondern an ihrer Stelle 
und vor (Georgi, "Vorpaulinische Hpnus.' 192). Georgi based this view on his argument that Wisd 1-5 was 
the inspiration for the hymn. But L o h f d  thou@ his conclusion unjustifieri: "Georgi ... kann fih Phi1 2.6-1 1 die 
Existenz des Entrûckungsschemas nur auf Umweg ilber Weish 1-5 behaupten (Himmelfahrf Jesu. 97 n. 46): .'fur 
den EnMickungsgedanken zibt es im Text auch nicht den kleinsten Anhaltspunkt" (ibid.. 85 n. 12). 
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To cite another early Christian example. the letter to the Hebrews avoids resurrection 

language aitogether, preferring instead to move right fiom Jesus' death to tiis exaltation. Heb 1:3. 

for instance, says of Christ that "having brought about purification for sins, he sat at the nght 

hand of majesty in the highest," and in Heb 2 9  "we see Jesus, crowned with glory and honour 

because of his suffering unto death." The author of Hebrews does nfer to the resurrection once. 

in the final doxology (13:20), but even there explicit resunection language is avoided: God is 

described as 

O avayayhv ÈK VEKPWV TOV l totp~va tOv npoBu.rwv tov @{av év a ïpa t r  
Giaûqqç aiwviou, tov ~Bpiov fip6v 'Iqaoih . . . . 

the one who led up frorn the dead the great shepherd of the sheep in the blood of 
the eternal covenant, our Lord Jesus . . .. 

The use of av&p here is interesting. since the verb is reminiscent of ascent. Harold Attridge 

suggests that the avoidance of the verb éyeipo here "is no doubt deliberate. It conforms to the 

tendency of Hebrews. which has so consistently used language of exaltation noc resurrection for 

the act whereby Jesus' sacrifice is consummated and he himseIf 'perfected."" 

So. ifit is possible for some early Christian writings to avoid explicit mention of 

resurrection while affirming Jesus' post-mortem exaltation." is it Iikely that assumption is the 

presuned christological tenet? Cenainly it would be tendentious to assume either assumption or 

resurrection where neither is explicitly stated. But it has long been suspected, by some scholars 

at Ieast. that a beIief in Jesus' assurnption was contempomy with. or even chronologically or 

theologicaily prior to. belief in his resurrection. Elias Bickermann. for instance. in his 1924 

article on Mark's "Empty Tomb" narrative (Mark I6:l-8). thought that Mark made use of an 

H. W. Amidge, A Commenrary on the EpMe to the Hebrews (Hermeneia: Philadelphia: Fortress. 1989), 406. 

'' ~ e e  also 1 Tirn 3: 16. 
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early tradition about Jesus' assumption fiom the grave. a tradition which originated in the 

Urgemeinde and which was quickly supplanted by the dominant resurrection theology of the 

Hellenistic christians.' The dominant feature of Mark's Empty Tomb story is the absence of 

Jesus' body, rather than an appearance of the risen Jesus: clearly, for the later evangelists the 

empty tomb signified Jesus' resurrection. but because Mark's story-whatever its origin or pre- 

history-has formal similarities with Hellenistic assumption repons. it deserves carehl 

consideration as a possible parailel to the belief in Jesus' assumption which we have argued for 

in Q. 

A few years after Bickermann wrote his essay on the Empty Tomb. Georz Bertram 

argued that a belief in Jesus' immediate ascension tiom the cross (see Gos. Pet. 5.19) was the 

origin of more developed beliefs such as resurrection. assumption from the grave. post- 

resurrection ascension. and so fortk6 Traces of this view. argued Bertram. are still evident in 

some New Testament wntings. particuIarIy in those texts which move directly from Jesus' death 

to his exaltation. such as Phi1 28-9 and Heb 1 3 .  discussed briefly above. The texts to which 

Bertram referred-xcept for. possibly. Gos. Pec. 5.19-retèr not to ascension or assumption but 

simply to exaltation.' The texts which may be taken to describe an assumption of Jesus kom the 

cross are for the most part fairly Iate. and actually. as will be argued below. n a n t e  either the 

ascent of Jesus' sou1 at the point of death (Gos. Pet. 5.19: an insertion at Mark 16:4 in Codex 

Bickermann. -Da5 leere Gnb." 190.292. See also Haufe. .'Entriickung und eschatologische Funktion..' I 13: "DA 
die synoptische Überlieferung im iibrigen keine positiven Betege bietet, lut sich aus der Situation des 
nachihterlichen Gemeindeglaubens sehr Ieicht erkIhn.' 

G. Be-. .'Die Himmelfahrt lesu vom k u z  an und der Glaube an seine Aufentehung," in Festgabefir ddolf 
Deissmann a m  60. Geburrsrag (ed. K.  L. Schmidt: Tilbingen: 5. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1927). 187-21 7. See the 
brief discussion in Zwiep, ..lscension, 7. 

' See Lohmeyer. Kyrios Jesus, 48 n. 1. 
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Bobbiensis) or a tempocary journey, possibly bodiIy, frorn the cross (-ki'i John 97-107; Quex 

Barth. 1 -6-7). 

Similarly. Barnabas Lindars thought that "the resurrection was understood in ternis of 

exaltation frorn the very fmt." Moreover. the belief in Jesus' exaltation could have originated 

-'without the experience of the resurrection as an historicd event," since it was possible for '-the 

death of a supremeiy righteous man [to] be interpreted as the transition from earthly life 10 a 

position in heaven appropriate to God's designated agent of the j ~ d ~ m e n t . " ~  The point here is the 

theological andl or ctironological priority of one mode1 of pst-mortem vindication over another. 

As C. F. Evans wrote in 1970. 

The question is whether death-exaltation was always simply a synonym for. or an 
extension ta its M e s t  point of death-resurrection. or was a parallel. independent 
and alternative conception in its own right. The question could also be raised 
whether it was not in certain respects the prior conception in being responsibls. in 
a way the resurrection by itself is no t likely to have been. for the belief in the 
imminent return of the exalted Lord . ... 9 

Evans made an important point, and it is directly appIicabIe to Q. which "jumps immediately to 

Jesus' return as the Son of man."'0 But it seems risky to argue. as Bickennann and these other 

schoIars did. chat assumption was the prior (or even original) model." [t is safer to argue that 

assumption was more theologically appropriate than resurrection in sorne circles. quite apan 

from the question of whether resurrection traditions were known to such circles or not. 

In this final chapter. tens wilI be examined that suggest that assumption was a mode1 for 

theoiogizing Jesus' post-rnortem vindication and exaltation beyond the Q community. The 

' Lindars. "Apodyptic Myth.'' 380. 
9 Evans. Resurrection and the :Vav Testament, 137-8. 
I O  KIoppenborg, Ercmating Q, Z78. 

I I  See also Georgi, "Vorpaulinische Hpnus," 797 (cited in quoration above. p. 193 n. 7). 
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sections below. it must be ernphasized, only sketch out in rough outline issues which should 

properly be pursued elsewhere in greater detail. The purpose is to provide some corroboration. in 

reference to other circles in early Christianity, of the view that Q was not aione in thinking of the 

post-mortem Jesus using the category of assumption. In particular. this chapter will bnefly 

consider, as aiready noted. (1)  texts tvhich seem to describe an asswnption of lesus from the 

cross. (2) Mark's Empty Tomb story. A final text to be examined is (3) Stephen's vision of the 

Son of man (Acts 755-56), which describes an exaited Jesus in close proximity to a 

deuteronomistic interpretation of his death. yet without explicit mention of the resurrection. This 

text, which may or may not derive from traditional material. shows a convergence of themes 

strikingly sirnilar to hose seen already in Q l3:X-35. 



6.1: An Assumption of Jesus frorn the Cross? 

Four extracanonical texts appear to descnbe an assumption or a disappearance of Jesus 

from the cross. Though most of them are of a much later date than Q, they must be examined 

here because they use assumption language for a crucified. though not yet dead. Jesus. ProbitbIy. 

such later legendary developments in the tradition about the crucitïxion would not have been 

possible had there not already been in existence the view that the post-mortem Jesus had 

experienced assurnption rather than resunection. Two of these texts. Gos. Pet. 5.19 and an 

insertion d e r  Mark 16:4 in the Old Latin. appear to descnbe an assumption of Jesus from the 

cross. The two others. Acrs oj;lohn 97-102 and Dies. Barth. 1.6-7. descnbe heavenly journeys. 

perhaps bodily. tiom the cross and back again. Gos. Pet. 5.19. first of all. uses standard 

assumption Ianguage (the aorist passive aveA+.peq) where one would expect a reference to the 

death of Jesus. The text reads: 

And the Lord cried out saying: My power. [my] power. you abandoned me: and 
having said [this] he was taken up.' 

This passage has been a cru  interpremm on two counts.' First. does the unusual cry of 

dediction indicate a docetic view according to which the impassible "Christ" Ieaves the human 

Jesus at the moment of death? Second. should a v ~ l f i f q h l  be interpreted as refemng to such a 

view. to an ascent of the soul. or. taken euphemisticaIIy. to Jesus' death? 

I Greek text h m  M. G. Mara, &vangife de Pierre: Introduction. texte critique. rraduction. commentaire et index 
(SC 20 1: Paris: Cerf, 1973). 

See Mara, Évangile de Pierre. 13240: I. W. McCant. The  Gospel of Peter. Docetism Reconsidered" Ni330 
(1984): 258-73. esp. 262-7: P. M. Head. "On the ChristoIog of the GospeI of Peter." K 46 ( 1992): 709-14, esp. 
713-1.5. 
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Our interest is in how avebficpû~l is being used here. D. W. Palmer suggested that it "may 

be taken to denote assumption nther than death," although he seemed to conCuçe "assumption" 

with the naïve view ..of the person departing fiom his body at deahqY3 For Palmer's main source. 

the citation from the Assumprio Mosis preserved by  Clement (Sirom. 6.132.2). refers to sou1 

ascent. not a s s~ rn~r ion .~  ïhr: two categories could use sirnila language. but the chief distinction 

lies in the fact that with assumption. whether pre- or post-mortem. the body disappears. Gos. Pei. 

5.19 cannot refer to a bodily rissumption of Jesus fiom the cross, because the narrative continues. 

describing in g e a t  detail the removal of the body from the cross and its bwial(6.21-24). It seems 

best to understand àv~hficpûq here as referring to the ascent of Jesus' soul. Although the verb 

avahappavo was sometimes used euphemisticalIy for ,.dying,"' it was also comrnonly used ro 

describe the ascent of the souL6 The latter meaning is to be preferred becausr other descriptions 

of the death of Jesus-Ieaving aside the question of their relationship to the Gospel of'~rrrr ' -  

also seem to suggest a departure of Jesus' soul from the body. Mark 1257 and Luke 23A6 read 

E j É x v ~ u a ~ v :  Matt 7750 reads acpfiicev to x v ~ ü p a :  John 1950. ~ap&So~ev  to meùpa. In 

addition. there is nothing to suggest that Gos. Per. 5.19 refers to the departwe From Jesus of a 

' D. W. Palmer. "Origin. Fonn. and Purpose of Mark 163 in Codex Bobbiensis," J7S 27 (1976): 1 13-22; ciration 
from 1 19. Palmer uses the bord naïve to describe Origen's view that Jesus departed fiom his body at the time of his 
death (ibid.: Origen. in 4Cloir. 133). 

See above, p. 1 W n. 89. 

BAGD. 56. See ais0 the .'later evidence" cited by Head ("Christolog: 2I4 and '73 n. 47). 

According to Lohfink. the rems avaArl iyq  and usmmprio were normaIIy used for soul ascent as well a 
assumption (Hirnmelfahrr Jesu. 6 1-9). Compare the citation from the .4ssz1mprio Mosis preserved by Clement of 
Alexandna: "Joshua the son of Nun. saw a double Moses being taken away ( a v d a ~ $ a v o ~ ~ v o v ) ,  one who [went] 
with the angels. and the other who was deigned worthy to be buied in the ravines" (Strom. 6.132.7: Tromp, 
.-îssumption of Moses, 183). 

For a survey of recent opinion. and assessments of the evidence. see A. Kirk .'Examining Priorities: Another Look 
at the Gospel oFPeter's Relationship to rhe New Testament GospeIs." MX40 (1994): 572-95. 
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distinct spiritual entity (whether the "Christ" or the "Word"), as apparently certain of Irenaeus's 

opponents believed (see, for exampie, Haer. 3.16.6; 3.17.4)." 

In the Acrs of John, the apode tlees the scene of the crucifixion and takes rehge on the 

Mount of Olives. After the onset of darkness. Jesus appears to John suddenly-though the text 

does not nanate the departure fiom the cross-and gives hirn a special revelütion in the tirne 

during which darkness covered the land (rlcts ofJohn 97-103). Jesus says. "John. to the 

multitude down below in Jerusalem I am being cmcified . . . but to you 1 am speaking. and pay 

attention to what 1 say" (rlcts John 97). The end of the vision is described as an assurnption: 

When he had spoken to me these things and others which 1 know not how to say 
as he would have me. he was taken up. without any of the multitude having seen 
him (avehficpûq ~ ~ S E V O Ç  aixov 0 ~ a o a p E v o ~  TOV O Aov). And when 1 went 
down 1 Iaughed them ail to scom . . .. (Acts John 102) a[ 

The removal of Jesus at the conclusion of the encounter takes him back to the cross. and the 

crowd's ignorance of Jesus' absence (if in fact the text supposes he was absent frorn the cross in 

body) appears to be attributed to their spiritual blindness." 

The Questions of Bartholomnv. dated on theological grounds to around the fifth 

century." describes unarnbiguoudy a disappearance of the body of Jesus from the cross. After 

9 See McCant. "Docetism." 161-5. Maria Man suggested that the subject of a v ~ l t j c p 0 q  is 6Uvaptq pou. and claimed 
good support for an interpretation of the verb .'comme se rapportant non a la mort. mais à la gloire qui résulte pour 
le ~ 6 ~ 1 %  de l'ascension de la 66vaptç" (Évangile de Pierre. 139). Mara saw Crv~Aikpûq in Gor. Pet. 5.19 as 
multivalent. refemng to the death. resurreaion. and ascension of Jesus al1 at the same time. much as Luke 9 5  1 and 
John 1233 appear to do. This let the door open for subsequent Gnostic interpretations of an ascension From the cross 
of the divine Christ: "II est clair ... que le texte se prête a une interprétation gostique a cause de la synthese elle- 
même qu'il présente" (ibid.. 1 JO: see also Head. "Christolog," 715). Mara's view is complicated. and certainly later 
views need not be contained in mice in Gos. Pet. 5.19 in order for them ta make use of such langage as uvelficp0q. 
9 Translation fiorn Elliott. Apocryphal LVOV Tatament, 370-1 . Greek text from E. Junod and J.-D. Kaestli. .-lcra 
lohannis: Temvs alii-Commentar~s-Indices (3 vols.; CCSA 7: Turnhout: Brepols. 1983). 1.71 5 .  

'O "II est donc préférable de tattacher le a v d t j q û q  a la scene de la crucifixion et de rapprocher la remarque sur la 
foule qui ne voit rien du motif de I'aveuglement des hommes et des puissances qui croient mettre Jësus à mort et ne 
voient pas qu'il leur a échappen (Junod and Kaestli, Acta lohannis. 1.676). 
I I  Accordin; to Jean-Daniel Kaestli. the Questtom of Bmholomerv contains material on the descent into Hades 
which was c m n t  in the second centul. but expressions related to the veneration of Mary which are not attested 
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the resurrection, Bartholomew says to Jesus, 

"Lord, when you went to be hanged on the cross, 1 followed you afar off and saw 
you hung upon the cross, and the angels coming down from heaven and 
worshipping you. And when there came darkness, 1 looked and 1 saw that you 
vanished away from the cross (&ov a€ acpavij yqovo.ra axo roù araupoû), 
and 1 heard ody a voice in the parts under the earth. and great wailing and 
gnashing of teeth al1 of a sudden. Tell me, Lord. where did you go to fmm the 
cross?" (Ques. Bnrih- 1.6-7)" 

The text goes on to give Jesus' answer: he left the cross in order to bring Adam and the 

patrïarchs up fiom Hades (1 3-9). The manuscripts describe differently this othenvorldIy journey. 

but al1 agree on a return of Jesus to the cross. still under cover of darkness ( 1.20). Apparently al1 

these things were visible only to Bartholomew. As in the .krs ofhhn.  Jesus makes a temporary 

departure. percepiible only to a chosen disciple. from the cross. under cover of darkness." 

Although @es. Barrh. 1.7 does not describe an assumption. it is of interest because it 

presents a combination of motifs-a bodily disappearance of Jesus from the cross. during the 

time of universai darkness, accompanied by an angelic escort-similar to that found in another 

source. the interpolation d e r  Mark 163 in the Old Latin Codex Bobbiensis (k). In a 1976 

article. D. W. Paimer argued that the interpolation "seems to be an account of the assurnption of 

Jesus from the cross. which was transposed to its present position at the time of the Latin 

translation of Mark. in order to give the impression of a visible resurrection t'rom the t~rnb.-"~ 

before Epiphanius of Salaminus. Thus. in his view. "il peut étre tentant de supposer que l'ouvnee actuel est le 
produit d'une composition par etapes, qui aurait trouvé son aboutissement à la fin du IV siècle" (J.-D. Kaestli and 
P. Cherix. L'bangik de Barihdrmy d'uprès deux icrirs apocryphes [Tunihout: Brepols. 19931,94). See also J.-D. 
Kaestti. "Ou en est I'itude de 1"ÉvangiIe de Barthélemy'?," RB 95 (1988): 5-33. esp. 71: "Les savants qui se sont 
risqués a proposer une datation se comptent sur les doigts d'une main.- 

" Translation Eom Ellion .4poccphal Xew Trstamenr. 655. The writing survives in Greek. Latin. and Slavonic. 
ï h e  Greek text here cited is fiom Hiemsl. sabaiticus 13 (H); see A. WiImart and E. Tisserant -Fra-ments Grecs et 
Latins de 1 '~van~ i l e  de Barthélemy," RB 10 (1913): 161-90; 321-68; citation h m  183. 

l3  On points of contact between the Questions of Bartholomew and the Acis of John. see Kaestli. "t'étude." 15-7. 

'' Palmer, "Mark XVI.3," 122. See also Lohfink, Himmelfohrr Jem. 128-9: Parsons, Deparhire ofJesw. 1.16-7: 
Zwiep, lIscension 190. Neither Panons nor Zwiep refer to Palmer's anicle. 
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Palmer reproduced the text of Bobbiensis opposite the Greek text of Mark 16: 1-4 as s h o w  

here. l5 

Mark l6:24, Codex Bobbiensis 

et venerunt prima sabbati mane, 

3 dicentes: Quis nobis revolvet lapidem ab 
osteo? 

4 Subito autem ad horam tertiam tenebm 
diei factae sunt per totum orbem teme et 
descenderunt de caelis angeli et surgent ' 6  

in claritate vivi Dei: simul ascenderunt 
cum eo et continu0 lux facta est. Tunc 
illae accesserunt ad monimentum 
et vident revolutum lapidem, tùit enim 
magnus nimis. 

Mark 16:z-J 

' rai kiav xpaii tfj piâ twv aawamv 
Ëp~ovTa~ ~m to  pvijpa a v a ~ ~ i h a v ~ o g  
roû ilktoû. 
5 icai & y o v  n p o ~  Eau~aç,  Tiç 
axoicuiciaei fipîv rov ili0ov éic ~ i j ç  
Bhpaç toc pvqpiou; 

Palmer suggested several rasons why the interpolation seems not to have been originally 

composed for its present context. First. the t h e  description ("ad h o m  tertiurn") is not 

consistent with a dawn visit to the tomb. The omission. unique to Bobbiensis in the Old ~ a t i n . ' ~  

of something corresponding to a v a r ~ i k v t o g  roû jktoG (Mark 162) is unusuaI. and given the 

time discrepancy, Palmer said that '-it is hard to believe that the omission is accidenb~."'~ 

Second. the reference to universai darkness does not fit with Mark's empty tomb account either. 

'' The Latin t e x  here is cited fiom A. Jiilicher, ed., fiala: Dus netie Testament in oltlu~einischer Cberlirfmng II .  
,CIar~t~~evangelium (Berlin: de Gruyter. 1940). 

l6 PaImer surveyed the various emendations suggested by other scholars, and suggested "sur_gebantY' hem. because it 
makes the best sense and because The omission of a syllable in the middle of a word" is a common scribal error in 
Bobbiensis. In addition. he undentood mrgere according Io its more usual meaning of "getting up," ratfier than 
l ising fiom the dead" ("Mark XVI.4," 1 14-15). 
17 See Jiilicher. Itala. 2.157. 

'' Palmer, "Mark XVI.1," I 15. 
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lt does, however, fit a crucifixion context, especially given the fact that numerous exly Christian 

sources, including Mark 15333. suggest a three-hou-long period of darkness. So Palmer argued 

that "ad tertiarn horam" originally referred to the end of the darkness. and that the interpolation's 

original context \vas the cn~cifi.uion.'~ Palmer also decided that the fragment proper extended 

kom --ad horam tertiarn" to "luis. facta est," with the rest of the interpolation bring editorial 

adjuments to make the fragment fit." Given these adjustments it is not surprishg that the 

interpolation contains no explicit mention ofthe cross. 

What we are Ieft with. according to Palmer. is a fraprnentary accounr of events at the 

crucifixion which has parallels both with other Christian passion accounts" and. importantly, 

with assurnption narratives such as the one in 2 En. 67:1-3. where he discerned the sarne formal 

pattern: ( 1) coming of darkness; (2) descent of angels: (3) riscent: (4) retum of light. Lohfink 

found that darkness. or clou& which similarly served to obscure the actuaI assumption. was 

sometimes found in Greco-Roman and Jewish assumption  narrative^.^ The idea of an angelic 

escort at an assumption seems to be rare.9 The appearance of this motif in 2 En. 672 shows 

some similarities to sou1 ascent narratives (such as 7: -4br. 20:lO-12 [A]: T Job 57). but ma? be 

due to the association of Enoch's journeys wirh angelic g~ideç.?" 

19 tbid.. 1 16: Palmer suegests that in its original comen "ad" meant "until' instead of "rit." which it cIearIy means in 
its presenc contea. 
4 Ibid., I 15. 153. 

" Palmer (ibid.. t 17-18) mentions: angeiic escort (@es. Burn. 1.6): events occurring during the three hours of 
darkness (Gos. Pet. S. 15-62 1); rem of Iight (Ga. Pet. 6.22 Did Aposr. 5-14). 
-7 - Lohfink, Himmel/ahrt Jesu. 44-5: 73. 

As susgesteci above (pp. I54-6), exactly what is goingon at the death of Lazarus in Luke 1 6 3  is unclear. 

'' I En. 815-0 hints that the "seven hoIy ones" who deposit Enoch back at his house will recum for his final 
assumption a8er his yearof instruction to his FdmiIy. To my knowledge, al[ other descriptions of Enoch's final 
assumption do not s u g e a  he was accompanied or led by angels. 
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Palmer's suggestion is interesting, and at least his observations on the nature, extent, and 

original context of the interpolation seem well-founded. The main difficulties with the view that 

the interpolation refers to an assumption of Jesus from the cross are ( I ) the vagueness of the 

expression asrendew czrm eo." given that the usual depiction of Jesus' death is as a soul 

ascent, and (2) the fact that angelic escorts are more common in such scenarios than in 

descriptions of bodily assumptions. So. his interpretation of the fragment as referring to an 

"assurnption" From the cross is open to question. If originally a fragment from an account of the 

crucifixion. the Bobbiensis interpolation probably describes not a bodily assumption but the 

ascent of Jesus' soul. two categories which Palmer seemed to confuse in his discussion of Gus. 

Pet. 5.19.'~ If we may hazard a guess, it wems that if Q would ever have corne to offer a 

narrative account of the kind of assumption theology we suggest-namely. a post-mortem bodily 

disappearance-then it likely would have described an empty tomb scenario such as the one 

found in Mark 16: 1-8, to which our attention now turns?' 

" Ascendere is not among rhe mua1 verbs for assumption, according to Lohfink (Himmerf'ahrt Jesu. 4 1-2). 

?b Palmer. '.Mark XVI.4." 1 19-20. Lohfink aIso suggested (Himmelfahrr Jem. 129) an afinity between the 
Bobbiensis interpolation and the Gospel of Pefer. but for him the similarity consisted in the way both texts connect 
resurrection and immediate ascension (cf. Gos. Pet. 10.3940. which Lohfink ihought nrirrated an ascension: ibid.. 
127). Palmer did not refer to Lohfink in his article. 

" It must be suessed, however, that an "Empty Tomb" narrative in Q would be disruptive to i ts  present shape. As Q 
stands, its final sections look ahead to the coming of the Son of man (Q 17 and 19) and to the establishment of the 
kinsdom (22:28,30). Franklin thinks that Q's Passion Narrative. which in his opinion was the source of Luke's, 
could not have ended with something iike an Empty Tomb story, since "it wodd have meant that the movement to 
exaltation would have ended in something Iike bathos" ("A Passion Narrative for Q?." 46). Franklin seems to 
understand Goulder's arguments for Luke's use of Matthew in the Easter accounts as suggestive of a Q Empty 
Tomb account (ibid.: cf. GouIder. Luke. 7749). Franklin does not consider the possibiiig that an Empty Tomb 
story, as a disappearance or assumption narrative. couid susgest immediate exaltation. 
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Several features of Mark's "Empty Tornb" narrative (Mark 16: 1-8) suggest the possibility 

that it could have been understood as an assumption story, particuiarly in view of the fact that 

Mark describes no appearance of the risen Jesus. Most significanuit is the absence of the body: as 

seen above in Chapter Three. it ofien took no more than disappearance for the conclusion to be 

reached that an assumption had taken place. Besides, a rnissing corpse suggests not resurrection 

but assumption (so Chariton. Choer. 3.3). The absence of lesus' body. typically. is ernphasized 

by the reference to the women's search for Jesus. 

.And when they entered the tomb. they saw a young man seated on the right side. 
dressed in a white robe. and they were aiarmed. And he said to them. "Do not be 
alarmed: you serk Jesus the Nazarene. who was cmcified; he has been raised. he 
is not here; look. there is the place where they laid him." (Mark 165-6) 

The testimony of a witness confh ing  the disappearance is also an important kature of 

assumption narratives. as Lohfink observed.' Whether the v ~ a v i a ~ o q  hrre is a Young man (see 

Mark 145 1-52) or an angel does not matter. because both heavenly and earthly figures may 

authenticate assurnptions. A finai element consistent with assumption stones in antiquity is the 

reference to the appearance in Galilee (16:7: compare 1428). Admittedly. the announcement of 

an appearance especially to Peter ( E ~ K W E  toi5 paûqtaT5 a6roG  ai t@ I M p q )  could also be 

understood in light of the appearance tradition as found in I Cor 155. though this need mean no 

more than that Mark knew of a tradition involving appearances of the risen Jesus to Peter and the 

' Lohfink, HimmeIfahrr Jesu, 45-6. 
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~welve.' But a reference to a christophany not necessady problematic. since epiphanies, 

sometimes occuning at quite a distance fiom the place of the assumption, also could confirm ihat 

an assumption had taken place? On the other hand. the most important element of Mark's Ernpty 

Tomb story that is not consistent with assurnption narratives is the word ?{Épûq, "he bas been 

raised." 

Scholars who have noticed the simihrities benveen Mark 16: 1-8 and assumption stories 

have attempted, in various ways. to account €or the inconsistency which fiyépûq represents. EIias 

Bickermann. the first (1924) to suggest that Mark's Empty Tomb story is an assumption 

narrative, made the observation that a resurrection may onIy be proved by narrating either the 

process or an encounter with the risen person. Mark 16: 1-8 describes neither the resurrection 

proper nor any subsequent a p p e m c e  orthe risen r es us." The empty tomb would have been 

understood as a proof of Jesus' assumption. not resurrection.' Bickermann therefore areued that 

Mark had altered an "Urbericht" about the assumption of Jesus fiom the tomb to fit his n e e d ~ . ~  

Uro. .'Jeesus-liike ja yliisnousernus." 102. 

Lohfink. Himmelfaht Jesri. 45-6: Bickermann. "Das leere Gnb." 790-1. Rudolf Pesch thinks that Mark 16: 1-8 
shows "Kontakt mit der Gattung von Errahlungen, welche die Suche nach und die Nichtauffindbarkeit von 
entrückten bnv. aufenveckten Penonen inszenieren': he calls the appearance referred to in 16:7 a "Best3tipung- 
vision" (R. Pesch. Dus .Clurku.serangelium [2 vols.; 2nd ed.; HTKNT 2 Freiburg: Herder. 1980j.2.525.534-5: 
citation fiom 7.512). 
1 Bickermann, "Das leere Grab." 28 1-7. In fact. later adjusnents to the end of Mark attempted to bmish one proof 
or the other: the longer endinp (W. 9-20) narrates several appearances of Jesus. and. as seen above. the interpolation 
in Codex Bobbiensis appears to describe a visible resurrectian (ibid.. 282). 

"Das leere Gmb beweist die Entriickung. Die Auferstehung wird dagegen niemals durch das Venchwinden des 
Leichnams bezeichnet oder enviesen, sondern ausschlieBlich durch das Erscheinen des Wiederbelebten" (ibid.. 286- 
3- 
6 "Gerade weil dem Mc der Auferstehunggedanke selbstventandlich erschien. durîle Easter die ganz anders 
Grabesgeschichte mhig ilbernehmen und fik seine Auffassung benutzeu" (ibid.. 290). In Bickermann's view this is 
consistent with Mark's rnethod of violently ("gewaltsam") insening "Palestinian" tradition into the frarnework of his 
own Hellenistic theolog (ibid.). As evidence of Mark's adaptation of the "Urbericht," Bickermann noted: (1) the 
promise of an appearance in Galilee, since in Bickermann's view assumption and epiphany do not $0 together (ibid.. 
289: cf. Lohfink. Himmelfahrri Jesu. 43-6); and (2) the command to the women, only a "connecting Iink" between 
the assumption account and the appearance d i t i o n s  (Bickermann. "Das leere Grab." 289). 
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the risen Jesus; he called the Empty Tomb story "an antiresurrection story." because "it avoids 

displaying the resurrected  esu us."" But Hamilton did not attempt to explain the presence of 

ijyÉp8q in Mark 165. Mark's purpose in composing the Empty Tomb narrative was to draw 

attention away from the resurrection appearances to the absence of Jesus. in order to highlighr 

the Parousia. According to Hamilton, Mark's identification of John and Elijah (Mark 9: 13) 

arnounts to a creation of a "double career" for the biblical prophet. Elijah's assumption allows 

the transition between the two  aree ers.'^ This provides the h e w o r k  for understanding Jesus as 

the Son of man: the first carerr of the Son of man is the ministry of Jesus (see Mark 210: 228:  

9: 19 ,  and the second would be an earthly ruIe beginning after the ~arousia." Thus. --Mark's 

special contribution to the eschatological crisis after 70 is his conviction that the resurrected Lord 

should be replaced by a translated and r e m i n g  Son of man."" 

A similar view has been propounded more recently by Adela Yarbro Collins ( 1992).16 

Collins deals with the problem of fiyÉpûq by suggesting that. in Mark's understanding. Jesus was 

resurrected; Mark makes use of the narrative pattern of assurnption because it was "a culturally 

" Ibid.. 470: cf. Crossan. "Empty Tornb," 152. tvho calls Mark's Empty Tomb stop an .'anti-tradition." 

l 3  Hamilton. -'Resurrection Tradition." 470. 

'' Hamilton thought that "Mark's interest in working out eschatology on eanh is so strong that he even has a theory 
about the geography of fui fillment." The prediction of a Galilean appearance is a clue that. due to the destruction of 
Jerusalem. Galilee would be the place of the Son of man's second career. Hamilton goes so far as to Say that Mark 
"created the Galilean ministry to suppon his conclusion." apparently not aware of Q's  interest in Galilee as the place 
of Jesus' ministry (ibid.. 42 1). 

I5 ibid, 410. For a similar view, see B. Mack d ,l.fvrh of Innocence: Mark and Chrisrian Origins (Philadelphia: 
Fomas. 1988), 308: "Were a cosmic presence to be inferred [fiom the resurrection appeannces], the apocalyptic 
concems for vindications. judgments. and the eventual manifestation of the kingdom of God in human social histop 
would be katened." 
16 A. Yarbro Collins. "The Empty Tomb and R e m c t i o n  according to Mark" in idem. Beginning, 1 1948: see also 
idem. "The Empty Tomb in the Gospel Accordmg to Mark" in Hermes and -4rhena: Biblical Eregesis and 
Philosophical Theoiogy (ed. T. Flint and E. Stump: Univenie of Notre Dame Studies in the Philosophy of Religion: 
Notre Dame. [nd.: University ofNotre Dame Press, 1993), 107-40 and idem. "Apotheosis and Resurrection." with 
minor modifications. 
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defined way for an author living in the first century to narrate the resurrection of   es us."'^ For 

Mark, Jesus' resurrection is physicai, so the body is not in the tomb; but because Jesus does not 

rnake an appearance in Mark. Collins suggests that "the alternative is that he ascended to heaven 

immediately."'8 The affirmation that an individual, Jesus, had been raised fiom the dead .'seemed 

quite similar to the clairn . . . that Enoch had been taken up into heaven and to the daims made . . . 

regarding the translation or apotheosis of heroes, rulers, and emperors."'9 As with Hamilton. the 

effect. or perhaps the purpose. of assumption in Mark 16:l-8 is "70 place the accent on the 

absence of Jesus," an accent related to the apocaiyptic elcpectation of ~ a r k . "  

To sum up briefly. then. Bickermann saw a formai distinction between assumption 

narratives and resurrection narratives, which led him to think that Mark was reworking an older 

tradition about the assumption of Jesus: Hamilton thought Mark's composition of the Empty 

Tornb story as an assumption narrative was polemicaily motivated. and that Mark intended to 

correct a mistaken emphasis on the resurrection appearances: and Collins thinks that Mark \vas 

simply describing Jesus' resurrection and irnrnediate exaltation as an assurnption, given that this 

was a conventional way of telling such as story. These three correctly distinguish between 

resurrection and assumption. for although (as argued above with respect to assumption) both 

types are used to account for the vindication of Jesus, they descnbe different phenornena." 

'' Ibid.. i 46. 

l9 Ibid.. 146-7. 

" Ibid.. 148. 

" Compare Pesch, Marhermgelium. 1.522-7. Pesch descnies at great iength the sources which describe the 
disappearance and the not-fmding ("Nichtaufhdbarkeit") of bodies. yet consistently equates assumption and 
resurrection ("Entrfickung bnv. Aufenveckung") as the beliefs substantiated by such phenomena. For Pesch the 
most important text pproing the connection between assumption and resurrection is Textament ofJob 39-10 (ibid.. 
2.5256), apparently because the bodies of lob's children diiappear and they expenence heavenly glorification, as 
the vision contirms. But Pesch presumes. rather than explains or proves, the connection betsveen resurreciion and 
assump tion. 
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Resurrection has more to do with the revend of death, and assurnption. typically at least. 

has to do with an escape fiom death, although as we have seen death was not an impediment in 

some instances. Seen only as a reversai of death, resurrection on its own cannot account directly 

for Jesus' exaltation and eschatological significance in the sarne way that assumption cmz- 

although adrnittedly the resurrection. understood as a sign of divine favour and vindication. 

would perhaps have suggested the kind of enthronement theology seen in the allusion to Ps I 10: 1 

in Rom 8:34, for instance. Also. a connection between resurrection and eschatological function 

c m  already be seen in 1 Thess 1:9-IO. But the fact that resurrection and assurnption are different 

categories probably accounts for Luke's cornbination of the two." For Luke. the resurrection 

reverses Jesus' wronghl death (Acts 23-24:  4: 10). and his ascension explains his exaltation 

(Acts 2 3  1-35) and eschatological significance (Acts 1: 1 l)." 

If resurrection and assumption are different. the question &ses as to their combination in 

Mark 16: 1-8. Bickermann. of course. was correct ro say that resurrection theology was 

.~selbstverstiindlich" to ~ a r k "  (see Mark 8:3 1: 9:9-10: 9:3 1: 10:3J: 1.128). It may be that Mark 

used a pre-existing story about the disappeamce of Jesus' body frorn the tomb. and adapted it 

7,  - See Evans. Resurrecrion. 137-8. cited above. p. 196: see also Haufe. "Entriickung und eschatologische Funktion." 
117: "Die Entrückung wird dem Einmaligen in der Person Jesu gerecht und p d t  auBerdern milhelos in den 
eschatologischen Rahmen seiner Verkündigung, wikend die vorzeitige Aufentehung eines einzelnen vor der 
allgemeinen eschatologischen Totenauferstehung in Rahmen der jtidischen Eschatologie schlechterdings keinen 
Plan hat.' 

tn the opinion of van Tilborg and Counet. "the cornbination of burial. disappearance and the belief in resurrection 
is at right angles to another combination which pIays an important mie in classical antiquity: nameIy the observation 
of the body's disappearance (before or afler death) and the beIief in assumption" (.-ippearances and D~sappearancer. 
193). What is more, "Luke's texts show a strange mixture of the resmction tradition and the assumption tradition" 
(ibid., 195). Van Tilborg and Counet also interpret the question of whether Luke had any traditional sources for his 
ascension narratives as the question whether Luke was the tim to combine the resurrection tradition and the 
assumption tradition (ibid., 195 n. 8; cf. Lohfink Himmelfhrt. I I  146: Parsons. Departure of'Jesus. 140-9; Zwiep. 
..lscension. 185-92). 

'' See Lohfink, Himmerfahri Jeru, 777: van TiIbocg and Counet =Ippearanca and Dirappearances. 186-7: cf. 
Zwiep, Ascension, 147-66. 

Bickemann. "Das Ieere Grab? 190. 
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by adding his characteristic resurrection theology. Verse 7 probably is Markan. given the Fact 

that Jesus gives precisely the same message to the Twelve at the Last Supper ( icaûe  ~ i m v  

iipîv; see Mark 1428). SchoIars generally agree that both 1428 and 16:7 are redactional 

insertions, given the way they both interrupt their neighbouring conte~ts.'~ Without verse 7. the 

v ~ a v i a ~ o ç  shows the wornen the place where Jesus' body had been, and they tler. telling no 

one; thus. there is no inconsistency between the explicit command "Tell ( E ~ I E ~ T E .  V. 7)" and the 

failure to tell   ai OGSEV~ oG8Èv Einav, V. 8)'' The fact that the command names ..the disciples 

and Peter" ( ~ ï x a z e  toîç paûq~a îç  aGsoU  ai TG i i E ~ p w )  shows that it is a rather transparent 

attempt at a rapprochement to the appearance traditions as in 1 Cor 153-8. sspecially because 

Mark 16:7 includes the verb o ~ ~ a &  (compare wqQ, I Cor 155-7). which is not in Mark 

14:78.'~ In addition. b0pOq in 16:6 and p ~ ~ à  r i  éyop0îjvai VE in 1428 are closely similai: and 

are suggestive of the pre-pauline tradition in 1 Cor 15:4 ( i y i l y ~ p ~ a ~ ) .  If Mark cornposed the 

Empty Tomb story in order to subvert the appearance tradition. as tIamilton and Crossan have 

arged? why has he included this reference to the appearances to Peter and the other 

disciples?30 It seems more likely that Mark is adapting a pre-Markan story with the kervgmatic 

appearance traditions in mind. If Mark did not narrate any appearances because his source did 

" See, for instance. L. Schenke. ..luferstehungwklindigung zrnd Ireres Grub: eine rradirtonsgeschichfIiche 
Unrermchung von ,M 16. 1-8 (SB 33; Stuttgart: Katholisches BibeIwerk. 1968). 43-6: W. M a e n .  .CM the 
Evangeiisr: Studies on the Redaction Hisroty of rhe Gospel (Nashviile: Abingdon. 1969), 75-8 1: R. H. Stein. "A 
Shon Note on Mark XIV.18 and XVI.7." .VTS 20 (1974): 445-57. esp. 44% H. Paulsen. "Mk XVI 1-8." .VovT 22 
(1980): 138-75 = Hoffmann. ed.. l;'beriiefimng, 3774 15, esp. 388-93. 
27 See Bultmann. H i s t o .  785; Collins. Beginning, 133. 

" Liidemann. Resurrection. l 18: "Note that v. 7 has been insened by Mark into the tradition. but eartier knowlrdge 
seems to have been preserved in the redaction." See also Uro. "Jeesus-liike ja ylosnousemus." 104-5. 

Hamiiton. "Resurrection Tradition." -120: Crossan. "Empty Tomb." 152. 

'O The view that 6 ~ ~ c r e ~  in Mark 16:f rrfers to a Galilean Parousia is untenable. See. first of all. E. Lohmeyer. 
GaliCaa ttndJerusalern (Goaingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 19361,lO-Il: see also Mariusen. ,Clark the Evangelirr, 
75-95; Hamilton. "Resurrection Tradition," 419-2 1. Cf. Stein, "Mark XIV.78 and XVI.7 ." -146-57. 
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not contain any, the Empty Tomb story was fiom the beginning a disappearance story. On this 

basis, it could also be suggested that $iÉpûq, "he has been raised" (v. 6 )  is a Markan addition 

rneant to bring a disappearance story in line rvith Mark's own resurrection theology. 

This is ail highly conjectural, however. and a detriiled analysis of Mark 16: 1-8 is 

impossible here.3' But if it can be argued that Mark adapts a tradition about Jesus' assumption 

fiorn the grave. then it would appear that the Q comrnunity was not alone in imagining Jesus' 

post-mortem vindication and exaltation dong such lines. Such a similarity may even be the result 

of shared ideas or traditions. This wou1d mean that the claims of some scholars about the origin 

of a pre-Markan Empty Tomb s t o l  would have to be re-evaluated. For instance. Lüdemann 

thinks that "those who handed d o m  these traditions 'concluded' tiom the message [of the 

kerygrna] that the crucified one had risen that the tomb of Jesus was empty. The present s t o l  is 

as it were the product of a conclusion or a postulate.'l" An "empty t o m b  stop does not 

necessarily presuppose resrirrecrion faith. ObviousIy. for Mark and the other evangelists the 

ernpty tomb signifies the resurrection of lesus. but given the contemponry view that the 

disappearance of a body signifies assumption. it is not out of t h  question that an earlier goup or 

groups could have understood a story about Jesus' empty tomb differently-particulariy if we 

are correct about assurnption theology in Q. 

It may be. however. that the question of a pre-Markan disappearance s t o ~  is moot. 

because in its present shape-for which Mark of course is responsible-the Empty Tomb 

3 1 For bibIiogaphy. see Merkiein. "Epilog" 23-8. Some q u e  for a pre-Markm version of the stoy: for instance. 
Schenke, .~uferstehngsverkrindigung 30-55. esp. 53-5: R Pesch -Der Schlui3 der vormarkinischen 
Passionsgschichte und des Markusevangliums: Mk Ij,Q-l6.8." in ~ ' ~ v u n ~ i l e  selon .C[arc: Traditron et rédacrron 
(ed. M. Sabbe; B W 54; Leuven: Leuven University Press and Peeters. 1974). 365-4 IO: see also Merklein. 
"Epilog," 226-33: LOdemann. Resurrecrion 1 I 1-18. Others sugest it to be entirely Markan composition: so 
Crossan, "Empty Tomb," 145-9: Collins, Beginning, 129-38. 
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narrative still is more like an assumption story than a resurrection story. Even Mark 16:7 is not 

mtirely out of place here because, as aIready mentioned, an epiphany otten serves to confinn 

that an assumption has taken place. Two options foilow: first. to suggest. as Collins does. that 

Mark-s narrative in its present form presumes a resmction but describes an ass~m~t ion: '~  or 

second. to suppose. as Bickermann did. that for Mark the two categories were not irreconcilable 

because of their cornmon emphasis on e~altation.~' The latter seems more likely. but either way. 

it is striking that Mark and Q-two apparently independent gospel sources-should consider 

assumption an appropriate way to thuik about Jesus' post-mortem existence. At this point the 

observations of Hamilton and Collins, according to whkh an assurnption-related absence of the 

post-mortem Jesus is oriented in Mark to the Parousia. apply to Q as well as to Mark, For in both 

instances. whether Mark chose not to reIate resurrection appearances or because the limits of his 

source material prevented him fiom so doing. the resuIt of an assumption-related absence is an 

emphasis on the future presence of the assumed Jesus in the coming of the Son of man. This was 

evident not only in Q 1254-35. but also in Q 12:39-!0: 12;4246; lï:23: 19 pc~ssim. 

h o t h e r  issue h a  to do with the socio-religious function of Mark's Empty Tomb story 

when compared with the appearance traditions as preserved in 1 Cor 155-8. This tradition. and 

Paul's addendum to it. apparently serves to legitimate authority. as Ulrich Wilckens argued." 

53 Collins, Beginning, 145-8. 
34 Bickermann. "Das leere Gnb.' 290. 

j5 U. Wilckens. .-Der Urspning der Überliefemg der Erscheinungen des Aufentanden: Zur traditions- 
eeschichtlichen Analyse von 1 Co 15.1 - 1 1 ." in Dogrna tmd Denhrmkmen (ed. W .  Joest and W. Pannenberg; 
Gattingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht. 1963). 56-93 = Hoffmann. ed., ~brriiefërung. 139-93. See also R. Pesch. 
"Zur Enutehung des Glaubens an die .4ufentehung Jesu," TQ 153 (1973): 101-178. esp. 109-18; J. Galvin. 
"Resurrection as Theologia CmcLF: The Foundational Christotog of Rudolf Pesch." TS 38 (1977): 513-25. esp. 
5 14-15; Pesch, "Zur Entstehung des Glaubens an die Aufentehunp lesu: Ein neuer Versuch." FZPhTh 30 (1983): 
73-98 = Hoffmann, ed., Uberlit$emng, 28-55; J. PIevnik, "Paul's Appeds to His Damascus Experience and 1 Cor 
I55-7: Are They Legitimations?" T f f  4 (1988): IO 1-1 1: Liidernann. Resurrecfion. 36-7: Uro. .'Jeesus-liike ja 
yi6snousemus." 97-8. 
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This is evident fiom the way Paul becomes distracted fiom the main issue in the chapter-the 

assuredness of the general resurrection as continned by the resurrection of Christ-to an ongoing 

concern in his relationship with the Connthians, that of his apostolic authonty (1 Cor l5:9-11). 

This is obviously not Mark's concem: the reference (probably redactional) to the appearance to 

Peter is probably a concession to such legitimating traditions. but it remains that the only 

witnesses of the empty tomb are the temfied women. and that what they witness is in fact Jesus' 

absence, A disappearance story would have evoked ideas about Jesus' exaltation and coming role 

in the eschatological drarna. and the emphasis on the failure of the disciples to apprehend the 

mystery of Jesus' post-mortem vindication would have pressed Mark's readers to examine the 

authcnticity of their own discipleship. rather than focus on the privileged experiences of the early 

Christian leaders.j6 

It remains only to ask how an early reader of Mark 16: 1-8 might have understood the 

significance of an assumption story as the conclusion of the Gospel. Both Hamilton and Collins 

pointed to the association behveen assumption and apotheosis or "heroification" in Greco- 

Roman thought.j7 Recently Bolt expressed resewations about comparisons of Mark's Empty 

Tomb narrative with Greco-Roman assumption matenals. particularly because of the association 

with apotheosis or hero-veneration.j8 Bolt's objections in sorne cases are well-founded. at least 

where evidential issues are concemed." Yet he also argues that Mark would have found an 

assumption story ill-suited to his Gospel presentation. For in the first place. assumption is an 

36 See Crossan. "Ernpty Tomb." 152. 
57 Hamilton. "Resun-ection Tradition," 4 19; Collins. Beginning, 140-2. 
38 P. G. Boit, "Mark 16: 1-8: The Empty Tomb of a Hem?." TvnBuf 47 (1996): 17-37. 

j9 In particular, Bolt shows Hamilton's confusion of assumption with hero-veneration. which is always associated 
with the gave-site of the hem, or at least a m g a t e  !gave-site. the cenotaph (ibid.. 30-3). 
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escape From death, and Jesus has clearly died in Mark; and in the second place. assumption in the 

Greek view results in apotheosis. and "according to Mark's presentation. Jesus has already 

refused the opportunity of an apotheosis (along the more nomai lines). when he came d o m  

From the mountain of transfiguration (Mark 9:2-13).'~' 

However. to associate assumption only with apotheosis is to overlook the fact that it 

could also signih the return to the divine realm-or "apochoresis"-of a person of divine origin 

or status. As argued above. the double significance of assumption is brought to expression in 

Chariton. when Chaereas is confronted with another empty tomb: "Which of the gods has 

become my rival and carricd off Callirhoe and now keeps her with him. against her wiH but 

competled by a rnightier fate'? . . . Or can it be that 1 had a goddess as my wife and did not know 

it. and she was above Our human lot?" (Chariton. C'huer. 3.3). The attentive reader of Mark 

would not have interpreted the disappearance of Jesus' body from the tomb as an apotheosis. but 

as an "apochoresis." a return to the divinity, not least because of Mark's emphasis on Jesus' 

divine sonship (1 : 1 1 : 1:24: 5:7: 9:7: 13:32), but also because of the events of the preceding 

narrative. "Now when the centurion who was standing opposite h m  saw that he breathed his iast 

in this way. he said. ' T d y  this man was [a/ the] son of God"' (Mark 1559). As HamiIton 

suggested. then. one motive for Mark's use of assumption motifs in the Empty Tomb story may 

have been '70 satisfj: Graeco-Roman expectations aroused by the Son of God ~ h r i s t o l o ~ ~ . ' ~ '  

it is tempting to wonder whether Q may have made a simiIar connection between the 

assumption of J e s u  and his divine status. This might not be out of the question. particuiariy 

given Q's relatively hi& Christolog and the fact that. in its fina1 form at Ieast. the title "Son of 

M ibid.. 37. 

'' Hamilton, "Resurrection Tradition" 4 19. 
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God" is applied to Jesus (Q 3:3.9; compare 10:2I-22). However, Jesus' assurnption appears to be 

understood by Q more as a removal to an exalted state in order to await an eschatological office 

than a return of a divine person to the divine realm (although the two ideas do not seem to be 

mutually exclusive). A similar perspective. and a confluence of ideas similar to those found in Q 

1333-35, is apparent in Stephen's vision of the Son of man in Acts 7, 



6.3: Stephen's Vision of the Son of Man (Acts 7:55-56) 

The Son of man vision that Stephen reports as he is being stoned (Acts 755-56) is 

rernarkable on a number of counts.' First, it is the only ..Son of man" saying in the New 

Testament which does not occur on the lips of Jesus. Second. the posture of the Son of man is 

ais0 noteworthy: in contrast with Mark 1 J:62 and parallels. Stephen sees the Son of man 

standing-not sitting-at the right hand of God (ÈK 6 ~ 5 i ô v  iasô.ra roc &oc. Acts 756). 

Third, and most significant fiom our perspective. the irnmediate context of the vision contains 

several themes which also converge. as argued above. in Q l3:3J-35: ( 1) a deuteronomistic 

understanding of Jesus' death; (2) a reference to his "coming" (here. ÉiC~uq): and (3) a 

perspective on his exalted post-mortem existence. What makes this convergence of themes so 

striking in cornparison with Q 13:N-35 is the lack of any rekrence to Jesus' resurrection. 

Luke seems to preîèr describing Jesus' death as the wrongful death of a prophet (Luke 

J:24.28-30: 1333; Acts 752): in fact. he tends to avoid wherever he cm an interpretation of 

Jesus' death as atoning for sins (Mark 10A5 is omitted by Luke. for instance).' Typically. 

howver. any reference to Jesus' death in Acts is accompanied by a rekrence to the resurrection. 

which for Luke is the reversal of Jesus' rnurder and a sign of divine favour (Acts 223-24: 3: 1 J- 

' The vision of Stephen has generated a great deal of scholarly Iiterature. To begin with. see R. Pesch, Die Clision des 
Srephanus: .4pg tjj-56 im Rahmen der .4postelgeschtchte (SBB 12; Stuttgart: Katholisches Bibelwerk. 1966): M. 
Gourgues. ri la hoire de Dieu: Résumecrion de Jésm er ocmalisarion du Ps I IO.  1 dans Ie Youveau Tesramenr (EB: 
Paris: Gabalda 1978). esp. 178-94: M. Sabbe. The Son of  Man Saying in Acts 7.56." in Les .-letes des .-ipdres: 
Traditions. rédaction. théologie (ed. J. Kremer. BETL 48: Gemblou~: Ducolot: Leuven: Leuven University Press 
and Peeters. 1979). 241-79: J. D. M. D e m n  "The Son o f  Man Standing (Acts 755-56)." Be0 30 (1988): 71-M: C. 
Focant, "Du Fils de l'Homme assis (Lc 17.69) au Fils de l'Homme debout (Ac 7.56): Enjeu. théologique et littéraire 
d'un changement sémantique." in The Uni- of Luke-Acrs (ed. J. Verheyden; BETL 142: Leuven: Leuvrn University 
Press and Peeten. 1999). 563-76. 

' One would suspect that Luke was bound by the conmaints of  euchanstic tradition in Luke 2219-10. For Luke it is 
the resurrection which results in forgiveness o f  suis (Luke 244647; Acts 5:M-3 1). 
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15; 4:10; 5:30; 10:39-41; 1327-31; see also 25:19); the resurrection of Jesus was also a centra1 

tenet of the apostotic proclamation (Acts 4:33; 25: 19). in addition, any reference to the post- 

rnortern exaltation of Jesus is likewise connected by Luke, typically. to the resurrection (Acts 

2 3  1-35; 530-3 1). The k t  that the conclusion of Stephen's speech. dong with his vision of the 

Son of man, refer to both Jesus' death and exaltation without reference to the resurrection invites 

the suspicion that Luke is relying on traditional material here. Otherwise. some explmation rnust 

be given as to why Luke does not have Stephen refer to the resurrection as the vital connection 

between Jesus' death and exaltation. 

Looking at the whole of the speech. it seems odd that the bulk of it-and it is the longest 

speech in Acts-does not seem to fit the context of an inquiry before the Sanhedrin. On the othor 

hand. as Lüdernann has remarked. 'W. 51-53. unlike the preceding verses. relate to the 

accusation" (compare Acts 6: 13-1-!).~ It m u t  be noted that besides a reference to the Isnelites 

rejecting Moses (7:35.3942). the deuteronomistic theme of i : j ? - j 3  is cornpletely absent fiom 

the speech itself. These observations. dong with the conspicuous absence of any reference to 

Jesus' resurrection. suggest that Luke may have used traditional material which includsd the 

deuteronomistic accusation and the Son of man vision. However, we must proceed with caution. 

because evidence of Luke's redactional work in the narrative of Stephen's death is in abundance. 

Numerous schokus have drawn attention to the way in which Luke patterns the death of 

Stephen after the death of j es us.' If we may begin by presuming that Luke uses traditional 

' G. Lîldemann. Eadv Christiani~ .-îccording 10 the Traditiom in .-icts (London: SCM. 1989). 89. 

' See, for example. Gourgues. la hoire. 186; Sabbe. "Son of Man Sayïng," 252-3: C. H. Taiben Reading .-lcrsr -4 
Literary and Theologicd Commentan> on the Acts of the =Iposifes (New York: Crossroad. I997), S 1 : Focant. "Fils 
de l'Homme." 57 1 .  
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material at l e s t  for the conclusion of Stephen's speech5 and the vision of the Son of man, then 

anything that shows evidence of this redactionai plan should be elirninated as Lukan. For 

instance, Stephen's committal of his spirit to Jesus (7:59)! the kneeling (v. 60). and the prayer for 

forgiveness (v. 60) are certainly redactiond on these grounds. Also Lukan are the retèrences to 

the Holy Spirit (W. 51 and 55), the verb a ~ ~ v i @  (v. 55: compare 6: 15), and probably the whole 

explanatory doublet of the vision (v. 55). In particular the way in which verse 55 assimilates the 

direct report of the Son of man vision to Luke 72:69 (tk Se<rôv rtjç Guvapewç soû &ou). and 

then applies it to Jesus suggests that iit is redactionaL6 In verse 56 the Lukan verbs B~wpéw and 

Gtavoiyw are redactional; thus it may be that the introductory elements of the vision proper have 

been changed by Luke. 

On the other hand. although Luke is certainly not averse to usine materials with a 

deuteronomistic theme-after dl. he has taken over Q 6:23b: 1 lA9-52: l3:34-35-it does not 

seem to be a favounte compositional emphasis of his. It might be suggested that the 

deuteronomistic accusation in 752. with its explicit comection to the death of Jesus. is 

traditional.' Its use by Luke here may have been suggested by the stoning of Stephen: Q 1 3 3 .  

of course. refers to Jenisalem as one who kills prophets and Stones emissaries (~tûoBohoûaa 

Scholarly opinion is divided on the question of the origin of Stephen's speech. Compare. for instance. U. WiIckens, 
Die hfissionsreden der ;Iposteigeschichre: Form- und rrudifiomgeschichiiiche Untr~.rszichungen (3rd ed.: WMANT 
5; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener. 1973). 208-24: Lodemann. Eurlv Chrisriani?. 86-9. See also the discussion in 
Sabbe, "Son of Man Saying," 245-9. 
6 See Sabbe, "Son of Man Saying," 742-3 for a brief revierv of the options taken by scholars on the relationship 
benveen A m  755  and 756. 
7 Steck. Israel, 266-7. thought that the deuteronomistic material here was the original conclusion of a pre-Lukan 
-'Vorla;e der Stephanusrede." and that a deuteronomistic interpretation of the death of Jesw was current in Jewish 
Chnstianity: "Es hat irn hellenistischen Judenchristenrurn an [me1 gerichtete Verkikdigung gegeben. die die 
Tradition der dtrPA [deuteronornistic prophetic formula] aufgegriffen hat. um die Totung Jesu in die Grschichte der 
von Mose über die Propheten bis in die Gegenwart permanenten Halsstarrigkeit des Gottesvolkes zu srellen" (ibid.. 
167). 
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70% U J E E O T ~ A ~ E V O U ~  n& ainjv),  and Acts 758-59 emphatically depicts the stoning of 

Stephen (IiûoBohÉo occurs twice) outside the city (h$a lov . t~ç  Eta, fi5 l~olC~coq ékt0o$oAouv, 

v. 58). The noun EA~uaiç (v. 52 )  is a hapm legomenon in the New Testament. and thus is not 

characteristicdly Lukan redactional vocabulary. It could be traditionai. The substantiva1 use of 

& . ~ a i o ~  as a title for Jesus is not typicdly Lukan, though it does appear t h e  tirnes in Acts 

(3:15: 752: 22: 14) and. redactionally, in the words of the centurion at the crucifixion. where 

Luke has a confession of innocence d e r  than divine sonship (Luke 2347: compare Mark 

I5:39). The first three uses of 8 i ~ a i o ç  focus on the wrongful death of Jesus (Luke 23:47: Acts 

3: 15: 7:52), but its final use in Ac&-significantly. perhaps. only afier lesus the G i ~ a l o ~  is 

identified with the exalted Son of man in 755-Screfers to Paul's vision of the exalted Christ. 

We are on less firm ground here than wich Mark's Empty Tomb nmtive.  for there at 

Ieast there are formal narrative katures suggestive of assumption or disappearance. quite apm 

from the question of any pre-Markan form of the Empty Tomb story. Here. with Stephen's 

vision. we have suggested-on the slim but remarkable grounds of the non-appearance of 

resurrection language where Luke typically would have used it-chat LuEre may have used 

traditional materid that connected a deuteronomistic accusation concerning Jesus' death with a 

visionary assertion of his exaited status as the Son of man. We may at least aIIow for this 

possibility. Given the thematic similarity to Q I3:34-35. it mi& be suggested that assurnption. 

not resurrection. is behind the exaitation language in Acts 756. .4t Lem the fact that the Son of 

man is standing. not sitting. impIies that the correiation betrveen resurrection and exaltation 

based on Psaim 110 is not the chnstologicai presupposition here. 

Joachim Jerernias suspected that assurnption theology was present in Acts 756, aithough 

he did not infer this fiom the direct movement fiom deah in verse 52 to exaltation in verse 56. 
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He based his argument on a development he perceived in the Son of man ~ a ~ i n ~ s . ~  in Jeremias's 

view, the original idea of the exaltation of the Son of man. as seen for example in Dan 7:13, in 

one in which . ~ e  movement is thought of as beingfiom beloiv ~ i ~ v a r d s . " ~  Moreover. the idea of 

the Parousia of the Son of man is "again and again redactional," and there is no early Son of man 

saying that speaks clearly of a descent. Decisive here is the Son of man saying in Luke 2269. 

which mentions session but not parousia: it is independent fiom Mark 14:62 (deriving From 

Luke's special source) and "has still not been influenced by the early Christian christological 

pattern of edtation and parousia."'O Luke 2269 -'seems to presuppose that the manifestation of 

the glory of the Son of man consists in his assumption ta God (cf. Eth. Enoch 71)."" Acts 756 

dispiays the s m e  understanding. but is another early and independent Son of man tradition. 

because of the unusual ia'tô.ror." Jeremias's arguments for the primitive nature of Luke 22:69 

and Acts 756 are no Iess shaky than ours. but his view that parousia is a later christological 

development chan assumption is problematic given that eschatological function was a cornmon 

correlate of assumption." 

Two texts. aiready discussed in Chapter Three above. present themselves as possible 

panllels to the scenario of rejection and death tollowed by post-mortem heavenly exaltation 

which may be present in Acts 752-56, The first is Wisdom 2-5. There. of course. the S i~a ioq  is 

put to death by the ungodly (Wisd 2: 12-20), but in a post-rnortem scene stands and faces his 

' J. Jerernias. ,Vew Testament Thrologv (London: SCM. 1971). 1734. 
9 Ibid., 773, emphasis original. Jeremias also cited 1 En 1333: 715; 4 h a  13:;; Mi& Ps. 11.5. 
IO ïbid. The influence is "the Easter experience' (ibid.. 174). 

" Ibid.. 273. 

" Ibid. 

l3 SO Haufe. .'Entnrckung und eschatologische Funktion." 
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former oppressors (5: 1-5). In .4cts 7. a similar pattern is present. In Wisdom 4-5. the traditional 

association of assumption language-here, probably under the influence of the Hellenistic 

consolation tradition. applied to one who has died young (4: 10-15+with exaltation accounts for 

the exalted post-mortem appemnce of the 6 i ~ a t o ç  before the ungodly. 

If. in fact. Luke is using here a traditional source that presumed assumption nther than 

resurrection as the means by which the dead Jesus is elialted as the Son of man. one problem 

which has troubled interpreters-Éarota instead of ~ a w p ~ v q - m a y  tlnd resolution here.IJ 

The Son of man stands. nther than sits. in the vision of Stephen, just as the Siicaro~ stands 

before his onetime oppressors. In ACIS 752. Jesus is described as the Siirolioç announced 

beforehand by the prophets. and he has met the same fate they did. As the exalted Son of man he 

stands to make accusation against his oppressors. As Talben recently acknowledged. "It is 

difficult not to hear the echo of Wisd k 16-5: 16."" If assumption is in both instances the link 

between the suffering of the righteous one and his post-mortern exaltation. the case is 

strengthened for the view that the Son of man stands in accusation against those who rejected 

him. A similar idea may be present (without reference to posture) in Q 12:s-9.16 

The other paraIIel text is Trsiamenr ofJob 39-40. There. lob and the others see a vision 

of the children "crowned with the spiendour of the heaveniy one" (40:3). The vision serves to 

console Sitis by providinp confirmation that God's care and favour has been extended to the 

dead children. in Acts 756 the vision of the exalted Son of man probably serves the same 

purpose. aithough given the nature of Jesus' death (v. 32) as described in the irnmediate contelit. 

14 For Iists of  different interpretations. se Pesch Yision. 1:-56: Sabbe. "Son of Man Saying," 767-77: Derrett. "Son 
of Man Standing." 75-7: Focant. "Fils de I'Homrne." 564-70. 

l5 Tdbert, Reading Acrs. 79. 
16 So Gowues.  .-i la droite. 183. 
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the point of the vision is more about Jesus' vindication. In the case of Job and his children, it is 

God's care which has been called into question (T. Job 37:l-7). In Acts 7 the issue is Jesus' 

status as the emissary of God. for as verse 52 States. 'rhe coming of the righteous one" \vas met 

with hostility. Thus the vision of the Son of man serves to confirm God's vindication ofJesus in 

view of his death at the hands of the unrepentant. As argued above, a similar smtegy may be 

perceived in the Jenisaiem Lament. 

Given the vagaries involved here. this discussion has remained tentative. Nevertheless. if 

it cm be argued that Luke has made use of some traditional material-whatever its relationship 

to the speech of Stephen itself-that interpreted Jesus' death within the deuteronomistic schema 

and which affirmed his post-mortem exaltation as the Son of man without reference to the 

resurrection. the existence of such a tradition suggests the possibility that a view similar to one 

we have argued for in Q l3:34-35 was in wider circulation in early Christianity. 



The implications of this chapter for the main thesis should be clear. It is obvious fiorn 

sorne New Testament texts that the exaitation of Jesus could be expressed. or even conceived of, 

without explicit reference to the resmection, In sorne of these cases. it is inappropriate to 

presume either assumption or resurrection as the christological category lurking behind the 

exaltation language. However, the reticence of the author of Hebrews. for instance. to use what 

had likely become traditional language for the resurrection of Jesus should not be taken lightly. 

for it rnay offer sorne insight into how widespread or how universally hrld was resurrection as 

rhe model for understanding Jesus' post-mortem vindication and exaltation. 

The tests which appear to describe an assumption of Jesus directly frorn the cross have 

little to do with his post-mortem exaltation. unfortunately. The description of Stephen's vision of 

the Son of man in Acts 755-56 \vas enticing. on the one hand. because of the way that 

deuteronomistic themes came together with ideas about Jesus' exaltation without resurrection. 

But because the arguments for the traditionai origin of this material are somewhat uncertain. it 

had to be lefi undecided whether Stephen's vision could stand as corroborative evidence for the 

existence of a deathassumption-exaltation scenaio in a circle other than the Q community. 

ï h e  strongest piece of evidence for this remains Mark's Empty Tornb story which. regardless of 

its origin. has definite formal sirnilarifies with Hellenistic disappearance or assumption stories. 

As a result whether the story of the absence of Jesus' body originated in sorne pre-Markan 

cornrnu~ty. or was composed by Mark according to cultural conventions, the fact remains that 

the post-rnortem assumption of Jesus was not the soie property of the Q cornmuni- as a model 

for expressing a belief in his vindication and exdbtion. with a particular emphasis on the 

Parousia. 



Conclusion 

It has been argued here that Q 13:34-35, the Jerusalem Lament. contains a vestige of 

assurnption theology: "You will not see me until [the cime] comes when you Say. 'Blessed is the 

Coming One in the name of the Lord" (06 p i  'i6qrÉ Ë q  @EL ore ekqre- eiAoyqkvoç O 

Ep~op~voç  i v  ovopari mipiou). The expression.yu will not see me" is strikingly sirnila to 

descriptions of assumption-related disappearance in Hellenistic assurnption stories. and Functions 

synonymously with the more comrnon acpav- disappearance language: EIijah (2 Kgs 2: 12 L I U :  

 ai OUK E&V a6rov En). Xisouthros (Berossos: o i i ~  E n  Oqûfivai). Romulus (Plutarch, Rom. 

27.5: oihe pEpoç Gcpûq a w p a q  ...), and Proteus (Lucian. Peregr. 39: 06 j~hv sopâro y&). In 

addition. Q 13:35b limits the duration ofJesus' disappearance by means of the 'rintiï' clause that 

introduces the acclamation from Ps I 1826 LX)(. This connection benveen disappearance and 

retm is the same as that made in the Jewish traditions about the assumption of the righteous: 

there is a uniform correlation of assumption and special eschatological function. as Hauk 

showed in his 196 1 article. 

Q 1354-35 is an expression of both tfie rejection of Jesus in Jerusalem and his divine 

vindication by means of assumption. Q. then. had a strategy for dealing with the deah of Jesus 

and the probiem ot'legirimation it caused. The fact that Q knew Jesus to have died is nor an 

insurmountable diffrculty for the main thesis: Greco-Roman traditions were able to describe 

post-mortem assurnptions. and in the Jewish tradition there seems to have been a deveiopment 

(as seen in Wisd 2-5 and T. Job 39-10) in the direction of applying assumption language to 

pmpie who had died. Furthermore. the use of assumption in later Christian writings to account 

for the post-mortem glorification of Mary's body wouid not have been possible unless 



assurnption was known to have had broader application than just the bodily removal of the Iiving 

to heaven. 

There are some important implications for our view of the ctinstological interests of the 

Q redaction. It was argued that Q 1334-35. with Jesus as its speaker. presents an advanced 

Wisdom Christolo_ey dong the sarne lines as Q 1021-22. In addition, it appears that the 

Jenisalem Larnent is the hi& point of Q's deuteronomistic theology. since it understands 

Jenisalem's rejection of Jesus as the culminating instance of impenitence. The result. in tme 

deutemnomistic fashion. is the abandonment of Jenisdem to destruction. However. it also 

appears that Q 13:35b uses assumption theology. on the basis of the typical association behveen 

assumption and eschatological hnction. to assimilate the Wisdom Christoiogy in the Lament 

(and prominent elsewhere in Q) to the Son of man Christology also prominent in Q. 

The precise implications of the thesis for understanding how the Christology of Q 

developed. however, remain somewhat unclear for nvo important reasons. First. it seems likely 

that assumption theology came to literary expression in a later redactional phase han did the 

belief in Jesus as the coming Son of man. As seen in Chapter Three. some writin, OS came to 

credit assumption to individuals who on other grounds were the object of eschatological interest: 

this mises the possibility that in Q as well assumption theology was an expression or legitimation 

of the belief in Jesus' return as the Son of man, rather than the christologicaI origin of that be1ief. 

Second. as an implication of this. the literary function of assumption theology does not offer any 

certain insight into the kind of originating christo1ogical experience or expression the Q 

community may have had. That said. however. it may stiIl have been the case that a belief in 

Jesus' assurnption as the grounds of Jesus' post-mortem vindication may have been present in 
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the cornmunity alongside. for example, a conviction about the sotenoiogical importance of Jesus' 

teachings. 

This possibility of assumption theology in Q Ends some confirmation. we argued. 

particularly in the Q material about an absent and renirning master and about an unseen and 

suddenly appearing Son of man. Most importantly. Q 12:4246. as an addition to the cornplex 

which originally concluded with 123940. ehcidates the corning of the Son of man by means of 

the parable of the absent master who r e m s  unannounced to administer judgment and to 

dispense reward and punishment. if we follow Kloppenborg's compositional profile of Q. this 

redactional addition was made during the same redaction which produced Q 13:M-35 as an 

expression of the divine vindication of Jesus' rejection by the chiidren of Jerusrilem. 

Additionaily. assumption theology in Q has the benefit of explainhg how. in the absence of 

resurrectiori theology. Q has corne to view the non-earthly Jesus as the locus or paradigm of the 

sotenoiogical hopes of the cornmunity. with the exalted Jesus hctioning in rnuch the same way 

as exalted representative figures in certain Jewish writings. Finally. there also appear to be some 

similarities between Q and those Jewish apocalyptic texts which coordinate the reception of 

revelation. including a foreknowiedge of assumption. with the instruction of the community 

before the removal of the sage by God, 

One broader implication of seeing assumption theology in Q may also be reitented here. 

[t appears Iikely that Q was not the only comunity to have expressed a belief in Jesus' post- 

mortem vindication by means of assumption theology. However Mark's Empty Tomb nory 

originated-at some stage of the pre-Markan tradition. as we are inclined to believe. or at the 

hand of Mark himseff-it appears eo presume or express the same view (or tradition!). since 

Mark 16: 1-8 refers to the disappearance of Jesus' body without any resurrection appearances. 
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Although earlier scholars had been inclined to reckon assurnption as a more primitive expression 

of Jesus' vindication and exaltation than resurrection, it seems more reasonable. particularly in 

view of the primitive formulation of resurrection theoiogy preserved by Paul in I Cor t 53-8, to 

suggest that asumption and resurrection rnay have coexisted in an isolated fishion in differenc 

cirdes in primitive Christianity . Having said that. however, rtssumption theology rnay account 

for the belief in Jesus' heavenly exaltation and future Parousia in a way that resurrection 

theology alone (that is. without ascension or session language) cannot. 
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